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Ashour calls on Omair to 
defend decisions or quit

Dashti says he will not withdraw controversial grilling
By B Izzak

KUWAIT: MP Saleh Ashour said yesterday that changing
top executives in the oil sector is the right of the oil
minister, urging him to defend his decisions or resign.
Ashour’s call came amid sharp divisions in the National
Assembly about a reported plan by Oil Minister Ali Al-
Omair to make extensive changes to the board of direc-
tors of Kuwait Petroleum Corp (KPC) and a number of its
subsidiaries. Several MPs strongly criticized the minister,
alleging his moves seek to boost his electoral position
and wrest control over the sensitive sector, which con-
tributes more than 90 percent of Kuwait’s revenues. A
number of other MPs however expressed total support
for Omair, whom they described as a reformist who
wanted to stimulate the oil sector. 

Ashour said Omair wants to make the changes in
order to create an executive body that can help him.
The lawmaker said he is surprised at the campaign
against the minister, claiming that it is clear it comes
from people with vested interests who want to have an
influence in the KPC board. Ashour said that if the min-
ister fails to get the needed backing from the Cabinet
for the changes, he should step down.

The lawmaker also criticized the lack of reactions
from almost all sides at the shutdown of the Khafji and
Wafra oilfields in the neutral zone with Saudi Arabia,
saying he expected a statement from the Cabinet to
explain the reasons for the stoppage. The halt in pro-
duction at the two fields has deprived Kuwait of around
250,000 barrels of oil daily. Ashour said “we did not hear
any reaction to the oilfields issue from those who

Continued on Page 13

BEIRUT: The Islamic State group sealed its capture of
Ramadi after a dramatic pullout by Iraqi forces but was
prevented by Syrian troops from taking over the her-
itage site of Palmyra. Hundreds of fighters and civilians
were killed in both battles, which also added thousands
more families to the millions already displaced by con-
flict on either side of the border. The effective loss of the
capital of Iraq’s largest province marked one of
Baghdad’s worst setbacks since it began a nationwide
offensive last year to reclaim territory lost to the jihadists
in June 2014.

“Anbar operations command has been cleared,”
Muhannad Haimour, spokesman and adviser to the
provincial governor, told AFP. Several security officials
confirmed the retreat. IS fighters, who already controlled
most of the Anbar provincial capital, used a wave of sui-
cide car bombings to take most of the city and raised
their black flag over the provincial headquarters. “Daesh
has just taken full control of all main security bases,” an
army lieutenant colonel, who was among the troops
that withdrew from the operations command centre,
told AFP, using an Arabic acronym for IS.

Fighting took place in several neighborhoods of
Ramadi but reinforcements were too little too late as IS
fighters used their momentum to complete their con-
quest of the city. 

Continued on Page 13

IS takes Ramadi as Iraqi forces flee

RAMADI: Iraq security forces withdraw from the capital of Iraq’s Anbar province yesterday. — AP 

RIYADH: Hundreds of Yemeni politicians and tribal lead-
ers began talks yesterday in Saudi Arabia on the future
of their war-torn country as a five-day humanitarian
ceasefire was set to expire, though Shiite rebels there
were not taking part. The ceasefire, scheduled to end at
11 pm (2000 GMT), hasn’t halted fighting in Yemen
between the rebels, known as Houthis, and those
opposing them.

The Houthis have rejected the main aim of the three-
day talks - the restoration of Yemen’s exiled president -
and the location of the negotiations in Saudi Arabia. The
absence of the Houthis means the national dialogue is
unlikely to end the violence, which saw the rebels seize

the capital, Sanaa, in September and ultimately force
President Abed Rabbo Mansour Hadi into exile.

The rebels and the Saudi-led coalition targeting them
with airstrikes have blamed each other for the ceasefire
violations. The UN envoy to Yemen, Ismail Ould Cheikh
Ahmed, opened the meeting in Riyadh by calling on all
parties to ensure that the shaky ceasefire leads to a last-
ing truce. “I call on all parties to refrain from any action
that disturbs the peace of airports, main areas and the
infrastructure of transport,” said Ahmed, who delivered
the speech on behalf of UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-
moon.

Continued on Page 13

Yemen dialogue begins in 
Riyadh without Houthis
UN envoy urges extension of truce

RIYADH: (From left) Assistant of Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) Secretary General Ahmed bin Heli, Yemen’s
Vice President and Prime Minister Khaled Bahah, Yemen’s President Abed Rabbo Mansur Hadi and GCC
Secretary General Abdullatif Al-Zayani attend the opening of the “Riyadh Conference for Saving Yemen and
Building a Federal State” in the Saudi capital yesterday. — AFP 

Yussef Al-Qaradawi

CAIRO: The United States expressed
alarm yesterday at death sentences
for Egypt’s ousted president
Mohamed Morsi and dozens of oth-
ers, a verdict experts called a declara-
tion of “total war” on his Muslim
Brotherhood. Morsi was among more
than 100 defendants given the death
penalty Saturday for their role in a
mass jailbreak during the 2011 upris-
ing. He ruled for only a year before
mass protests spurred then army
chief and now President Abdel Fattah
Al-Sisi to overthrow him in July 2013.

Sisi won a presidential election in

May 2014 backed by Egyptians tired
of political turmoil in the world’s
most populous Arab nation following
the 2011 revolt against longtime
autocrat Hosni Mubarak. Washington
expressed concern over Saturday’s
verdict, saying it has “consistently
spoken out against the practice of
mass trials and sentences”. “We con-
tinue to stress the need for due
process and individualized judicial
processes for all Egyptians in the
interests of justice,” a State
Department official said.

Continued on Page 13

‘War’ on Brotherhood seen
Qaradawi rejects verdict • Egypt hangs six
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Sultan of Brunei 
visits Kuwait

KUWAIT: The Sultan of Brunei
Haji Hassanal Bolkiah is due to
arrive in Kuwait today on a two-
day official visit during which he
is scheduled to hold talks with
His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah. The Sultan will be accom-
panied by a delegation of offi-
cials. 

Delegation leaves 
for symposium

KUWAIT: Head of a
Parliamentarian Friendship
Committee at Kuwait National
Assembly Saud Al-Hreiji left
yesterday to Baku, Azerbaijan,
to take part in the Third inter-
national cross-cultural sympo-
sium which is held through
May 21, 2015. 

Sarayat season over

KUWAIT: The Sarayat season, a
period of unstable weather that
lasts between mid-April and
mid-May, has officially ended,
Kuwaiti meteorologist Adel Al-
Saadoun said. He added that
the Sarayat season occasionally
lasts for an extra week before
weather finally stabilizes. The
upcoming days are expected to
feature changes in wind direc-
tion, increase in temperatures
over 40 C degrees and disap-
pearance of clouds, signaling
the beginning of summer, he
said. — KUNA

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah received HH the Crown
Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah at
Seif Palace yesterday. HH the Amir also received
National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Ali Al-Ghanem,
HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah and the First Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. 

Meanwhile, HH the Crown Prince received Ghanem,
HH Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak, Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled,
Deputy Prime Minister and Interior Minister Sheikh

Mohammad Al-Khaled Al-Sabah and Deputy Prime
Minister and Defense Minister Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah
Al-Sabah. HH Sheikh Nawaf then received Minister of
Information and Minister of State for Youth Affairs
Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah
and Minister of State for Cabinet Affairs Sheikh
Mohammad Al-Abdullah Al-Sabah.

HH the Crown Prince later received Minister of Oil
and Minister of State for National Assembly Affairs Ali
Saleh Al-Omair, as well as Chief Executive Officer of
Kuwait Oil Tanker Company (KOTC) Sheikh Talal Al-
Khaled Al-Sabah. — KUNA

Amir, Crown Prince
receive state officials

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets HH the Prime Minister Sheikh
Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. — Amiri Diwan and KUNA photos

His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets Kuwait Oil Tanker Company’s
CEO Sheikh Talal Al-Khaled Al-Sabah.

His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets Minister of Oil and Minister of
State for National Assembly Affairs Ali Saleh Al-Omair.

KUWAIT: National Assembly Speaker
Marzouq Al-Ghanem and a delegation
accompanying him returned home Saturday
evening following an Asian tour that took
them to Pakistan and South Korea. Ghanem
was received at the airport by Parliament
Secretary MP Adel Al-Jarallah Al-Kharafi,
Minister of Oil and Minister of State for
National Assembly Affairs Dr. Ali Al-Omair,
and Ambassadors of Pakistan and South

Korea to Kuwait.
Ghanem held a series of meetings with

officials and MPs in Pakistan and South Korea
over means of further boosting bilateral rela-
tions, as well as regional and international
issues of mutual interest. Ghanem was
accompanied by MPs Kamel Al-Awadhi,
Mubarak Al-Harees, Dr Ouda Al-Ruwaiee,
Rakan Al-Nisf, Humoud Al-Hamdan, Faisal Al-
Shaye and Ahmad Al-Qudhaibi. —  KUNA 

Speaker returns
after Asian tour

MEXICO CITY: Head of the Kuwaiti parlia-
mentary friendship committee MP Yousef
Al-Zalzalah met Governor of Mexico State
Eruviel Avila in the Mexican City of Toluca
yesterday. During the meeting, the two
sides discussed bilateral relations and
means of promoting parliamentary, eco-
nomic, commercial and cultural coopera-
tion as well as a number of issues of com-
mon concern.

The meeting was attended by Kuwait’s
Ambassador to Mexico Samih Jawhar
Hayat, lawmakers Abdullah Al-Teraiji and
Saif Al-Azmi as well as Mexico’s senior
lawmakers and head of supreme constitu-
tional court.

MP Zalzalah expressed gratitude and
appreciation to the Mexico governor for
warm reception and hospitality that
reflected the deep relations between the
two countries, said ambassador Hayat.
Zalzalah also voiced his happiness for this
visit which will contribute to promoting
parliamentary relations between the two
countries, added the ambassador.
Zalzalah wished Avila good health and his
country prosperity and progress. The

Mexico governor held a banquet in honor
of the Kuwaiti lawmakers, in the presence
of senior Mexican officials. 

Ambassador Hayat had met Zalzalah,
and Azmi earlier, in attendance of ambas-
sadors of Islamic countries to Mexico.
Ambassador Hayat said that the envoys’
meeting with Kuwaiti lawmakers sup-
ports parliamentary diplomacy which is a
supportive pillar of Kuwait’s foreign poli-
cy. He added that the success of the
Kuwaiti MPs’ visit is a success for all Arabs
and Muslims.

Meanwhile, the envoys lauded efforts
of Ambassador Hayat that ended with
buying a plot of land to build tombs for
Muslims in Mexico. They expressed their
gratitude and appreciation to Kuwaiti
MPs and Ambassador Hayat for warm
reception, wishing further success and
prosperity to the State of Kuwait, its lead-
ership, government and people. They also
highly appreciated the prominent role
and huge efforts exerted by His Highness
the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah to achieve global security
and peace. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s National Fund for Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and South
Korea’s small and medium business adminis-
tration signed a memorandum of under-
standing (MoU) yesterday to promote coop-
eration in this regard.

Executive Chairman and Secretary General
of the National Fund for SMEs Dr Mohammad
Al-Zuhair and South Korean Vice Minister of
Trade, Industry and Energy Lee Kwan-sup
inked the MoU. Following the signing cere-
mony, Zuhair said in a press statement that
cooperation with the Korean side will cover
several fields, including sharing information
of all sectors of SMEs in the two countries.

The MoU also includes information per-
taining to legislations and regulations as well

as incentives and policies supported by gov-
ernmental and semi-governmental institu-
tions, he added. He lauded the experience of
South Korea over 40 years in the field of SMEs,
stressing that bilateral cooperation will devel-
op the concept of business and innovation of
emerging companies.

Kuwaiti entrepreneurs will benefit greatly
from the Korean experience, especially in the
areas of technology and industry, he said,
noting that the memo will contribute to shar-
ing expertise and research studies through
hosting seminars and conferences between
the two sides. The memo also will lead to
facilitating opportunities of small and medi-
um sized firms in the two countries for further
cooperation, Zuhair made clear. — KUNA

Kuwaiti lawmakers,
Mexican officials
mull bilateral ties

Kuwait, South Korea sign
SMEs cooperation MoU

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait, a member of the inter-
national Ooredoo Group, announced yesterday the
launch of its volunteer program. The program is
operated in cooperation with Spread the Passion, a
local non-profit organization aiming to connect
volunteers with volunteering opportunities. 

Speaking at the press conference yesterday at
Ooredoo’s head office in Kuwait City, Corporate
Communications Director Mijbil Alayoub said: “Our
corporate social responsibility policy focuses great-
ly on youth, and we believe strongly in instilling
constructive and noble values such as volun-
teerism in this big segment of our society, which
represents the future of our country.”

Commenting on the collaboration, Dr Fatemah
Al-Moussawi from Spread the Passion said: “We’re
happy to be chosen by Ooredoo to help operating
this program, especially since we share many val-
ues with Ooredoo. The main purpose of our organi-
zation is to inspire individuals, and a most effective
way to do that is by giving them live examples
from their own environment. We’re hopeful that
the program will have a positive impact on all par-
ticipants.” The induction phase of the program will
include workshops, a training camp, and will con-
clude with certification of volunteers. Training will
be done in accordance with international volunteer
group standards.

Ooredoo CSR and Social  Media Senior
Manager Yousef Al-Shallal said: “We aspire to con-
tribute in creating a generation of Kuwaiti youth
who value volunteer work as one of their civic
duties. The fact that part of our campaign will be
during the holy month of Ramadan and the sum-
mer holiday will certainly have a positive impact
on participation.”

Speaking about the program’s plan, CSR

Executive Sarah Al-Qabandi said: “The volunteer
program will be ongoing, as it embodies our values
as a corporate. The participants will play a big role
in our future CSR campaigns. The training and
development they will go through will certainly
enrich their lives on a personal level, which is an
important factor for us. We’re also proud to be the
first in Kuwait to help volunteers obtain interna-
tional-standard certification.” 

Ooredoo launches volunteer program
Participants receive training, certification

KUWAIT: SMEs Fund’s Executive Chairman Dr Mohammad Al-Zuhair and South Korean
Vice Minister Lee Kwan-sup shake hands after signing the memorandum. — KUNA

MEXICO CITY: Governor of Mexico State Eruviel Avila in the Mexican City of
Toluca is pictured with Kuwaiti MPs and Kuwait’s Ambassador to Mexico
Samih Hayat. — KUNA

KUWAIT: (From left) Fatemah Al-Moussawi, Mijbil Al-Ayoub, Yousef Al-Shallal, and Sarah Al-
Qabandi are pictured during the press conference. — Photo by Joseph Shagra
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Crime
R e p o r t

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: A paper factory caught fire in Rai. Within 4 min-
utes, responders from the industrial Shuwaikh fire center
were in the scene, followed by Ardiya and back-up stations.
The fire was contained and kept from spreading to neigh-
boring factories. No injuries were reported.

Liquor factory raided
Ahmadi police raided a liquor factory in a residential

area in Sabah Al-Ahmad. Officers found four bags of sugar,
760 liquor bottles ready for sale, 23 full barrels and 9 gas
cylinders. A man without a civil ID was arrested.

No injuries in
factory fire

Restaurant closed
Municipality Public Relations said a municipality

team carried out an inspection on shops and restaurants
in Mirqab, which resulted in the closure of a restaurant
for dealing in material harmful to public health and for
not complying with general hygiene rules.

Battery assault suspects arrested
The Interior Ministry’s Public Relations and Security

Media Department at the Interior ministry said that the
couple seen over social media beating an Arab expat
inside a mall were identified and arrested. The pair con-
fessed to attacking the man with a sharp object and
they were sent to concerned authorities.

Multiple arrests
Capital security carried out a campaign and arrested a

Kuwaiti citizen on a KD 2,598 debt case and another on a
one-month jail  sentence for possession of drugs.
Authorities also arrested a Gulf vendor for selling without a
license, two Indians selling locally-made liquor, three
Indians in a drunken condition, a Bangladeshi for selling
pornographic films, and seven persons for gambling. The
three drunk men were sent to Salhiya police station. In
Fintas, two citizens and a Gulf national were arrested and a
shabu envelope was found along with drug paraphernalia.
The men were sent to concerned authorities. Meanwhile, a
citizen was arrested in Kuwait City while intoxicated and
was also found to be wanted on a KD 107,000 debt case. 

By Meshaal Al-Enezi and A Saleh

KUWAIT: Around 150 Manpower Public
Authority employees staged a sit-in yester-
day outside the minister of social affairs
and labor’s office to protest against being
transferred to the ministry. The protestors
complained that most of them had excel-
lent performance reports and that termi-
nating their duties at the manpower
authority was humiliating. They also com-
plained that they would be demoted by
the transfer. 

Responding to the sit-in and in an effort
to contain and solve the problem, MSAL
Undersecretary Mutar Al-Mutairi met the
demonstrators and listened to their
demands. He explained that their assign-
ment at the authority was valid for one
year, after which their superiors could ter-
minate it and return them to their original
posts.  

Notably, Mutairi decided to form a spe-
cial team to work on distributing the
employees included in the minister ’s
administrative resolution number
780/2015, pertaining with ending the
assignment of 406 employees working for
the manpower authority and returning
them to their original positions at the min-
istry. However, Mutairi promised to return
the employees to their posts within a week
without losing any of the incentives they
received and in accordance to their desig-
nations.

Couriers protest
In another strike, a number of couriers

working for a private company with a sub-
contract from the Fatwa and Legislation
Department yesterday went on a strike in
protest for not being paid for six months.
The demonstrators said that they had
made prior complaints but nobody heeded
them.

Barrak’s case
The Cassation Court is scheduled today

to issue its highly anticipated verdict in a
state security case in which former MP
Musallam Al-Barrak is accused of offending
His Highness the Amir and undermining his
status. The criminal court had sentenced
Barrak to five years in jail, but the appeals
court later scrapped the sentence and
decided to conduct the trial itself. It later
reduced Barrak’s sentence to two-years in
jail. The Cassation Court is looking into a
petition challenging the two-year jail term.
The court had released Barrak, the secre-
tary general of the Popular Action
Movement, on a KD 1,000 bail last month
pending its ruling. 

Fake medicines
Health Ministry undersecretary Dr

Khalid Al-Sahlawi said that 500 citations
had been issued to private pharmacies for
selling fake medications. Sahlawi added
that a store licensed to sell fabrics was
found selling smuggled unaccredited and

unapproved medicines including aphro-
disiacs and slimming pills. Speaking during
a press conference, Sahlawi urged the pub-
lic to be fully aware of the danger of such
illegal medications and not to hesitate to
report anyone selling them. Sahlawi also
called for stricter penalties and more moni-
toring of ads on social media. 

Potato shipment
Following recent concerns and contro-

versies over Iranian watermelons, Doha
customs inspectors barred an inedible
potato shipment arriving from Iran from

entering Kuwait. The customs supervisors
noted that Kuwait municipality inspectors
unloaded and examined the shipment and
confirmed that it was foul. 

Rent allowance
The rent allowance department manag-

er at the housing authority Yousef Al-
Kandari said that the authority had stopped
paying around 480 citizens rent allowances
since March because they had not applied
for the housing alternatives the authority
offers to citizens, and thus they were
deemed undeserving of housing welfare.  

Manpower authority staff protest ‘demotion’
Pharmacies cited for selling fake meds

KUWAIT: Some of the former Manpower Public Authority employees seen during
their sit-in yesterday. — Photos by Meshsaal Al-Enezi

AAW sponsors 1st Internal
Diseases Conference 

KUWAIT: Ali  Abdulwahab Al
Mutawa Commercial  Company
(AAW) yesterday announced plans
to sponsor a conference to be held
by Kuwait ’s  Internal  Diseases
Board (KIDB)’s on May 28-30, and
June 4-6. The first of its kind even,
t i t led ‘ Internal  Diseases &
Specialties,’ is organized at the
Regency Hotel. 

Speaking on the occasion, AAW
Chairman of the Board and CEO,
Faisal Ali  Abdulwahab stressed

that sponsoring the conference
comes as part of his company’s
belief in the significance of sup-
porting Kuwait’s medical sector,
and helping it provide the best
medical services that cope with
the world’s latest medical devel-
opments.

Dr Mohammed Zubaid mean-
while stressed that the confer-
ence’s significance lies in the fact
that it would deal with the largest
group of medical specialties who

reveal a patient’s health status. He
added that the conference would
focus on training KIDB doctors. 

AAW has many contributions
over the past ten years in provid-
ing annual support supporting
various NGOs like Hayat Center of
Cancer Early  Detection,  CAN,
Human Rights Watch,  Women
Socio-Cultural Society as well as
helping promote issues like human
rights, helping children and aiding
displaced Syrian families. 

Committee discusses
international

racing circuit project
KUWAIT: Minister of Information and Minister of State for
Youth Affairs Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-Humoud
Al-Sabah discussed yesterday with a special committee
the planned establishment of an international cars and
motorcycles racing circuit, to be built in the country
according to international standards.

The meeting took place at the Public Authority for
Youth and Sport’s (PAYS) headquarters and included PAYS’
Chairman and Director General Sheikh Ahmad Al-Mansour
Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, chairman of the cars committee Dr
Jassem Al-Huwaidi and other committee members Sheikh
Salman listened during the meeting to a number of views
regarding the project and the committee’s perception of
the final design. He stressed that the political leadership
pays great attention to youth issues, noting need to over-
come any obstacle that may face its execution.

Sheikh Ahmad Al-Mansour said meanwhile that the
PAYS is always working to support youth and sports activi-
ties as well as overcome any obstacle facing those activi-
ties in addition to supporting creative youth initiatives.

He also praised the positive atmosphere that prevailed
at the meeting, which also included representatives from
Basel Salem Al-Sabah Motor Racing Club, Kuwait Motors
Sport Club (KMSC) and Kuwait International Automobile
Club (KT).

Jadeed TV
Meanwhile, Sheikh Salman met yesterday with Tahseen

Khayat, Chairman of Al-Jadeed TV; a privately owned
Lebanese TV station. The two sides discussed a number of
media subjects of mutual interest. During the meeting,
Sheikh Salman stressed the importance of integration
between state and private media institutions in whatever
serves the interest of Arab countries, supports Arab unity,
achieves development, and contributes in raising Arab
people’s awareness, the ministry said in a statement.

The Minister also underlined the depth of Kuwaiti-
Lebanese media ties, which set an example for Arab
media cooperation, stressing the need to boost this
cooperation in order to set an inspirational model in
Arab media unity.  — KUNA

KUWAIT: Al-Zour North plant has produced its very first
megawatt of electricity, only 18 months after work start-
ed in the project according to a contract signed in
December 2013.

The implementation of the project is making remark-
able progress thanks to persistent efforts by the involved
companies, contractors and workers so that it can sup-
port high consumption in the hot summer season, Yusuf
Al-Hajiri,  Chairman of Al-Zour North IWPP Phase I
Company, said yesterday.

The project is being built as part of the Al-Zour North
Independent Water and Power Project (IWPP). The new
integrated power plant and desalination plant, together
with forming the first phase of the IWPP are scheduled to
be completed and commissioned by the fourth quarter of
2016. Once completed, Al-Zour North will produce 1,500
Megawatt of electricity and 107 million imperial gallons
(450,000 cubic meters) daily, Hajiri noted.

A private consortium owns 40 percent of the $1.4 bil-
lion costs of Al-Zour North while the Kuwaiti government
has 60 percent. It will sell a 50 percent share of the project
to Kuwaiti citizens through an initial public offering (IPO),
reducing the government’s part to 10 percent. —KUNA

Al-Zour North
starts initial

power generation
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KUWAIT: Jamal Abdul Nasser Street Development Project
(RA/167) is a strategic venture put forward, and is currently
being undertaken, by the Ministry of Public Works of Kuwait
as part of the state’s ongoing plans in the State of Kuwait to
further enhance the existing infrastructure and transporta-
tion network. The implementation-in-progress aims to
transform the existing Jamal Abdul Nasser Street into an
internationally standardized multi-leveled expressway
extending from the Jahra Gate (Jahra Gate Roundabout -
Sheraton) to Grenada area in the western region of Kuwait.
The Ministry has employed the joint venture of Louis Berger
and Pace to undertake the design and construction supervi-
sion of the project. The total construction cost is 242.4 mil-
lion Kuwaiti Dinars, and the scope includes a multi leveled
elevated highway alongside the upgrading and reconstruc-
tion of the existing service roads to provide additional traf-
fic lanes with enhanced new or relocated utilities infrastruc-
ture.

Objectives
• Segregate between bypass traffic and local traffic flow

via elevated highways.
• Increase the Jamal Abdul Nasser Highway capacity

thereby minimizing traffic congestions.
• Reducing traffic accidents.
• Meet future traffic demands
• Improve road facilities and services 
• Improve road safety standards

The upgraded Jamal Abdul Nasser highway will serve as
efficient transport infrastructure for the road’s adjacent
existing establishments of which are educational - such as
Kuwait University and University of Applied Sciences,
Medical  -  such as The Shuweik h Medical  Zone,  and
Governmental - such as the Ministry of Defense.

The project is interconnected within a network of newly
developed highways which are the Jahra Highway, Jaber
Causeway and Doha link. This network serves the city and is
the main internationally standardized routes to reach the
newly developed projects which are the Silk City and
Mubarak Al-Kabeer Seaport.

Nasser Road project comprises of five phases of work
that are being undertaken simultaneously. The first phase
starts from the Airport road roundabout until the First Ring
Road (Al-Salam Palace). Phase 2 is from Sabah Hospital road
roundabout up till Grenada area toward Jahra City. The 3rd
phase extends from Al-Razi Hospital interchange to Ghazali
roundabout while Phase 4 extends from Ghazali round-
about to the Airport road roundabout. Lastly, Phase 5
encompasses the Ghazali Interchange with Jamal Abdul
Nasser.

Reasons for Phasing
• Phasing traffic detours facilitates traffic flow in congested

areas.
• Relocation of services in phases as per the technical speci-

fications of these services.
• The need to complete the first phase at an early stage.
• The nature of segmental erection requires commencing

the works from one end of the project and to proceed in a
linear sequence.

Key executives

Owner
The Ministry of Public Works (MPW ) - Roads

Engineering sector (Motorway)

The Consultant and Designer
The Joint Venture of Pace and Louis Berger “LB”

The Contractor
The Joint Venture of
Rizzani De Eccher, SPA- Italy 
Obrascon Huarte Lain, SA - Spain 
TREVI, SPA- Italy 
Boodai Construction- Kuwait

Supervision
Eng Mahmoud Haji Ramadan - Project Engineer (MPW-

KW) - Roads Engineering Sector (Motorways department)
Dr John Faulkner - Project Director (LB)
Tarek Shuaib - Managing Partner (Pace)
Commencement Date: 1st May 2011
Completion Date (Contractually): 28th October 2016

Project Works
Structures
The project, in both its design and construction, stands as

an engineering marvel in which its caliber is measured with
the advanced and large-scaled structural propositions
employed, ranking the project as one of the largest multilevel
road projects in the world. Attempting this in such a busy
metropolis like Kuwait city, along with the fact that it is
upgrading an existing busy road; requires very intricate meth-
ods of construction that does not impede or disrupt the traffic
flow or perturb public environment dynamics. The undertak-
ing of this grand infrastructure development entails a series of
sophisticated large scaled operations. Its engineering, and
complicacy of location, required the utilization of the latest
innovations in bridge constructions, using the precast seg-
mental erection, using overhead launching gantries. A pur-
pose made state of the art precasting facility has been estab-
lished where the work continues both day and night manu-
facturing the precast concrete segments for the viaduct. The
elevated viaduct of Jamal Abdul Nasser Street is approximate-
ly 7.2 km long and consists of six to eight lanes width with
access ramps that are one or two lanes of width. The link road

viaducts are also of precast segmental construction and vary
in width from four to six lanes. 

Upon assembling the launching Gantries imported for the
project (2 assembled and in use so far), the method employed
for the precast segmental erection of the bridges is identified
as ‘Segmental Span by Span’ technique which basically
denotes completing one deck span of segments after the oth-
er, where bridge segments of one span are being lifted alto-
gether, stressed then epoxy glued together to form a com-
plete deck. The advantages of Span-by-Span erection include
speedier erection of bridge segments, easy geometry control
and employing a smaller crew size for operation.

The project also includes constructing a 716 meter long
section of depressed road which will have two roundabout
bridges to service the local traffic. New at-grade service roads,
generally of twin three lane configuration, will be located
either along side or underneath the elevated main-line road-
way. A total will be four interchanges and 9 roundabouts will
be constructed under the scope of the project works.

Services and Utilities
In addition to transforming the Jamal Abdul Nasser into a

unified highway, the project plans also include the renovation
of a number of utilities and drainage structures along the

length of the project route, which will require relocation, pro-
tection, and refurbishment. Renovation works include reloca-
tion of water lines and sewage system, relocation of tele-
phone services, gas lines and voltage cables in addition to
other preservation works.

Precast Yard
The fully utilized Precast Yard is set up on a remote area of

land located in Doha with a total surface area of130,000
square meters. It accommodates large-scaled pre-casting
machinery such as mold production frames, heavy gantries,
water tanks, storage and curing chambers. In addition to the
staff offices and the concrete batching plant.

The yard works commence in the steel reinforcement cut-
ting zone, where the steel bars are cut and shaped to form the
segment frame reinforcement. A total of 11 overhead electri-
cally operated cranes lift the frameworks to the segment mold
machines in order to complete the casting and pre-stressing
process. A total of 4 Gantry Cranes (2 x 100 tonnage and 2 x
140 Tonnage) are set up and functional in the precast yard
with which the complete segments are moved to curing then
storage for site use.

The precast yard provides a greater space for work and a
suitable environment in which the quality of the segments
can be assured with regard to consistency, meeting strength
requirements and establishing a bridge that is durable and
requires little maintenance. Other advantages also include
easy geometry control and guaranteeing an elevated speed
on construction and quality control in addition to very limited
or no public disturbance.

Detours
In order for the structural works appointed on the existing

road to be carried out, an alternate traffic detour for road
users is mandatory. Traffic detours, however long they extend,
comprise the same properties of the original road including
traffic lanes, road width, services such as light poles and road
signs.  Detours are strictly constructed in accordance to all
international standards which states that all detours should
comprise all the qualities of a well-developed road, even if it is
temporary, and this includes the quality of asphalt, road mark-
ings and safety measures.

While trying to maintain ease of traffic flow, detours occa-
sionally may follow a rather irregular path depending on the
circumstances and available space surrounding the original
road.  The main objective of detours is to re-route the traffic to
allow the formation of spaces required for the construction of
bridges and the re-location of all utilities.

Progress Updates
At a stage of being almost halfway near to completion (58

percent), project works are advancing concurrently on con-
struction sites along the project line as well as offsite in the
project’s segment Pre-Cast yard. The structural works - materi-

alizing in the construction of the elevated highways- are in
steady progress reaching 40 percent of overall completion
including the installation of edge and median barriers. 65 per-
cent of structural works have been completed for the con-
struction of the underpass. Moreover, the ongoing production
of precast segments for the elevated mainline is currently at
86 percent of progress, with a 10-12 segments per day pro-

ductivity, whereas other ongoing ramp and link road seg-
ments production had crossed 63 percent. As for detours and
relocation and protection of utilities, approximately 65 per-
cent of ongoing works have been completion so far alongside
Jamal Abdul Nasser’s original road.

Environment and Safety considerations
Every construction job taking place on site must be strictly

executed within all environmental standards and regulation
placed and developed periodically by the Environmental
Public Authority given that this project required a certified
specialist with the commission to raise a monthly report to
the EPA on all environmental impacts caused by the project.
The report includes a monitoring log of readings and occur-
rences in all project areas taken through daily visits and field
measurements to determine the air quality, noise readings,
quality of groundwater, water sanitation, solid waste and liq-
uid waste, thereby confirming the implementation require-
ments under the contract. The existing planting and greenery
lost during implementation will be compensated for with the
final landscaping of the project which will cover more than
300,000m≤ when the project is complete.

Safety considerations
• Setting up a mobile laboratory along the project’s line for

measuring emissions and toxic readings.
• Setting up multiple mobile clinics for the safety and

health of workers along the project line.
• Provide periodic lectures on safety and security for work-

ers in approx. 10 languages (due to multiple nationalities
present)

• Holding contests as a motivational factor for the best can-

didate following the instructions for safety and security in
a monthly event called ‘safest worker of the month’.

• The firm and strict safety supervision and application of
international standards and safety laws which include the
use of helmets, jackets and other machine associated
safety gear such as harnesses and belts, the proper set up
of banners, barriers and all signboards.

• Initial induction on personal protective equipment.
• Specific operation duties and Toolbox training
• Training of sub-contractors.

Training programs
The project executives are constantly developing interna-

tionally standardized training programs for national cadres of
new engineers and university students; this entails several lec-

tures at the offices of the project on structural works, utility
development works and project management, in addition to
the practical application through field work at construction
sites and the pre-cast yard for bridges segments. 

Corporate Social Responsibility
As part of its social responsibility agenda, the project team

launched Jamal Abdul Nasser Development Project’s first CSR
program under the title ‘Helmets For A Cause’ where art met
engineering  in a world class collaboration between the proj-
ect and the Kuwait Autism Center (in collaboration with
Kuwaiti Youth Volunteers Group). The project’s safety depart-
ment provided the specially talented Autism Center pupils
with a total of 20 safety helmets in order to showcase their tal-
ents in arts and crafts in producing artwork on the helmets
that reflects their love for their country by use of national
Kuwaiti symbols and landmark designs.

Other successful program that the project has recently
undertaken include the 7 day lectures and site visits present-
ed to Kuwait University Civil Engineering students and con-
ducted by the project’s director himself,  Dr John Andrew
Faulkner,  with the aid of his team of specialists. The students
received exceedingly valuable engineering substance on
advanced roads and bridge projects, in addition to a practical
application that took place in a safe and supervised manner
on project sites.

Challenges of the projects
The structural elements of the project, in addition to the

heavy utility works, will be constructed amid great challenges
including restricted work areas and coordination with differ-
ent parties. This will be the first project in Kuwait to illustrate
its ability, and enhancement to progress, to deliver large -
scale global projects. This comes by managing the risks and
the challenges to a successful conclusion. The nature of these
large - scale projects requires continuous coordination with
the concerned authorities during implementation to meet the
demands of work progress in order to realize the completion
date. The management of the project requires a set of internal
procedures, which detail the processes of obtaining the nec-
essary approvals from each authority located within the right
of way to enable the proposed road project to be completed
on time. Frequent follow ups are made with all parties
involved to ensure most efficient document control manage-
ment.

Other challenges
Undertaking the project works in a fully populated and

busy urban area with limited work areas requires intricate and
faultless planning to avoid logistical issues. Also, the heavy
traffic density that exists accordingly on the road due to the
presence of services like hospitals, universities and institutes
are being addressed by constructing fully utilized world class
detours that temporarily but wholly serve the traffic and are
inclusive of all the standards of an existing road e.g. light
posts, bus stops, road markings, safety lanes and barriers and
traffic signals.  The procedures of procurement of equipment,
machinery and materials imported from abroad require early
planning and coordination with several parties in order to
meet the construction schedules. Extreme weather conditions
and other factors relatively affect concrete casting operations
and on-site productivity.

Jamal Abdul Nasser Street
Development 58% complete

Project to transform road into internationally standardized multi-leveled expressway 

Total length of twin carriageway segmental viaduct 8,338 KM
Total length of single carriage way segmental viaduct - Ramps 6.89 KM
Total length of bored cast in-situ piling 118.1 KM
Total elevated deck area 348,946 m2 
No. of pre-cast segments 7613
Pre-cast yard 130,000 square meters
Total length of depressed road – 34 m wide 0.717 KM
No. of pedestrian overpass 8

Road Works

Total length of mainline 6-8 lane highway 10,075 KM
Total link of length roads 4-6 lanes 1,049 KM
Total length of ramps for interchange 1-3lanes 11,010 KM
Total length of service roads 6 lanes 11,617 KM (with linked roads)
No. of roundabouts 9
No. of interchanges 3

Road Works

Concrete Box culvert for water line 773 m
Water Lines 41245 m 
Sewage lines 10326 m
Manholes 152 
Gas lines 300 m 
High tension electrical cables 61883 m 
Telephone lines 18355 m 

Utilities
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KUWAIT: The number of tourists visiting
Cyprus from Kuwait has significantly increased
during the past four years, the Cypriot ambas-
sador to Kuwait told Kuwait Times yesterday.
At the launch of the ‘Taste of Cyprus’ event at
Holiday Inn Salmiya, Panicos Kyriacou said the
uptrend continues and his country is ready for
the surge of tourists now and in the years to
come. “Our population is only about a million,
but we receive as many as five million tourists
annually from all over the world,” he said. “Our
tourism industry is prepared and the amount
of readiness we have committed to the
tourism industry is really unprecedented,” he
noted.

According to Kyriacou, Cyprus is a stone’s
throw from Kuwait and many Middle East
countries.  “It’s about 2.5 hours away from

Kuwait, compared to the other European
countries that are four to five hours away from
Kuwait,” he said.  “When I started as the ambas-
sador of Cyprus to Kuwait, the average num-
ber of people visiting Cyprus was 3,000 to
4,000 per year, but is now 12,000 annually. The
reason is obvious, because the places which
they traditionally visit have been in turmoil,
and we are praying for them to resolve their
issues peacefully,” he said. 

Very safe
Kyriacou asserted that culturally, Cyprus is

at the crossroads of the Middle East and
Europe. “Cyprus is very safe, and you can enjoy
the sea, sand and mountains. Cyprus is not a
member of the Schengen countries, as per
their wish, but we are gaining the support and
cooperation of everyone,” he said. “If you have
a Schengen visa, you can enter other EU coun-

tries, but not Cyprus. But you stay in our coun-
try and we’ll take care of you till you leave, and
we guarantee that,” he quipped.  

Bilateral relations between Kuwait and
Cyprus are strong, and the countries mostly
share similar traits and aspirations. “Our ties
are real and deep-rooted for many years, even
though we only decided to open our respec-
tive embassies just four years ago. The
embassies are there to cater to the growing
number of people visiting our country. People
to people contacts have also increased signifi-
cantly. The president of Cyprus visited Kuwait
two years ago, and we are ready to receive HH
the Amir of Kuwait. Both countries have
signed various bilateral agreements including
an agreement on double taxation and agree-
ments on tourism, education, health and
many more,” Kyriacou said.

Taste of Cyprus 
The ‘Taste of Cyprus’ food and cultural festi-

val will run from May 20, 2015 to May 23, 2015.
“We want to bring the authentic taste of
Cyprus to the people of Kuwait. We bring not
just food, but the culture of Cyprus and our
music. During these three days, we are going
to treat our visitors with offerings from our
native land. We are delighted to have the sup-
port of Holiday Inn Salmiya. Since we opened
our embassy here, there has been huge sup-
port from Kuwait. We know that Kuwaitis have
been visiting Cyprus since the ‘80s, and some
of them have houses in Cyprus. Kuwaitis love
Cyprus. We want to thank them, especially the
people whose loyalty to Cyprus has been for
generations now,” Kyriacou said.  

At the food festival, Kyriacou said: “We are
hoping to offer recipes that have existed for
hundreds of years - not decades - but cen-

turies-old recipes. Most of the recipes are
organic from the natural environment - we are
talking about real food here, not copied or
fake. We have brought here a chef from Cyprus
- he’s known to many in Cyprus, and he will
give a Kuwaiti-Cypriot favor, a real taste of
Cyprus.”   Monjed Salha, General Manager of
Holiday Inn Salmiya, welcomed the Taste of
Cyprus food and cultural festival designed to
encourage locals and expats alike to try and
taste Cyprus hospitality and delicacies. “If you
are not ready yet to visit Cyprus, we will bring
Cyprus to you on your plate and in your heart.
They are here with their very own celebrity
chef, and we are going to prepare and offer
the best of Cyprus right here in this hotel, so
please come and enjoy a ‘taste of Cyprus’,”
Salha said, inviting customers to savor the
ambience and original mouthwatering dishes
from Cyprus.

Sharp increase in Cyprus tourism arrivals from Kuwait 
‘Taste of Cyprus’ food fest to open

KUWAIT:  Panicos Kyriacou, Cyprus Ambassador to Kuwait poses with embassy members and Holiday Inn managers. — Photos by Joseph ShagraA Cypriot traditional costume in display at the event.

KUWAIT: VIVA, Kuwait’s fastest-growing and
most developed telecom operator, accepted an
invitation of the National Assembly Secretariat
General’s Worker Union where it held an open
house at the National Assembly headquarters. In
collaboration with the union of the National
Assembly Secretariat General’s workers, VIVA’s
employees welcomed customers and employees
of the National Assembly Secretariat, as well as
the union members, over a period of four days
and informed them of VIVA’s unique services,
products and added value offers.

VIVA’s presence at the National Assembly
headquarters reaffirms its continued commit-
ment to society through communication with
various Kuwaiti institutions and committees,
promoting its products and services while meet-
ing the clients’ needs and aspirations.

The company has continuously sought to
present new and exclusive telecommunications
to its customers with the latest added value
services as it works hard to offer excellence in
quality of service with added value. 

VIVA reiterates its commitment to provide the
latest and unique telecom products and services
designed to ensure customer satisfaction and to
exceed their expectations.  The company will
continue to seek new innovative ways to offer
exceptional services to clients and become clos-
er to them while meeting their needs in a better
and faster way.

To find out more about VIVA’s competitive

promotions, products and packages, visit one of
the 67 VIVA branches, or the VIVA website at

www.viva.com.kw, or call VIVA’s 24 hour call cen-
ter on 102.

VIVA showcases services, products
to National Assembly employees

Fitness, Rehab center
launches walking campaign

KUWAIT: The Fitness and Rehabilitation Center at Dasman
Diabetes Institute, which was established by Kuwait
Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences, has officially
launched ‘30 a Day’ walking campaign on Wednesday, May
13, 2015. The ‘30 a Day’ campaign aims at promoting walk-
ing for 30 minutes, 5 days a week.

Research has found that walking 30 minutes a day for 5
days a week has a myriad of benefits on one’s health.
Benefits include a reduction of pain, improved function
and mobility as well as halving the risk of type 2 diabetes
when combined with moderate diet changes.

The Fitness and Rehabilitation Center is promoting this
walking initiative among its staff and has successfully been
able to attract many of its employees to join in walking 30
minutes on the center ’s walking track. Dr Kazem
Behbehani, The Director General of Dasman Diabetes
Institute along with senior administration, department
heads, and other staff from the various departments were
present for the launch. 

Dasman plans to make this a Kuwait-wide campaign in
the very near future to help promote walking among the
Kuwaiti population. To find out more information about
this initiative or to volunteer or take part in it, you may visit
the Fitness and Rehabilitation Center in Dasman Diabetes
Institute - the fourth floor or call 2224 2989. 

KIRS organizes
bioethics workshop 

KUWAIT: The Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research (KIRS)
and Kuwait National Commission for UNESCO (KNC UNESCO)
inaugurated a workshop on bioethics yesterday. “The work-
shop aims to promote the bioethics teaching in the Arab
countries and encourage states to have their own national
commissions for bioethics,” Kuwait National Commission for
UNESCO Secretary-General Abdullatif Al-Baijan said in the
inaugural speech. He added that the two-day workshop
“Supporting national dialogue on bioethics through a
National Bioethics Committee (NBC) in the GCC countries”,
tackles the drawing up of national policies and adoption of
book of ethics for biotechnology scientific research.

Baijan underlined the importance of founding national
commissions to spread bioethics for the benefit of people,
institutions and countries. It advocates policy dialogue
through a National Bioethics Committee among policy mak-
ers from the Gulf states, by sharing tools, good practices and
lessons learned in establishing an NBC.— KUNA
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Love is a strong relationship that is built on gather-
ing and linking persons, or between an individual
and other things. It is an emotion and feeling that

is not limited to the relationship between a man and
woman, rather it is a feeling embedded in every individ-
ual. Love has many forms in many human relations - the
love of the created for his Creator, love of the individual
for his country, the love of a father for his family, the love
of mother for her children, love of a friend for his friends,
love of science and knowledge and other human rela-
tions that are gathered in the word ‘love.’

The question remains: How to love? This is the diffi-
cult formula that many of us face, as love is based on giv-
ing to the other without waiting for something in return.
For example, and it is the best example of how we love,
is the love of the created for the Creator. When someone
gets closer to Almighty Allah, loves to worship Him, per-
forms his duties, prays to Him and begs Him without

condition over what he wants from Him, this is when the
cleansing of the human soul takes place. As many of
earthly impurities, and the love of the created for the
Creator remains without condition, and the love
between the individual and Almighty Allah remains.

Love is a process of cleansing the soul, without any
aim to ask and gain through this emotion. The human
being realizes, through this approach, how to love. If you
want to start, let it be with the love of Almighty Allah,
because with this you would have placed your feet on
the right path. The love of Almighty Allah is the start of
self cleansing and the fullness of purity of the soul. The
more the human being gets closer to Almighty Allah,
the more he will find love in his heart, and here you will
learn how to love others. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times

How to love
Al-Anbaa

By Nermin Al-Hooti

Love is a process of 
cleansing the soul, without
any aim to ask and gain

through this emotion.

A
l-Jarida

Adocument was circulated recently on Twitter
which compels those under the category of
“illegal residents” to praise the Central

Agency for Illegal Residents and clear it of any
responsibility of any violation or harm against the
signees’ interests. Then the signee undertakes not
to harm the country or its symbols, especially
through social media on the Internet, besides not
holding demonstrations or harms the interests of
Kuwait!

I do not know if this document is true or one of
the rumors and lies that many people find it easy to
spread through social media, and I do not know
what is the occasion to sign this document - yet it is
funny and a continuation of the government’s
administrative mentality behaving randomly away
from the state’s law and constitution that governs
everything. We have general laws that govern the
behavior of every human being on the land of
Kuwait. They protect the country’s symbols and for-
bid harming their security or even disturbing the
peace of any expat in it. 

Those who violate these laws are punished with
general and clear punishments, regardless of gen-
der, color and origin, so creating a special law for
‘illegal residents’ to keep them from what the cen-

tral agency entrusted to deal with their situation
believes harms the state, its symbols or security is
an unnecessary heresy, and insists in attempting to
humiliate bedoons, or whatever they are called, in
order to force them to do what the agency wants,
which is to reveal their original identities, which the
agency believe they are hiding.

It is not the right or concern of the agency to
‘legislate’ laws for bedoons, because they like the
rest of people in Kuwait comply with state’s laws
that do not differentiate between people.
Committing the group of the so-called illegal resi-
dents alone with a certain behavior or certain sub-
mission to the wishes of some people is a violation
of their personal rights as well as the constitutional
articles and rules that made people equal.

The agency is not authorized to levy additional
punishment on them other than what is included
in the public punishments and restrictions in the
state of Kuwait. The agency’s document, if true, has
no value in the end. The undertaking of ‘bedoons’
or non-bedoons is a foregone conclusion, because
we are all compelled to obey the same laws and we
are all subject to the same punishments if we vio-
late them. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times

A silly move
Al-Qabas

By Abdellatif Al-Duaij

Iconducted a study in 2009 titled “Kuwaiti
labor in the industrial sector - reality and
challenges”. The study was made at the

request of the Kuwait Industries Union. The
study aimed at diagnosing the reality of
Kuwaitis working in industrial companies,
identifying obstacles and finding means to
encourage them to get involved in the indus-
trial field, increase their numbers there and
determine the jobs they go for, apart from oth-
ers.

The Kuwait industrial sector has felt the hes-
itance of Kuwaiti youth to work for industrial
companies and wanted to know the reasons
and the type of jobs preferred by them, and
how to encourage them to work in Kuwaiti fac-
tories. The results showed that the majority -
90 percent - want jobs at the main administra-
tion of the company while only 10 percent
want to work in the factories. 

It was also found that the industrial sector
pays market-rate salaries, and as the govern-
ment competes with the private sector, espe-
cially the industrial sector, in granting salaries,
allowances and incentives to Kuwaitis, they
prefer to work for the government. Companies
face other obstacles in appointing Kuwaitis,
including their refusal to take up technical jobs
in factories, lack of acceptance of regular
working hours and the existence of a competi-
tor of the industrial sector as far as salaries and
working hours are concerned, which is the
government.

The recommendations were:
* Development and adjustment of school

curricula and introducing a subject about
the private sector, particularly the industrial
one, in the classrooms and in practice.

* Increase the financial support and incen-
tives for Kuwaiti youth who wish to work in
the industrial sector, so it can give
allowances from the government that are
more than their counterparts in the govern-
ment in order to lure and encourage them
to work for industrial companies.

* Enroll them in training programs in facto-
ries while at school, and this should be con-
sidered part of the curricula and the govern-
ment should give a monthly reward to them
as well as cover the training cost.

* The state should support industrial compa-
nies by issuing laws to protect local indus-
tries so they continue and keep Kuwaitis
working for them, and support factories
with long-term government contracts, sim-
plify licensing procedures and provide
industrial lands for companies. The Public
Authority for Industry’s statistics in 2012
shows that there are 1,105 industrial facili-
ties in Kuwait, and 90 percent of the man-
power in the industrial sector comprises of
non-Kuwaitis, and the 10 percent Kuwaitis
are mostly in oil companies. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times

Working in the
industrial sector

Al-Anbaa

By Abdullah Al-Abdeljader

Crime
R e p o r t

Raids net Americans,
Indians, Bangladeshi 

for drug trading
KUWAIT: Major General Abdelhameed Al-Awadhi, Interior
Ministry Assistant Undersecretary for Criminal Activity
Affairs, ordered five expats including two American women
to concerned authorities for possession of drugs for trade
and use. The instructions came about the expats’ arrest by
Drugs Control General Department in three separate cases.

A security source said that the local Drugs Fighting
Department learned that two American women were trad-
ing in drugs. A team was formed and the two were arrested
at a Mangaf-area flat where 250g of marijuana was also
found. Both said the drugs were smuggled in for selling.

Meanwhile the same department worked on a tip off
about two Indian nationals selling heroin in Farwaniya. The
flat where they lived was raided and 100g of the drug was
also found. In a similar incident, a Bangladeshi who works
as a taxi driver was arrested after a tip off. The man’s flat in
Jleeb was raided after information about him cooperating
with a central prison inmate and 70g of heroin was found.

Egyptians involved 
in dead maid case 

Hawally detectives’ investigations revealed those
involved in the death of an absconding Asian maid
who was found in Mubarak hospital parking lot. They
were three Egyptians, two were arrested and the third
left to his country, and Interpol was asked to arrest him
there. Detectives reviewed the tapes of the hospital
and spotted the three in a taxi throwing the body from
the car. Detectives questioned a maid who worked
with the deceased and she gave them her friend’s
phone number and found out that she called an
Egyptian man who lives in Jabriya. Detectives went to
his residence and arrested two men, but the third was
not available.

The arrested Egyptians denied involvement in the
incident, and claimed that their third friend was with
the victim. The three were surprised by the maid
attempting suicide with a rope, so they took her to
hospital in a taxi but she died upon arrival, they said,
adding that they threw the body there out of fear of
legal responsibility and took off.

Swindler wanted

The Hawally prosecutor placed an Arab expat on the want-
ed and travel ban lists following a citizen’s complaint at
Salmiya police station. The citizen filed a case claiming that
the expat swindled him out of KD 100,000 by claiming to
set up a huge project through which goods from an Asian
country will be imported. The expat showed the citizen a
feasibility study explaining how the goods will be sold
within months. So the victim withdrew most of the liquid
cash he had and gave it to the expat, who reneged on the
agreement then refused to pay back the money.

Divorcee loses rights

The appeals court ruled to divorce a woman from her
husband, and she lost all her rights, and was ordered
to pay back her dowry. The court ’s ruling came
because the wife was drinking illegal liquors with oth-
er people.

Car, money stolen

An Iranian woman filed a case at Salam police station along
with a Filipina maid. The women explained that an Indian
driver, who works for her father, took the woman’s car keys
and KD 183 from the maid to transfer it to her country. But
instead of transferring the money, he absconded with the
car and money. Police are working on the case.

Pro
mises

Child abuse case

A bedoon accused his ex-wife, also bedoon, of burning
the arm of his 12 year old daughter in his Jleeb house.
He submitted a medical report backing his statement.

Drunk driver caught

Jahra police arrested a bedoon man following a chase dur-
ing which he attempted to hit a patrol car, and he was
found to be extremely intoxicated, and he was detained at
the police station. The case ensued when the suspect
escaped from a check point.

Dinner turns into row

A dinner in Sabahiya turned into a fight between two
citizens, when one of them beat the other and threat-
ened to kill him. A security source said a verbal
exchange took place between the citizens during din-
ner and escalated into a fight. One of the citizens was
rushed to hospital, then he submitted a report to
Sabahiya police station. Police are investigating.

Chinese pimp arrested

A Chinese man was arrested who used to bring in Chinese
women to work as prostitutes. He used to spend three
months in Kuwait with a tourist visa, then went to Dubai
and returned to Kuwait. The man’s true activity was discov-
ered following a follow up by residency affairs detectives,
and he confessed to facilitating activity for prostitutes. The
suspect was sent to concerned authorities.

KUWAIT: Forty two percent of Kuwaiti
women prefer spending their free time
at home while 32 percent prefer going
shopping, according to a recent study.

The study, conducted by Kuwait
University statistics professor Dr
Faheema Al-Awadhi, also showed that
going to diwaniyas was the top priority
for 40 percent of Kuwaiti men, followed
by going to a chalet and travelling.

Demographically speaking, the
study, titled  ‘Where Do Kuwaiti People
Spend their Free Time?’ showed that
Kuwaiti men living in areas in the sec-
ond electoral constituency were the
least likely to visit diwaniyas, while
most men in the first and third con-
stituencies spend their free time in
restaurants and cafes. The study also
showed that unlike those in the first
and fifth constituencies, third con-
stituency residents frequently visited
sports clubs. In addition, the study
showed that fifth constituency resi-
dents preferred spending their free
time at cinemas and were least likely to
travel compared to others. Fourth and
third constituencies’ residents, however,

spend their free time shopping, but the
latter have a passion for travelling as
well. 

Traveling
Generally speaking, the study

showed that the majority of Kuwaitis
like travelling and 22 percent of them
preferred spending their free time
doing so whenever they could afford it.
It showed that 17 percent spend their
free time in restaurants and cafes,
which is a big ratio, taking into consid-
eration the presence of other recre-
ational facilities such as cinemas, malls
and sports clubs.  The study also
showed that only 15 percent of the
studied segment spent their free time
in diwaniyas, 15 percent preferred
shopping, six percent went to sport
clubs while only five percent went to
cinemas. 

Age-wise, the study showed that 30
percent of those below 20 preferred
cinemas, while 70 percent preferred
shopping. The study also showed that
20 percent of those aged between 20
and 29 preferred restaurants, 16 per-

cent preferred spending time with fam-
ily or travelling to neighboring coun-
tries, 14 percent preferred visiting
diwaniyas, 10 percent preferred shop-
ping , six percent preferred cinemas
while only three percent preferred
going to sports clubs. 

According to the study, 21 percent
of those aged 30 to 39 preferred travel-
ling, because they were more financial-
ly capable, 20 percent preferred fre-
quenting restaurants and cafes, 15 per-
cent preferred diwaniyas and only 10
percent were involved in sports activi-
ties. In the 40-49 age category, 24 per-
cent preferred travelling, 12 percent
preferred restaurants and cafes and
nine percent preferred diwaniyas.
Finally, 17 percent of those between 50
and 60 preferred diwaniyas, 19 percent
preferred travelling, 10 percent pre-
ferred restaurants and cafes, four per-
cent preferred sports and none went to
cinemas. Notably, Awadhi conducted
her study in September 2014, survey-
ing a specimen of 400 citizens of vari-
ous ages and living in various gover-
norates.  —Al-Qabas

Kuwaiti women spend free 
time shopping, staying home

Nobody is above
the law: Subaih 

KUWAIT: Minister of Social Affairs and Labor Hind Al-
Subaih stressed that she does not fear any companies
involved in visa trafficking. “When violations are
detected, everybody is equal before the law,” she said,
citing clear instructions from His Highness the Amir,
HH the Crown Prince and HH the Prime Minister that
nobody is beyond accountability or above the law. She
emphasized that they had more than once empha-
sized the need to “enforce the law on everybody”.

Subaih, who is also minister of state for develop-
ment and planning, added that the Manpower Public
Authority had referred over 300 companies to investi-
gations for suspicion of involvement in violating law
number 6/2010 which pertains to working in the pri-
vate sector. “I will personally follow through on this
matter,” she promised. 

In addition, Subaih stressed that some people had
been breaking the law in order to illegally obtain pub-
lic funds, and that this is also a violation of religious
laws and regulations. “Once detected, such violations
will be very strictly dealt with and legally pursued to
recover stolen public funds,” she reiterated. “Dismissing
some senior state officials is not our goal. It is only
done to penalize those who do not do their jobs prop-
erly and is meant for the greater good,” she said. 

Subaih noted that it was important to follow a poli-
cy of reward and punishment for those who fail to
meet development plan deadlines in their respective
jurisdictions, for those who are unsuccessful in serious-
ly fighting corruption and those who disrespect and
do not respond to statements made by the Audit
Bureau or any other monitoring body. —Al-Jarida

Co-ops vow to
curb prices

KUWAIT: Statements made by the Chairman of Kuwait Union of
Foodstuff Manufacturers and Importers Abdallah Al-Buaijan con-
cerning the delays in the testing of thousands of food shipments
for the holy month of Ramadan was the first warning sign of the
looming increase in food prices. This was also echoed by several
cooperatives who in turn warned of the shortage of some prod-
ucts and the related 20 to 30 percent price hike.

President of Yarmouk Cooperative Faisal Al-Ansari said that as
companies increase prices, the burden will be on coops to ease
citizens and expats. He said that due to this situation, the board
of directors decided to subsidize vegetables for 10 days during
Ramadan because vegetables are a staple food for any family. He
said “We asked the housewives to identify the basic Ramadan
products for the Kuwaiti family and decide which products the
cooperative should subsidize.” Moreover, he said the coop will try
to reduce prices of fresh meat inside its supermarket during the
first 10 days of the holy month.

Imported products
President of Firdous cooperative Eid Al-Nasafi said it is neces-

sary to introduce imported products that are still waiting for test
results as soon as possible. He clarified that the increase in supply
will lead to drop in prices and this is for the consumers’ benefit.
He added that the imported goods will allow cooperatives to
offer Ramadan offers. Nuzha Coop President Faisal Al-Rashdan
agreed, and asked officials at the Health Ministry’s laboratories
and Kuwait Municipality to take the necessary action to run the
tests quickly to ensure the food products are delivered to the
market early. Meanwhile, Hitteen Coop President Ishaq Al-
Kandari said introducing imported food products as quickly as
possible will ensure the success of Ramadan sales festivals. He
said the coop will hold a Ramadan campaign and give reduced
prices for coop patrons. —Al-Rai

Loan rescheduling, 
transfer to be allowed

KUWAIT: The Central Bank has approved transferring con-
sumer loans amongst local banks as well as rescheduling
them to grant clients who do not wish to transfer to other
banks equal opportunities, informed banking sources said.
Account transfers will be done on the condition that clients
transfer their salaries to the new bank to ensure they would
pay back the loans, the sources explained. The transfer would
be subject to the new bank’s rules, while loan purchases will
be conducted electronically through the K-Net site. Clients
would be given clearances on the same day without having
to wait 15 days. 

The sources added that the Central Bank was still consid-
ering transferring loans from Islamic banks to regular banks
because of the differences between loan systems in both
types. “This particular point is still subject to studies and dis-
cussion,” stressed the sources. Moreover, the sources
explained that clients wishing to reschedule their loans with
the same bank would not be given additional amounts that
would increase the loan’s original value. —Al-Anbaa
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Malaysia launches talks amid migrant crisis

KOH LIPE: This file photo taken on May 14, 2015 shows Rohingya migrants swimming to collect food supplies dropped by a Thai army helicopter after they jumped from a boat (R) drifting in Thai waters off the southern island of Koh
Lipe in the Andaman sea.  The fate of around 300 ethnic Rohingya migrants whose overcrowded trawler has been bounced for days between Thai and Malaysian waters dramatises the desperate plight of Southeast Asia’s new boat-
people.  — AFP 

Malaysian, Bangladeshi FMs meet
KUALA LUMPUR: Malaysia launched a series of
high-level talks with its neighbors yesterday,
seeking a solution to a deepening crisis in which
boatloads of refugees are stranded off Southeast
Asia’s shores, with no country willing to take
them in.

Malaysian Foreign Minister Anifah Aman met
with his counterpart from Bangladesh, Abul
Hassan Mahmood Ali, ahead of meetings sched-
uled with the Indonesian and Thai foreign minis-
ters in the coming days, said an official who
spoke on condition of anonymity because he
was not authorized to speak to the media.

Boatloads of more than 2,000 members of
Myanmar’s ethnic Rohingya Muslim community

fleeing persecution and migrants from
Bangladesh trying to escape poverty have land-
ed in Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand in recent
weeks. But thousands more are stranded at sea
after a crackdown on human traffickers prompt-
ed captains and smugglers to abandon their
human cargo.

Malaysia is the current chair of the 10-nation
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, which
has been criticized for long ignoring the plight of
the Rohingya.

On Friday, Malaysian Prime Minister Najib
Razak vowed to take action as urgent calls to
address the growing humanitarian crisis poured
in from the United Nations, the United States and

others. “This is an issue of international and
regional importance,” Najib said. “We are in con-
tact with all relevant parties, with whom we
share the desire to find a solution to this crisis.”

ASEAN adheres to a strict policy of non-inter-
ference, which in the past has blocked public
criticism of Myanmar and critics say enables
member states to commit abuses without conse-
quences.

Persecuted groups
The UN has called the Rohingya one of the

world’s most persecuted groups. For decades,
they have faced state-sanctioned discrimination
in predominantly Buddhist Myanmar. In the past

three years, Rohingya have been targeted by vio-
lent mobs of Buddhist extremists that left hun-
dreds dead and sparked an exodus of boat peo-
ple fleeing on rickety, overcrowded vessels oper-
ated by human trafficking syndicates.

Most are trying to reach Malaysia, a Muslim-
majority country that has hosted more than
45,000 Rohingya over the years but now says it
can’t accept any more. Indonesia and Thailand
have voiced similar stances - fearing that accept-
ing a few would result in an unstoppable flow of
poor, uneducated migrants.

The Malaysian and Bangladeshi foreign minis-
ters met in Sabah state on Borneo island yester-
day as part of a pre-planned annual consultation

between the two countries, the official said.
Malaysia’s Anifah is also expected to meet

with Indonesian Foreign Minister Retno Marsudi
today and hold talks with his Thai counterpart,
Gen. Tanasak Patimapragorn, in Kuala Lumpur on
Wednesday, the official said.

Efforts were being made to meet with repre-
sentatives from Myanmar, he said, without elab-
orating.

Myanmar’s cooperation is seen as vital to
solving the crisis, but its government has already
cast doubt on whether it will attend a conference
to be hosted by Thailand on May 29 that is to
include 15 Asian nations affected by the emer-
gency.—AP

PRETORIA: More than 3,900 people-including
1,650 illegal immigrants-have been arrested in
South Africa during a controversial police crack-
down after April’s deadly xenophobic violence,

authorities said yesterday.  
“We are satisfied that we have stabilised the

situation and further loss of life has been pre-
vented,” a government statement said.

“Security agencies continue to
work around the clock to protect both
foreign nationals and South African
citizens against any attacks.” 

The crackdown came after at least
seven people were killed as mobs
hunted down migrant workers from
Zimbabwe, Mozambique and other
African countries, forcing hundreds of
terrified families to abandon their
homes.

Rampant unemployment and
poverty are seen as an underlying
cause of the violence by South
Africans who accused migrants of
stealing their jobs.

The arrests of illegal immigrants
has prompted charges that the gov-
ernment was fanning xenophobic
sentiment, though authorities cate-
gorically denied that the operation
targeted foreigners. 

Some 2,260 South Africans have
been arrested on a variety of charges
since the operation began.  

“We will, in the next weeks and
months, accelerate our efforts to take
back public buildings that have been
hijacked, either by foreign nationals or
by South Africans; rid our townships

and villages of drugs... that are destroying the
lives of many young people,” the government
statement added.

Expulsions
South African authorities are also going to

continue with expulsions of foreigners. More
than 400 Mozambicans were expelled Friday and
427 others in South Africa illegally are slated to
be kicked out in the coming days.

While South African President Jacob Zuma
has denounced the anti-immigrant violence he
also promised to step up a crackdown on illegal
immigration.

The police operation was strongly criticised
during a rally Saturday in an immigrant neigh-
bourhood in Johannesburg. 

“Its timing, coming in the wake of the violent
attacks targeting in particular people of African
origin, feeds into the misconceptions that
migrants are to blame for all our social and eco-
nomic ills,” said Zwelinzima Vavi, ex-secretary
general of the Congress of South African Trade
Unions. 

Since the end of apartheid, South Africa has
attracted millions of migrants fleeing political
and economic turmoil in their own countries.

Zimbabweans account for the largest popula-
tion of migrants in South Africa, with some ana-
lysts estimating they make up 23 percent of the
whole workforce.

With a youth unemployment rate of over 50
percent and a slowing economy, cheap foreign
labour is a hot political issue. — AFP

S Africa arrests 1,600
illegal immigrants
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CAIRO: Egypt has imposed restrictions on
female citizens travelling to Turkey, police said
yesterday, months after introducing similar
measures for men to stop them joining the
Islamic State jihadist group.

Women aged 18 to 40 are now required to
obtain security  c learance before going to
Turkey, a senior police officer told AFP, without
specifying why.

“A security clearance can be acquired within
72 hours, and it is now mandatory for women
travelling to this country (Turkey),” the officer
said. The restriction took effect on Thursday, a
Cairo airport official said.

In March Egypt’s state-sponsored Islamic
authority, Dar al-Ifta, warned 

women against marrying IS fighters over the
Internet who woo them to travel to jihadist-con-
trolled territory.

The compulsory security clearance for men,
introduced in December, applies to war-torn
Libya as well as Turkey.

Jihadists have regularly launched attacks in
Egypt,  mostly in the Sinai  Peninsula,  since
Islamist president Mohamed Morsi was ousted
in 2013, and officials say that many of them
have fought in Syria, which borders Turkey.

In November Egypt ’s  deadl iest  mil i tant
group, the Sinai Province, formerly known as
Ansar Beit al-Maqdis, pledged allegiance to IS,
heightening security concerns.

Jihadists say their attacks are in retaliation for

a bloody government crackdown on Morsi sup-
porters that has left hundreds dead and thou-
sands jailed.

Morsi himself was sentenced to death on
Saturday along with more than 100 defendants
for their role in a mass jailbreak during the 2011
upris ing against  former strongman Hosni
Mubarak.

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan con-
demned the verdict against Morsi, saying Egypt
was “turning back into ancient Egypt,” referring
to the old Pharaonic rule of the land that ended
more than two millennia ago.

Ties between Cairo and Ankara have deterio-
rated since the army toppled Morsi, a key ally of
Turkey.

Egypt has accused Ankara of “backing terror-
ism,” while Turkey has repeatedly branded
Morsi’s overthrow a “coup”.

Turkey, a vocal critic of the regime of Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad, has denied accusa-
tions that it tolerates the flow of foreign fighters
into Syria.

Cairo has also regularly raised concerns over
the war in Libya, which has plunged into chaos
since the ouster and killing of long-time leader
Moamer Kadhafi in 2011.

In February, Cairo carried out air strikes inside
Libya targeting IS fighters, after jihadists posted
a video showing the beheadings of 21 Coptic
Christians, all but one of the Egyptians, on a
beach in Libya. — AFP

Egypt restricts women travelling to Turkey

VATICAN CITY:  Pope Francis canonized two nuns
from what was 19th-century Palestine yesterday in
hope of encouraging Christians across the Middle
East who are facing a wave of persecution from
Islamic extremists.

Sisters Mariam Bawardy and Marie Alphonsine
Ghattas were among four nuns who were made
saints Sunday at a Mass in a sun-soaked St. Peter’s
Square. Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas and
an estimated 2,000 pilgrims from the region, some
waving Palestinian flags, were on hand for the can-
onization of the first saints from the Holy Land
since the early years of Christianity.

Church officials are holding up Bawardy and
Ghattas as a sign of hope and encouragement for
Christians across the Mideast at a time when vio-
lent persecution and discrimination have driven
many Christians from the region of Christ’s birth.

They were canonized alongside two other nuns,
Saints Jeanne Emilie de Villeneuve from France and
Maria Cristina of the Immaculate Conception from
Italy.

“Inspired by their example of mercy, charity and
reconciliation, may the Christians of these lands
look with hope to the future, following the path of
solidarity and fraternal coexistence,” Francis said of

the women at the end of the Mass.
Bawardy was a mystic born in 1843 in the vil-

lage of Ibilin in what is now the Galilee region of
northern Israel. She is said to have received the
“stigmata” - bleeding wounds like those that Jesus
Christ suffered on the cross - and died at the age of
33 in the West Bank town of Bethlehem, where she
founded a Carmelite order monastery that still
exists.

Ghattas, born in Jerusalem in 1847, opened
girls’ schools, fought female illiteracy, and co-
founded the Congregation of the Sisters of the
Rosary. The order today boasts dozens of centers
all over the Middle East, from Egypt to Syria, that
operate kindergartens, homes for the elderly, med-
ical clinics and guest houses.

Luminous example 
In his homily, Francis praised Bawardy as having

been “a means of encounter and fellowship with
the Muslim world,” while Ghattas “shows us the
importance of becoming responsible for one
another, of living lives of service to one another.”

“Their luminous example challenges us in our
lives as Christians,” he said. The canonization was
celebrated in the Holy Land as well as by

Palestinians in Rome.  Bassam Abbas, a Palestinian-
born doctor who has lived in Italy for 35 years, trav-
eled from Civitavecchia, northwest of Rome, for the
event with his wife and three children. They are
Muslim, but their children go to a Catholic school.

“We are proud of this event,” Abbas said outside
St. Peter’s Square as he waved a giant Palestinian
flag. “We want peace for Palestine, peace which
transcends religion.”

In addition to the Palestinian delegation on
hand fo  r the Mass, Israel sent a delegation headed
by its ambassador to the Holy See, while France,
Italy and Jordan also sent official delegations.

In the birthplace of Christianity, Christians make
up less than 2 percent of the population of Israel
and the Palestinian territories. Although they have
not experienced the violent persecution that has
decimated Christian communities elsewhere in the
region, the population has gradually shrunk over
the decades as Christians have fled conflict or
sought better opportunities abroad.

Francis has raised the plight of Christians across
the Middle East as a cause for concern,  denounc-
ing how the Islamic State group has violently driv-
en thousands of religious minorities from their
homes in Syria and Iraq. —  AP

Pope Francis canonizes 
two Palestinian nuns
Saints from 19th-century Palestine

VATICAN: Pope Francis caresses a child as he greets faithful in St. Peter’s Square at the Vatican, yesterday. Pope Francis canonized two nuns
from what was 19th century Palestine yesterday in hopes of encouraging Christians across the Middle East who are facing a wave of persecu-
tion from Islamic extremists. —  AP

Israel commemorates 
Jerusalem ‘reunification’

JERUSALEM:  Israel marked the 48th anniversary of
the “reunification” of Jerusalem yesterday with
thousands expected to join a controversial march
through the city’s Arab eastern sector which it cap-
tured in the Six-Day War.

Known as Jerusalem Day, the anniversary marks
Israel’s seizure and later annexation of the territory,
which includes the walled Old City, in a move never
recognised by the international community.

The day is marked by a series of state cere-
monies and an annual march through the Muslim
Quarter of the Old City to the Western Wall, the holi-

est site at which Jews can pray, which is predomi-
nantly attended by nationalist hardliners. 

Every year, police deploy in strength to secure
the march, which frequently provokes clashes.

This year, two non-governmental organisations
appealed to the Supreme Court to change the
route so the march would not pass through the
Muslim Quarter.

But last week, the court rejected the appeal, not-
ing it did so “with a heavy heart.” In their ruling, the
justices stressed there should be “zero tolerance” of
anyone involved in violence, and that police should

arrest anyone chanting “death to Arabs.”
Police spokeswoman Luba Samri said there

would be both uniformed and undercover officers
on the streets, without giving numbers.

“The police will show zero tolerance to any dis-
play of physical or verbal violence, will act with
every means at its disposal against anyone disturb-
ing the peace or rioting, who will be prosecuted to
the full extent of the law,” she said. 

Extremist groups
Anti-racism group Tag Meir is to hold a counter-

demonstration outside city hall to protest against
what it called the “march of hate”.

It said the annual march had become “a focus for
extremist groups” and was routinely accompanied
by “racist slurs and insults, destruction of property
and physical violence against the Palestinian resi-
dents of Jerusalem”.

“This year we say a loud and clear ‘No to the vio-
lence, the hatred and the incitement’ which threat-
en the delicate fabric of daily life in Jerusalem,” it
said.

The group said its supporters would walk
through the Muslim Quarter handing out flowers
to residents as a gesture of peace and coexistence.

The group was one of the two NGOs which
unsuccessfully petitioned the Supreme Court to
change the route of the march.

During the evening, Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu was to join President Reuven Rivlin for a
ceremony on Ammunition Hill in east Jerusalem, a
former Jordanian military post that saw some of
the bloodiest fighting of the 1967 war.

Today, there are some 200,000 Israelis living
in 15 sett lement neighbourhoods in east
Jerusalem alongside a Palestinian population of
310,000. — AFP

JERUSALEM: Palestinian women hold a scarf bearing the Palestine name as Israeli youths hold
their national flag as they take part in the “flag march” through Damascus Gate in Jerusalem’s
old city during celebrations for Jerusalem Day yesterday which marks the anniversary of the
“reunification” of the holy city after Israel captured the Arab eastern sector from Jordan during
the 1967 Six-Day War. — AFP 

DAMASCUS: A Syrian official said yester-
day that the situation is “fully under con-
trol” in Palmyra despite breaches by Islamic
State militants who pushed into the his-
toric town a day earlier.

Syrian opposition activists also con-
firmed that militants withdrew from a gov-
ernment building and other areas they had
seized Saturday in the northern part of the
town as clashes continued. Palmyra is
home to one of the most famous UNESCO
World Heritage sites in the Middle East,
renowned for its Roman-era colonnades
and 2,000-year-old ruins. The militants
entered from the north and have not
reached the ruins southwest of Palmyra.

Islamic State militants have destroyed
and looted archaeological sites in Iraq and
Syria. The group’s advance on Palmyra has
sparked alarm in the region and beyond.
Gov. Talal Barazi of Homs province said
Syrian troops recaptured two hills from the
militants late Saturday. He told The
Associated Press that army reinforcements
have been sent to shore up existing troops.

“Palmyra is safe and the road linking
Homs with Palmyra is absolutely safe,” he

later told the state-run news agency SANA.
The agency said the army inflicted heavy
losses on militants in the Islamic State-held
villages of Sukhneh and Arak northeast of
Palmyra.

The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights said at least 295 people have
been killed since the Islamic State group
launched its assault around Sukhneh and
Palmyra five days ago.  The dead include at
least 123 soldiers and allied militiamen, 115
Islamic State members and 57 civilians
killed in the clashes or later killed by Islamic
State militants, the Observatory said. It was
not immediately possible to corroborate
the Observatory’s account.

An opposition media collective for
Palmyra said life inside the town was nor-
mal and stores and businesses were gradu-
ally reopening. Clashes continued in sur-
rounding areas.

The fall of Palmyra to Islamic State mili-
tants would be an enormous blow for
embattled Syrian  President Bashar Assad,
not only because of its cultural significance
but also because it would open the road to
Homs and the capital, Damascus. — AP

Syrian official says 
Palmyra ‘under control’

PHNOM PENH: Cambodia deported a
fugitive Russian tycoon yesterday who was
living illegally in the Southeast Asian coun-
try after he was accused of embezzling
$175 million in his homeland.

Accompanied by Russian authorities,
Sergei Polonsky was put on a flight to
Moscow via Vietnam early Sunday morn-
ing, said immigration official Ouk Hey Sela.

Polonsky was arrested Friday in the
southern Cambodian coastal town of
Sihanoukville, where authorities said he
had been living for two years with an
expired visa.

The real estate tycoon was charged in
Russia in June 2013 with embezzling more
than 5.7 billion rubles ($175 million) from
80 property investors.

Cambodian police had first arrested him
in November 2013 after he was added to
Interpol’s “red list” of top fugitives, but

released him on bail a few months later
based on a preliminary ruling against his
extradition.

In April 2014, Cambodia’s highest court
ruled that Polonsky could not be sent back
to Russia because the two countries had no
extradition treaty. After that ruling, he told
reporters that he was innocent of the
embezzlement charges and that the case
against him was an attempt to gain control
of his holdings.

Polonsky first came to public attention
in Cambodia in 2012, when he allegedly
attacked the crew of a boat after a dispute
erupted during a New Year’s Eve outing. He
was jailed for more than three months on
assault charges before reaching an out-of-
court settlement. He went to Israel and lat-
er returned to Cambodia.

Ouk Hey Sela said Polonksy would not
be allowed to return to Cambodia. — AP

Cambodia deports  
Russian tycoon

PHNOM PENH: Russian Sergei Polonsky walks onto a plane as he is deported by
Cambodian police at Phnom Penh international airport yesterday.  Cambodia
deported the fugitive Russian tycoon accused of embezzling tens of millions of dol-
lars in a real estate scam back home after arresting him for over-staying his visa, offi-
cials said.   — AFP 

JERUSALEM: Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu (C) and President Reuven
Rivlin (R) meet Israelis of Ethiopian descent yesterday during a ceremony on Mount
Herzl in Jerusalem commemorating Ethiopians that died during their immigration to
Israel.  Many of the 135,000 members of the Ethiopian community were brought to
Israel on secret flights in the mid-1980s and early 1990s. — AFP
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HATTIESBURG:  A funeral was held
Saturday for one of two Mississippi
police officers shot to death a week ago
during a traffic stop.

Thousands of mourners and law
enforcement officers from around the
country paid their respects to 25-year-
old Officer Liquori Tate. The services -
with choir singing, eulogies and police
honors - were held at West Point Baptist
Church in Hattiesburg. He was to be
buried nearby in Starkville.

Under rainy skies, people lined the
highway from Hattiesburg to Starkville,
many waving American flags, to honor
the slain officer as the funeral proces-
sion passed.

A funeral was held Thursday for
Benjamin Deen, the other officer killed.
Police say 29-year-old Marvin Banks
shot the two officers after Deen pulled
over a speeding car driven by Banks’

girlfriend, 22-year-old Joanie Calloway.
“He sent a powerful message to our

nation’s youth: that you can be good,
and that you can be all that you want to
be,” Mayor Johnny DuPree said of the
25-year-old Tate. “Liquori Tate proved
that you don’t have to be rich, and you
don’t have to be old to affect the lives
of millions of people. And both officers
have changed the mindset and the way
that we respect the jobs that officers
perform every day.”

Tate, who was known as CoCo to
friends and family, had a childhood
dream of becoming a law enforcement
officer, playing with police cars and
games when he was young. That dream
was realized June 11, 2014, when he
was sworn in as a Hattiesburg officer
after a stint at ABC Security.

He was known among colleagues as
a dedicated worker with a contagious

smile who worked tirelessly to
strengthen his relationship with the
community.

“Life isn’t about waiting for the
storm to pass,” HPD officer Robert
Magee said. “It ’s about learning to
dance in the rain.”Officer Tate had many
storms in his short life, and after every
storm, there was rain. But not only did
he dance in the rain, he didn’t mind tak-
ing others (dancing) with him.” Tate may
have said it best himself through one of
his old Facebook posts, which was
shared in a tribute program during the
service.

“Life is too short,” the post read. “So if
I die today I’m happy how my life
turned out. And I’m happy that I had a
chance to meet the people that I met
and I enjoyed every moment that I have
spent with each and every one of them.
That’s my word.”  —AP

Thousands attend funeral for slain Hattiesburg officer

HATTIESBURG: Hattiesburg police officers carry the coffin of their fallen
colleague, Officer Liquori Tate, after the funeral service in Hattiesburg,
Miss. on Saturday at West Point Baptist Church. Tate and officer
Benajmin Deen were killed in the line of duty a week earlier after
pulling over a speeding car. —AP

WASHINGTON: For the first time, Amtrak
could face a $200 million payout to train
crash victims - the limit set by Congress. But
that may be too low to cover the costs of the
eight lives lost and more than 200 people
injured in last week’s derailment in
Philadelphia.

That payout cap for a single passenger
rail incident was part of a late effort in 1997
to pass a law that would rescue Amtrak from
financial ruin and help it one day become
independent.

Adjusted for inflation, which the law
does not consider, that amount would be
just under $300 million now. And Amtrak is
still far from independent. An Associated
Press review of past cases found that Amtrak
never before has been liable for a $200 mil-
lion payout for a single passenger rail inci-
dent. The Philadelphia crash could be the
first time the liability ceiling - designed
specifically for Amtrak - would actually apply
to the railroad.

It’s not known how high the costs of vic-
tims’ deaths and injuries from Tuesday’s
crash will run. The train, which left
Washington headed to New York, was mov-
ing at more than twice the speed allowed on
a curve when it derailed not long after it
stopped at Philadelphia’s 30th Street Station.
Investigators haven’t determined why the
train was traveling so fast.

On Friday, an Amtrak employee filed the
first lawsuit, asking for more than $150,000
in damages. Amtrak employees are not lim-
ited by the $200 million cap because it only
applies to passengers.

“I don’t think Amtrak has ever faced a sit-
uation like this, and since they own the
Northeast Corridor, they’re 100 percent on
the hook,” said Frank Wilner, author of the
book, “Amtrak: Past, Present, Future.”

Medical care costs
Using past passenger rail accidents as a

guide, some lawyers expect damages from
the crash to be similar to a 2008 accident in
Los Angeles, which resulted in a $200 million

payout to victims. In that crash, the train’s
engineer was texting and didn’t stop at a red
signal when the train collided head-on with
a freight train, killing 25 people and injuring
more than 100.

The money was paid to victims by
Metrolink, which provides commuter rail
service in Southern California, and Veolia
Environment, a French company that oper-
ated the rail service at the time.

A judge divided the $200 million among
the victims, with sums between $12,000 and
$9 million. In some cases, lawyers said the
amounts were far less than the projected
costs of medical care needed as a result of
the crash.

Paul Kiesel, a Los Angeles attorney who
represented victims from the 2008 crash,
said $200 million “can be just a drop in a
bucket to compensate people who are the
victims of passenger rail collisions in
America.”

But Kiesel said he is not aware of another
passenger rail incident in which the $200
million cap has been a factor. Amtrak
spokesman Marc Magliari said he was
unable to say whether Amtrak had ever paid
$200 million in damages for a single passen-
ger rail incident.

Among the almost 20 victims from the
Philadelphia crash still in the hospital, six are
in critical condition. It’s difficult to put a price
on a person’s life, said Howard Spier, a
Miami-based lawyer and former president of
the Academy of Rail Labor Attorneys. But the
people traveling on the Amtrak train that
crashed last week are typically successful, he
said. “The more you’ve got going on in your
life, the more your damages are worth,” Spier
said. Though passenger rail crashes that lead
to $200 million victim settlements have
been rare in America, liability has long been
a concern.

“Limits on liability are essential for our
economic future,” former Amtrak president
Tom Downs told Congress in 1996.

In 1997, the year the liability cap was
passed, Amtrak faced bankruptcy, and

Congress had been trying for three years to
come up with a plan to turn the struggling
rail line into a profitable company without
government subsidies.

Among issues challenging Amtrak finan-
cially were liability for all accidents involving
Amtrak, even if they weren’t Amtrak’s fault.
Establishing a cap on damages would help
Amtrak purchase insurance at a reasonable
cost.

Democrats support $200m cap
At the time, Amtrak had about $200 mil-

lion in liability insurance, government audi-
tors said in a 1995 report. It was facing law-
suits totaling more than $200 million for a
range of incidents. A $200 million limit on
liability for passenger rail accidents was
added to a compromise bill at the end of the
debates. “That is what we are trying to do, is
have some sort of quantifiable limit so we
will know what the costs would be in the
most extreme circumstances,” then-Sen. Kay
Bailey Hutchinson, R-Texas, said on the
Senate floor.

Democrats supported the $200 million
cap, too. “Amtrak passengers will have to
bear a limit on Amtrak’s liability to them,
much the same way that the airlines limit
their liability to passengers,” said then-Sen.
Earnest Hollings, D-S.C.

Airlines do have a cap, but it’s not the
same as what Congress created for passen-
ger railroads. An international aviation con-
vention established a per-passenger cap on
damages at about $160,000. If an airline is
proved negligent in court, victims’ families
can sue for more, unlike the families  of pas-
senger rail victims. In 2010, some California
lawmakers moved to increase the cap to
$500 million, but the rail industry successful-
ly lobbied against the measure.

“Now you have people with serious
injuries that may not be compensated from
Amtrak for all  their losses,” said Connecticut
attorney George Cahill, who is representing
one of the passengers injured in the May 12
crash. —AP

PHILADELPHIA: In this aerial photo taken May 13, 2015, emergency personnel work at the scene of a
deadly train wreck in Philadelphia. Amtrak faces what probably will be a $200 million payout to crash
victims — the cap established by Congress nearly 20 years ago as part of a compromise to rescue the
railroad from financial ruin. —AP

Amtrak may pay more than
$200m to crash victims

Damages to be similar to 2008 accident in LA

OKLAHOMA CITY:  A powerful storm system stretching
from Texas to Minnesota raked the nation’s midsection early
yesterday, hours after kicking up damaging tornadoes in
Oklahoma and heavy wind and rain around the region.

There were no immediate reports of any deaths or
injuries. Forecasters said the system was continuing its
march eastward as radar showed storms across Iowa,
Missouri and a large area of Texas.

Tornadoes touched down Saturday in southwestern
Oklahoma near the towns of Elmer and Tipton, said National
Weather Service forecaster Daryl Williams. He said another
tornado touched down briefly near Elk City along Interstate
40, and there were several other possible tornadoes.

Authorities said they had reports a tornado touched
down late Saturday northeast of Tulsa. And there were
reports of large hail, some the size of baseballs in the state.
Oklahoma emergency officials said they also received
reports of damage Saturday to homes and businesses and
significant damage to power lines. Rain and wind were mov-
ing overnight across parts of Texas, Kansas, Nebraska and
Minnesota, where there were some additional reports of
possible tornadoes.

Bill Bunting, chief of operations for the National Weather
Service Storm Prediction Center in Norman, said early
Sunday that flash floods remained a concern in some areas
in the wake of previous storms. He said damaging straight-
line winds up to 60 mph were also a feature of the system in
some areas.

“We are seeing pockets of damaging winds from Missouri
south to northeast Oklahoma,” Bunting said by phone early
yesterday.

He said the storm grew out of a cold front extending

from the North Central Plains into the Southern Plains that
pushed up behind warm, moist air.

“It’s a very strong upper level disturbance,” Bunting said,
noting it stretched at one point nearly to the US border with
Mexico. “It’s as extensive an area as we’ve seen this year.”

Roofs damaged
In Oklahoma, Department of Emergency Management

spokeswoman Keli Cain said damage was reported in west-
ern Oklahoma and more than 3,000 power outages were
reported statewide at one point on Saturday. She said power
poles fell and roofs were damaged.

“This is just still very, very preliminary, but we’re hearing a
lot of damage to power lines, outbuildings. We’ve also heard
reports of damage to homes and businesses, primarily in
Major County and Roger Mills County,” Cain said.

She said an emergency manager in the Tulsa area report-
ed a tornado there touched down northeast of that big city
shortly before midnight but it and associated storms then
moved off into nearby Missouri.

“We haven’t had any reports of damage” from that torna-
do early yesterday, Cain said by phone. “Of course, it was
almost midnight and very dark so we might hear of damage”
later.

Cain said authorities in Wagoner County in the state’s
northeast also reported roof damage and power poles down
but that teams would have to inspect that damage after
daybreak yesterday.

Cain warned a risk of isolated flooding remained. “We’ve
gotten a lot of rain in a short time. The ground is saturated,
so every time we get  another big soaking, the rain causes
more flash flooding,” Cain said. —AP

Storms, tornadoes 
hit US midsection

DES MOINES: A debate over the Iraq war triggered by Jeb Bush’s
wobbly response to questions about it spilled into a major gather-
ing of Republican 2016 US  presidential hopefuls on Saturday,
reflecting divisions about whether the conflict was worthwhile.

The forum sponsored by the Iowa Republican Party was the
biggest gathering of 2016 rivals in Iowa to date as the presidential
race picks up speed in the state that early next year holds the first
nominating contest on the road to the election in November. The
threat posed by Islamic State militants who have taken over large
swathes of Iraq and Syria was a dominant theme on a day US offi-
cials said a raid by US commandos in Syria had killed a top leader of
the militancy.

Former President George W. Bush, who launched a US-led inva-
sion in Iraq in 2003, was defended by his brother, Jeb Bush, the for-
mer Florida governor who is likely to join an array of politicians
vying for the Republican nomination.  Jeb Bush spent all week on
the defensive after telling a Fox News interviewer that he would
have authorized the invasion if he had been armed with today’s
intelligence. After criticism, he disavowed the remark, but said his
loyalty to George W. is strong. Noting that he is the son of former
President George H.W. Bush and Barbara Bush, Jeb Bush told the
Iowa gathering: “Some of you may know that W.’s my brother. I’m

proud of that, too. Whether people like that or not they’re just
going to have to get used to it,” he said.

Rise of IS
Kentucky Senator Rand Paul, a libertarian-leaning Republican

with an isolationist streak, questioned whether the Iraq war was
worth it given the rise of Islamic State, also known as ISIS.  “We have to
question: Is Iraq more stable or less stable since (Iraqi leader Saddam)
Hussein is gone? Is there more chaos or less chaos?” he said. “Is ISIS
more of a threat now because of the instability?” Other Republicans
blame the rise of Islamic State on the failure of Democratic President
Barack Obama to leave a post-war contingent of US troops in Iraq.
George W. Bush launched the war based on intelligence that said Iraq
possessed weapons of mass destruction, which were never found.
South Carolina Senator Lindsey Graham, who turned in one of the
most warmly received performances of the night, provided a count-
er-point to Paul. He defended the war and George W. Bush’s decision
to prosecute it. “All I can say is that President Bush, W., had the same
information everybody else in the world did and made the best deci-
sion he could and if anybody thinks Saddam Hussein was a good
guy, they need to go back in time and check out the facts,” said
Graham. “I’m glad he’s dead.” —Reuters

Republicans debate Iraq war
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BERLINL Germany’s foreign intelligence
agency helped the CIA track down
Osama bin Laden in Pakistan where US
special forces killed the al-Qaeda leader,
according to a German news report pub-
lished yesterday.

The BND spy service provided a tip-
off that bin Laden was hiding in
Pakistan, with the knowledge of
Pakistani security services, according to
the Bild am Sonntag report, which was
published as the agency is battling
heavy criticism in a spy scandal.

The information came from a BND
informant within Pakistan’s Inter-
Services Intelligence agency and con-

firmed CIA suspicions, said the newspa-
per report which cited unnamed US
intelligence sources.

The American source was quoted as
saying the German tip-off was of “funda-
mental importance” in the hunt for the
architect of the September 11, 2001
attacks. Pakistan has denied that it knew
bin Laden was living within its borders
or that it had advance knowledge of the
2011 US special forces operation which
killed him in a walled compound in the
city of Abbottabad.

The German newspaper said that ulti-
mately US services tracked down bin
Laden’s exact location by following one

of his couriers, as Washington has said.
The report also said the BND used its

Bad Aibling listening post in Germany’s
southern Bavaria state to monitor tele-
phone and email traffic in northern
Pakistan to ensure the secrecy of the
planned US Navy SEALS’ operation.

News portal Spiegel Online pointed
out that the newspaper report about the
German spy agency’s “apparent act of
heroism” was published “right in the
middle of the BND affair” and asked “is it
plausible?”

The BND has been accused of helping
the US National Security Agency (NSA)
spy not just on extremists and criminals

but also on political and business tar-
gets, including the French government,
European Commission and Airbus
Group. The claims-and questions of how
much the office of Chancellor Angela
Merkel knew about the reported joint
snooping-have occupied German poli-
tics and media for weeks, and are sub-
ject to two parliamentary inquests.

Merkel has pledged to testify before
the panels if asked, while her Social
Democratic Vice Chancellor Sigmar
Gabriel has heaped pressure on her,
demanding her office reveal the search
terms for electronic surveillance which
the NSA gave to the BND over the years.

On Sunday Gabriel demanded
Merkel’s government show “backbone”
and release the classified list of search
terms even if Washington objects to
their publication.

His party has also charged Merkel’s
conservatives deceived the electorate by
voicing unrealistic hopes for a US-
German “no-spy agreement” in the lead-
up to 2013 elections. Justice Minister
Heiko Maas meanwhile demanded
reforms to boost political oversight over
the spy agency, telling the Welt am
Sonntag newspaper that “we need to
make all of the BND’s activities subject to
democratic controls”. — AFP

German spy agency ‘helped US find bin Laden’: Report

BUJUMBURA: Burundi’s President Pierre Nkurunziza greets journalists at the President’s office in Bujumbura yesterday. Nkurunziza made his
first official appearance since an attempted coup against him this week. Burundi has seen weeks of violent and deadly street protests over his
controversial bid to stand for a third consecutive term on office. He faced an unsuccessful coup attempt when top generals announced they
were overthrowing him while he was on a visit to neighbouring Tanzania. — AFP 

BUJUMBURA:  Burundi’s President Pierre
Nkurunziza yesterday made his first official appear-
ance since an attempted coup, looking relaxed and
appearing confident that he was in full control of
the central African nation.

Dressed in a blue blazer and polo shirt, the pres-
ident smiled and shook hands with reporters at the
presidency in Bujumbura’s city centre, and gave
only a brief statement without even mentioning
this week’s attempt to overthrow him.

Nkurunziza has been facing weeks of violent
and deadly street protests over his controversial
bid to stand for a third consecutive term in office.
On Wednesday a group of top generals announced
they were overthrowing him while he was on a visit
to neighbouring Tanzania.

But on Friday the coup leaders admitted defeat,
having failed to capture the state broadcaster after
fierce fighting with loyalist troops. Seventeen
alleged plotters appeared in court on Saturday
while the alleged ringleader is still said to be on the
run.

Nkurunziza pointedly ignored the coup attempt
and spoke only about reported threats from
Somalia’s Al-Qaeda-linked Shebab militants, who
have warned of mounting attacks against Burundi
and other states that contribute troops to the
African Union force in Somalia.

“We have taken measures against Al-Shebab.
We take this threat seriously,” the president said.

Addressing the domestic crisis, Willy Nyamitwe,
a close aide to the president, said Burundi’s elec-
tion commission “could decide to delay” Burundi’s
parliamentary and presidential votes-although he

gave no indication that Nkurunziza had changed
his mind about standing for re-election.  “We will
put everything in place for the laws and constitu-
tion to be respected and for elections to be held
within the time limit set out,” he said, insisting a
delay would not be used as a pretext for
Nkurunziza to prolong his rule.

Parliamentary elections are due to take place on
May 26, and presidential polls on June 26.
Nyamitwe suggested they could be delayed by
“two or three days, by a week”.

Plotters ‘will be judged’ 
Opposition and rights groups insist that

Nkurunziza’s bid for a third consecutive five-year
term is against the constitution and the terms of
the peace deal that brought an end to the coun-
try’s civil war in 2006. The president has also been
accused of intimidating opponents and failing to
lift the fortunes of one of the poorest countries on
the planet.  Nkurunziza, however, argues that his
first term did not count as he was elected by parlia-
ment, not directly by the people. A former rebel
leader from the Hutu majority, Nkurunziza is also a
born-again Christian who maintains he has divine
backing to lead the small landlocked country.  The
group of 17 alleged coup plotters, including a for-
mer defence minister and two top police commis-
sioners, appeared before a state prosecutor on
Saturday to face accusations of “attempting to
overthrow the state”.  “No one is going to be killed,”
Nyamitwe told reporters. “Some of them surren-
dered and others have been caught by security
forces. The others who are still on the run are being

sought by the police and the army to be brought
to justice. All of them are going to be judged.”

Bujumbura was calm on Sunday, although civil
society and opposition activists have vowed to
resume street protests on Monday. Weeks of
protests have already left at least 20 people dead,
many of them shot by police dispersing the
demonstrations.

“There is a truce so we can bury our dead,” said
Pacifique Nininahazwe, one of the leaders of the
campaign to stop the president from standing for a
third term. “The protests will start again on Monday
morning.” Officials say chief coup plotter Godefroid
Niyombare, a general and former intelligence chief,
was still on the run-although he had said Friday
that he planned to hand himself in.

Rights activist Innocent Muhozi also said jour-
nalists were being subjected to threats of arrest
and even death, and that the head of the promi-
nent independent radio station RPA had been
forced to flee the country.  Burundi’s main inde-
pendent radio stations were attacked and put off
the air by loyalist troops during the coup attempt.
The president’s aide, however, condemned the
attacks.

In a sign of continued uncertainty and ten-
sions, European aid groups also evacuated their
foreign staff on Saturday, a diplomat said.  The
coup attempt had raised fears of a return to wide-
spread violence in the country, which is still recov-
ering from a 13-year civil war that left hundreds of
thousands dead. More than 100,000 Burundians
have fled the violence to neighbouring  nations,
the United Nations said Friday. — AFP

Burundi leader makes first 
appearance since coup bid

‘We have taken measures against Al-Shabab’

SKOPJE: More than 20,000 people rallied in
Macedonia’s capital yesterday to demand the
resignation of Prime Minister Nikola
Gruevski’s government which is grappling
with a deep political crisis and an outbreak of
violence. 

Waving Macedonian, but also Albanian
flags, opposition protesters chanted “Victory!
Victory!” at the demonstration in Skopje, the
culmination of months of wrangling between
Gruevski and his centre-left opponents that
has already sparked clashes.

Macedonia’s problems deepened last
weekend when 18 people were killed in a
shootout in the northern town of Kumanovo
between police and ethnic Albanian rebels. 

The main opposition leader, Zoran Zaev,
has vowed that Sunday’s protest will be
peaceful, although the police brought in
large supplies of anti-riot gear.

On a warm day, volunteers left bottles of
water in front of the government building, in
expectation of a long day. Zaev said protest-
ers would remain in front of the government
building until Gruevski-who has been in pow-
er for nine years-and his cabinet stands down.

“The protest will continue. Some 4,600
activists, mostly young people, have said
‘we’ll stay regardless of whether you will or
not’,” he told the NOVA online television chan-
nel. At the protest, Aleksandar Krstevski, a 33-
year-old psychologist from Kumanovo, told
AFP: “We will stay as long as it takes, until the
final victory, until the prime minister’s resig-
nation.” 

Carrying a placard with the inscription
“Goodbye Nikola”, 29-year old Jelena said
“there is a need to finish with this govern-
ment.” The unrest last weekend was the worst
in the former Yugoslav republic since its 2001
conflict between the government and ethnic
Albanian rebels.

Eight police officers were among the 18
dead. Thirty alleged gunmen, including 18
ethnic Albanians from neighbouring Kosovo,
have been charged with terror offences fol-
lowing the shootout. But the opposition and
analysts have suggested the timing of the
violence was suspicious, given the huge pres-
sure on Gruevski’s government.

Zaev ’s opposition Social Democratic

Union of Macedonia (SDSM) is calling for the
government to resign, accusing the ruling
party of wiretapping 20,000 people, including
politicians, journalists and religious leaders.

‘Survival manoeuvre’ 
Zaev has released snippets of the alleged

recordings that appear to show widespread
government corruption, a murder cover-up
and other wrongdoings.

His party has also boycotted parliament
since an election in April last year, in which it
claims Gruevski’s VMRO-DPMNE party com-
mitted fraud. “The time has come to show
that we no longer want to live in a state led
by Gruevski,” the SDSM said in a statement.
Gruevski has remained defiant, insisting in an
interview Saturday that he would not resign.

His government denies making the phone
recordings released by Zaev, but not that the
voices are authentic, although it says some
are heavily edited or taken out of context.

The government in turn accuses Zaev and
his followers of spying and of seeking to
destabilise the country. It is due to hold a rival
street protest on Monday. Gruevski, Zaev and
ethnic Albanian party leaders held talks this
week to resolve the crisis, which could further
hamper Macedonia’s stalled bid for EU and
NATO membership. All sides pledged to con-
demn violence and support democratic val-
ues, but there was little sign of a serious reso-
lution.

Two ministers and the intelligence chief
resigned on Tuesday, after being accused of
involvement in the wire-tapping scandal. But
Muamer Pajaziti, a Macedonian professor on
European integration at Pristina University,
said the resignations were only “a survival
manoeuvre” by an increasingly unpopular
government.

“The opposition and the public will not
accept it as a solution. There is a critical
mass for change led by the opposition.
Slowly, on a larger scale, there are prepara-
tions for a broad anti-government coalition,”
Pajaziti told AFP. Ethnic Albanians make up
about one quarter of Macedonia’s 2.1 mil-
lion population. Macedonia obtained EU
candidate status in 2005, but is yet to begin
accession talks. — AFP

Thousands call for Macedonian
government to step down

SKOPJE: Anti government protester holds a Macedonian flag leading a group demon-
strating against Prime Minister Nikola Gruevski as they march towards the offices of
Macedonia’s conservative government, in capital Skopje yesterday. — AP

KIEV: Ukraine has captured two Russian
soldiers in its conflict with separatists in the
country’s east, Kiev said yesterday.  Military
spokesman Andriy Lysenko simply named
those captured as “Russian soldiers”, while
giving no further details. 

“Our operatives are working with them
at the moment. There is no other informa-
tion at the moment,” Lysenko said at a press
briefing.  The Ukrainian Aidar volunteer
battalion has claimed it captured the two
Russian troops close to the town of
Shchastya, which is controlled by govern-
ment forces around 15 kilometres (about
nine miles) away from the rebel stronghold
of Lugansk.

On its Facebook page, the battalion
claimed the men captured were from
Russian military intelligence, or GRU. Three
Ukrainian soldiers were killed and 17
wounded in fighting in the last 24 hours,
Lysenko said yesterday.

Two Ukrainian soldiers were killed in the
zone close to the town of Debaltseve, a
strategic railway hub that the rebels recap-
tured in February after a fragile ceasefire
entered force.

The third soldier was killed near the
town of Shchastya, Lysenko said.  “The ene-
my is mainly active around the town of

Gorlivka,” around 30 kilometres from the
other separatist hub of Donetsk, Lysenko
said.  “There, they have concentrated a
large quantity of heavy artillery units which
are bombarding our positions,” he said.  The
Ukrainian army has been fighting pro-
Russian separatists for more than a year in a
conflict that has killed more than 6,200
people.  The sides agreed a truce in
February in Minsk in a deal mediated by
Germany and France with Russian
President Vladimir Putin present.  Kiev and
the West accuse Moscow of giving support
to the rebels and of having deployed its
troops in eastern Ukraine.  Russia has cate-
gorically denied any arms deliveries or
deployment of troops into the country.

It says that Russians fighting in the
Donbass region are all volunteers, some of
them troops who are on leave from their
regular jobs.  Russia’s opposition media has
since August last year reported the appar-
ent involvement of Russian troops in
Ukraine, highlighting secret burials of
Russian servicemen who apparently died in
combat. When a handful of Russian para-
troopers were captured in the east in
August last year, Putin said that they simply
got lost while on a patrol in southern
Russia. — AFP

Ukraine says two Russian 
soldiers captured in east

400 Europe-bound migrants held in Libya
TRIPOLI: Libyan authorities arrested 400 illegal
migrants, including several pregnant women, at
dawn yesterday as they prepared to board boats
for Europe, officials said.

Most of the migrants were Somalis and
Ethiopians and included “pregnant women”, said
Mohammed Abdelsalam al-Kuwiri, spokesman for
a unit in the Tripoli-based government that com-
bats illegal migration.  He said they were arrested
as they were getting ready to board boats in Tajura,
east of the capital.

An AFP photographer said dozens of migrants
were taken by car to a detention centre in Tripoli. A
migration squad official said the arrests coincided
with the launch of an operation targeting people
smugglers. The operation, run by the Tripoli-based
government which is not recognised by the inter-
national community, calls for “coordination
between various security services”, the official said.
The government in Tripoli was created by the pow-
erful Fajr Libya militia alliance last August during a
power struggle with the internationally recognised
administration now based in the east.  Fajr Libya is
one of several heavily armed militias that have
been vying for power in Libya since the end of the
2011 uprising that toppled veteran dictator
Moamer Kadhafi.

Jihadists from the Islamic State group have also
gained a foothold in the oil-rich North African
country, feeding on the political breakdown and
lawlessness.

People smugglers have operated in Libya for
years, but have exploited the chaos since the end
of the revolt to step up their lucrative trade.  With a
coastline of 1,770 kilometres (more than 1,000
miles), Libya has always been a stepping stone for

Africans seeking a better life in Europe.  Most head
for the Italian island of Lampedusa 300 kilometres
(185 miles) from Libya’s shores.

One man who had hoped to reach Italy before
his arrest yesterday was Adam Ibrahim Abdullah
from Somalia. “I paid $1,400 to come to Tripoli. I
stayed here in a compound for two months, and
then I paid $1,400 again to go to Italy,” he told AFP.
He said he wanted to start a new life in Italy
“because my country is in conflict and there is no

government”.
Maneh from Niger and Anabelle from Nigeria

said they hoped to join relatives who have already
left for Europe, pleading not to be deported back
home. “I don’t want to go back to my country.
There is nobody to help me there. I beg you, keep
me in Libya,” Maneh said, tears running down her
cheeks. Illegal migrants arrested in Libya are usu-
ally held in detention centres before being
deported. — AFP

TRIPOLI: Migrants from sub-Saharan Africa receive water as they wait at a detention center
yesterday in the capital Tripoli, after they were arrested in Tajoura, east of Tripoli before
boarding boats in order to reach Europe, said the Libyan authorities in charge of fighting ille-
gal immigration.  — AFP 
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KABUL: A Taleban suicide car bomber
attacked a convoy from the European Union
police training mission yesterday near the
Afghan capital’s international airport, killing
at least three people, including a Briton,
authorities said.

The attack in Kabul comes amid a
stepped-up Taleban campaign that saw its
militants attack a guesthouse days earlier in
Kabul, killing 14 people, including nine for-
eigners. The assaults show the challenges
facing Afghan security forces, which have
been in charge of their country’s war since
NATO and US troops ended their combat
mission at the end of last year.

The car bomb exploded early yesterday
morning near the office of the Afghan Civil
Aviation Authority, a few hundred meters
(yards) from the airport’s main terminal,
said Najib Danish, a deputy Interior Ministry
spokesman. The blast damaged one foreign
vehicle and two civilian vehicles, he said.

Sari Haukka-Konu, a spokeswoman for
the EU’s police mission, said one non-mis-
sion member traveling in a EUPOL vehicle
had been killed. The British Embassy in

Kabul identified the dead Briton as a securi-
ty contractor, without elaborating.

Britain’s Foreign Secretary Phil Hammond
called the attack cowardly. “These attacks
must not stop the people of Afghanistan,
with the support of the international  com-
munity, working towards a more peaceful
future,” he said in a statement.

Interior Ministr y spokesman Sediq
Sediqqi said the blast also k i l led two
Afghans passing by and wounded 18 peo-
ple, including three foreigners. Haukka-
Konu said some of those wounded includ-
ing EUPOL mission members.

Afghan President Ashraf Ghani also con-
demned the attack.

Magnetic bomb
“The killing of innocent women and chil-

dren shows the terrorists have been defeat-
ed on the battlefield and are looking for
alternative means of killing innocent peo-
ple,” Ghani said. A Taleban spokesman
claimed responsibility for the attack in a
statement emailed to journalists, saying the
bomber targeted “a convoy of foreign

invader forces.”
The EU’s police effort has continued

despite the 13-year intentional combat mis-
sion to Afghanistan ending Dec. 31. It has
been working to build a civilian police force
in Afghanistan for more than a decade and
has around 240 international staffers and
187 local workers, with a budget in 2015 of
58 million euros ($66 million), according to
its website.

The Taleban, who have been waging an
insurgency since the 2001 US-led invasion
toppled their government, launched their
annual warm weather offensive in late April.

Meanwhile, a magnetic bomb attached
to a vehicle exploded early Saturday in
Kabul’s eastern suburbs, wounding one per-
son, Sediqqi said. Late Saturday, an explo-
sion inside the campus of Kabul University
wounded two people, he said.

An Afghan Army helicopter also crashed
Sunday while on an exercise in Kabul’s
western outskirts, the Defense Ministry
deputy spokesman Daulat Waziri said. The
crash injured the craft’s two pilots, Waziri
said. — AP

Suicide car bomb near
Kabul airport kills 3

Britain’s foreign secretary condemns attack

TOKYO: The people of Japan’s second
city Osaka voted yesterday on a plan to
streamline its governance in the mould
of other global metropolises, as the
one-time commercial capital seeks to
recapture its glory days.

On the table is what supporters say
is a way to slash waste, cut out admin-
istrative duplication and strengthen
the city’s brand at home and abroad,
making it more attractive to investors
and sports event organisers.

Apeing the set-up of big brother
Tokyo, the proposal would see Osaka’s
current 24 separate wards merged into
five “special districts”.

Each would have limited autonomy
under a souped-up mayoralty, which
would focus on providing public serv-
ices. Costly urban development would
be managed by the existing prefecture,
a body similar to a US state.

Proponents say it would save the
city’s 2.7 million people a hefty 270 bil-
lion yen ($2.6 billion) over the next 17
years and make it easier to sell Osaka
as a venue for business or big sports
fixtures.

Opponents say the move would save
just 100 million yen annually against an
initial necessary investment of 60 bil-
lion yen.

Flamboyant but divisive mayor Toru
Hashimoto, whose Osaka Restoration
Party is backing the plan, has vowed to

retire from politics if the yes-or-no ref-
erendum fails.

Recent polls put support at around
40 percent, with 48 percent of voters
preferring the status quo.

Osaka is suffering something of an
identity crisis.

Hundreds of years ago, it was the
nation’s biggest and wealthiest com-
mercial hub, with rice and other major
commodities shipped from all over the
country for auction in “the kitchen of
the nation”.

But it all began to go wrong in the
Meiji Restoration of 1868, with the fall
of the isolationist shogunate (military
government) that had ruled Japan for
more than 250 years.

The imperial family was brought out
of  seclusion in nearby Kyoto and
moved to Tokyo, which was proclaimed
the new capital  of  a  rapidly  mod-
ernising country.

Although still considered Japan’s
second city, Osaka has long since lost
its status as second most populous city
to Yokohama, Tokyo’s sprawling neigh-
bour. But it has retained its distinctive
culture.

Voter turnout was 36 percent at 4:00
pm (0700 GMT ), one of the highest
rates in recent polls, the city’s election
board said. Polling stations close at 7
pm and vote-counting will start imme-
diately. — AFP

Japan second city
Osaka voting
over reforms

BEIJING: China’s ties with the United
States remain stable, Chinese President Xi
Jinping said yesterday, as he sought to
defuse  tension over a territorial dispute in
the South China Sea that has raised fears of
confrontation between them.

“I look forward to continuing to develop
this relationship with President Obama and
to bring China-U.S. relations to a new
height along a track of a new model of
major country relationship,” Xi told U.S.
Secretary of State John Kerry at the end of
Kerry’s two-day trip to China.

Kerry ’s trip has been dominated by
deepening security concerns about
Beijing’s maritime ambitions in the South
China Sea. China’s rapid reclamation effort
around seven reefs in the Spratly archipela-
go of the South China Sea has alarmed
claimants such as the Philippines and
Vietnam.

Xi told Kerry that China and the United
States should handle disputes in a way that
would not damage bilateral ties.

On Saturday, Kerry urged China to take
action to reduce tension in the South China
Sea. His call  was rebuffed by China’s
Foreign Minister Wang Yi, who said Beijing’s
determination to protect its interests in the
area is “as hard as a rock”.

Kerry’s trip is intended to prepare for the
annual U.S.-China Strategic and Economic
Dialogue next month in Washington and
Xi’s expected visit to Washington in
September, a trip that Xi said he looked for-
ward to.

Xi has repeatedly told Obama of his
desire for a “new model of major country
relationship,” in which China would be
viewed as an equal global player.

But the model also outlines a respect for

“each other ’s sovereign and territorial
integrity as well as political system and
development path”.

“In my view the China-US relationship
has remained stable,” Xi told Kerry at
Beijing’s Great Hall of the People at a ses-
sion partially open to reporters.

Reclamation
China claims about 90 percent of the 3.5

million sq km (1.35 million sq mile) sea. The
Philippines, Taiwan, Malaysia, Brunei and
Vietnam also claim large parts of it.

Recent satellite images have shown that
since about March 2014, China has con-
ducted reclamation work at seven sites in
the Spratlys and is constructing a military-
sized air strip on Fiery Cross Reef and possi-
bly a second on another reef.

The Philippines, a US treaty ally, has
called for urgent action.

Kerry said the United States had stated
its concerns about the pace and scope of
China’s land reclamation in the South China
Sea.

China has expressed its concern about a
possible U.S. plan to send military aircraft
and ships to assert freedom of navigation
in the South China Sea.

China rejects US involvement in the dis-
pute and has blamed the United States for
stoking tension by encouraging countries
to engage in “dangerous behaviour”.

Xi told Kerry “the two sides should man-
age, control and handle disputes in an
appropriate way so that the general direc-
tion of the bilateral relationship will not be
affected”, the official Xinhua news agency
reported. “The broad Pacific Ocean is vast
enough to embrace both China and the
United States,” Xi said. — Reuters

Despite tension, Xi says US,
China relations are stable 

MANILA: Philippine officials called
yesterday for criminal penalties for fac-
tory owners who violate safety stan-
dards  days  af ter  a  deadly  f i re  at  a
footwear plant claimed 72 lives.

Occupational safety standards were
adopted by the Asian nation in 1978
but lack teeth because parliament has
failed to pass a law imposing penalties
against violators,  Labour Secretary
Rosalinda Baldoz said.   “ I  (can) not
overemphasise its importance-and the
timeliness of our plea to our lawmak-
ers-in the l ight of accidents in our
work places,  some of  which have
injured and claimed the lives of our
workers,” she said in a statement.  A
huge fire that killed 72 people and
gutted a flip-flop factory in a Manila
suburb on Wednesday exposed the
unsafe conditions many work under
across the nation.

Baldoz has called the factory’s own-
ers “immoral” and accused them of a
raft of illegal labour practices.

Relatives of the victims told AFP the
workers were paid well below the min-
imum wage of 481 pesos ($10.90) a
day and forced to toil 12-hour shifts,
seven days a week without overtime
pay.

They said legally required social
security and health insurance pay-
ments were also withheld, and workers
were forced to constantly inhale foul-
smelling chemicals.

A lawyer for the gutted footwear
factory has rejected allegations it had
flouted labour laws.

Baldoz said the legislature has yet
to act on three related bills, including
one imposing criminal penalties for
non-compliance with occupational
safety and health standards.

The second bill calls for occupation-
al safety regulations in the construc-
t ion industr y  and the third  would
require protective equipment and uni-
form warnings at  work places,  she
added.

Some of the proposed measures
were drawn up as early as 2011, Baldoz
added.  Rex Gatchalian, mayor of the
industrial district of Valenzuela that
hosted the foot wear  fac tor y,  a lso
urged the government to outlaw the
practice of paying workers only when
they reach a certain production quota.

“This is a practice that we see every-
where.... It’s technically illegal,” 

he said in an interview over ABS-
CBN television. — AFP

Philippines pushes
job safety laws

after fire

LAHORE: A fire caused by an elec-
trical short circuit killed six siblings
as they slept in the eastern Pakistani
city of Lahore yesterday, police said.

The fire broke out in the early
morning at a two-storey house in
the Shad Bagh area of Lahore while
the family was asleep, local police
station official Mohammad Basharat
told AFP.

“When rescue services arrived, all
six children, three boys and three
girls,  were found dead,” Basharat
said.

The mother was rescued alive but
wounded and has been hospitalised,

he said, adding that the father was
not at home when the fire broke
out.  Lahore’s senior administration
off ic ia l  Mohammad Usman con-
firmed the incident and said that the
victims were between seven and 16
years old.  Three of the children suf-
focated, he said,  while the other
three died of their burns.

Lahore is the second largest city
of Pakistan and capital of the politi-
ca l ly  inf luent ia l  wheat  bowl
province of Punjab. In December
last year a fire erupted in a busy
market in Lahore that killed 13 peo-
ple. — AFP

Deadly fire kills 6 
siblings in Pakistan

KABUL: Afghan and foreign security forces inspect the site of a suicide attack in Kabul yesterday. A powerful suicide blast struck near Kabul air-
port during the peak morning rush hour yesterday, with several casualties feared, an official said. — AFP

BEIJING: Chinese President Xi Jinping (R) speaks with US Secretary of
State John Kerry (L) as they hold a meeting at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing
yesterday. Kerry is on a two-day visit to China. — AFP

MANILA: Relatives of missing footwear factory workers cry during a special mass in
Manila yesterday for 72 people who were killed when a fire gutted the factory on
May 13. The owners of the Philippine factory where 72 people died in the fire could
face time in prison, a government task force said on May 16, vowing to punish any-
one found responsible as anger grows over the tragedy. — AFP

Thousands
protest US

military base
in Japan

OKYO: Thousands of people rallied in Okinawa
in southern Japan yesterday in protest against
a controversial US airbase on the island, as a
two-decade-old bitter row over the relocation
of the site drags on.  Okinawa is home to more
than half of the 47,000 US service personnel
stationed in Japan as part of a defence alliance,
a proportion many islanders say is too high.

Futenma airbase has become emblematic of
that ill-will since Washington announced plans
to move it in 1996, hoping to ease tensions
with the host community after the gang-rape
of a schoolgirl by servicemen.  But locals have
blocked the move to relocate the base, insist-
ing the facility should go off-island instead,
queer ing re lat ions  bet ween Tok yo and
Okinawa-a once independent kingdom that
was annexed by Japan in the 19th century.

“The government says we are to blame that
the issue has stalled for 19 years and they tell
us to find an alternative place (for the base
relocation).  That’s outrageous,” shouted the
anti-US base mayor of Nago, Susumu Inamine.
“The government is thrusting their responsibili-
ty on us,” Inamine told a packed 15,000-seat
baseball stadium.

Organisers estimated that about 35,000 peo-
ple also turned up for a rally in Naha, Okinawa’s
capital. 

Deadlock has  deepened recent ly  af ter
preparatory building work on the coast begun
in the face of vehement opposition from the
local government in Okinawa.  Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe last month insisted the current re-
location plan was “the only solution,” while anti-
base Okinawa governor Takeshi Onaga hit back
saying that  three recent  popular  votes  in
Okinawa all showed overwhelming opposition
to the move. 

“ The current government is pushing the
plan. Is it really a democratic country?” said
protester Kiku Nakayama, 86, who as a teenag-
er worked as a nurse for soldiers towards the
end of World War II. 

“We have to remove the risks of exposing
Okinawa to war again,” she said. 

While most Japanese value the protection
the US alliance gives them,  especially in the
context of Beijing’s growing regional assertive-
ness, a sizable proportion of Okinawans want a
dramatic reduction in their numbers. — AFP
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criticized Omair’s reported appointments”, adding it
is clear that the government is heading to seek interna-
tional arbitration. The controversial appointments, which
have not yet been made by Omair, are expected to come
up for debate during the Assembly sessions this week.

In another development, Shiite MP Abdulhameed
Dashti said yesterday that he does not plan to withdraw
his controversial grilling against the foreign minister
over Kuwait’s participation in the war in Yemen. He said
that he will not “retreat or capitulate” when asked about
the possibility of withdrawing the grilling. A majority of
MPs have criticized the grilling as sectarian and uncon-
stitutional and called for rejecting its debate in the
Assembly. The grilling is scheduled to be discussed
tomorrow.

MP Majed Mousa called for taking all the necessary
measures to prevent debating the grilling, which he

described as breaching the constitution. But Ashour
warned the government yesterday against working to
withdraw the grilling, because the political cost of such a
move will be very high. He called for allowing the debate
and MPs should issue their judgements on it. He also
warned against referring the quiz to the Assembly’s legal
and legislative committee.

Islamist MP Hamdan Al-Azemi, who is opposed to the
grilling, also urged the government to allow its debate
and face the issues it raises, warning against delaying
the debate or referring the grilling to constitutional
experts. He said the grilling interferes in the authorities
of the Amir and sovereign powers entrusted in him.
Azemi said that a government escape from facing the
grilling is unacceptable. Azemi said that he will be the
first lawmaker to stand against the grilling, but he will
also be the first to oppose any move to refer it to the
legal committee or the constitutional court or even
delay its debate to the next term starting in October.

Ashour calls on Omair to defend decisions...

Continued from Page 1

“We don’t have an accurate count of casualties yet but
we believe at least 500 people, both civilian and military,
have been killed over the past two days,” Haimour said. But
he said that the city had not completely fallen, as fighting
continued in some areas.

Prime Minister Haider Al-Abadi said had approved send-
ing forces from the Popular Mobilization units (Hashed al-
Shaabi) to try to rescue Ramadi. The move marks a u-turn
from the Sunni province’s previous opposition to resorting
to the force, an umbrella for many Shiite militias. “The
provincial council of Anbar decided to call on Hashed al-
Shaabi which operates under the umbrella of the com-
mander in-chief of the armed forces,” Mahdi Saleh Al-
Nouman, the Anbar governor’s security adviser, said. He
added that the forces deployed would be drawn “from the
disciplined brigades known for their honest work”, suggest-
ing that some Shiite militias would be barred.

The jihadists’ major push to take Ramadi two days earlier
trapped hundreds of members of Iraqi forces in their bases
with no supply lines and insufficient support to fight back.
A video surfaced on Facebook yesterday of soldiers inside a
base pleading with their superiors for reinforcements and
supplies. The fighting sparked a fresh wave of displace-
ment, with the International Organization for Migration
(IOM) saying 8,000 people had been forced to flee and that
numbers were still increasing. However, some civilians were
believed to have been prevented from leaving their homes
by IS. “We are extremely concerned about massacres that
could be committed in the next hours,” Haimour said.

Three days after IS supremo Abu Bakr Al-Baghdadi tried
to galvanize his troops in a rare audio message, the jihadists
were denied a similar victory on the Syrian side of their self-
proclaimed “caliphate”. On Saturday, the jihadists pressed
their offensive and seized the northern part of the modern
town of Palmyra, but were driven out by regime forces. “IS’
attack was foiled,” said provincial governor Talal Barazi.

The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights monitoring
group said nearly 300 people have been killed in four days
of fighting. The toll comprised 123 soldiers and loyalist mili-
tiamen, 115 IS fighters as well as 57 civilians, dozens of
whom were executed by the jihadists, the Observatory said,
quoting sources on the ground. Barazi told AFP the army
was “still combing the streets for bombs” after recapturing
the northern districts.

Observatory head Rami Abdel Rahman said the jihadists
were still just a kilometre away from the UNESCO-listed her-
itage site and its adjacent museum housing thousands of
priceless artefacts. Syrian antiquities chief Mamoun
Abdulkarim expressed relief that IS, known for its wanton
destruction of archaeological sites in territory it controls in
Syria and Iraq, did not attack the site. “We have good news
today, we feel much better,” Abdulkarim he told AFP.
UNESCO chief Irina Bokova has appealed to Syrian troops
and jihadists to spare Palmyra, which the organization
describes as one of the most important cultural centres of
the ancient world.

Governor Barazi voiced concern for the population, say-
ing the fighting had forced civilians in the countryside to
swamp Palmyra, home to 70,000 people. IS posted pictures
online of what it said was one of two checkpoints fighters
seized inside Haql al-Hail gas field, triggering more clashes
with pro-regime forces. The Observatory director said a US
raid late on Friday on one of Syria’s largest oilfields killed 32
IS members, including four leading officials. “The US opera-
tion killed 32 members of IS, among them four officials,
including IS oil chief Abu Sayyaf, the deputy IS defence
minister, and an IS communications official,” said Abdel
Rahman.

US officials have said “about a dozen” people were
killed in the operation by Iraq-based US commandos try-
ing to capture Abu Sayyaf. Abdel Rahman said three of
the four leading officials killed in the raid were from
north Africa, but that the communications official was a
Syrian. — Agencies 

IS takes Ramadi as Iraqi forces flee
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Since late March, Saudi Arabia has led airstrikes against
the Houthis and allied military units loyal to former
President Ali Abdullah Saleh. The air campaign is aimed at
weakening the Houthis and restoring Hadi, who fled the
country in March in the face of a rebel advance. “This con-
ference taking place today is in support of politics and
community, and rejects the coup,” Hadi told the gathering.
He urged a return to the political roadmap through which
Saleh stepped down after more than three decades in
power following a 2011 Arab Spring-inspired uprising.
Saleh’s ouster and the roadmap was backed and overseen
by the six-nation Gulf Cooperation Council, which is head-
quartered in Saudi Arabia, as well as the UN and the US. 

Among those taking part in the conference are mem-
bers of Saleh’s former ruling party. Yemen’s Vice-President
Khaled Bahah told AFP that despite their absence yester-
day, he expected the Houthis would attend future talks.
“They have chosen to be out of this conference but, at the

end, they will be coming,” he said.
Yemen’s conflict has killed more than 1,400 people -

many of them civilians - since March 19, according to the
UN. The country of some 25 million people has endured
shortages of food, water, medicine and electricity as a
result of a Saudi-led blockade. Humanitarian organiza-
tions have been scrambling to distribute aid before the
end of the truce.

That includes an Iranian cargo ship carrying humani-
tarian aid en route to Yemen. Iranian state television quot-
ed Nasser Charkhsaz, the head of the Iranian Red
Crescent’s Relief and Rescue Organization, as saying that
the ship is currently sailing in international waters near
Oman’s Salalah port and will arrive at the Bab Al-Mandeb
strait between Yemen and Djibouti and Eritrea in two
days. According to the report, the ship is scheduled to
reach Yemen’s port city of Hodeida by Thursday if plans go
smoothly. Western countries accuse Shiite power Iran of
backing the Houthi militia, something the Islamic
Republic and the rebels deny.  — Agencies 

Yemen dialogue begins in Riyadh without...
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A crackdown under Sisi has seen hundreds of Morsi’s
Islamist supporters killed, thousands jailed and dozens sen-
tenced to death after mass trials the United Nations called
“unprecedented in recent history”. Ties between Washington
and Cairo plummeted after Morsi’s ouster, with President
Barack Obama’s administration freezing annual military aid of
$1.3 billion to Cairo. Most of the aid was unblocked in late
2014. The foreign ministry denounced global condemnation
of the verdict as “unacceptable interference in the internal
affairs of the country”.

Judge Shabaan El-Shamy convicted Morsi, already sen-
tenced to 20 years in jail in another trial, and dozens of other
co-defendants including prominent Qatar-based cleric Yusuf
Al-Qaradawi, of plotting jailbreaks and attacks on police dur-
ing the 2011 revolt. The death sentences “have no value and
cannot be implemented because they are against the rule of
God and people’s laws and customs”, Qaradawi told the Doha-
based Al-Jazeera news channel. He is specifically charged with
incitement, assistance to commit intentional murder and
helping prisoners to escape, and an Egyptian warrant for his
arrest was circulated by Interpol in December. Qaradawi
denies the charges, saying he was in Qatar, his longtime home
in exile, at the time of the alleged offences.

Experts said the verdict underscored Sisi’s vow to eradicate
the 87-year-old Muslim Brotherhood movement, which
topped successive polls between the fall of Mubarak and
Morsi’s presidential win in May 2012. “The new regime of
President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi is using all elements of the state
to break the political will of the Muslim Brotherhood,” Fawaz
Gerges, professor of Middle East studies at the London School
of Economics and Political Science, told AFP. “The judicial sys-
tem is also waging an all-out war against the Muslim
Brotherhood. This clearly reflects a total war waged by the
Egyptian state against the Muslim Brotherhood.”

Rights groups accuse the authorities of using the judiciary
to repress the opposition, primarily the Brotherhood, already
designated a “terrorist group”. Officials blame it for attacks that
have killed hundreds of security personnel, a charge the
movement denies. The jihadist group Sinai Province, the
Egyptian affiliate of the Islamic State organisation, has
claimed most of the attacks. “The judiciary is obviously in the
pocket of the government,” said Peter Sluglett, director of the
Middle East Institute at National University of Singapore. “This
is an act of stupidity and folly as well as cruelty and revenge,”
he said of Saturday’s verdict.

The court will pronounce its final decision on June 2 in the
jailbreak case, and also in a separate espionage case involving

Morsi and 18 others. Under Egyptian law, death sentences are
referred to the mufti, the government’s interpreter of Islamic
law, who plays an advisory role. Defendants can still appeal
even after the mufti’s recommendation. “The military-backed
regime has been targeting peaceful opponents, young pro-
testers, students, journalists and academics,” said Emad
Shahin, a prominent academic at Georgetown University who
was sentenced to death in the espionage trial along with 15
others on Saturday. “It is currently seeking to reconstitute the
security state and intimidate all opponents,” he said in a state-
ment.

The verdict in the jailbreak case raised many questions,
said Mustafa Kamel Al-Sayyid, political professor at Cairo
University. “Morsi was a detainee and not a prisoner when the
revolution against Mubarak erupted. So for someone who is
not condemned and detained illegally, for him to get out of a
prison is not a crime. “Also how can he plot attacks when he
himself was detained? The court is listening to only those who
are accusing him.”

Meanwhile, Egyptian authorities yesterday hanged six
men convicted of killing soldiers, police said, ignoring appeals
to spare them amid allegations two of them had been in cus-
tody at the time of their alleged crimes. A military court
upheld the death sentences last March, following a trial in
which the six were convicted of carrying out the attacks in the
months after the army’s overthrow of Morsi in July 2013.
Prosecutors said they were members of Ansar Beit al-Maqdis
jihadist group, which late last year pledged allegiance to
Islamic State.

The sentence was carried out by hanging in a Cairo jail,
according to officials. Some of the men had been arrested
when police and soldiers raided their safe house north of
Cairo in March 2014. Two army explosive experts and six mili-
tants were killed in an ensuing gunfight, adding to the list of
charges against the six men. But human rights groups had
appealed for a stay of execution, saying two of the defendants
had been in custody at the time. Amnesty International said
the men underwent a “grossly unfair” trial and that the only
witness during the hearings was a secret police officer.

Another Islamist, accused of involvement in the murder of
anti-Morsi protesters after his ouster, was hanged in March.
The six men hanged yesterday had been accused of taking
part in two attacks on the army in early 2014, one which killed
six soldiers at a Cairo checkpoint and the other three soldiers
in a bus. The attacks were claimed by Ansar Beit al-Maqdis,
which has killed dozens of soldiers and policemen in the Sinai
Peninsula. The raid in March 2014 on the group’s safe house
north of Cairo all but ended their presence in the Nile Valley,
after a spate of attacks.  —  Agencies 

‘War’ on Brotherhood seen

A helicopter flies overhead as lava flows out of the Piton de la Fournaise volcano as it erupts yesterday on
the French island of Reunion in the Indian Ocean. —- AFP 
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By Richard Balmforth

Western powers are clinging to a fraying peace
deal in Ukraine and forcing Kiev to follow suit,
even though Russian President Vladimir Putin

shows no sign of wavering and NATO is warning that
Moscow may be preparing for a new offensive. The
United States and European Union are still backing the
three-month old ceasefire, despite a growing feeling that
it is in its death throes, telling Putin that sanctions will
remain if he does not honour his promises. 

This offers little consolation to Ukrainian President
Petro Poroshenko who, while under pressure at home
over a steady loss of troops fighting pro-Moscow rebels
in the east, has to keep in diplomatic step with the West
whose political and financial help he needs. His feelings
showed in Berlin on Wednesday when a German journal-
ist suggested eastern Ukraine was relatively calm. “I’d like
to contradict that because Ukraine is paying a very high
price today for this pseudo-ceasefire,” he retorted, noting
83 Ukrainian servicemen had died since a second peace
deal was signed in the Belarus capital of Minsk in
February. “Ukraine is losing heroes every day but we con-
tinue to absolutely support the Minsk agreements,” he
told ZDF TV.

Three Ukrainian soldiers were killed in the past 24
hours, a military spokesman said on Sunday. Few people
in Kiev believe Putin will lessen his support for the sepa-
ratists in a conflict that has killed more than 6,100 people
in just over a year. He may simply be waiting till the EU
decides in June on extending sanctions on Russia’s finan-
cial, defence and energy sectors before showing his
hand.

Sickly From Birth
While it has been sickly from birth, no-one wants to

administer the last rites on the ceasefire. “Based on the
Minsk agreement from February, we have to note that we

are not yet where we want to be. We still don’t have a
complete ceasefire,” German Chancellor Angela Merkel
said in Berlin alongside Poroshenko. Lithuania’s anti-
Moscow president, Dalia Grybauskaite, was blunter. “The
ceasefire no longer exists,” she told Reuters. Kiev-based
political analyst Volodymyr Fesenko believes the
Europeans in particular are labouring under an illusion.
“They try to cling to this mirage and move things in that
direction,” he said. “Ukraine’s Western partners will not
undertake anything new. They will try, to the very last, to
revive the corpse called the Minsk agreements.”

Some commentators detected a softer tone when US
Secretary of State John Kerry met Putin last week.
However, the United States has accused Russia of failing
to withdraw heavy equipment such as air defence sys-
tems, tanks and artillery from eastern Ukraine in violation
of the Minsk plan. NATO’s top commander, General Philip
Breedlove, told the US Congress last month that Russia’s
military might be using the truce to prepare for a new
offensive in support of the separatists. Any new Russian-
backed thrust is likely to focus on the coastal city of
Mariupol. If it fell, the rebels might be able to open a land
corridor to Crimea, which Russia annexed last year.

Differences of Perception
Many see a fundamental difference of perception

between European leaders and Poroshenko. While the EU
can live with a patchy ceasefire that avoids large-scale
loss of life, Kiev must face the steady flow of casualties
and uncertainty over what Putin might do next. Even the
gains achieved under the Minsk deal are flawed.  Both
sides have pulled back large-calibre guns and tanks from
most of the front line, but they are still being used
against government troops at the main pressure points,
Kiev says.

Despite some prisoner exchanges, Moscow is still
holding Nadia Savchenko, a celebrated air force pilot
seized in eastern Ukraine and spirited into Russia. More

importantly for Ukrainians, the Minsk agreements
include no plan for Kiev to recover territory lost to the
rebels. As long as violence continues in the east, even at a
reduced level, Kiev has little chance of holding local elec-
tions there as planned at the end of this year. “The simple
reason why the political agenda of Minsk-2 has gone
nowhere very fast is that the agenda ratifies Russian
strategic gains and therefore runs counter to the national
goals set by the Ukrainian government,” Christopher
Granville, managing director of London-based consultan-
cy Trusted Sources, wrote in a note.

Putin’s Endgame
Despite frequent meetings with Western leaders,

Putin’s end-game is not clear. He appears to have little
interest for now in annexing separatist-controlled areas,
which would be costly as their local economies are
depressed. It is not in Putin’s nature to “blink”. He cannot
afford to back down on Ukraine as he would lose popu-
larity at home and looking weak is not an option. He has
ordered Russia’s first naval war games in the eastern
Mediterranean with China and held a string of meetings
with military top brass recently.

But, with the deaths of Russian troops in Ukraine a
possible threat to his standing, he might judge that wag-
ing a full-blown war in Ukraine is too economically and
politically risky. Russian companies not under sanctions
are hoping to return to the international bond market lat-
er this year as investors are tempted by high-yielding
debt. But any re-intensification of the Ukraine crisis could
sink such ambitions.

If Putin’s aim is to support a low-level conflict which
complicates Ukraine’s moves towards NATO and main-
stream Europe, then all he has to do for now is do noth-
ing. “Their (Russia’s) strategic goals have not changed a
tad: to hold all of Ukraine in check by controlling the east.
For this they do need to see Minsk implemented,” said a
Western diplomat in Moscow. — Reuters 

West clings to fraying Ukraine peace deal

Octogenarian 
cobbler rescues 
soles of celebs

By Mary Milliken

Arturo Azinian plucked a pair of Chanel
pumps from a box full of shoes, unfazed by
the leather peeling off the interlocking Cs

on the toes or the tarnished metallic heels. “These
have a lot of miles on them, but they will be like
new, for about $70,” said Azinian, an 88-year-old
Beverly Hills cobbler famous for saving the fancy
footwear of the elite in the ritzy 90210 zip code.
Just steps from boutique-lined Rodeo Drive sits
the decidedly unglamorous Arturo’s Shoe Fixx,
where the Argentine immigrant toils for 13 hours
a day in a warren of whirring machines and shoes
stacked to the ceiling.

A pair of men’s Salvatore Ferragamo caramel
lace-ups awaits repair, while brand new patent
leather Jimmy Choos are getting some rubber
reinforcements on the bottom to prevent slipping
and wear-and-tear. While handling shoes worth
hundreds and thousands of dollars, Azinian is
utterly clueless about the famous people to
whom they belong. “Recently, I had to go to the
house of an actress,” Azinian said. “It was Jennifer
Aniston,” chimed in grandson Ari Libaridian. “She
gave me shoes to repair, but she also wanted to
talk to me,” said Azinian.

Italian fashion designer Donatella Versace once
came in with a bunch of sandals, and then later
sent a limousine to have Azinian taken to her
hotel. Actress Nicole Kidman also requested a
house call. Most actors, studio executives and
Hollywood producers send their assistants to the
store, although the likes of Orlando Bloom and
Jodie Foster have come themselves. The designer
shops and upscale department stores down the
street often tell customers to take their intractable
shoe and handbag problems to Arturo’s for a fix.
Asked for details about his encounters with
celebrities, the unassuming Azinian laughed and
said, “I don’t remember a thing.  I hardly remem-
ber my name!”

77 Years in Shoes
Azinian didn’t choose the profession, it was

chosen for him, at the age of 11, when his father
took him to apprentice with shoemakers in
Buenos Aires. He and his late wife came to work in
Los Angeles almost 60 years ago and repaired
shoes for department stores before setting up the
Beverly Hills shop in 1988. Ronny Gross has been a
loyal customer since then and always brings in her
red-soled Christian Louboutins, like a pair of
thigh-high black boots on a recent visit. “After you
wear them a few times, the red comes off and
they put this rubber thing on it and it just stays
better,” said Gross. “I do it with every Louboutin.”

In the back, where Azinian prefers to work, he
has a few employees who have been with him for
more than a decade. And when he needs help, he
turns to the skilled craftsmen among immigrants
from Latin America. Customers often ask him to
come out for a chat. He charms the women with
flirtatious talk about dancing tango, and lightens
the mood with his wry sense of humor. “At the age
of 88, he’s a little bit annoying, but he is the heart
and soul of the store and people love to see him,”
said Libaridian, the only grandchild who has
joined the business.

Libaridian, 38, said he learns from his grandfa-
ther about being patient with the customer and
employing humor to get through the day, though
he believes the customers 60 years ago weren’t as
demanding as they are now. There is no point
talking to Azinian about retirement or what will
happen to the business when he leaves. He’ll stay
as long as “the boss” (his grandson) will have him.
“You see, this keeps me healthy,” Azinian said. “If I
don’t work, the head stops working.” — Reuters 

Burundi coup defeated, but troubles not over
Burundi’s President Pierre Nkurunziza was in a confi-

dent, defiant mood as his motorcade rolled back into
the capital Bujumbura following a failed coup,

cheered by supporters and safely under the watch of loy-
alist troops who fought off the uprising. With the plotters
in detention or on the run, state radio still broadcasting
the government message and independent media
silenced, there was little doubt of who was in charge after
two days of uncertainty.

The president was also quick to order the opposition
and activists to admit defeat and end their protests
against his controversial bid to stand for a third consecu-
tive term in office. Analysts and observers, however, say
the crisis in the small central African nation is not over yet,
with the underlying cause - Nkurunziza’s determination to
cling to power at all costs - still unresolved. “The Burundi
crisis is not over with the failure of the coup. Many 

Burundians are scared and continue to leave the coun-
try as fast as they can,” said Thierry Vircoulon of the
International Crisis Group (ICG), a conflict prevention
think-tank. According to the United Nations, at least
100,000 people have fled the country, fearing their home-
land could be plunged back into civil war less than 10
years after the last conflict ended. “They are worried by
increasing authoritarianism that marked the president’s
second mandate, by the lack of social services and eco-
nomic development, as well as by rising corruption,”
Vircoulon said. “Nkurunziza should acknowledge that the
country is in trouble and unity needs to be restored.”

Instead, however, Nkurunziza wants to press ahead
with elections - seemingly confident that he now has the
momentum. “The president wishes to organise the elec-
tions as soon as possible, but attempting to do so will only
contribute to worsening the situation,” Vircoulon said. “The
holding of acceptably free and fair elections is now impos-
sible.”

Still on the Brink 
There are fears that post-coup Burundi could slide into

a cycle of vicious reprisals against anyone linked to the
coup, including members of the army and police, protest
organisers and journalists with independent media. Media
rights activist have already complained of intimidation.
“How matters are resolved in the coming days and weeks
will determine the country’s path for a long time to come,”
said Yolande Bouka of the Institute for Security Studies.
“Weeks of protests and two days of intense fighting in the

capital Bujumbura have shaken stability in the country,”
the ISS said. “Even if pro-government elements of the
army have regained control, the unity of the Burundian
armed forces has been shattered. The population too is
heavily divided over whether or not the president should
run for a third term.”

Amnesty International’s Sarah Jackson also said the
country was on “the brink of a human rights crisis with
potentially irreversible consequences for the region.” While
Nkurunziza has said those coup soldiers who surrender
will be forgiven, that may not be enough to calm fears.
“Past experience in Burundi raises serious concerns
regarding an escalation of repression and the fate of those
of who have surrendered,” Vircoulon said.

Although the coup was condemned internationally,
major regional and global powers have also been vocal in
their criticism of Nkurunziza’s bid to stay put - and the
country will be isolated as long as he refuses to compro-
mise. Opponents say Nkurunziza’s bid to seek a third term
is an unconstitutional violation of the Arusha agreement
that established a fragile power-sharing balance to end
the 1993-2006 civil war that pitted the then Tutsi-domi-
nated army against Hutu rebels.  African Union
Commission chief Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma has called for
all sides to “end all acts of violence and intimidation,
respect fundamental human rights and freedoms, and
engage in a genuine dialogue which will contribute to
peace and stability.” — AFP 

Children play in a bus, burned out during protests, in Bujumbura yesterday.  — AFP 
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CAPE TOWN: Zimbabwe will fly to Pakistan late yesterday
for a limited-overs tour, their coach Dav Whatmore told
Reuters. The tour, the first in six years by a test-playing
nation to Pakistan, was throw in doubt last week when a
terrorist attack on a bus killed 47 people in Karachi.

“ The tour is going ahead and we leave tonight,”
Whatmore said via telephone from Harare before recon-
firming his belief the tour would be successful and that
security measures put in place by Pakistan will be ade-
quate. Zimbabwe will play two Twenty20 internationals,
starting on May 22, and a three-match one-day series that
begins four days later. All the matches are in Lahore.

Zimbabwe Cricket released a statement on Thursday
saying a decision had been reached not to tour on the
advice of the country’s supreme sports regulatory authori-
ty, the Sports and Recreation Commission (SRC). The SRC
cited concerns over the safety of the squad.

However, just minutes later the statement was with-
drawn and Zimbabwe Cricket spokesman Lovemore Banda
said discussions were still ongoing.—Reuters

Zimbabwe to tour Pakistan
SYDNEY: Australia wicketkeeper Brad Haddin has decided to make March’s World Cup
final his last one-day international and announced his retirement from the format yester-
day. The 37-year-old, who will leave Australia for the two-test tour of West Indies and
Ashes campaign in England on Monday, played every match in the triumphant World
Cup campaign earlier this year to take his tally to 126 ODIs for his country.

He took 170 catches, 11 stumpings and scored 3,122 runs at an average of 31.53 with
a top score of 110 against New Zealand in Hamilton in 2010.

“I have had a privileged one-day career and I have been fortunate enough
to be involved in three cricket World Cups and now is the right time to walk
away,” he said in a Cricket Australia news release.

“Not many players get to write a script like mine at the end of their
careers and I have been lucky enough to do just that after winning a
World Cup on home soil. “I leave the team with Australian ranked num-
ber-one in the world and I am proud of everything we have achieved.”

Cricket Australia chief executive James Sutherland said Haddin had
maintained Australia’s tradition of “outstanding” wicketkeeper batsmen in
the 50-overs game. 

“He leaves big shoes to fill as a talented player and important
senior figure within the team,” he said. “Whenever Brad wore the
green and gold, he always gave maximum effort and he should
be incredibly proud of his achievements.”—Reuters

SEOUL: Moon Kyongjun survived a final hole meltdown to register his
maiden tournament victory at the Maekyung Open on Sunday, extending
South Korea’s decade-long grip on the event.

The 32-year-old nearly squandered the four-shot lead he held over
playing partner Gareth Paddison when he triple-bogeyed the par-

four last hole but his final round of 73 proved enough for a
two-shot victory over a quartet of players.

“Unbelievable,” Moon said after his four-under-par 284
total at the OneAsia event earned him $180,995. “I have
waited a long time for this. I really don’t know what hap-
pened at the last. My worst hole all week but thankfully I
had a good lead.

“I hope to go on now and build on this victory.”
Paddison bogeyed the last three holes to close with a

74 and share the second place with fellow New
Zealander Ryan Fox (72), Australian Jason Norris
(77) and Korean Kim Do-hoon (68).

Moon began the day two shots behind Norris,
who was among those bidding to become the first

non-Korean to win the title since American Mark
Calcavecchia’s triumph in 2004.—Reuters

Moon shines in Seoul Haddin quits one-dayers

ST. LOUIS: Miguel Cabrera hit his 400th career
home run and nearly five hours later Jose
Iglesias had an RBI single in the 10th inning
that sent the Detroit Tigers over the St. Louis
Cardinals 4-3 on a rainy Saturday. Cabrera’s
milestone shot gave him the most homers by
a Venezuelan-born player, passing Andres
Galarraga. The solo shot came in the first
inning just before a rain delay of 1 hour, 20
minutes.

Cabrera has hit four homers in three
games, 10 overall and 262 with Detroit, tying
him with Willie Horton for fourth on the fran-
chise list.

Adrian Beltre of Texas hit his 400th homer
Friday. Cabrera tied Beltre for 52nd place on
the career list, with Duke Snider next at 407.

GIANTS 11, REDS 2
Brandon Crawford hit a grand slam and

drove in a career-high six runs and Hunter
Pence scored three times in his return from a
broken forearm, leading San Francisco to a
victory over Cincinnati.

The defending World Series champions are
hoping their offense gets a boost from
Pence’s return. The right fielder was hit by a
pitch during spring training, causing a frac-
ture just above the left wrist. He had hits in his
first two at-bats off Mike Leake (2-2), helping
San Francisco pull ahead 5-0.

Crawford’s fourth career grand slam in the
fifth inning made it 9-0, the most runs that
Leake has allowed in his career. Brandon Belt
and Gregor Blanco had solo shots off Leake.
The Reds managed two runs and six hits in 5
2-3 innings off Ryan Vogelsong (2-2), includ-
ing Jay Bruce’s solo homer.

YANKEES 5, ROYALS 1
Chase Headley and Alex Rodriguez home-

red, CC Sabathia found his form in his eighth
start of the season, and New York beat Kansas
City.

The Yankees snapped their skid at four and
evened the three-game series. With rain
approaching the entire evening, Sabathia (2-
5) made quick work of the Royals, who had
pounded out 12 runs on 17 hits the previous
night. The lefty allowed the lone run on six
hits without a walk in seven innings to win his
second straight start.

Headley hit a three -run drive and
Rodriguez added his 10th homer of the sea-
son in the ninth. Danny Duffy (2-3) lost his
third straight start, allowing four runs on four
hits and four walks in five innings. It was a
modest improvement over his previous two
starts, when he’d been hammered for 10 runs
in 4 2-3 innings by the Indians and Rangers.

ROCKIES 7, DODGERS 1
Jorge De La Rosa pitched two-hit ball over

seven-plus scoreless innings before leaving
with an injury and Colorado blasted three

home runs to beat Los Angeles, handing Zack
Greinke his first loss of the season. De La Rosa
(1-2) retired 18 consecutive batters after Kike
Hernandez led off the first inning with a dou-
ble and Jimmy Rollins reached on a throwing
error. The 34-year-old left-hander departed
after giving up an infield single to Howie
Kendrick with one out in the seventh.

Carlos Gonzalez, Daniel Descalso and
Nolan Arenado homered for the Rockies.
Greinke (5-1), who leads the majors in ERA at
1.52, allowed four hits and no walks through
six innings and struck out five before he was
lifted for a pinch-hitter with the Dodgers trail-
ing 1-0.

ASTROS 6, BLUE JAYS 5
Chris Carter, Marwin Gonzalez and Evan

Gattis homered and Houston beat Toronto for
its fourth straight win. This is the latest point
in a season the AL West-leading Astros have
been in first place since May 22, 2004, when
they topped the NL Central.  At 24-13,
Houston has its best 37-game start since
1999. With Houston trailing 3-2, Carter hit a
three-run shot off reliever Liam Hendricks in
the sixth inning. One out later, Gonzalez
homered to center field.

CUBS 4, PIRATES 1
Jon Lester outpitched Gerrit Cole with sev-

en gutsy innings, and Chicago beat Pittsburgh
for its sixth straight win. Kris Bryant went 2 for
2 with two walks and scored twice as the Cubs
moved six games over .500 for the first time
since they were 83-77 on Oct. 3, 2009, accord-
ing to STATS. It is the longest win streak for
Chicago since a seven-game run in 2011.

Lester (4-2) allowed one run and nine hits
in his fourth consecutive win. The left-hander
struck out seven, running his career total to
1,504 Ks, and walked one.

Sean Rodriguez homered for Pittsburgh,
which has dropped four in a row. Starling
Marte and Jung Ho Kang had three hits
apiece. Cole (5-2) allowed two runs and seven
hits in six innings.

RED SOX 4, MARINERS 2
David Ortiz and Pablo Sandoval each

homered in Boston’s win. Seattle ace Felix
Hernandez (6-1) uncharacteristically strug-
gled, losing for the first time since Sept. 23,
2014. He left after finishing the sixth inning,
his second-shortest outing this season, hav-
ing allowed four runs and seven hits.

Hernandez walked four and struck out five,
and his three walks in the sixth inning were
more than he had allowed in any of his starts
this year.

Brad Miller hit two home runs for the
Mariners, who lost for the third time in four
games. Rick Porcello (4-2) pitched into the
seventh inning, allowing two runs on five hits
with six strikeouts to earn the win. Koji Uehara

pitched a perfect ninth inning for his ninth
save in 10 chances.

METS 14, BREWERS 1
Wilmer Flores hit a grand slam off Matt

Garza from the No. 9 slot in the batting order,
sparking a 10-run fourth inning and leading
New York to a romp over Milwaukee.

Jacob deGrom had three singles - includ-
ing two in the fourth - to become the second
pitcher since at least 1914 to have three hits
batting eighth, according to STATS.

Flores followed deGrom’s second hit of the
night with a drive into the left-field party
deck, an area where the Mets brought in the
fence before the 2012 season, for a 6-0 lead.

He became the first starting NL position
player to hit a grand slam from the No. 9 hole
in an NL ballpark, STATS said. DeGrom (4-4)
gave up one run in six innings, while Garza (2-
5) allowed a career-high 10 runs in 3 1-3
innings.

NATIONALS 4, PADRES 1
Max Scherzer pitched brilliantly for seven

innings, striking out a season-high 11 and
holding San Diego to four hits in leading
Washington to a victory.

The Nationals won for the 14th time in 18
games. The Padres were one out from being
shut out for the second straight night and the
fifth time in 12 games before Alexi Amarista
hit an RBI single off Aaron Barrett. Drew
Storen came on to strike out Derek Norris for
his 11th save.

Wilson Ramos also had an RBI single in the
three-run first to extend his career-best hit-
ting streak to 18 games, the longest in the
majors this year. Scherzer (4-3), who walked
only two, has struck out at least 10 three
times in four starts.

INDIANS 10, RANGERS 8
Jason Kipnis had three hits, including a

tiebreaking two-run home run in the top of
the ninth inning that lifted Cleveland over
Texas.

The Indians have won consecutive games
for the first time since their season opening
series at Houston. Kipnis,  the American
League’s leading hitter in May, has an eight-
game hitting streak and has 10 multi-hit
games this month. Since moving into the
leadoff spot on April 26, Kipnis is hitting .425.

Scott Atchison (1-1) picked up the win
despite allowing the tying home run to
Robinson Chirinos in the bottom of the
eighth. Cody Allen got the last three outs for
his sixth save. Kipnis’ homer came off Neftali
Feliz (1-2) and was the major league-leading
19th off Texas’ bullpen this season.

BRAVES 5, MARLINS 3
Rookie Jace Peterson hit a grand slam for

his first major league home run, and Atlanta
overcame another tape-measure shot by
Giancarlo Stanton to remain undefeated this
year in Miami.

Major league RBIs leader Stanton hit his
third long homer in as many games, a solo
shot into the upper deck in center field, where
a spectator made a one-handed catch five
rows in front of the 502-foot sign. Stanton

homered into the TV camera well in center
field Friday, and pulled a drive out of Dodger
Stadium on Wednesday. He has five of his
team’s nine homers at Marlins Park this year,
and 11 home runs overall. Alex Wood (2-2)
pitched seven innings to earn his first victory
since he won at Miami in the second game of
the season. The Braves are 5-0 at Marlins Park
and 12-19 everywhere else.

ANGELS 6, ORIOLES 1
Matt Shoemaker scattered three hits and

allowed one run over seven innings, leading
Los Angeles to a season-high five-game win-
ning streak.

Mike Trout and David Freese homered for
the Angels, who will try for their first three-
game sweep of the season Sunday. The
Orioles have lost eight of their past 11 games.

Shoemaker (3-3) won his seventh consecu-
tive game on the road. He had seven strike-
outs and no walks, winning for the first time
since April 13.

Baltimore’s Ubaldo Jimenez (3-3) lost for
the first time in four starts at Camden Yards
this season. He allowed two runs and seven
hits with six strikeouts and no walks over sev-
en innings. He also fell to 0-5 in as many starts
against the Angels. Steve Pearce hit his third
homer for the Orioles.

TWINS 6, RAYS 4
Brian Dozier homered, Eduardo Escobar

had four hits and Minnesota took advantage
of a rare Tampa Bay error to win. After Tim
Beckham hit a two-run homer to tie it at 3 in
the top of the seventh, Torii Hunter singled
and Joe Mauer walked with one out in
Minnesota’s half of the inning.

Trevor Plouffe tapped a bouncer back to
reliever Kevin Jepsen (1-3), whose wide throw
to second pulled Beckham off the base.

Kurt Suzuki followed with a sacrifice fly to
give Minnesota the lead. Escobar added an
RBI single, which right fielder Steven Souza Jr.
misplayed for another error.  Entering
Saturday, Tampa Bay was tied for the fewest

errors in baseball with 13. Reliever Brian
Duensing (1-0) threw just one pitch for the
win. Glen Perkins earned his 13th straight
save to start the season.

PHILLIES 7, DIAMONDBACKS 5
Jeff Francoeur hit a home run and Grady

Sizemore had four hits to lead Philadelphia to
a fourth straight win. Chase Utley had two hits
and two RBIs for the Phillies, who matched
their season high in runs in the game that was
delayed 1 hour, 17 minutes by rain.

Jerome Williams (3-3) allowed three runs -
two earned - in five innings and seven hits to
snap a two-game losing streak. Jonathan
Papelbon pitched a 1-2-3 ninth for his ninth
save.

Rookie Yasmany Tomas hit his first major
league homer, and Paul Goldschmidt had a
two-run homer for Arizona, which has lost
four of five.

Archie Bradley (2-1) returned for the first
time since suffering a right sinus fracture after
taking a line drive off his face April 28. Bradley
allowed four runs and five hits in two-plus
innings.

WHITE SOX 4, ATHLETICS 3
Melky Cabrera hit a go-ahead single in the

seventh inning after yet another costly error
by Oakland, and Chicago rallied for the sec-
ond straight night.

Avisail Garcia hit a tying two-run single in
the third to back John Danks (2-3). He struck
out six in seven innings and won on the road
for the first time in four tries.

The A’s committed an error in their 13th
straight game, the longest streak for the fran-
chise since 13 in a row from April 7-21, 1983.
Reliever Fernando Rodriguez (0-1) fielded No.
9 hitter Carlos Sanchez’s bunt and threw it
wildly into right field for a two-base error to
put Adam Eaton on third. Cabrera knocked
him home moments later.

Jose Abreu, who extended his hitting
streak to 11 games with a two-out single in
the first, followed with an RBI double.—AP

Tigers down Cards, Giants roll

ST. LOUIS: Cardinals’ Matt Holliday (bottom) is tagged out by Detroit Tigers shortstop Jose Iglesias while trying to stretch a single into a
double during the 10th inning of a baseball game. —AP

American League
Eastern Division

W L PCT GB      
NY Yankees 22 16 .579 -       
Tampa Bay 20 18 .526 2       
Boston 18 19 .486 3.5   
Toronto 17 21 .447 5       
Baltimore 15 19 .441 5       

Central Division
Detroit 23 14 .622 -       
Kansas City 23 14 .622 -       
Minnesota 21 16 .568 2       
Chicago White Sox 16 17 .485 5       
Cleveland 14 21 .400 8       

Western Division
Houston 24 13 .649 -       
LA Angels 19 17 .528 4.5   
Seattle 16 20 .444 7.5   
Texas 15 22 .405 9       
Oakland 13 25 .342 11.5  

National League
Eastern Division

NY Mets 21 16 .568 -       
Washington 21 17 .553 0.5   
Atlanta 17 19 .472 3.5   
Miami 16 21 .432 5       
Philadelphia 15 23 .395 6.5   

Central Division
St. Louis 24 12 .667 -       
Chicago Cubs 21 15 .583 3       
Cincinnati 18 19 .486 6.5   
Pittsburgh 17 20 .459 7.5   
Milwaukee 13 24 .351 11.5  

Western Division
LA Dodgers 23 13 .639 -       
San Francisco 19 18 .514 4.5   
San Diego 19 19 .500 5       
Arizona 15 20 .429 7.5   
Colorado 13 20 .394 8.5   

MLB results/standings
Atlanta 5, Miami 3; Minnesota 6, Tampa Bay 4; Detroit 4, St. Louis 3 (10 Innings); Chicago Cubs 4, Pittsburgh 1;
LA Angels 6, Baltimore 1; Philadelphia 7, Arizona 5; NY Mets 14, Milwaukee 1; San Francisco 11, Cincinnati 2;
Houston 6, Toronto 5; NY Yankees 5, Kansas City 1; Cleveland 10, Texas 8; Washington 4, San Diego 1; Chicago
White Sox 4, Oakland 3; Boston 4, Seattle 2; Colorado 7, LA Dodgers 1.

CINCINNATI:  Reds shortstop Zack Cozart (2) throws to first after forcing out San Francisco
Giants’ Brandon Crawford (35) during the second inning of a baseball game. —AP
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MARYLAND: The hunt for the elusive Triple
Crown is on again. Despite a torrential down-
pour, favorite American Pharoah comfortably
won Saturday’s 140th Preakness Stakes at
Pimlico Race Course to become the third horse
in the past four years to leave Pimlico with a
chance of ending the 37-year wait for a Triple
Crown winner.

Ridden by Victor Espinoza, the colt fol-
lowed up his victory in the Kentucky Derby
with a win by seven lengths in the pouring
Maryland rain that turned the sandy course
into a mud bath.

American Pharoah now needs to win the
Belmont Stakes on June 6 to become the first
horse since 1978 to complete the elusive
Triple Crown.

“ I  told ever ybody the real  American
Pharaoh would show up today and indeed he
did,” said Egyptian-born owner Ahmed Zayat.
“He is the real deal for the sport, not for me,
for the fans.

“I am hoping God, please let’s have another
run at it.  Hopefully we well see everyone at
Belmont if he came out of the race well. He is
the real deal and the sport needs him.”

For Mexican jockey Espinoza the Belmont
wil l  be another  chance to win the Tr iple
Crown. He rode California Chrome to victory in
the Kentucky Derby and the Preakness last
year before losing in the Belmont. Since Steve
Cauthen rose Affirmed to glory in all three
races in 1978 there have been 13 times when a
horse has gone into the Belmont with a
chance of the Triple Crown - only to miss out.

American Pharoah, the 4-5 favourite, pulled
clear just before turning into the stretch and
the outcome was never in doubt from then on.

Tale of Verve was second and Divining Rod
finished third. American Pharoah paid $3.80,
$3.40 and $2.80. Tale of Verve$19 and $8.80
and Divining Rod $5.20.

“He broke a little slow and I pushed him to
go to front and as soon as I take the lead, that
was it,” said Espinoza, who illustrated the condi-

tions by pouring water out of his racing boot.
The win was the sixth Preakness triumph for
trainer Bob Baffert, who was delighted. “Just an
incredible horse, what he does is amazing.

American Pharoah from day one people were
expecting this and with the weather I was get-
ting a little leery but great horses do great things
and he showed it today,” Baffert said. —Reuters

Pharoah wins Preakness, 
in hunt for Triple Crown

BALTIMORE: American Pharoah owner Ahmed Zayat (left) and Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan
hold the Woodlawn Vase after American Pharoah with Victor Espinoza aboard won the 140th
Preakness Stakes horse race. —AP

SINGAPORE: Hong Kong stayer Dan Excel won
yesterday’s S$3 million ($2.28 million) Singapore
Airlines International Cup, becoming the first
horse to win Southeast Asia’s richest race in suc-
cessive years. Patiently ridden by Australian jock-
ey Tommy Berry, the evergreen seven-year-old
charged to the front from the second widest bar-
rier then held off his rivals in the straight to win
the 2,000 metre Group One race at a floodlit
Kranji racecourse.

Military Attack, the 2013 winner, boxed on to
finish second, half a length behind the winner,
while the locally-trained Quechua charged
home for third, just ahead of Japanese raider
Meiner Frost.

Berry was an emotional wreck when he won
the race last year, just a month after his twin
brother and jockey Nathan died after contract-
ing a virus, and the 24-year-old once again

pointed to the heavens as he brought his mount
back to the winner’s stall.

“I think about Nathan every day, he’s just a
part of our everyday life,” Berry said. “I’ve tried
not to change too much but I think I’ve gone to
a new level...and he’s hopefully riding with me,
which I believe he is.” For Dan Excel’s Australian-
born trainer John Moore, it was his third succes-
sive win in the race, which attracted top runners
from Asia and Europe, but his most satisfying.

Moore had grand hopes for his gelding after
he won last year ’s race and sent him to
Melbourne for a crack at Australia’s biggest race
but he developed a throat infection which had
to be operated on.

“To get him back after surgery and all that, it’s
a dream come true,” said Moore. The Hong Kong-
trained Aerovelocity won the S$1 million
International Sprint, the fourth leg of the Global

Sprint Challenge, held before the Cup.
Ridden by Australian jockey Zac Purton, the

odds-on favourite showed his rivals a clean pair
of heels over the 1200m dash, leading all the
way to win by a length and a half and just. Last
year’s runner-up Emperor Max finished second
with Lucky Nine, the winner each of the past two
years, flashed home for third.

It was the six-year-old Aerovelocity’s second
win in the series after he took out the
Takamatsunomiya Kinen in Japan in March and
set up the gelding for a possible $1 million
bonus if he can win one of the remaining six
legs.

“He’s been super a horse to me, you don’t ride
too many horses of the calibre of this guy,
Purton said. “He gives 100 per cent every time he
races. He tries his guts out, he’s the most coura-
geous horse I’ve ever ridden.” —Reuters

Dan Excel wins Singapore Cup

LE MANS: Spanish Moto GP rider Jorge Lorenzo is congratulated by an unidentified
man after winning the France Motorcycle Grand Prix race at the Bugatti race track. —AP

LE MANS: Spain’s Jorge Lorenzo celebrated
his second successive MotoGP win after
beating team mate and championship
leader Valentino Rossi in a Yamaha one-two
at yesterday’s French Grand Prix.

Italian Andrea Dovizioso was third for
Ducati,  with world champion Marc
Marquez finishing only fourth for Honda
after starting on pole position but losing
out in the battle off the line.

The result left Rossi on 102 points while
Lorenzo, who won the previous race in
Spain and is the first rider to triumph twice
in a row this year, has 87 after five rounds.
Dovizioso is on 83 and Marquez 69.
Marquez’s team mate and fellow-Spaniard
Dani Pedrosa failed to score on his come-
back, having missing the last three races
due to arm surgery, after crashing on the
second lap. He rejoined in last place and
finished 16th.

Lorenzo started in third place, following
Dovizioso past Marquez before taking the
lead on the opening lap, while Rossi had to
fight through from seventh.

Marquez momentarily regained the lead
but then ran wide almost immediately,
dropping down as low as sixth before
regaining fourth.

Lorenzo said his aggressive start had

been the key to the race but Rossi, who
moved into second place with 16 laps to go
and smashed the circuit lap record, had
pushed him hard later on.

“I saw Valentino in second place, he real-
ly was very quick so I had to push even at
the maximum...but changing a little bit my
riding style I could survive and finish the
race with another victory,” he told
reporters.

“It ’s very important for the champi-
onship so I am very satisfied.” Rossi, who
shook hands with his team mate after they
got off the bikes, was happy to have kept
his overall lead after taking a gamble with
the set-up following difficulties in practice
and qualifying.

“We suffered a lot during the practice
because I wasn’t able to ride the bike at the
limit,” he said. “It also happened in Jerez.
But this time we risked more and for the
race did something very different,” said the
36-year-old. “I needed two or three laps to
understand but after I  had the good
pace...had a great battle with the two
Ducatis. When I arrived behind Jorge, I tried
but today he was too fast. But anyway this
is a great result for the championship.
“Solid race, solid ride, I enjoyed it, 20 points.
Good job.”—Reuters

Lorenzo leads Yamaha 
one-two in France GP

SHANGHAI: Jaroslav Baba of the Czech Republic competes in the men’s high jump during the IAAF Diamond League Track and Field meet. —AP

Fraser-Pryce downed 
in Shanghai surprise

CHARLOTTE: Rory McIlroy shot his lowest
score as a professional, a course-record 11-
under-par 61, to charge into the lead after
the third round at the Wells Fargo
Championship on Saturday.

The Northern Irishman used an aston-
ishing display of long driving to overpower
Quail Hollow, and struck a series of tower-
ing iron shots that honed in on the pins to
set up 11 birdies.

He posted an 18-under 198 total, a tour-
nament record low score, to open a four-
shot lead over American Webb Simpson
(68), and a seven-shot advantage over
third-placed Robert Streb.

McIlroy’s 61 bettered by one stroke the
course record he held jointly with Brendon
de Jonge. McIlroy rated it among the best
of his career.

“I looked at the scores in the morning
and saw there were some low ones out
there,” the world number one told
reporters. “I got a little more aggressive,
and it paid off.

“I just aimed at the flags today. It’s as
simple as that. I was taking dead aim.” The
four-times major champion recalled he

once shot a 61 at Portrush in Northern
Ireland in an amateur event. “That was a
good round. There’s been quite a lot of
rounds where I’ve got it going but that was
definitely up there today,” said.”

McIlroy had 23 putts, but did not hole
anything longer than 15 feet and only
once, at the first hole, where he sank a sev-
en-footer for par, was he in serious danger
of dropping a shot.

He started thinking about shooting a 59
after a birdie at the 13th took him to eight-
under. McIlroy needed to birdie the difficult
final two holes to shoot a magical 59 but it
was not to be as he left his approach shots
a long way from the hole on both occa-
sions.

“I was a little disappointed not finishing
it off the way I wanted to,” said McIlroy,
who notched his first PGA Tour victory
here five years ago. He nearly did not play
here this year, due to his busy schedule.
He is glad he decided to come, even if it
means playing five weeks in a row. “I love
the place, I’m playing well, so at least for
now that decision (to play) has paid off,”
he said. —Reuters

SHANGHAI: Shelly-Ann Fraser-Pryce, the world’s
fastest woman, was surprisingly beaten in her
opening 100 metres of the year as Blessing
Okagbare-Ighoteguonor crushed a high-quality
field in the Shanghai Diamond League meeting
yesterday.

Fraser-Pryce, Jamaica’s double Olympic
champion, looked sluggish as she trailed home
fifth in 11.25 seconds while up ahead, Nigeria’s
long jump-sprint luminary Okagbare-
Ighoteguonor powered to victory in 10.98. In a
field containing six sprinters who have broken
11 seconds, Okagbare-Ighoteguonor’s huge
stride over the second 50 metres comfortably
held off a late challenge from American Tori
Bowie, last year ’s world number one, who
clocked 11.07.

Fraser-Pryce could still summon a smile after

her defeat- even her experienced compatriot
Veronica Campbell-Brown pipped her for fourth
place. “I just didn’t execute the first part of the
race well but, of course, it’s not the end of the
world,” she told Reuters.  “It’s not the first time
I’m losing.”

In one of a series of intriguing head-to-heads,
Olympic 400m champion Kirani James
destroyed his great American rival LaShawn
Merritt and the rest of the field as he took the
one-lap honours in 44.66 seconds. World cham-
pion Merritt was edged out for the runners-up
spot by compatriot Tony McQuay, 45.54sec to
45.58sec, as Grenadian James left the field flail-
ing when loping majestically off the final bend.
Fraser-Pryce’s Jamaican compatriot Kaliese
Spencer kicked off her campaign in the same
way she dominated last year in the 400m hur-

dles, powering to victory in 54.71sec to extend
her unbeaten record over the barriers to 11
races.

The 28-year-old, who eased clear of American
Tiffany Williams (55.27), is beginning to look
untouchable at the ‘man killer’ discipline and
told reporters that she now felt hopeful of going
unbeaten all the way to Beijing, where she
expects to win her first world title.

Gong Lijiao, the Asian champion, delighted
the home fans by winning the opening event,
the shot, with a 20.35-metre winning effort, the
best in the world this year.

With Valerie Adams recuperating from injury,
opportunity knocks this year for Olympic bronze
medallist Gong. “I’ll try my best to change the
color of my medal at the Beijing world champi-
onships,” Gong told reporters. —Reuters

McIlroy leads
in Charlotte

CHARLOTTE: Rory McIlroy, of Northern Ireland, reacts after making a birdie putt on
the 16th hole during the third round of the Wells Fargo Championship golf tourna-
ment. —AP
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INGLEWOOD: Gennady Golovkin’s latest big
drama show had a few extra twists and turns.
The middleweight champion still finished it with
his usual show-stopping flourish.

Golovkin stopped Willie Monroe Jr. 45 sec-
onds into the sixth round Saturday night, retain-
ing the 160-pound belts with his 20th consecu-
tive knockout victory.

Golovkin (33-0, 30 KOs) put on another mas-
terful performance in his adopted home, knock-
ing down Monroe twice in the second round
and again in the sixth round of his 14th consecu-
tive title defense.

The former Kazakh Olympian has stopped
each of his 20 opponents since June 2008, and
even a surprisingly strong fourth round from
Monroe couldn’t throw Golovkin off his path to
the top.

“It was a good big drama show,” Golovkin
said. “I was happy with my performance. Willie is
a very tough fighter. I felt very strong tonight. I
knocked him down twice, but I didn’t want an
easy round the next round. I wanted to keep
working.” When Golovkin floored Monroe (19-2)
with a long series of heavy punches in the sixth,
the challenger declined to continue after his
final trip to the canvas. “I’m done,” Monroe told
referee Jack Reiss.

Nicaragua’s Roman “Chocolatito” Gonzalez
also defended his WBC flyweight title in style at
the historic Forum with a furious second-round
stoppage of Mexican veteran Edgar Sosa.

But Golovkin delighted a Southern California
crowd of 12,372 backing the Kazakh champion
who has gone from anonymity to stardom in less
than three years. Golovkin realized a southpaw
counterpuncher with Monroe’s pedigree would

provide a new challenge while he waits for the
world’s best fighters to take him on, and Monroe
proved to be tough and elusive while hitting
Golovkin regularly. Yet Golovkin still delivered
for his large fan base in Southern California,
where he now lives with his family. After Monroe
tagged the champion repeatedly in the fourth,
Golovkin’s trainer, Abel Sanchez, implored his
fighter to “not show how tough we are. Let’s
start working.”

So Golovkin went back to work and finished
with force. “I think Gennady wanted to give the
fans a little more value for their money, because
the Rubio fight only lasted two rounds,” promot-
er Tom Loeffler said, referring to Golovkin’s sec-
ond-round stoppage of Marco Antonio Rubio in
his California debut last fall. After a solid first
round, Golovkin backed Monroe against the
ropes in the second and knocked him flat with a
textbook-perfect left hook to the head. Monroe
wobbled while getting up slowly, and Golovkin
put him back down moments later with a big
right hand.

Monroe made it to the bell and even recov-
ered to land several big shots in the fourth
round, but Golovkin buckled his knees again in
the fifth. Golovkin finished the sixth in style, pur-
suing a ducking Monroe around the ring until
finally landing the knockdown punches in the
sixth.

Golovk in made the f ight with Monroe
when he couldn’t entice bigger-name boxers
into the ring, and he named names after the
f ight ,  cal l ing out  M iguel  Cotto and Saul
“Canelo” Alvarez. Golovkin intends to fight
two more times this year, staying busy and
growing his own reputation as one of the

world’s pound-for-pound best fighters.
Golovkin wants to win every middleweight

belt, He is the WBC’s interim 160-pound champi-
on and the mandatory challenger for Cotto’s per-
manent belt, but Cotto is fighting Daniel Geale
in New York next month. If Cotto beats Geale,
WBC President Mauricio Sulaiman said he would
sanction Cotto’s much-rumored fight with
Alvarez in the fall as long as the winner agrees in
writing to fight Golovkin next.

Gonzalez (43-0, 37 KOs) seized the chance
provided by his first showcase on HBO with a
masterful performance against Sosa, a talented
veteran contender. Chocolatito battered Sosa
around the ring in the first round and dropped
him three times in the second.

“I’m very happy with my per formance,”
Gonzalez said. “He was a tough fighter, but my
power was too much.” Throwing sharp combina-
tions and showcasing power in both hands,
Gonzalez floored Sosa (51-9) twice with brutal
right hands before finishing him with a multi-
punch barrage against the ropes with 23 sec-
onds left in the second round.

Gonzalez already sits high on most pound-
for-pound lists, but had never received such a
broadcast showcase due to networks’ traditional
reluctance to feature lighter weight classes.

Golovkin wore trunks trimmed with Los
Angeles Lakers colors in the Forum for the sec-
ond boxing show since the Madison Square
Garden Co. bought and refurbished the arena as
a venue for concerts and fights. The fans arrived
early and packed the arena in a remarkable
turnout for both Golovkin and Gonzalez, who is
wildly popular in Southern California’s expatriate
Nicaraguan community. —AP

INGLEWOOD: Gennady Golovkin (left) of Kazakhstan, goes to a corner after knocking down Willie Monroe Jr. during the sixth round of a mid-
dleweight boxing bout. —AP

Golovkin stops Monroe

Canada defeat Czechs
PRAGUE: Canada shut out the Czech
Republic 2-0 in the ice hockey world cham-
pionship on Saturday to set up a final
against Russia, who rode four late goals to
a 4-0 win over the United States.

The Russians will take on a NHL-stocked
Canadian squad on Sunday night that has
led all nations in scoring and did not lose a
game at the group stage.

Against the Czechs, Canada only mus-
tered two goals due in large part to Czech
goaltender Ondrej Pavelec who faced 41
shots and made a number of big saves to
keep his team in the game.

The Czechs, playing in front of a boister-
ous crowd, were energised at the start and
tested Canadian goalie Mike Smith a num-
ber of times.

Canada opened the scoring midway
through the first period when Jordan
Eberle held off a defenseman before
sweeping it to Taylor Hall, who tapped into
the net for his seventh goal of the tourna-
ment. “It’s been a while since Canada has
been in the finals and we are aware of that,”
Hall said. “There are a lot of guys on this
team looking for their first world champi-
onship.”

Jason Spezza doubled the lead in the
second period when he whipped in a wrist
shot from just over the blue line. The
Czechs appeared to have cut the advan-
tage minutes later when a long slapshot
floated into the net but the officials ruled
out the goal.

Canada were also able to limit 43-year-

old Czech great Jaromir Jagr in what could
be his last tournament for the national
team.

“Each member of the team came here
because he wants a medal and even
though it is not going to be the finals we
will fight for it tomorrow,” said Czech for-
ward Petr Koukal, whose team will face the
United States in the third place game on
Sunday.

Traditional rivals the United States and
defending champions Russia were score-
less for the first two periods of their game.

Both goalies were sharp early with
Russia’s  Sergei Bobrovski, who turned
away 35 shots on the night, making a num-
ber of point blank saves.

Sergei Mozyakin finally broke through
seven minutes into the third when he
unleashed a wrist shot from just over the
blue line. Russia were rewarded again three
minutes later when Alexander Ovechkin,
who flew in to join the Russian team after
his NHL team was eliminated from the play-
offs, pounced on a sloppy back-pass to
whip a goal past US goalkeeper Connor
Hellebuyck, who faced 29 shots.

“Our group was more experienced and I
think that was the difference,” Russian
defenseman Dmitri Kulikov said. “We kept
up the pressure on them and were able to
make them make some mistakes.”

Vadim Shipachyov added a third goal
before Evgeni Malkin rounded out the scor-
ing for the Russians with an empty net
goal. —Reuters

SYDNEY: Australia captain Michael Clarke
has absolutely no doubt England will be a
weaker side without batsman Kevin
Pietersen when the Ashes rivalry resumes
in Cardiff on July 8.

Pietersen was sacked by England last
year following the 2013-14 trip to Australia
during which he was accused of being dis-
engaged from the team as the tourists
crashed to a 5-0 defeat.

Despite being England’s most prolific
batsman in all forms of the game and
going back to score runs in county cricket,
the 34-year-old was told last week he
would not be part of the side for the Ashes
this year. Clarke, speaking on Sunday
before his departure for a two-test tour of
the West Indies that precedes the Ashes,
said he had sympathy for Pietersen but that
his absence would make Australia’s task
easier.

“There’s two sides for me-there’s the
personal side where I feel for ‘KP’ because I
get on well with him and I’d love to see him
back playing cricket for England,” he told
reporters at Sydney Airport.

“His form has been outstanding, he’s still
a great player, I know he wants to play for
England so I feel for him on that side.

“On the other side, we go there soon to
play against England. Any team without
Kevin Pietersen won’t be as strong, I think

his statistics speak for themselves. He’s
been a wonderful play for a long time and
he’s still in career best form.”

Clarke said it was important that
Australia’s players were not distracted by
the circus surrounding Pietersen’s exclu-
sion, which has enjoyed widespread cover-
age Down Under.

“I’ve tried to stay quiet and keep out of
it. The last thing we want to do as a team is
get caught up in what’s happening in
England or West Indies or anywhere else,”
he added.

“We need to stay focused and make sure
we’re as well prepared as possible. “England
will be tough. When we get there, no mat-
ter what 11 players they put on the field,
they will be tough, they know their condi-
tions really well.”

Clarke said it was also vital that the team
focused on performing well in the two tests
in Dominica and Jamaica next month and
did not dwell too much on the prospect of
winning the Ashes in England for the first
time since 2001. “It’s been a long time but ...
we’re being really focused on doing all the
right things so we can perform at our best,”
he said. “We’ll be really dedicated and disci-
plined with this trip to West Indies.
Hopefully individuals will get some form
behind them for England, and we’ll worry
about that when we get there.” —Reuters

Clarke: England will be 
weak without Pietersen

CONCORD: Denny Hamlin gave Joe Gibbs Racing its first victo-
ry in NASCAR’s Sprint All-Star race by using clean air to hold off
Kevin Harvick at Charlotte Motor Speedway on Saturday.

“It’s been a long time coming,” said Joe Gibbs, who got his
first All-Star victory in 24 races. Hamlin started from pole, was
decent through the first four 25-lap segments, but was slotted
sixth based on average finish for the mandatory final pit stop.
His pit crew got him back on track in first.

“The pit crew just knocked it out of the park,” said Hamlin.
“That was prime-time right there.” Hamlin was aided on the
final pit stop when Brad Keselowski, who raced Hamlin off pit
road but exited second, was flagged for speeding.

Keselowski dropped to the rear of the field - taking him out
of contention - and putting Kurt Busch, Harvick and Kasey
Kahne right behind Hamlin.

Hamlin controlled the restart and jumped out to a huge
lead, and Harvick moved into second and tried to chase down
the leader. But it was never going to be an easy task - every
driver in the 20-car field wanted to be out in front for the final
10-lap sprint to the finish because NASCAR’s current rules pack-
age has shown that the leader, in clean air, is very difficult to
pass.

Although Harvick briefly closed the gap, he had to ease off
the throttle when his car drifted too far up the track, and he
never got close enough to even attempt a move for the lead.

Hamlin collected the $1 million prize while also giving man-
ufacturer Toyota its first win in the All-Star race. “Everybody
wants to be an All-Star,” Hamlin said from victory lane. He
praised Joe Gibbs, who had won all of NASCAR’s crown jewel
races but had come up empty in the All-Star race.

“He’s got a lot of great accomplishments. He’s won every big
race on this circuit, so this means a lot,” said Hamlin. Harvick fin-
ished second and lamented a lost opportunity.

“Thought we were in a good spot,” he said. “I had committed
to the center of the corner and just really lost the front of the
car up the racetrack, had to get out of the throttle, lost five or
six spots.” Busch finished third and believed Hamlin jumped the
restart. “We restarted second and we’re going to have to go to
the tape and look at it to see if Denny went too soon,” Busch
said. “I was asleep at the wheel on the restart.” Jeff Gordon fin-
ished fourth in his final All-Star race and was followed by Matt
Kenseth. Kyle Busch was sixth in his first race back since he was
injured in a February crash at Daytona. Busch missed the first 11
Sprint Cup races of the season after breaking his right leg and
left foot.

He returned for this non-points All-Star race as a tuneup for
next Sunday’s Coca-Cola 600, the longest race of the season.

“Real fortunate just to get back in the race car, get out there
and feel things out,” Kyle Busch said. “Everything felt good and
getting to pit road, all that, everything was fine.”

Kahne was seventh and followed by Joey Logano and then
Keselowski.

“Whoever gets the clean air with this format and this rules
package is going to drive away,” Keselowski said. “I knew when I
came out of my pit stall and the 11 was pulling out with me
that I either beat him to that line or lose the race. “I told my
crew chief I’d rather go down swinging than take a strike and
wonder what might have been. I swung and missed.”—AP

Hamlin clinches NASCAR All-Star race

CONCORD: Denny Hamlin celebrates in Victory Lane after winning the NASCAR
Sprint All-Star auto race at Charlotte Motor Speedway. —AP

CHARLOTTE: Ryan Lochte swims the breaststroke in the 200 meter individual medley
preliminary race, qualifying first with a time of 2:01.89 at the Arena Pro Swim Series
meet. —AP

Phelps, Lochte still winless
CHARLOTTE: Olympic champions Michael
Phelps and Ryan Lochte remained winless
heading into the final day of the Arena Pro
Swim Series-Charlotte meet. Lochte finished
fourth Saturday in the 100-meter backstroke,
won by Serbia’s Arkady Vyatchanin.

Meanwhile, Phelps - in his second meet
since serving a six-month suspension - was
seventh in the 200 butterfly, won by Chase
Kalisz. Lochte finished the event in 54.43 sec-
onds - nearly three-quarters of a second
behind Vyatchanin, who won in 53.69. Lochte
barely missed out on medaling, coming in
0.01 seconds behind Japan’s Junya Koga.

“That was my best in-season time,” Lochte
said. “It was a good day. I’m thinking about
getting better day after day.” Phelps had a
harder time in the 200 butterfly, which he had
not competed in since earning the silver
medal in the 2012 London Olympics. He
touched in 2:00.77, more than 3 seconds
behind Kalisz, who won in 1:57.58.

The duo had a potential matchup in the
100 backstroke. But Phelps withdrew from
the event Saturday morning to focus on the
200 butterfly.

Phelps and Lochte have two more poten-
tial head-to-head matchups Sunday at the
Mecklenburg County Aquatic Center - the 200
individual medley and 100 freestyle.

Other men’s winners Saturday were Josh
Schneider (50 freestyle), Josh Prenot (200
breaststroke), Brazil’s Cesar Cielo (50 butter-
fly), and Connor Jaeger (400 freestyle).

Schneider, the former world record holder

in the 50 freestyle, won the event Saturday in
21.96, just 0.09 seconds ahead of Cielo.

Prenot won the 200 breaststroke in
2:09.30, finishing more than 2.3 seconds
ahead of Cody Miller.  Miller touched in
2:11.63.

Cielo, the gold medalist in the 50 freestyle
at the 2008 Beijing Olympics, won the 50 but-
terfly in 23.26, beating Tim Phillips by nearly a
half-second. Phillips touched in 23.71.

Jaeger won the 400 freestyle in 3:46.30,
more than 1.2 seconds ahead of Conor
Dwyer. Dwyer touched in 3:47.53. Hungary’s
Katinka Hosszu added two more women’s
event wins to her total Saturday, the 200 but-
terfly and 100 backstroke. Arianna
Vanderpool-Wallace was also a two-time win-
ner, in the 50 freestyle and 50 butterfly. Other
winners were Micah Lawrence (200 breast-
stroke) and Leah Smith (400 freestyle).’

Hosszu, who won the 200 freestyle and
400 individual medley on Friday, won the 200
butterfly in 2:08.00, 0.76 seconds ahead of
Cammile Adams. She added the 100 back-
stroke title about 15 minutes later, winning in
59.47, 0.39 seconds ahead of Kathleen Baker.

Vanderpool-Wallace won the 50 freestyle
in 24.35, beating 12-time Olympic medalist
Natalie Coughlin by 0.68 seconds. She then
won the 50 butterfly in 25.93, 0.38 seconds
ahead of Claire Donahue.

Lawrence dominated in winning the 200
breaststroke, with her time of 2:24.61 just
over two seconds ahead of runner-up Martha
McCabe. McCabe finished in 2:26.69.—AP
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ROME: Serbia’s Novak Djokovic kisses the cup he received after winning the final match at the Italian Open tennis tournament. Top-ranked
Novak Djokovic bolstered his clay-court credentials a week ahead of Roland Garros with a convincing 6-4, 6-3 win over Roger Federer. —AP

ROME: Top seed Novak Djokovic warmed up for
the French Open with a comprehensive 6-4, 6-3
victory over Roger Federer to claim his fourth
Italian Open title yesterday.

In the absence of seven-time champion
Rafael Nadal, ousted in the quarter-finals, the
Serbian produced a near flawless performance
on centre court to defend his title and hand
Federer his fourth final defeat in Rome.

With Roland Garros a little more than a week
away, Djokovic could emerge as the favorite to
claim what is an elusive title in the French capi-
tal, especially in light of Nadal’s current woes on
clay.

The Spaniard has won only one title on the
surface this year, at Buenos Aires, and been beat-
en by Italian Fabio Fognini,  Andy Murray,
Djokovic and Switzerland’s Stan Wawrinka in
recent tournaments.

Djokovic, meanwhile, has brought his game
to boiling point this week to claim his fifth title
of the season and take his head-to-head record
over the Swiss ace to 21-18.

On this performance, Djokovic will be hard to
beat at the French Open, where Nadal’s bid for a
10th title could be compounded by a lack of top
seeding.

After taking his winning streak to 22 matches,
he said: “The fact I’ve managed to win that many
matches in a row ... gives me a reason to believe I
can do it again. “I will keep going as long as I
can... hopefully it’s gonna take me far in Roland
Garros. It is and has been the priority of my
career.” The Serbian traded blows with Federer
from the opening stages and, at 5-4 ahead, con-
verted his first break of the set with a return win-
ner that clipped the edge of the tramline.

Federer was not without some choice shots
of his own, the classy Swiss powering a back-
hand winner down the line to save a second
break point in the second game of the second
set.

But Djokovic’s precision, power and pace
looked unstoppable.He took the early lead with
a break for 2-0 and, after taking a three-game
advantage behind a total of 30-12 baseline

points won, was never in danger.
Djokovic secured his fourth Rome trophy in

just 76 minutes as Federer struck a forehand
wide on match point. The Swiss, who mulled
skipping the tournament before making a last-
minute  decision to play, admitted Djokovic was
simply too strong on the day.

Federer, the only man to break Nadal’s formi-
dable winning streak in Paris, in 2009, but who
has lost four French Open finals to the Spaniard,
hopes he will be among the challengers this
year.

“Novak was rock solid, he played great
throughout, made very few unforced errors and
was able to take the opportunities that came his
way,” said Federer.

“It’s a little bit frustrating, but in general I’m
satisfied with my performance. I played a good
match but Novak was just a little bit stronger
than me.”

He added: “Physically, I know I’m in good form
and I hope I give myself the chance to play bet-
ter there than I have in recent years.”—AFP

Djokovic bags Italian title

Sharapova lifts
Rome crown

ROME: Maria Sharapova, of Russia, holds the trophy after defeating Carla Suarez
Navarro of Spain, in the final match of the Italian Open tennis tournament. —AP

Serme first Frenchwoman
to clinch British Open title

LONDON: Camille Serme caused a sen-
sation yesterday by becoming the first
Frenchwoman ever to win the British
Open title. The 26-year-old from Creteil,
near Paris, who has never broken into
the world’s top four, was too physically
fresh and tactically astute for home
hope Laura Massaro,  defeating the
third-seeded former world and British
Open champion 11-3, 11-5, 8-11, 11-8 in
a stunning display.

It was possible Massaro had been
feeling the effects of her 77-minute vic-
tory from match-point down against
Nicol David, the legendary titleholder,
on Saturday but Serme capitalised bold-
ly and commendably as she surged to
victory on the show court in Hull, north-
ern England.

Serme took the ball in short wherev-
er possible, especially with drops which
clung to the walls, and then lobbed or
drove to the back,  tr ying to make
Massaro’s legs do more work than they
wanted to. Serme also volleyed chal-
lengingly.

It worked, except for a spell from 6-5
in the third game until  she was 6-8
down in the fourth when Massaro, with
characteristic, tenacity refused to admit
defeat.

At the end, Serme did not know
whether to laugh or cry and, during the
immediate post-match interview, she
had to apologise for being briefly lost
for words.

“I feel so much now,” she said. “But
strangely I didn’t really feel nervous dur-
ing the match. I was so focussed. I just
had to go on court and use my tactics.

“In the third game Laura put up such
a fight. I always admire her spirit. I knew
she was not going to give up. She
showed that yesterday (in Saturday’s
semi-final against David).

“I really wanted to close it out as best
I could,” explained Serme. “I tried to refo-
cus, and refind my tactics which I didn’t
do all the time, but did it enough on the
important points.”

The points which Serme won from 6-
8 down in the fourth may have saved
not only that game, but the match. She
scored twice with tight drops, then with
a cut-off volley and kill combination,
and finally on match point made anoth-
er cut-off volley winner when Massaro
tried a risky cross-court drive.

“I only came here to go further than
the second round, which was all I man-
aged last year,” Serme said with a laugh.
“And now this is so big for me, such a
big title. I can still hardly realise it.”
Serme made history when she stepped
on court on Sunday by becoming the
first Frenchwoman ever to play in a
British Open final while, together with
Gregory Gaultier, she ensured this was
also the first time that French players
had contested both the women’s and
men’s finals of the prestigious tourna-
ment.  “I will now sit down and watch
and cheer Gregory and hope he can win
it for France too,” Serme said.

Gaultier, the second-seeded title-
holder from Aix-en-Provence, was due
to take on Mohamed El Shorbagy, the
top-seeded Egyptian who recently took
the number one ranking spot away from
the Frenchman. —AFP

Tiralongo takes Giro stage

ITALY: Italy’s Paolo Tiralongo celebrates as he crosses the finish line to win the 9th stage of
the Giro díItalia Tour of Italy cycling race. —AP

ROME:  Russia’s  Mar ia  Sharapova
warmed up for  the defence of  her
French Open title by securing her third
Italian Open crown with a 4-6, 7-5, 6-1
win over Spain’s Carla Suarez yester-
day.

Suarez, bidding for only the second
title of her career but first from the
Masters 1000 series, made a stunning
start at the Foro Italico where the play-
ers faced sweltering conditions.

The Spanish 10th seed broke the
world number three midway through
the opening set and had Sharapova on
the ropes in a tight second before the
Russian found the breakthrough.

Sharapova broke the Spaniard in
the eighth game of the second set for
a 5-3 lead and, after going on to hand
her opponent three break points in the
next game, she recovered to level the
match.

Sharapova admitted she had too
many errors in the opening set and
beginning of the second, but said: “I
thought the errors I was making... were
really close. I felt like I was doing the
right thing and I’m glad I gave myself a
chance to cut those down.

“She’s a really all-around player who
can step in, can step back. She was
really far behind the baseline and I feel
like I took advantage of that. “I felt that
I was the fresher one, felt like I was
more aggress ive.” The diminut ive
Suarez struggled with Sharapova’s
movement and variety of shots, in par-
ticular the Russian’s two-handed back-
hand, which she used to devastating
effect throughout.

However Sharapova will be looking
to improve several  aspec ts  of  her
game-notably in terms of unforced
errors-if she is to go all the way in Paris
in the coming weeks.

American rival Serena Williams, the
winner in Rome the past two years,
withdrew before the third round earli-
er this week citing an elbow injury and
will be desperate to improve in Paris,
where she was knocked out in the sec-

ond round last year.
It is only Sharapova’s second title of

the year after her win in Brisbane, and
she admits the form that had deserted
her of late is only now beginning to
return.

“Late in the third set I wasn’t there, I
hadn’t prepared enough to be ready.
To see where I was physically in the
third set today was a huge difference
against someone who can withstand a
very long match,” added the Russian.

“That give me a lot of confidence.
I’ve come a long way physically in the
last few weeks. But it’s taken a lot of
mental and physical work to get to this
stage.”

Sharapova, who secured her final
spot  with  v ic tor y  over  Vic tor ia
Azarenka, handed Suarez a break point
in the opening game of the third set
and, despite twice saving the game,
Suarez moved ahead when Sharapova
hit an easy return just wide.

That setback only served to spur the
Russian, who broke back immediately,
sealing the game with a two-handed
backhand return that Suarez did not
even bother to try and reach.

Sharapova moved 3-1 ahead when
Suarez, having first saved break point,
conceded the game with a weak return
that hit the net-effectively ending her
challenge.

The Russian held her serve for a 4-1
lead and, with Suarez ’s confidence
deserting her, earned a double break
point before taking her lead to 5-1,
holding serve on her final game to seal
the victory.

Suarez, who beat three top-10 play-
ers  on her  way to  the f inal ,  could
spring a surprise at Roland Garros in
less than a week’s time.

She sa id :  “ I t  was  a  real ly  c lose
match. I knew I needed to start really
strongly and I did but at the end of the
second set Maria began to play more
aggressively. “I think that was the key.
But overall I am happy with my per-
formance.”—AFP

ITALY: Italian Paolo Tiralongo won the ninth stage
of the Giro d’Italia yesterday as his Astana team
leader Fabio Aru snatched back one second on
race leader Alberto Contador.

Veteran Tiralongo, 37, counter-attacked out of a
breakaway group of 10 riders 14km from the end
to catch long time lone leader Tom Jelte Slagter,
who had escaped with 70km still to ride.

By that point the Cannondale-Garmin rider was
spent and Sicilian Tiralongo left him in his wake to
claim the victory at the end of 224km from
Benevento to San Giorgio del Sannio.

“I got into the breakaway but the aim was to act
as a bridge for Fabio on the last climb,” explained
Tiralongo. “But the team changed plans during the
race, they gave me carte blanche to go for the
stage win.” He added: “I gave my all in the final kilo-
metres. It’s a win that will add enthusiasm to the
team for the remainder of the race.”

Dutchman Steven Kruisjwijk, who had come so
close to a solo victory on Saturday, took second at
21sec with Simon Geschke of Germany heading
the breakaway sprint finish a further two seconds
back as Slagter faded to seventh.

But behind the breakaway riders, Aru had
attacked out of the main peloton and while
Contador and Richie Porte matched his kick,
Colombian Rigoberto Uran could not, and lost
around 45sec.

“I’m feeling better and better,” said Contador, 32,
who crashed badly on Thursday, injuring his shoul-
der. “On the last climb, Aru put in a strong attack
but I managed to control the situation.”

The 2008 Giro winner and reigning Vuelta a
Espana champion added: “Uran was behind and
that was a chance to take some time out of him
because he remains dangerous in the overall
standings.

“It’s important to keep hold of the pink jersey.”
Sardinian Aru, 24, had attacked the main group
with 15km left on the final climb but while Uran,
second in the Giro the last two years, failed to
respond, both Contador and Porte were able to
glide into the Astana leader’s slipstream.

Aided by Aru’s teammate Mikel Landa, who is
fifth overall at 46sec, the four-man group put time
into Uran as they came in just under a minute
behind the winner.

Ahead of today’s first rest day, Aru took 10th on
the stage and cut his deficit to Contador and the
pink jersey from 4sec to 3sec, while Tasmanian
Porte remains third at 22sec.

“After all the hard work Landa had done, the
least I could do was try to take back some time,”
said Aru about his sprint finish. “I’m giving my all,
as is the team.”

But it was a successful day for the top three as
Uran, who is the best timetriallist of the overall
contenders, is now eighth at 2min 10sec off
Contador. “I lost some seconds again, and now I am
two minutes back. The gap is pretty important
now. But, I’m a fighter, and I know things can
change, even in a moment in a three-week race
like the Giro,” said a defiant Uran. Tomorrow ‘s 10th
stage is a pan-flat 200km from Civitanova Marche
to Forli. —AFP
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Barcelona 37 30 3 4 108 19 93 

— champions

Real Madrid 37 29 2 6 111 35 89 

— Champions League

Atletico Madrid 37 23 8 6 67 29 77

Valencia 37 21 11 5 67 30 74

Sevilla 37 22 7 8 68 43 73

Villarreal 37 16 12 9 48 33 60

Athletic Bilbao 37 14 10 13 38 41 52

Malaga 37 14 8 15 40 45 50

Espanyol 37 13 10 14 45 48 49

Rayo Vallecano 37 15 4 18 44 64 49

Celta Vigo 37 12 12 13 44 42 48

Real Sociedad 37 10 13 14 40 49 43

Elche 37 11 7 19 35 62 40

Getafe 37 10 7 20 30 57 37

Levante 37 9 9 19 34 67 36

Deportivo 37 7 13 17 33 58 34

Granada 37 7 13 17 29 64 34

Eibar 37 8 8 21 31 55 32

Almeria 37 8 8 21 33 61 32

Cordoba 37 3 11 23 22 6520 - relegated

Note: Top three qualify automatically for the Champions League,

fourth goes into the play-offs. Fifth and sixth carry Europa League

places. The bottom three sides are relegated.

Valencia 1 (Otamendi 71) Celta Vigo 1 (Hernandez 8); Villarreal 2
(Moreno 82, 87) Malaga 1 (Darder 90); Elche 2 (Jonathas 32, 45)
Athletic Bilbao 3 (Aketxe 80, San Jose 87, Williams 90+2); Deportivo
La Coruna 2 (Lopo 21, Juanfran 79) Levante 0; Atletico Madrid 0
Barcelona 1 (Messi 65); Real Sociedad 0 Granada 3 (El-Arabi 74,
Ibanez Castro 79, Rochina 88); Cordoba 1 (Luso 57) Rayo Vallecano
2 (Baena 21, Embarba 78); Espanyol 1 (Stuani 73) Real Madrid 4
(Cristiano Ronaldo 59, 83, 90+1, Marcelo 79); Sevilla 2 (Iborra 65, 70)
Almeria 1 (Bifouma 30); Getafe 1 (Hinestroza 33) Eibar 1 (Borja 36).

Spanish La Liga table after yesterday’s matches (played, won,
drawn, lost, goals for, goals against, points):

Spanish League results/standings

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

English Premier League
Bromwich Albion v Chelsea 22:00

beIN SPORTS 1 HD

beIN SPORTS 11 HD

Italian League
Fiorentina v Parma 20:00

beIN SPORTS 3 HD

beIN SPORTS 14 HD

beIN SPORTS 2 HD

Napoli v Cesena 22:00

beIN SPORTS 3 HD

beIN SPORTS 12 HD

beIN SPORTS 1 HD

MADRID: Barcelona’s players celebrate winning the championship and the game after the Spanish League football match against Atletico de Madrid. —AFP

Messi hands Barca 23rd La Liga title
MADRID: Barcelona claimed their fifth La
Liga title in seven years and their 23rd over-
all as Lionel Messi scored the winner in a 1-
0 victory at Atletico Madrid yesterday.

Exactly a year to the day since Atletico
won the league in a title decider at Barca’s
Camp Nou, the Catalans exacted some
measure of revenge to seal the first of a
potential treble of trophies this season.

Luis Enrique’s men face Athletic Bilbao
in the final of the Copa del Rey on home
soil at the Camp Nou on May 30 and
Juventus in the Champions League final a
week later in Berlin.

Cristiano Ronaldo struck his 30th Real
Madrid hat-trick as Los Blancos bounced
back from their Champions League elimi-
nation at the hands of Juventus to beat
Espanyol 4-1, but it mattered little as they
still trail Barca by four points with just one
game to play.

Meanwhile, defeat means Atletico need

just a point on the final day to secure their
place in the group stages of the Champions
League next season by finishing third as
Valencia could only manage a 1-1 draw at
home to Celta Vigo.

With temperatures at kick-off above 30
degrees celsius, a somewhat subdued start
wasn’t surprising, but it was the hosts who
had the better openings early on.

Claudio Bravo made a stunning save to
palm Jose Maria Gimenez’s header from a
corner and the Chilean produced another
fine stop moments later from Antoine
Griezmann, although the Frenchman had
already been flagged offside.

Barca grew into the game as the half
wore on with Messi testing Jan Oblak with
a drive from the edge of the area and then
a headed effort that was easily held by the
Slovenian. The visitors were then left furi-
ous at referee Alberto Undiano Mallenco as
he turned down two huge penalty claims.

Firstly, another goalbound Messi header
was diverted off target by the arm of
Juanfran before Dani Alves went down
under pressure from Diego Godin.

Godin was booked for a foul outside the
box despite contact continuing inside the
area and Messi curled the resulting free-
kick off the crossbar.

Atletico threatened once more from a
set-piece at the start of the second period
but unlike his title winning strike last sea-
son, the unmarked Diego Godin couldn’t
turn his header on target.

As so often this season, it was Messi who
provided the moment of magic for Barca as
he played a neat one-two with Pedro
Rodriguez inside the area before prodding
the ball into the far corner.

Messi then teed up Neymar with a great
opportunity to seal the title, but the
Brazilian failed to continue his seven-game
scoring streak as he blasted over with just

Oblak to beat. That miss mattered little,
though, as the visitors comfortably saw out
the final few minutes.

Madrid did all they could to keep the
pressure on Barca as Ronaldo all  but
ensured he will at least win his duel with
Messi to be the league’s top scorer by tak-
ing his tally for the league season to 45.

The Portuguese put Madrid ahead
before an error from Keylor Navas allowed
Christian Stuani to level for Espanyol.
However, Marcelo put Carlo Ancelotti’s men
back in front before Ronaldo struck twice
more in the final eight minutes.

At the bottom Deportivo la Coruna and
Granada moved out of the relegation zone
with victories over Levante and Real
Sociedad respectively.

They now lead Eibar and Almeria by
two points with all four fighting for sur-
vival on the final day of the season next
Saturday. —AFP

Cagliari relegated, Genoa, 
Torino maintain Euro hopes

MILAN: A 1-0 home defeat to Palermo relegated
Cagliari to Italy’s Serie B yesterday as Genoa and
Torino recorded valuable wins to maintain their
hopes of qualifying for the Europa League.

With Juventus crowned champions a fortnight
ago and the fight for Champions League places
ongoing between Lazio, Roma and Napoli,
Sunday’s early fixtures held mixed fortunes for
Serie A’s also-rans.

A 2-1 home defeat to Juventus on Saturday
damaged Inter Milan’s chances of qualifying for the
Europa League and Roberto Mancini’s men remain
eighth, now three points behind sixth-placed
Fiorentina. Across the city, nerves are jangling just
as much with the distinct possibility of neither
Milan side making it into Europe next season.

A hat-trick from Sassuolo striker Domenico
Berardi in a 3-2 home win over AC Milan ended the
slim chances the seven-time European champions’
had of Europa League qualification.

Milan coach Filippo Inzaghi’s future with the
club remains uncertain, but after complaining
Sassuolo’s opener “was not valid”, the former
Rossoneri striker launched a plea for a stay of exe-
cution. “I have a contract with Milan and feel hon-
oured to be here,” he said. “Sassuolo wanted me
when I was Milan’s youth coach, but I am too close
to Milan and I hope to stay because I still have so
much to offer.” But Milan were not the only side
holding their heads in disappointment.

Cagliari started the day knowing anything less
than a win would prove fatal and the Sardinians
were a goal down after just nine minutes when
Franco Vazquez struck for the Sicilians, who held on
to their 1-0 lead to move up to 10th place.

Cagliari have now joined Cesena and Parma in
Serie B a day after Frosinone, a club based 50 kilo-
metres south of Rome, joined Carpi in grabbing
one of three promotion places to Italy’s top flight.
Among the day’s biggest winners were Genoa and
Torino, both of whom remain in contention for a
Europa League place although the latter’s chances
appear slim.

Hosts Atalanta took an 18th-minute lead from
the spot against Genoa thanks to Mauricio Pinilla,
but the Bergamo-based side were stunned by four
goals from the visitors including a brace from Iago
Falque. Genoa’s 4-1 win moved them up to fifth
place, one point ahead of Fiorentina, and pushed
city rivals Sampdoria down to seventh and out of
the Europa League reckoning following their 1-0
loss at home to Lazio on Saturday.

A brace by Maxi Lopez handed Torino a pre-
cious 2-0 home win over Chievo that left the
Granate in ninth place but now only four behind
Fiorentina. If Fiorentina slip up against Parma on
Monday, Sampdoria, Inter and Torino with only
three points separating the sides-will see their
European chances given a boost. “We don’t have
any intention of giving up our chase for Europe, or
for anything else,” said Torino’s Argentinian striker
Lopez. “It’s only normal you give it everything for
the club, especially in front of the fans.” Roma host
Udinese in yesterday’s late game looking to restore
their one-point lead on Lazio as the city rivals bat-

tle for the second automatic Champions League
qualifying spot. Napoli, four points behind Roma in
fourth, host Cesena on Monday looking for the win

that would seal European qualification as well as
maintain their hopes of catching the capital sides
over the closing two games.—AFP

ITALY: Cagliari’s Antonio Balzano reaches for the ball during a Serie A soccer match between
Cagliari and Palermo at the Sant’Elia Stadium. —AP

Juventus 36 25 8 3 67 21 83 
- champions

Lazio 36 20 6 10 66 34 66
Roma 35 17 13 5 49 27 64
Napoli 35 17 9 9 64 45 60
Genoa 36 15 11 10 58 42 56
Fiorentina 35 15 10 10 52 44 55
Sampdoria 36 13 15 8 45 39 54
Inter Milan 36 13 13 10 53 42 52
Torino 36 13 12 11 43 42 51
Palermo 36 11 13 12 49 51 46
AC Milan 36 11 13 12 50 49 46
Verona 36 11 11 14 45 61 44
Sassuolo 36 10 13 13 45 56 43
Chievo 36 10 12 14 27 37 42

Udinese 35 10 11 14 39 49 41
Empoli 36 8 17 11 43 46 41
Atalanta 36 7 15 14 36 53 36
Cagliari 36 6 10 20 43 65 28 

- relegated 
Cesena 35 4 12 19 34 64 24 

- relegated
Parma 35 6 6 23 29 68 17 

- relegated
Note: Parma deducted three points and four points for
financial irregularities and non-payment of salaries.
Top two qualify automatically for the Champions
League, third goes into the play-offs. Fourth, fifth and
sixth carry Europa League places. The bottom three sides
are relegated.

Sassuolo 3 (Berardi 13, 31, 77) AC Milan 2 (Bonaventura 33, Alex 51); Atalanta 1 (Pinilla 18-pen) Genoa 4 (Pavoletti
30, Bertolacci 57, Falque 61, 73); Cagliari 0 Palermo 1 (Vazquez 9); Verona 2 (Moras 24, Sala 67) Empoli 1 (Saponara);
Torino 2 (Lopez 51, 69) Chievo 0.

Playing later
Roma v Udinese

Played Saturday
Inter Milan 1 (Icardi 9) Juventus 2 (Marchisio 42-pen, Morata 83) Sampdoria 0 Lazio 1 (Gentiletti 54)

Italian Serie A table after yesterday’s afternoon games (played, won, drawn, lost, goals for, goals against, points):

Italian League results/standings

FRANCE: Paris Saint-Germain players celebrate after defeating Montpellier and win-
ning the French League title. —AP

PARIS: Paris St Germain clinched a third
successive Ligue 1 title, with a game to
spare, and stayed on course for an unprece-
dented domestic treble with a 2-1 win at
Montpellier on Saturday. The Qatari-owned
club needed only a point but ended the
night eight points clear of their closest
rivals Olympique Lyonnais who were held
to a 1-1 home draw by Girondins Bordeaux.
The title kept Laurent Blanc’s side on
course for a sweep of domestic homours,
with the Parisians already winners of the
League Cup and facing second tier AJ
Auxerre in the French Cup final at the end
of the month.

Monaco stayed third on 68 points, four
adrift of Lyon, after beating Metz 2-0 in the
principality while Olympique Marseille and
St Etienne also won to stay tied on 66 in the
battle for a place in next season’s
Champions League preliminary round.

Evian Thonon Gaillard joined Racing
Lens and Metz in being relegated after los-
ing 2-1 to St Etienne. Midfielder Blaise
Matuidi put PSG ahead in the 17th minute,
slotting past goalkeeper Jonathan Ligali
after a defence-splitting pass from Adrien
Rabiot.

Ezequiel Lavezzi made it 2-0 in the 25th
minute, from a cross by Serge Aurier, his
eighth league goal of the season but
Montpellier pulled one back five minutes
before the break through Anthony
Mounier’s shot into the top corner.

The win was the eighth in a row in
the league for PSG who claimed their
fifth French title. The match, watched by
a  2 7 , 9 3 0  c rowd  a t  t h e  S t a d e  d e  l a
Mosson,  ended with f lares  l i t  in  the
stands and thrown on to the edge of the
pitch with stewards stamping out the
flames.—Reuters

PSG clinch French title

ASUNCION: Historic Argentinian side Boca
Juniors will play no further role this season in
South America’s premier continental club
competition the Copa Libertadores after
being barred by the South American
Confederation (CONMEBOL) as a result of the
attack on River Plate players last Thursday.

Boca must also pay a US$200,000 fine and
play their next four matches behind closed
doors as punishment for the incident which
saw the players from arch-rivals River Plate-
who will progress to the quarter-finals as a
result of the decision-subjected to an attack
by a toxic liquid substance.

The match was called off after 45 minutes
with the score 0-0 — played at Boca’s stadium
in front of 60,000 fans with them trailing 1-0

after the first leg. “CONMEBOL’s disciplinary
commission has decided to exclude Boca
Juniors from the 2015 Copa Libertadores,”
read the statement from the governing body.

River Plate players were returning for the
second half when a fan or fans apparently
released a chemical irritant into the inflatable
tunnel leading from the dressing rooms to
the pitch.

The attack left several players rubbing
their eyes in agony as teammates desperately
threw water in their faces to try to relieve the
pain. Doctors said four players suffered first-
degree burns. Media reports initially said the
substance was pepper spray, but Boca club
president Daniel Angelici said that was incor-
rect.—AFP

Boca kicked out of
Copa Libertadores
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MANCHESTER:  Arsenal’s Welsh midfielder Aaron Ramsey (left) runs past Manchester United’s Spanish midfielder Ander Herrera during the English Premier League football match. — AFP

MANCHESTER: Tyler Blackett’s late own
goal compromised Manchester United’s
hopes of automatic Champions League
qualification as Arsenal drew 1-1 at Old
Trafford in the Premier League yesterday.

The hosts took the lead when Ashley
Young crossed for Ander Herrera to volley
home, but Arsene Wenger’s side earned a
point in the 82nd minute when Theo
Walcott ’s shot nicked off Blackett and
looped over United substitute goalkeeper

Victor Valdes.
The result kept Arsenal two points above

United in third place in the table and the FA
Cup finalists can secure a Champions
League group-stage berth by winning at
home to Sunderland in their game in hand
on Wednesday. Liverpool’s 3-1 loss to
Crystal Palace on Saturday meant that
United were already guaranteed at least a
place in the Champions League play-off
round, which was the minimum require-
ment when Louis van Gaal took up his post
as manager last year.

But of more pressing concern is the
future of goalkeeper David de Gea, heavily
linked with Real Madrid and who may have
already made his final United appearance
after being forced off by injury in the sec-
ond half.

Arsenal were unchanged for the sixth
game running-the first time that has hap-

pened since January 1994 — and as has
been their approach in recent major show-
downs, they were content to let their oppo-
nents attack them.

It led to a number of half-chances for
United, with Young, Radamel Falcao, Chris
Smalling-captain in Wayne Rooney ’s
absence-and Juan Mata all threatening.

A slip at the other end by Phil Jones
gave Arsenal a sight of goal, but despite
being flat on his front, the United centre-
back improvised brilliantly by swiping the
ball away from Olivier Giroud with his head.

It was United, though, who were making
the running, and they took the lead on the
half hour. Young stood up a cross from the
left flank and with two defenders drawn to
the giant Marouane Fellaini, Herrera met
the ball flush on the volley at the back post
to claim his eighth goal of the season.

Arsenal failed to muster a single shot on

target in the first half and when Giroud’s
knock-down fell kindly for Alexis Sanchez
early in the second, the Chilean shanked a
shot high into the East Stand.

The game was a last chance for Falcao
to impress the United fans after a frustrat-
ing loan spell from Monaco, but he spent
much of the first half on his backside, the
victim of a slippery pitch, and gave way for
former Arsenal striker Robin van Persie on
the hour.

The apologetic wave Falcao gave as he
left the pitch suggested he will not be seen
at Old Trafford again in a United shirt.
Giroud, Van Persie’s successor as Arsenal’s
attacking figurehead, belatedly got in
behind the United defence moments later,
but after neatly beating Marcos Rojo to
Mesut Ozil’s cross, he was thwarted by De
Gea.

“David de Gea, we want you to stay!”

chorused the Stretford End, betraying their
fear that the Spain international is destined
for Madrid.

When Arsenal did find a way past De
Gea, Aaron Ramsey lobbing a shot over him
from Sanchez’s pass, Rojo was on hand to
hook clear.

De Gea had to depart the fray moments
later after an awkward landing, enabling
the shaven-headed former Barcelona goal-
keeper Valdes to come on for his United
debut, four months after joining the club.

Valdes had not played a first-team game
for over a year and his first task was to pick
the ball out of the net after Walcott’s shot
nicked off fellow substitute Blackett and
looped over him.

Both sides had chances to win it, but
Giroud could only shoot into the side-net-
ting and Van Persie then ballooned over
from Fellaini’s knock-down.  — AFP

Arsenal stay ahead of United
Man United 1

Arsenal 1

Chelsea 36 25 9 2 70 28 84 — champions
Man City 37 23 7 7 81 38 76 — Champions League
Arsenal 36 21 8 7 67 35 71 — Champions League
Man Utd 37 20 9 8 62 37 69 — Champions League
Liverpool 37 18 8 11 51 42 62
Tottenham 37 18 7 12 57 53 61
Southampton 37 18 6 13 54 31 60
Swansea 37 16 8 13 46 48 56
Stoke 37 14 9 14 42 44 51
Everton 37 12 11 14 48 49 47
West Ham 37 12 11 14 44 45 47
Crystal Palace 37 12 9 16 46 51 45
West Brom 36 10 11 15 34 47 41
Leicester 37 10 8 19 41 54 38
Aston Villa 37 10 8 19 31 56 38
Sunderland 36 7 16 13 30 50 37
Newcastle 37 9 9 19 38 63 36
Hull 37 8 10 19 33 51 34
Burnley 37 6 12 19 27 53 30 — relegated
QPR 37 8 6 23 41 68 30 — relegated
Note: top four teams qualify for next season’s Champions League; fifth-place team qualifies for
Europa League; bottom three teams relegated to Championship.

Manchester United 1 (Herrera 30) Arsenal 1 (Blackett 82-og); Swansea 2 (Sigurdsson 45, Gomis 64)
Manchester City 4 (Toure 21, 74, Milner 36, Bony 90).

Playing today:
West Bromwich Albion v Chelsea

English Premier League table after yesterday’s matches (played, won, drawn, lost, goals for, goals
against, points):

EPL results/standings

SWANSEA: Yaya Toure scored twice while
substitute Wilfried Bony reminded Swansea of
what they were missing as Manchester City
made sure of a place in the Champions
League with a 4-2 win at the Liberty Stadium
yesterday.

Victory assured City of a top-three finish in
the Premier League and meant they will be
among the trio of English clubs guaranteed
entry into the Champions League group
stage, with the fourth-placed club having to
enter a qualifying round instead.

Goals from City captain Toure and James

Milner had put the visitors in control only for
the home side to draw level through Gylfi
Sigurdsson and Bafetimbi Gomis.

But Toure’s second goal which, like his first,
owed much to an error by Swans goalkeeper
Lukasz Fabianski, restored City’s lead in the
74th minute before midfielder Toure’s Ivory
Coast team-mate Bony-signed from Swansea
in January-struck in stoppage time.

There was a warm reception for Bony on
his return to Swansea, however he had to set-
tle for a place on the bench before eventually
making an impact.

Fit-again Gomis, who has excelled in his
absence for the Welsh club, was rewarded
with a first start in a month following his late
winner against Arsenal in Swansea’s previous
match. 

The France international was heavily
involved in the game’s opening exchanges as
Swansea made the more purposeful start.  Yet
his predatory instincts deserted him when
presented with three separate opportunities

early on-the best of them scuffed wide from
Neil Taylor’s cutback.

It was a ponderous opening from Manuel
Pellegrini’s team, one epitomised by a particu-
larly sluggish start from £24.3 million ($38 mil-
lion) centre-back Eliaquim Mangala.

The former Porto defender wanted too
much time to deal with a probing Swansea
ball down the left channel and was dispos-
sessed by Nathan Dyer to send the winger
clean through.

Dyer inflicted more humiliation on
Mangala when he cut back inside to leave the
France international on his backside, yet
unfortunately for the Swansea man, City goal-
keeper Joe Hart had judged his angles to per-
fection, tipping a curled effort around the
post.

That save appeared all the more pivotal
four minutes later as Toure, receiving posses-
sion from David Silva on the edge of the area,
drove a shot which beat Fabianski at his near
post. — AFP

Toure hits double as Man City 
head for Champions League

Swansea 2

Man City 4
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DES MOINES: Former business executive Carly Fiorina speaks to guests gathered for the Republican Party of Iowa’s Lincoln Dinner at the Iowa Events Center on Saturday in Des Moines, Iowa. — AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: In her quest for the Republican presidential
nomination, former tech CEO Carly Fiorina boasts about her
experience running Silicon Valley computer-maker Hewlett-
Packard as evidence that she’s “a problem solver, with a track
record to prove it.”

What her campaign literature doesn’t highlight is that she
was fired from that job in 2005, after a stormy tenure. Fiorina
has blamed her ouster on a sudden showdown with HP direc-
tors, but most of her six years as CEO were contentious. She
cut more than 30,000 jobs and undertook a massive merger
with rival Compaq, which sparked a messy battle with the
families of HP’s founders. The company missed some key
financial targets and, from her hiring to her firing, its stock
price fell more than 50 percent.

“I got fired in a boardroom brawl over a two-week period
because when you challenge the status quo you make ene-
mies,” Fiorina said Wednesday night at the Republican
National Committee’s spring meeting in Arizona.

To be sure, HP’s board hired Fiorina as an outsider with a
mandate for change, which often requires unpopular deci-
sions. And today, many analysts say her move to buy Compaq,
in a $25 billion stock deal, put HP back on track as an industry
leader in subsequent years. But as CEO, she alienated employ-
ees, influential shareholders and her own board, which ulti-
mately hired someone else to make the Compaq deal work.

“The day she was fired, the market responded and HP’s
stock shot up 7 percent,” said Jason Burnett, a grandson of co-
founder David Packard. “That’s a clear signal.”

Burnett faults Fiorina for a steep drop in the company’s
stock value, and for layoffs that he said crushed the morale of
a company that pioneered Silicon Valley’s benevolent, laid-
back corporate culture. Fiorina has said the job cuts were nec-
essary after the tech industry bubble collapsed in 2001.
“When you manage through a very tough recession there are
some tough calls required as well,” she said at a recent confer-
ence. “Everyone else in the technology industry had to make
some of those same tough calls.”

Though she worked briefly as a secretary, Fiorina rose
through management and was president of AT&T spinoff
Lucent Technologies when HP named her chief executive in
1999. HP, based in Palo Alto, California, had been known for
tech innovation, but its growth had slowed. “It was stuck in
the mud and it wasn’t moving,” said Rob Enderle, a longtime
industry analyst.

Compelling figure
The new CEO cut a compelling figure, appearing on maga-

zine covers and hobnobbing with celebrities. Detractors say
Fiorina was imperious and even harsh with subordinates,
while supporters suggest she raised hackles as a woman in a

male-dominated industry. Either way, her first big move fiz-
zled: She tried to buy the tech consulting arm of
PricewaterhouseCoopers for $18 billion, then cancelled the
deal after Wall Street balked at the price.

When Fiorina turned to Compaq in 2001, she ran into
opposition from a faction of her own board, led by Walter
Hewlett. The son of retired co-founder William Hewlett argued
that Fiorina was paying too much for a low-profit PC opera-
tion that would dilute the value of HP’s more lucrative printer
business. Fiorina prevailed only after a bruising proxy battle
and an equally bitter court challenge.

HP’s sales doubled during Fiorina’s tenure, rising to $80 bil-
lion a year thanks to the addition of Compaq, which had $40
billion in annual sales before the merger. Profits plunged after
the 2001 dotcom bust, although they eventually returned to
1999 levels. But HP’s stock lagged far behind rivals Dell and
IBM. By early 2005, HP’s board wasn’t satisfied. Fiorina had
reorganized the company to centralize her authority. By sever-
al accounts, directors pressed her to share more power with
other executives. Fiorina has said she agreed to changes but
was outraged after word leaked to the press, sparking a show-
down that led to her firing - and a $21 million severance pack-
age.

HP thrived under Fiorina’s successor, who boosted profits
and the value of HP’s stock. New CEO Mark Hurd cut costs

deeper, while also using the combined size of Compaq and
HP to negotiate lower prices from suppliers and to sell busi-
nesses a broad range of computer products.

In 2008, former Compaq Chairman Ben Rosen wrote that
Fiorina was the merger’s architect but “she simply did not
have the skills” to make it work. “The merger wasn’t the prob-
lem; it was the management,” Rosen wrote. He said Hurd “took
the pieces assembled by Fiorina ... and created a growing,
profitable and increasingly valuable company.” HP has again
struggled in recent years, in part because the PC business as a
whole has slowed.

Enderle, the industry analyst, credits Fiorina with laying the
groundwork for HP’s rebound before she was fired. But by
that time, she had alienated even her original supporters on
HP’s board, as well as employees and shareholders, said
Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, senior associate dean at Yale’s School of
Management, who has called Fiorina’s leadership a “colossal
failure.” Others are more charitable. Fiorina antagonized work-
ers with “draconian” layoffs, said Charles House, a former HP
executive and co-author of a book about the company. But he
believes the cuts were needed. “The world had changed.
Whoever was in that seat would have been subject to much
of the criticism she got.” Fiorina hasn’t been a corporate execu-
tive since leaving HP, although she has served on company
boards and chaired several nonprofits. — AP

Fiorina enters fray after stormy tenure 
Former tech CEO boasts experience as ‘problem solver’

DUBAI: Gulf stock markets were mixed yester-
day after oil prices diverged while it remained
unclear whether the truce in Yemen would be
extended. Egypt’s market extended losses on
speculation that it might eventually lose
emerging market status.

Brent crude edged up on Friday but US oil
fell as traders and investors debated whether
oil’s rally over the past month and a half
should continue amid stubbornly high sup-
plies.

In Yemen, a five-day humanitarian truce
agreed last week was to end in the early hours
of Monday, and no new agreements had been
announced to extend it by the time stock mar-
kets closed yesterday.

The Yemen conflict is not a big factor for
the markets but investors in the Middle East
and especially in Saudi Arabia, which leads the
coalition against Yemen’s Houthi rebels, have
reacted negatively to it. So a resumption of
full-scale bombing could weigh on stocks, at
least temporarily. The main Saudi index
climbed 0.9 percent to 9,815 points as most
stocks rose. Last week it confirmed technical
support on its 200-day average, now at 9,566
points, and it faces chart resistance at its April
peak of 9,897 points. Al Rajhi Bank, Saudi
Arabia’s second largest listed bank by assets,

rose 1.1 percent to a six-month closing high of
67.25 riyals. The lender, which has reported
seven straight quarterly profit drops, started
its leg up last week after announcing that
Steve Bertamini, former head of consumer
banking at Standard Chartered, would
become its new chief executive.

Al Tayyar Travel Group, which was the only
addition to MSCI’s new Saudi Arabian index
last week, rose 1.2 percent. PetroRabigh
added 1.8 percent after restarting a vacuum
distillation unit following unscheduled main-
tenance at its 400,000 barrel per day oil refin-
ery.

UAE, EGYPT
Dubai’s stock index slipped 0.1 percent as

construction firms Arabtec and Drake and
Scull International, which both reported
worse-than-expected first-quarter earnings
last week, continued to slide. They fell 1.2 and
1.1 percent respectively.

But Islamic Arab Insurance (Salama) surged
9.7 percent after it reported a first-quarter
profit of 9.4 million dirhams ($2.6 million)
against a loss of 21.3 million dirhams a year
earlier. Abu Dhabi’s bourse fell 1.0 percent as
all major local lenders fell. First Gulf Bank
dropped 2.0 percent, National Bank of Abu
Dhabi lost 1.4 percent and Abu Dhabi

Commercial Bank was down 1.3 percent.
Qatar’s index climbed 0.2 percent and Ezdan
Holding , up 6.6 percent, was the main sup-
port. Its inclusion in MSCI’s index was a sur-
prise to some analysts and the stock surged
18 percent in two sessions last week. But
Qatar Insurance , which had also risen on MSCI
index inclusion, dropped 4.6 percent on
Sunday.

Kuwait’s benchmark inched up 0.1 percent.
Oman’s market was closed for the Al-Israa Wal
Miraj holiday. Egypt’s market fell 0.5 percent
to a fresh five-month low of 8,261 points,
approaching strong technical support at 8,125
points, its December low.

The bourse edged up in early trade on
news that Standard and Poor’s had revised its
outlook on Egypt’s sovereign debt rating to
positive. But then a broad sell-off resumed on
speculation that MSCI, which last week
excluded Telecom Egypt from its emerging
markets index, might eventually drop Egypt
from the benchmark completely. Only three
Egyptian stocks remain in the index, which is
the minimum required to maintain a presence
in the emerging markets index, according to
MSCI rules published on its website. MSCI did
not respond to an emailed request for com-
ment. —  Reuters

Gulf mixed, Egypt falls
further on MSCI fears

MIDEAST STOCK MARKETS

BERLIN: German politicians kept up the
pressure on Greece over the weekend
to implement reforms, with Economy
Minister Sigmar Gabriel warning Athens
in an interview that a third aid package
would not be on the cards unless the
Greeks made some changes. Greece is
fast running out of cash and talks with
its lenders have been deadlocked over
their demands for Greece to implement
reforms, including pension cuts and
labor market liberalization.

Finance Minister  Wolfgang
Schaeuble suggested on Monday that
Greece might need a referendum to
approve painful economic reforms on
which its creditors are insisting, and
Gabriel said such a vote might speed
up decisions. Athens has said it had no
plans for a referendum at the moment.

Gabriel ,  head of  the Social
Democrats (SPD), Chancellor Angela
Merkel ’s  junior coal it ion par tner,
stressed that the Greek government
needed to take action in any case.

“A third aid package for Athens is
only possible if the reforms are imple-
mented. We can’t simply send money
there,” he told the paper. German con-
servative lawmaker Markus Ferber told
German news magazine Der Spiegel
that there was no majority in Germany
for a third aid package for Greece.

Athens has depended on money
from its 240 billion euro bailout by the
European Union and the International

Monetary Fund to pay its bills since
2010.  I t  has not received any loan
tranches since last August. On Friday
Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras said
Athens had found some common
ground with its foreign lenders but the
government would not back down
from its red lines, such as no cuts to
wages and pensions.

Volker Kauder, parliamentary leader
of Merkel ’s  conser vatives,  told
Germany’s Welt am Sonntag newspaper
that the situation was “very difficult”
and “the Greeks must show that they
are continuing down the agreed path”.
He added that people should not be
talking about a third aid package for
Athens when the final aid tranche from
the second bailout had yet to be paid
out.

Gabriel warned about the conse-
quences of Greece quitting the single
currency bloc, saying: “A Greek exit
would not only be highly dangerous
economically but also politically.”

“Nobody would have any confidence
in Europe anymore if we break up in
our first big crisis. We shouldn’t talk
ourselves into a Grexit,” he said. But
Hans-Peter Friedrich, deputy head of
the conservative parliamentary group,
told Der Spiegel: “If we don’t insist on
the reform commitments we’ll really
damage the currency union and this
damage would be bigger  than i f
Greece ultimately left.” — Reuters

Reform to unlock funds,
Germany tells Greece 
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EXCHANGE RATES

Bahrain Exchange Company
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ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.544
Indian Rupees 4.770
Pakistani Rupees 2.977
Srilankan Rupees 2.259
Nepali Rupees 3.011
Singapore Dollar 228.160
Hongkong Dollar 39.052
Bangladesh Taka 3.888
Philippine Peso 6.848
Thai Baht 9.341

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 80.739
Qatari Riyal 83.180
Omani Riyal 786.610
Bahraini Dinar 80.417
UAE Dirham 82.443

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 40.650
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 39.591
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.413
Tunisian Dinar 156.410
Jordanian Dinar 427.230
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.031
Syrian Lira 2.158
Morocco Dirham 30.883

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 302.650
Euro 331.860
Sterling Pound 462.150
Canadian dollar 249.710
Turkish lira 111.130
Swiss Franc 319.250
Australian Dollar 237.730
US Dollar Buying 301.450

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe
Belgian Franc 0.007898 0.008898
British Pound 0.452542 0.461542
Czech Korune 0.003984 0.015984
Danish Krone 0.040038 0.045038
Euro 0.322966 0.330966
Norwegian Krone 0.034886 0.040086
Romanian Leu 0.086846 0.086846
Slovakia 0.009023 0.019023
Swedish Krona 0.031037 0.036037
Swiss Franc 0.310283 0.320483
Turkish Lira 0.113673 0.120673

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.228324 0.239824
New Zealand Dollar 0.224132 0.233632

America
Canadian Dollar 0.243396 0.251896
US Dollars 0.298650 0.303350
US Dollars Mint 0.299150 0.303350

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003547 0.004147
Chinese Yuan 0.047415 0.050915
Hong Kong Dollar 0.036949 0.039699
Indian Rupee 0.004639 0.005040
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000019 0.000025
Japanese Yen 0.002464 0.002644
Kenyan Shilling 0.003349 0.003349
Korean Won 0.000272 0.000287
Malaysian Ringgit 0.081325 0.087325
Nepalese Rupee 0.003036 0.003206
Pakistan Rupee 0.002821 0.003101
Philippine Peso 0.006732 0.007012
Sierra Leone 0.000067 0.000073
Singapore Dollar 0.223986 0.229986
South African Rand 0.018963 0.027463
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001878 0.002458
Taiwan 0.009628 0.009808
Thai Baht 0.008964 0.0009514

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.796587 0.804587
Egyptian Pound 0.038276 0.041376
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000192 0.000252
Jordanian Dinar 0.423005 0.430505
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000152 0.000252
Moroccan Dirhams 0.021749 0.045749
Nigerian Naira 0.001249 0.001884
Omani Riyal 0.780351 0.786031
Qatar Riyal 0.082447 0.083660
Saudi Riyal 0.080097 0.080797
Syrian Pound 0.001283 0.001503
Tunisian Dinar 0.152318 0.160318
Turkish Lira 0.113673 0.120673
UAE Dirhams 0.081446 0.082595
Yemeni Riyal 0.001368 0.001448

UAE Exchange Centre WLL

CURRENCIES TELEX TRANSFER PER 1000
Australian Dollar 237.10
Canadian Dollar 250.71
Swiss Franc 321.80
Euro 328.14
US Dollar 303.00
Sterling Pound 455.35
Japanese Yen 2.57
Bangladesh Taka 3.890
Indian Rupee 4.816
Sri Lankan Rupee 2.265
Nepali Rupee 3.012
Pakistani Rupee 2.983
UAE Dirhams 82.37
Bahraini Dinar 804.24
Egyptian Pound 39.60
Jordanian Dinar 430.52
Omani Riyal 785.82
Qatari Riyal 83.44
Saudi Riyal 80.72

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 302.700
Canadian Dollar 249.437
Sterling Pound 459.617
Euro 329.308
Swiss Frank 312.600
Bahrain Dinar 801.850
UAE Dirhams 82.718
Qatari Riyals 83.964

Saudi Riyals 81.524
Jordanian Dinar 427.257
Egyptian Pound 39.596
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.262
Indian Rupees 4.755
Pakistani Rupees 2.979
Bangladesh Taka 3.886
Philippines Pesso 6.838
Cyprus pound 743.019
Japanese Yen 3.524
Syrian Pound 2.600
Nepalese Rupees 3.973
Malaysian Ringgit 84.142
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 49.190
Thai Bhat 10.262
Turkish Lira 113.266

B U S I N E S S

GOLD
20 gram 243.470
10 gram 124.430
5  gram 62.900

By Hayder Tawfik

Some conflicting economic signals
are coming out from the US that is
not helped by the constant talk by

the Federal Reserve and its timing of
raising rates. Consumer confidence
increased in April to the sec-
ond-highest level in more than
eight years as Americans grew
more upbeat about their finan-
cial prospects. Just a reminder
that consumer confidence usu-
ally hits record highs when the
economic cycle is reaching its
peak. Some other indicators
such as housing and construc-
tion, I  think have already
peaked. Also The Conference
Board’s consumer confidence index
dropped to a four-month low of 95.2 in
April, weaker than the most pessimistic
forecasts.

May be the  Federal Reserve is focus-
ing more on the strong  sense of job
security and the building momentum in
wage growth that are helping to buoy
confidence, which may encourage con-
sumers to spend rather than save their
paychecks. Also, low fuel costs and con-
tinued labor market progress will help
keep households upbeat even as the
Federal Reserve considers raising inter-
est rates for the first time since 2006.
Over the past couple of months overall
confidence is down from its absolute
high. The economic outlook took a hit
last few weeks as a report showed the
US economy hardly grew in the first
quarter of this year. It grew by just 0.2
percent annual rate after a 2.2 percent in
the final three months of 2014.   I believe
that there is a clear link between the
high consumer confidence and the good
performance of the financial markets.  

The Federal Reserve Committee
members keep saying that it will raise
rates when it sees further labor-market
improvement and is reasonably confi-
dent about this. However, these kinds of
talks have not helped the economy at all.
It has strengthened the US$ against
most currencies to levels where it start-
ed affecting the exports side of the
economy. Also, it has caused some
investments decisions to be delayed for
the time being. May be the Federal
Reserves’ intention is to weaken eco-
nomic activities by talking without rais-
ing rates. But this kind of strategy could
have a dangerous implication in the
long term.  

I believe that the US economy has
already slowed down because the
Federal Reserve has already tightened.

The sudden economic downshift over
the past few months has prompted a
new discussion within the Federal
Reserve about the possibility of delaying
its first interest-rate increase. Yet the
growth deceleration should not come as
a surprise, because the Federal Reserve

has already tightened. The
tightening has not happened
through the movements in
interest rates but by the Federal
Reserve’s words and not its
actions. As I said this is not a
healthy scenario and it is not
helping economic activities.  

The impact of continues
talks has been reflected and felt
in stock, bond, and most impor-
tant foreign exchange markets.

The dollar ’s sharp rise in the last six
months is not due just to the European
Central Bank’s dramatic easing of mone-
tary policy through quantitative easing,
but also to the panicky action taken by
the European Central bank against any
tightening action by the Fed very soon.
Anticipation of tighter U.S. monetary
policy also shows up in various measures
of risk such as the spread between yields
on corporate bonds and safe US
Treasury’s, which have widened, or the
stock market, which has stopped climb-
ing. All of these are forms of tightening
by the financial markets. The more the
Federal Reserve talks the more the finan-
cial markets get sold off. 

Still all of these do not justify the
slowdown in economic activities
because there has also been a big drop
in the price of oil.  So what is going on!
This is a reminder of something investors
and Federal Reserve officials routinely
forget: Markets discount the Fed’s
actions long before they actually occur,
in ways that are not obvious at the time.
I think the tightening in financial mar-
kets has already done what the Federal
Reserve wanted to do. So, I think the
Federal Reserve should stop talking
about tightening interest rates and actu-
ally should abandon the whole idea for
the time being. 

I believe every economic cycle has
its own life and momentum. What wor-
ries me most is that the US economy
has been given the greatest incentives
ever; from zero interest rates to quanti-
tative easing to cheap oil and all it man-
aged was below historical  growth
trend. So what will happen when inter-
est rates start going up? Or what if
those incentives get reversed! I believe
the US economy has already peaked
and possibly it is already entering a new
recession. — Dimah Capital

US economic 
growth has peaked 

Dimah Report

CAIRO: Egypt’s unemployment rate fell to 12.8 per-
cent in the first three months of 2015, compared to
13.4 percent in the same period a year ago, the gov-
ernment statistics agency said yesterday, citing an
improved economic outlook. President Abdel Fatah
Al-Sisi has pledged to reduce joblessness to 10 per-
cent over the next five years.

The former army chief has brought a degree of
stability to the Arab world’s most populous country
since he toppled Islamist President Mohamed Morsi
in 2013 after mass protests against his rule.

Analysts believe actual unemployment may be
higher than the official figures. Statistics agency CAP-
MAS cited an “improvement in economic activities”
as the reason for the lower unemployment rate. But a
survey this month showed that business activity in
Egypt’s non-oil private sector has contracted for the
past four months. Government reforms and billions
of dollars from Gulf allies have boosted investor con-
fidence, but Egypt faces pressure to deliver more

jobs for its rapidly growing population of about 90
million. The labor force grew 0.5 percent year-on-
year in the first quarter to 27.7 million, less than one-
third of the total population, CAPMAS said. About
two-thirds of the 3.5 million unemployed Egyptians
are youth, it said. 

Pound steady 
Meanwhile, Egypt’s central bank kept the pound

steady at 7.53 to the dollar at a foreign exchange
auction yesterday, while the currency strengthened
on the black market.

The central bank has held the official exchange
rate steady for more than three months since letting
the pound weaken at the beginning of 2015. This
step and other measures have helped reduce black
market trading significantly. In yesterday’s auction,
the bank said it had offered $40 million and sold
$37.8 million at a cut-off price of 7.5301 pounds per
dollar, unchanged from Thursday’s rate.

The rates at which banks are allowed to trade dol-
lars are determined by the results of official auctions,
giving the central bank effective control over
exchange rates. The bank used to hold auctions four
days a week but this month reduced the frequency
to three per week.

On the black market, the pound was trading at
7.63 pounds to the dollar yesterday, one trader said,
stronger than the 7.665 pounds quoted on Thursday.
Black market traders say volumes have fallen sharply
since the central bank’s drive to stamp out their
transactions, including the introduction of a cap in
February on the amount of dollars that can be
deposited in banks.

The authorities hope this will signal to foreign
investors that the economy has returned to normal
after four years of turmoil. But Egyptian importers
and exporters say the cap on dollar deposits has
reduced foreign exchange liquidity and stifled busi-
ness activity. — Reuters

Egypt unemployment 
falls to 12.8% in Q1

Pound steady in official market

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced yesterday the
names of the lucky winners of its Yawmi account
draw, each taking home a prize of KD 5,000.

The lucky winners for the daily draws took
home a cash-prize of KD 5,000 each, and they are: 
1. Ishtiaq Ahmad Faqeer Mohammed
2. Jawaher Safar Ali Allah Nazad Karani
(Minor)
3. Shk. Mubarak Faisal Saud Al-Sabah
4. Saif Ali Latif
5. Mohammad Abdullah Ali 

To further add to the anticipation of Yawmi
account customers, Burgan Bank now offers a
Quarterly Draw with more chances to win high-
er rewards, entitling one lucky customer to win
KD 125,000 every three months. The Yawmi
Account now offers Daily and quarterly Draws,
the Quarterly Draw requires customers to main-
tain a minimum amount of KD 500 in their

account for 2 months prior to draw date.
Additionally, every KD 10 in the account, will
entitle customers to one chance of winning.  If
the account balance is KD 500 and above, the
account holder will be qualified for both the
quarterly and daily draws.  

Burgan Bank encourages everyone to open a
Yawmi account and/or increase their deposit to
maximize their chances to becoming a winner.
The more customers deposit, the higher the
chances they receive of winning.

For more information on opening a Yawmi
account or about the new quarterly draw, cus-
tomers are urged to visit their nearest Burgan
Bank branch and receive all the details, or simply
call the bank’s Call Center at 1804080 where cus-
tomer service representatives will be delighted
to assist with any questions on the Yawmi
account or any of the bank’s products and serv-
ices. 

Gold prices rise
highest in 3 months

KUWAIT: A special economic report said yesterday that the gold reached
its highest level in the last three months, with an increase percentage of
3.1 to hit $1,226 per ounce.

The report issued today by Sabaek Al-Kuwait Company added that
quick hike of the gold, which took place in a short period, came in contra-
diction with the analysts’ forecasts.

The closing of The New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX) was at
$1,226 per ounce, it added. Meanwhile, most of next week forecasts are
indicating further increase due to immense pressure practiced on the dol-
lar because of the weak economic data of the US markets, it added.

The current positive gold prices will be slightly affected by the selling
operations of currencies and metals expected to be conducted during the
next sessions after reaching very high levels compared to past few weeks,
it said. The silver was also increasing along with gold since the beginning
of the week by $1.1 per ounce, with a percentage of 6.6 to settle at $17.57.

Sabaek Al-Kuwait Company report expected the silver failure to
maintain these gains, due to the selling and profit generation next
week. —KUNA

Burgan Bank announces names 
of winners of Yawmi account

ABU DHABI: Abu Dhabi investment
firm Waha Capital plans to invest up to 4
billion dirhams ($1.08 billion) by 2020,
the company said yesterday after post-
ing a 20 percent rise in first-quarter prof-
it. Waha is looking to invest in sectors
with high growth potential such as
energy, infrastructure, healthcare and
education, chairman Hussain Al-Nowais
said in a statement. The company
invested 255 million dirhams in the first
quarter of 2015: 193 million dirhams in
capital markets and the remainder in its
healthcare subsidiary, chief executive
Salem al-Noaimi told Reuters after the
earnings announcement. 

“We have more firepower to deploy
and we are looking at several opportu-
nities in the Middle East and North
Africa region,” he said without being
specific. Waha, which has approval to

buy back 10 percent of its shares, has so
far bought back 50.2 million shares rep-
resenting 2.58 percent of its outstand-
ing shares, Noaimi said, adding that the
buy-back might continue. In December,
Waha hedged 12 million shares it
owned in AerCap Holdings and sold a
further 3 million shares in the aircraft
leasing firm, providing Waha with $532
million in funding. “It was attractive
financing that was used to repay more
expensive debt, and part of it will be
used for investing,” Noaimi said.
Currently Waha owns 12.6 percent of
AerCap, all of which is hedged with vari-
ous maturities. Waha made a net profit
of 182.2 million dirhams in the three
months ended in March 2015, com-
pared to 152 million dirhams a year ear-
lier, helped by income from its equity-
accounted associates and joint ventures. 

Waha Capital to invest 
up to $1.08bn by 2020 

AMRITSAR: Indian tailor Pappi repairs used clothes at roadside stalls in Amritsar yesterday. The tailor repairs used clothes to earn around 300
Indian rupees (around $4.5) a day. — AFP
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KUWAIT: Light Commercial Vehicles
(LCV) leader in Europe for the last ten
years, Renault is bringing its expertise
to the Middle East with the New
Dokker Van, an affordable and practi-
cal vehicle for business driven enter-
prises and professionals.

With the comfort of a passenger
car and modularity catering for a wide
range of professional needs, the new
Renault Dokker Van is an LCV with
unbeatable quality and price ratio.
The competitively-priced Renault
Dokker Van is not only spacious but
also versatile, making it ideal for effi-
cient, safe and quick transportation.
Keeping the values of the Renault
brand, the Dokker Van arrives at an
unrivalled competitive price.

“The new Renault Dokker Van is
the perfect van for SMEs to large com-
panies, seeking an affordable, reliable
and practical business companion”
declared Hakim Boutehra, Managing
director at Renault Middle East. 

DESIGNED TO BE PRACTICAL
The Dokker Van offers a unique lev-

el of functionality in the LCV segment
with an uncompromising level of
comfort and peace-of-mind with its
generous load carrying capacity of up
to 3.9 cubic meters, a load length of
1.9 meters, which can be increased to
3.11 meters and a payload of 750 kg.
With sliding door functionality and a
twin-door tailgate that open at 180
degrees, loading the Dokker Van is a
breeze.  Sturdy and robustly designed
with a prominent grille, stylish and
sweptback headlights and generous
dimensions, the model measures
4.36m in length, 1.75m width and
1.81m height.

RELIABLE, FUEL-EFFICIENT ENGINES
Under the hood is available a 1.6L

petrol engine, offering a torque of
128.5 Nm @ 2,800 rpm, more than
enough to pull away with big loads.
The fuel efficient engine delivers 6.7L
/100 km on the extra-urban cycle and
7.8L /100km overall, saving money
and time as well with longer distance
range and lesser re-fuelling stops at
petrol stations. Standard on-board
computer display on the instrument
panel continuously informs the driver
about fuel consumption, distance
remaining before next fuel-up, trip
distance, etc. 

SIMPLE, USEFUL FEATURES 
A high driving position offers a

commanding view supported by a
wide windscreen for greater visibility.

The Dokker Van is also packed with
a variety of solutions that simplify the
day-to-day life of drivers, with ingen-
ious spaces for optimal stowage. For a
peaceful and relaxing drive, the
Dokker Van also benefits from highly
efficient sound absorption fittings. In

addition, the 15” wheels soak up the
bumps with Mac Pherson struts with
wishbone arms at the front, and H-
type torsion beam with programmed
deflection coil spring suspension at
the rear. ABS and driver airbag are
standard safety equipment. Driving is
safe with standard audio controls on
the steering to help operate the Radio
and Bluetooth functions, without hav-
ing to take the eyes off the road. 

The optional cruise control mecha-
nism available on the Dokker Van with
speed-limiter is unique in the segment
and helps the driver to keep a safe
speed.

While a tubular safety partition
behind the driver’s seat is standard,
the Dokker Van can be ordered with a
folding and fully removable passenger
‘Easy Seat’ to increase loading capacity
from 3.3 M3 to 3.9 M3. The load length

in such case also increases to 3.11
meters. Foldable and removable, the
passenger ‘Easy Seat’ shows its full
ingenuity when the backrest folds
down to form a temporary desk. The
passenger ‘Easy Seat’ option includes a
wire mesh partition between the driv-
er and cargo threshold. While the driv-
er side of the mesh partition is fixed,
the passenger side of the mesh parti-
tion pivots and opens to allow addi-

tional loading length once the passen-
ger seat is folded or removed. For
complete privacy of the cargo area,
the Dokker Van can also be ordered
with a full partition between the driver
and cargo area including a window for
rear view.

A clever and practical full-length
overhead storage rack above the driv-
er and passenger holds a volume of
12 liters and can be used to store light

personal items or private files and
documents. The high quality interior
has a 2-block dashboard with a
carved-out storage area enough to
store files, charts and even place a lap-
top without the risk of it falling.
Additional 37.6 liters of available stor-
age: voluminous and accessible
glovebox, door compartments, etc.
are all standard. Each front door can
hold 1.5L bottles.

Unique in the segment again is info-
tainment with the optional higher level
Media Nav navigation system. Media
Nav is intuitive to use thanks to its 7”
touch screen with customisable 2D or
3D Bird view navigation Arabic and
English GCC map displays with bright-
ness adjustments & voice guidance.

Media Nav as a multi-media system
includes radio, AUX and USB.

Bluetooth is standard as well on
the Dokker’s standard base audio unit
as well as on Media Nav. Hands free
telephony and the additional advan-
tage of audio streaming technology
help to play favourite songs from a
mobile phone wirelessly and directly
onto the Dokker Van’s music system. 8
mobile phone devices can be con-
nected to the Bluetooth enabled
Media Nav with phonebook and call
history.

Wooden flooring and interior pan-
elling in the cargo area are amongst
the various accessories available. The
wood protection kits are designed to
protect the Dokker Van’s rear loading
space and are made from marine-
quality plywood with non-slip treat-
ment. Storage bin kit is another
wooden accessory to arrange and
store tools and is the perfect comple-
ment to a full wooden protection kit.

Accessorized high-strength grilles
for the rear window protect goods
against theft and deter vehicle break-
ins. Accessories in the range also
include transverse roof bars, textile
carpet mats, volume and perimeter
alarm with or without remote control,
15” alloy wheels, and many others.

The Dokker is a reliable and
durable van with a modern design
that makes it look instantly recogniza-
ble. It has undergone a range of tests
in order to check the robustness and
reliability of the vehicle in all possible
conditions using LCV specifications:
Sub-Frame, Body and Underbody.
Available in five colors with solid and
metallic color options, one may
choose from Glacier White, Navy Blue,
Comet Grey, Star Grey and Pearl Black.

The new Renault Dokker Van is on
sale in GCC in May 2015. It benefits
with a 3 year / 100,000 Km standard
manufacturer’s warranty. Prices, spe-
cific offers, equipment options and a
range of utilitarian accessories may be
advised to customers by professional
sales teams at each of Renault’s show-
rooms in the region.

Renault brings the all-new Dokker Van 
Modern and efficient transportation solution for businesses

KUWAIT: Zain Group, a leading inno-
vator in mobile telecom in eight mar-
kets across the Middle East and Africa,
announces its strategic partnership of
this year’s World Economic Forum
(WEF) set to take place in Jordan’s
Dead Sea 21-23 May. The World
Economic Forum is the international
institution committed to improving
the state of the world by engaging
business, political, academic, and other
leaders of society to shape global,
regional, and industry agendas.

As a strategic partner associate,
Zain will also participate at the WEF in
Davos in January 2016 and the be part
of two WEF Global Challenge
Partnerships that focus on
‘Employment, Skills and Human
Capital’ and the one hand and ‘The
Future of the Internet’ on the other.

With the full support and presence
of Their Majesties King Abdullah II and
Queen Rania, the Forum is convening
over 800 key leaders from govern-
ment, business, and civil society to
support a comprehensive and for-
ward-looking vision for prosperity and
peace across the MENA region. Senior
executives from Zain Group and Zain
Jordan will be involved in panel ses-
sions and key discussions that will be
take place over the 3 day event.

Directly building on recent initia-

tives by leaders in the region and inter-
nationally, this special meeting will
provide a high-level public/private
coordination platform to respond to
shared economic, societal, and geo-
political imperatives. Particular empha-
sis will be placed on the advancement

of youth, which is absolutely key for
long-term success of current efforts to
counter marginalization and radicaliza-
tion. 

As a leading innovator and employ-
er in the region, Zain Group deemed it
appropriate to participate in this event
given that the company’s impact
extends well beyond its business oper-
ations, and that the region is going
through a period of unprecedented
change and uncertainty. 

Scott Gegenheimer, Zain Group

CEO, commented: “The Middle East is
experiencing an unprecedented ‘youth
bulge’ with around a third of the popu-
lation under the age of 30; which is the
highest proportion of youth to adults
in the region’s history. By partnering

with the World Economic Forum, we
aim to play a pivotal role in helping
address the unemployment gap by
supporting governments and other
institutions to implement sound eco-
nomic and social policies. In doing so,
we can capitalize on this ‘bulge’ by
being more productive and working
together towards building a better

future for all.”
Gegenheimer continued:

“Technology is playing an increasingly
important role in the lives of people
both at home and at work, this is par-
ticularly true in the case of young peo-
ple. As a provider of the latest tech-
nologies, we are fully committed to
using our influence to improve the
lives of people in all the markets in
which we operate, beyond our 46 mil-
lion customer base.”

In light of the changing geo-poli-
tics and geo-economics of the region,
the forthcoming World Economic
Forum meeting will also hold high-lev-
el dialogs on the security and humani-
tarian imperatives with the goal to
advance shared understanding and
action, including with regard to those
conflict areas in the MENA region.

The program of the Dead Sea
meeting will be based on the Forum’s
Transformation Maps, an innovative
analytical tool to inform decision mak-
ing on the region. Reflecting the
Forum’s status as an international insti-
tution for public/private cooperation,
the meeting will integrate ongoing,
impact-oriented initiatives such as the
New Vision for Arab Employment, Arab
Economies in Transition, and the
Global Strategic Infrastructure
Initiative. 

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank held its Al-Danah daily draws
on May 10th, 2015, announcing the names of its
winners for the week of May 3 to May 7. The Al-
Danah daily draws include draws each working
day for two prizes of KD1000 per winner.  

The winners are: 
(Sunday 3/5): Salim Adhan Munther Al-

Shemary, Bushra Hassan Abdullah Al-Eidan
(Monday 4/5): Sarah Ahmed Ibraheem Nassar,

Faisal Dhahi Oudah Al-Fadhli
(Tuesday 5/5): Abdullah Dbyan Khalid Al-

Otaibi, Mufeed Hussain Mohammed Al-Naser
(Wednesday 6/5): Mohammad Younes Majdi,

Ziad Saad Elsayed Elroubi
(Thursday 7/5): Arwa Moussa Jafar Mulla

Jomaa, Ibtisam Rajab Mohammed Ameen
Gulf Bank’s Al-Danah 2015 draw lineup

includes daily draws (2 winners per working day
each receive KD1000). Al-Danah’s 2nd Quarterly
draw will be held on 25 June (KD250,000,
KD125,000, and KD25,000), 3rd Quarter - 17
September (KD500,000, KD125,000, and
KD25,000). The final Al-Danah draw for the million
dinars will be held on 7 January, 2016 whereby the
Al-Danah millionaire will be announced alongside
winners of KD250,000 and KD50,000.

Seven reasons why the Al-Danah 
account is the best:

1) Each year, every eligible account holder gets
the opportunity to win Kuwait’s single biggest
cash prize of KD 1 million

2) Customers’ chances are calculated on a daily

basis and added up for every draw. 
3) Gulf Bank is the only bank in Kuwait to transfer

all of its customers’ Al Danah loyalty chances
from the previous year into the next one.

4) The Al-Danah account gives away the highest
amount of prize money 

5) The daily draw has two winners drawn for
every working day, each receiving KD1,000.

6) With 64 draws a year, and up to 532 winners,
Gulf Bank’s Al-Danah account offers you the
highest number of draws and winners

7) Al Danah account also offers customers the
best quarterly prizes, with quarterly prizes
ranging from KD25,000 up to KD500,000. 
Open an account and deposit now to win big,

live big, with Al-Danah 2015. 
Al-Danah also offers a number of unique serv-

ices including the Al-Danah Deposit Only ATM
card which helps account holders deposit their
money at their convenience; as well as the Al
Danah calculator to help customers calculate their
chances of becoming an Al-Danah winner. 

Gulf Bank’s Al-Danah account is open to
Kuwaitis and all residents of Kuwait. Customers
who open an account and/ or deposit more will
enter the draw within two days. To take part in the
Al-Danah 2015 upcoming yearly draw, customers
must have an Al-Danah account containing at
least KD 200. To be part of the Al-Danah draws,
customers can visit one of Gulf Bank’s 58 branches,
transfer on line, or call the Customer Contact
Center on 1805805 for assistance and guidance. 

Gulf Bank announces winners 
of Al-Danah daily draws

Zain partners with WEF to support region’s prosperity

Scott Gegenheimer, 
Zain Group CEO



“Certain people cannot have at the back
of their minds the notion that as time
goes on, the endurance of the Greek side
will be tested and that its red lines will
fade,” Tsipras told a conference.

“If they have it in mind, they should
forget it, this choice will bring the oppo-
site” to a deal, he said.

Four months of deadlock between
Greece’s new radical Syriza-led govern-
ment and its EU-IMF creditors over the
reforms needed to release a final 7.2 bil-
lion euros in bailout funds has led to con-
cerns Athens is running critically short of
cash and may soon end up defaulting,
which could set off a messy exit from the
euro.

The government is reportedly hoping
to reach a deal in early June. Athens
faces a hefty repayment schedule to the
International Monetary Fund and the
European Central Bank in the coming
months, while continuing to pay salaries
and pensions.

Finance Minister Yanis Varoufakis has
warned that the country risks running
out of cash within two weeks if no deal is

reached with its creditors to unlock the
last tranche of aid funds.

Around 1.5 billion euros are due to
the IMF in June, and then more than six
bill ion euros must be paid to the
European Central Bank (ECB) in July and
August. However, Tsipras insisted Friday
that domestic payments were safe, and
ruled out any cuts to salaries and pen-
sions.

“I want to assure the Greek people
that there is no possibility that the gov-
ernment will retreat on salaries and pen-
sions. They have suffered enough,” the
PM said. Tsipras said “common ground”
had been reached in the four-month
creditor talks, “making us optimistic that
we are very close to a deal.”

But he insisted that any deal had to
include a restructuring of Greece’s enor-
mous public debt, an issue that key euro-
zone countries such as Germany are
unlikely to accept. The PM added that
Greece since August had repaid 17.5 bil-
lion euros in loans to its creditors on its
own resources. This was “legal” but not
necessarily “moral”, Tsipras said. — AFP
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ATHENS: Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras had
warned foreign officials that Athens would
not be able to pay the 750 million euros ($845
million) due this month to the International
Monetary Fund, Greek newspapers said yes-
terday.

The reports came less than a week after
Athens admitted that it tapped into an emer-
gency account to pay back the loan, in order
to avoid crashing out of the euro-zone.

On May 8, Tsipras wrote to European
Commission, IMF and European Central Bank
officials to warn them that Greece would be
unable to meet its May 12 deadline, unless its
creditors agreed to release a final 7.2-billion-
euro ($8.2-billion) tranche of its bailout,

Kathimerini daily said, citing European offi-
cials.

The newspaper also said Tsipras contacted
US Treasury Secretary Jack Lew. But
Kathimerini said Greece’s creditors saw the
warning as a “possible bluff”.

Greece won some support in the latest
round of debt talks as it battles to keep itself
solvent, but eurozone finance ministers have
demanded more key reforms before they
agree to release the funds.

Scrambling to pay its debt, the Greek gov-
ernment ended up drawing 660 million euros
($750 million) from a special account held at
the IMF, and scraping together the rest of the
sum just in time.

Tsipras also wanted 1.9 billion euros ($2.2
billion) in profits made by the ECB from Greek
bonds purchased in 2010, and 1.2 billion
euros ($1.4 billion) Athens claims it unduly
paid to the European Financial Stability
Facility. Confirming the reports, Vima weekly
said the Greek government warned it did not
have the money to pay the IMF back.

The prime minister’s office did not com-
ment on the reports. Billions more in loan
repayments are due over the next three
months.

Greece’s left-wing government will not
abandon its refusal to cut salaries and pen-
sions in tough talks with its EU-IMF creditors,
Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras said on Friday.

Greece warned of cash crisiS ahead of deadline
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Last week, the market witnessed a con-
tinuation of the US dollar sell-off against
its major counterparts, as data from the
US economy continued to disappoint,
dampening expectations of a rebound
in growth in the second quarter follow-
ing the previous quarter’s disappointing
0.2 percent reading. The Dollar contin-
ued to trade close to a 4-month low
against a basket of major currencies.   

Early in the week, the Euro came
under pressure as fears of a Greek exit
from the European Union weighed on
the currency pair, which fell to a low of
1.1155. However, strong GDP figures in
the Euro Zone that showed countries
such as France and Italy growing at a
faster-than-expected rate helped push
the single currency higher. The pair
remained supported as yields on 10-year
German bunds soared, reflecting eased
concerns over risk of deflation in the
common-currency bloc. The jump in
yields helped narrow the gap between
German and US 10-year bond yields to
154 basis points from 180 basis points a
month ago. That combined with disap-
pointing figures from the US helped the
Euro touch a high of 1.1467, before clos-
ing the week at 1.1451.      

The Sterling opened the week on a
strong footing following the elections.
The currency continued its rally
throughout the week as economic data
showed that the manufacturing sector
is performing better than expected,
pushing the pair above the 1.5600. The
currency reached a six-month high of
1.5814 as demand for the US dollar was
under pressure after a disappointing
retail sales figure. The Pound closed the
week at 1.5727. The Japanese yen
opened the week at 119.81. The curren-
cy then gained against the greenback as
disappointing US economic data added
downward pressure on the US dollar,
pushing the pair to a low of 118.89. The
yen later lost most of its gains and
closed the week at 119.25. 

The Australian dollar rose to 3.5-
month highs against the US dollar, as
disappointing economic data continued
to weigh on the greenback. The Aussie
reached a high of 0.8164, its highest
since January. The currency lost some of
its momentum at the end of the week
and closed at 0.8034. 

Retail sales disappoint
Sales in the US were unchanged in

April, starting the second quarter on a
weak note, as consumers remained
reluctant to over spending. The reading
followed a revised 1.1 percent gain in
March that was the biggest in a year
and larger than previously estimated.
Economists called for a 0.2 percent gain
in April. Consumers have been using the
drop in gasoline prices to ramp up sav-
ings, as wages showed slow pick up,
which may curb the projected rebound
in US growth this quarter. That casts
doubts on how soon Federal Reserve

policy makers, who need to be con-
vinced growth is gaining momentum
after a first-quarter slump, will be able
to raise interest rates.

Drop in producer prices  
Wholesale prices in the US unex-

pectedly declined in April from the pre-
vious month, indicating that inflation
continues to be confined. The 0.4 per-
cent drop in the producer price index
followed a 0.2 percent gain in March
that was the first increase in five
months. The decrease also exceeded
expectations. Meanwhile, wholesale
prices fell 1.3 percent on an annual
basis, the most since 2010, versus a 0.8
percent drop in March.

Unemployment claims 
The number of Americans filing new

claims for unemployment benefits fell
last week to near a 15-year low, indicat-
ing that the jobs market was on a solid
footing even as the economy struggles
to regain momentum after abruptly
slowing in the first quarter. Initial claims
for state unemployment benefits
slipped by 1,000 to a seasonally adjust-
ed 264,000 for the week ended May 9th,
the Labor Department said last week,
close to a 15-year low reached two
weeks ago. Claims have been below
300,000, a threshold associated with a
strengthening labor market, for 10
straight weeks. Economists had forecast
claims rising to 275,000. Meanwhile, the
four-week moving average of claims,
considered a better measure of labor
market trends as it reduces the weekly
volatility, fell to the lowest level since
April 2000.

Empire Index still soft 
The US Empire Manufacturing Index

improved to 3.09 in May from -1.19 in
April, which had been the first negative
reading for the index since December.
Economists had expected the index to
rise to 5.0 this month. However, a read-
ing above zero still indicates expansion
in the economy. The indexes for both
prices paid and prices received were
lower this month. The prices paid index
fell ten points to 9.4, its lowest level since
2012, indicating that input price increas-
es slowed. The prices received index
dropped three points to 1.0, suggesting
that selling prices were flat. In addition,
factory production stalled in April, as
American manufacturers were impacted
by a strong Dollar and cheap oil. 

US consumer sentiment dropped
more than expected in May. The
University of Michigan’s preliminary
May reading on the overall index on
consumer sentiment was 88.6, down
from the final April reading of 95.9. The
reading came in well below Analysts’
expectation of 96.0.The survey’s sub
index on business conditions fell to 99.8
from 107.0 in April, while a reading on
consumer expectations declined to

81.5 from 88.8. 

EU GDP boosted 
Euro-zone economic growth was

slightly weaker than expected in the
first quarter because of slower than
anticipated expansion in Germany, but
it was still the fastest rate of growth in
almost two years. The European Union’s
statistics office, Eurostat, said gross
domestic product in the 19 countries
rose 0.4 percent quarter-on-quarter in
the January-March period for a 1.0 per-
cent year-on-year rise. Economists
polled by Reuters had expected a 0.5
percent quarterly expansion and a 1.1
percent annual gain. Economists are
linking the improvement in growth to
lower food and energy prices, a weak
euro and the asset-buying program
that the European Central Bank started
in early March. Germany’s GDP grew by
0.3 percent in the quarter, down from
0.7 percent in the previous three
months and lower than expectations of
0.5 percent. Meanwhile, French GDP
expanded by 0.6 percent, its strongest
rate in two years, boosted by a 0.8 per-
cent rise in consumer spending.
Similarly, Italy, the Euro zone’s third
biggest economy, grew by 0.3 percent
quarter-on-quarter, slightly more than
expected, thanks to a pick-up in
domestic demand, fuelling hopes of a
recovery this year after three years of
recession.

UK industrial production rose the
most since September last year as oil
and gas extraction surged and manu-
facturing increased for a second month.
Output gained 0.5 percent in March
from the previous month. Economists
had forecast no change. At the same
time, manufacturing rose 0.4 percent in
March from February, exceeding the 0.3
percent estimated in the market. Oil and
gas extraction surged 4.9 percent, the
most since February 2014. Within manu-
facturing, the monthly increase was led
by pharmaceuticals, furniture and the
repair of ships and aircraft. From a year
earlier, industrial output rose by 0.7 per-
cent and manufacturing production
increased by 1.1 percent, both more
than economists had forecast.

Average earnings in the UK picked
up slightly more than expected in the
first quarter, while the unemployment
rate fell to its lowest since mid-2008.
The Office for National Statistics report-
ed that the total average weekly earn-
ings in the three months to March,
including bonuses, rose 1.9 percent
compared with the same period a year
earlier, and from 1.7 percent in
February. A Reuters’s poll had shown
that economists expected total earn-
ings to rise by 1.8 percent.

The number of unemployed people
fell by 35,000 in the first quarter to 1.83
million, bringing the unemployment
rate to 5.5 percent, its lowest level since
July 2008.Unemployment has fallen

sharply since the middle of 2013, but
earnings only recently started to inch
upwards. Inflation plunged to zero per-
cent in February and in March, pushed
down by tumbling oil prices. In March
alone, total pay rose by 3.3 percent, the
biggest increase since April 2013. The
number of people claiming unemploy-
ment benefit in April fell by 12,600, the
smallest decline since March 2013,
compared with a forecast from econo-
mists for a fall of 20,000.

BoE rate and inflation report
The Bank of England kept its main

rate steady at 0.50 percent and the size
of its bond portfolio unchanged at 375
billion pounds and offered no state-
ment after the meeting as widely
expected. Later in the week, in its quar-
terly inflation report, the Bank of
England cut its forecasts for British eco-
nomic growth over the next three
years, stating that it would only start to
raise interest rates in around a year’s
time, in tandem with market expecta-
tions. The central bank now expects
economic growth this year of 2.5 per-
cent, it said in its quarterly Inflation
Report, down from a 2.9 percent pro-
jection in February and closer to most
other expectations in the market.
Additionally, the bank lowered growth
projections for 2016 and 2017 to 2.6
percent and 2.4 percent respectively.
The bank added that its growth down-
grade was due to the likelihood that
interest rates may increase faster than
markets had expected three months
ago, a stronger currency and a weaker
outlook for house building and produc-
tivity. On inflation, the central bank lift-
ed its 2015 forecast to 0.6 percent from
0.5 percent, and cut the 2016 forecast
to 1.6 percent from 1.8 percent. The
central bank also cut its forecast for
wages to 2.5 percent by the end of this
year versus an earlier forecast of 3.5
percent, before wage growth picks up
to 4 percent in 2016. 

People Bank of China lowers rates
Last week, China’s central bank cut

its benchmark lending rate by 25 basis
points to 5.1 percent, its third reduction
since November, as economic growth
drops to levels not seen since the glob-
al financial crisis. The People’s Bank of
China (PBOC) also reduced one-year
benchmark deposit rates by 25 basis
points to 2.25 percent. The central bank
said the move would support the
healthy development of the economy.
Economists said it is not a matter of “if”,
but “when” China will ease policy again
after economic growth in the first quar-
ter cooled to 7 percent, the slowest
pace since 2009.

Kuwait
Kuwaiti dinar at 0.30095
The USDKD opened at 0.30095 yes-

terday morning.

JEFFERSON CITY, Missouri: Alarmed about
cities trying to outlaw plastic bags, the director
of the Missouri Grocers Association decided to
do something about it. So Dan Shaul turned to
his state legislator- himself - and guided a bill to
passage barring local governments from ban-
ning the bags.

Shaul’s dual role in state government and
business may be a bit out of the norm. Yet his
actions are not. In capitols across the country,
businesses are increasingly using their clout to
back laws prohibiting cities and counties from
doing things that might affect their ability to
make money.

In the past five years, roughly a dozen states
have enacted laws barring local governments
from requiring businesses to provide paid sick
leave to employees. The number of states ban-
ning local minimum wages has grown to 15.
And while oil-rich states such as Texas and
Oklahoma are pursuing bills banning local
restrictions on drilling, other states where agri-
culture is big business have been banning local
limitations on the types of seeds sown for crops.

It seems no issue is too small for businesses
to take to capitol halls. Wisconsin has banned
local bans on sugary drinks. Arizona and Florida
have barred local governments from forbidding
toys in fast-food meals. And Utah has barred
cities from requiring bicyclists to be served in
drive-thru lanes.

In each case, states have stepped in after
city officials somewhere in the nation proposed
local policies that business leaders didn’t like.
Businesses have warned lawmakers that a
potential patchwork of local regulations could
be bad for the economy.

“We need to give companies and business-
es some predictability and some consistency in
their operations so that they can grow,” said
Shaul, a freshman Republican representative
from the St.  Louis suburb of Imperial, whose
anti-bag ban measure is pending before
Democratic Gov. Jay Nixon.

Environmental activists in Columbia, who
pushed for the ban on single-use plastic bags at
grocery stores, were jolted by the state inter-
vention. “I was horrified, just really demoralized,”
when the legislation passed, said Sierra Club
member Jan Dye. “They just want to remove
local control.”

The Missouri bill goes beyond plastic bags.
It also would also prohibit local governments
from requiring businesses to provide employ-
ees paid sick leave, vacation or health, disability
and retirement benefits. And it would block
cities and counties from adopting their own
“living wage” requirements.

States have pre-empted some local policies
for decades. A movement to restrict local gun
ordinances began in 1971, for example, and
has been enacted as law in 45 states, according
to the National Rifle Association. State lawmak-
ers in Oklahoma and Michigan this year are
pushing similar measures for knives. Some
experts trace a rise in states pre-empting local
ordinances to the 2010 elections, when
Republicans won control of 25 legislatures and

29 governors’ offices. Republicans have
expanded their power since then and now
hold complete control of three times as many
legislatures and governors’ offices as
Democrats.

In some cases, those new Republican
officeholders have received generous financial
support from business interests. Shaul, for
example, got about one-quarter of his contri-
butions for his 2014 campaign from people
and organizations affiliated with the food
industry. In other instances, business lobbyists
have simply found a more sympathetic ear in
GOP legislatures.

“The fights over economic policy have
overwhelmingly shifted to the states” away
from the federal government, said Gordon
Lafer, a political scientist at the University of
Oregon who studies state labor laws. He
added: “There’s kind of a race going on, which
is can local ordinances be passed faster than
influence at the state level can pre-empt
them?” In Utah, a new Salt Lake City ordinance
requiring businesses to serve bicyclists in their
drive-thru lanes lasted only a few months
before the restaurant industry persuaded legis-
lators to overturn it.  Restaurant owners argued
that mixing bikes with cars would be danger-
ous.

City officials “were not going to negotiate
with us any further,” said Melva Sine, president
of the Utah Restaurant Association. So “our
only recourse was to go and present the issue
before the state legislature.”

Nationally, the restaurant industry also has
backed state efforts to pre-empt local wage-and
benefits mandates. At one national meeting of
conservative state lawmakers, a restaurant asso-
ciation  executive circulated model legislation
based on a 2011 Wisconsin law that pre-empted
a Milwaukee ordinance.

National Restaurant Association spokes-
woman Christin Fernandez said “businesses are
operating in an already challenging regulatory
environment” and some policies are best decid-
ed statewide instead of city-by-city. For some
bicyclists who supported Salt Lake City’s drive-
thru ordinance, the state’s action seemed hypo-
critical. That’s because state lawmakers often
object when the federal government sets the
rules. “It’s just being contradictory, it’s just frus-
trating,” said Deb Henry, a bicycle rider who is
president of the Bicycle Collective, which refur-
bishes bikes for low-income residents in Salt
Lake City.

But such assertions by local activists and
officials may not carry much weight. That’s
because the US Constitution says the states
hold all powers not delegated to the federal
government.  Cities and counties, in turn, get
their powers from the states. City councils and
mayors “don’t have some kind of organic legal
authority to do whatever they want,” said
Missouri state Sen. Kurt Schaefer, a Republican
attorney general candidate from Columbia. “It
would be absolute bedlam what some of these
communities would do to their citizens if they
had that ability.”  —AP

States saying ‘no’ to 
cities seeking to 

regulate businesses

Dollar drops as economic data disappoints
NBK MONEY MARKETS REPORT

KUWAIT: Hyundai Motor Company is this year
celebrating the 30th anniversary of one of its
best-selling models, the Sonata mid-size sedan.
The Sonata, which made its debut in 1985 in
Korea, has played a pivotal role in Hyundai’s
growth and reputation, especially in the
Middle East and Africa, where it was launched
in 1988, and by April 2015 it had registered
sales of some 314,181 units in this region
alone.

In total, it has recorded sales of over 7.3 mil-
lion units globally since its introduction 30
years ago, ensuring its place as a family sedan
much loved by customers all around the world.

During its 30-year history, the Sonata has
been constantly reinvented with a fresh new
look and innovative technologies to ensure
each generation is the leader in the class. Most
recently, the Korean brand introduced the All-
New Sonata,7th Generation, to the Middle
East in September 2014. 

“Over the past 30 years we have continued
to aspire to become the world’s most beloved
brand and the ongoing success of the Sonata
has helped contribute to this goal,” said James
Kim, Vice-President and Head of Hyundai
Africa and Middle East.  “Since 1988, this iconic
model has been a huge factor in Hyundai’s
growth not only in Africa and the Middle East
but around the world, this is thanks to the
constant reinvention of the model which has
ensured that it has continued to stay ahead of
competitor models and at the forefront of our
customer’s minds.”

The latest generation, named the All-New
Sonata stays true to Hyundai’s acclaimed
‘Modern Premium’ brand direction, where it
offers modern styling, excellent performance,
and practical application of the latest Hyundai
technologies. It is the second model have
been designed using Hyundai’s Fluidic
Sculpture 2.0 philosophy boasting dramatic
looks and a design concept that focuses on
‘Inner Force’, a theme that points to evolved
aesthetics and confident perfection. 

History of the Sonata
1st Generation Sonata (1985)

The 1st Generation Sonata was one of
the first models designed with Hyundai
M otor ’s  in-house capabi l i t ies.  The 1st
Generation Sonata began the legacy of
Sonata by exceeding 1 million unit sales in
Korea by a single model name for the first
time.

2nd Generation Sonata (1988)
Unlike the 1st Generation model, the 2nd

Generation Sonata employed a front wheel
drive system. As Korea’s first independently
designed model, it departed from the angu-
lar design and adopted a curvy aerodynam-
ic design. The facelift, launched in 1991, was
the first model to be badged with a revised
Hyundai Motor logo.

3rd Generation Sonata (1993)
The 1990s saw the world turn digital, and

the Sonata  was  no except ion.  The 3rd
Generation Sonata enjoyed a great boost in
popularity due to many advanced features,
including automated side mirrors and ABS. 

4th Generation Sonata (1998)
T h e  4 t h  G e n e r a t i o n  S o n a t a  w a s

launched in 1998. The mid-sized sedan
was sold in Europe and was equipped with
a n  i n t e r n a l l y  d e ve l o p e d  e n g i n e  a n d
H yundai  I nte l l igent  Vehic le  E lec tronic
Control (HIVEC) transmission. It became
the highest scoring mid-sized sedan in the
2004 J.D. Power Initial Quality Survey in
the U.S. 

5th Generation Sonata (2004)
The 5th Generation Sonata was devel-

oped to achieve the goal of becoming a
world- class car.  The design adopted a
European style, boasting both elegance and
character. Equipped with advanced features
and a greatly improved safety rating, the 5th
Generation Sonata received unanimous
praise from its customers.

6th Generation Sonata (2009)
The 6th Generation Sonata was one of the

first Hyundai Motor models to employ the
Fluidic Sculpture design philosophy. Its bold
and unique design, powerful engine and sol-
id performance created a sensation in the
mid-sized sedan market all around the world
with record unit sales, allowing Sonata to
become one of the Hyundai Motor’s most
recognizable models. In addition, the Sonata
Hybrid was introduced in 2010.

7th Generation Sonata (2014)
The All-new Sonata, 7th Generation, has

further refined and balanced the trendy style
of the evolved version of Hyundai Motor’s
Fluidic Sculpture design philosophy, making
it truly pioneering in the mid-sized sedan

class in terms of both design and perform-
ance. Every detail has been upgraded to per-
fection and various design elements have
been balanced to embrace consistency to
achieve the ‘essential qualities’ of an automo-

bile. Launched in the Middle East in Jordan
in September 2014, the 7th Generation
Sonata impresses customers with superb dri-
vability, safety and emotional satisfaction, as
well as advanced features. 

Hyundai Motor celebrates Sonata’s 30th anniversary 
Over 7.3m units sold globally, making it one of Hyundai’s best-selling passenger cars

The new Sonata 2014 at Middle East launch

First generation Sonata (1985) 5th Generation Sonata (2004) 
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DUBAI: Ford Mustang fans around the Middle East
can now see and test drive the all-new 2015 Ford
Mustang at their nearest Ford dealership. The latest
model is loaded with innovative technologies, deliv-
ering high levels of performance and style, making
the 2015 Mustang the next chapter in the life of one
of the world’s most iconic cars. 

“Ford Mustang inspires passion like no other car,”
said Kalyana Sivagnanam, the Marketing, Sales and
Service director for Ford Middle East & North Africa.

“The visceral look, sound and performance of
Mustang resonates with people across the region,
even if they’ve never driven one. Mustang is defi-
nitely more than just a car - it is the heart and soul of
Ford,” he said. Mustang’s impact goes well beyond
the 9 million-plus cars sold in its 50 years of continu-
ous production. It has made thousands of appear-
ances in film, television, music and video games,
and is the world’s most-liked vehicle on Facebook. 

The Mustang experience
The way Mustang looks, drives and sounds is key

to the visceral experience that makes drivers just
want to get in the driver’s seat and hit the road. The
Mustang is the first car to offer four-, six- and eight-
cylinder engines that each produce at least 304
horsepower. With more powertrain options to
choose from, there is a Mustang to fit any lifestyle.
The 3.7-liter V6 and upgraded 5.0-liter V8 are joined
by an all-new 2.3-liter EcoBoost engine that brings
state-of-the-art technology to Mustang.

The Mustang’s EcoBoost engine uses direct injec-
tion, variable cam timing and turbocharging to
deliver plenty of usable performance across a broad
RPM range. A unique intake manifold and tur-
bocharger housing enable it to deliver the perform-
ance Mustang drivers expect with 325 horsepower
and 323 lb.-ft. of torque.

“This EcoBoost engine delivers where a Mustang
driver expects it to, with a broad, flat torque curve
that pours out when you stand on it for easy passing
or hustling down a twisty road,” said Dave Pericak,
Ford Mustang chief engineer.

Mustang GT continues with the latest edition of

the throaty 5.0-liter V8, now featuring an upgraded
valvetrain and cylinder heads that help boost out-
put to 421 horsepower and 391 lb.-ft. of torque. A
new intake manifold features charge motion control
valves to partially close off port flow at lower engine
speeds. This increases the air charge tumble and
swirl for improved air-fuel mixing resulting in
improved efficiency and idle stability. 

With 304 horsepower and 280 lb.-ft. of torque on
tap from the standard 3.7-liter V6, even the most
accessible Mustang delivers the performance cus-
tomers expect.Drivers will appreciate smoother
shifts from the updated manual gearbox, while a
reworked automatic transmission features new
steering wheel-mounted shift paddles for drivers
who want the choice between convenience and
control.

All-new shape, yet unmistakably Mustang
The clean-sheet design of both Mustang fastback

and convertible evokes the essential character of
the brand, retaining key design elements - including
the long sculpted hood and short rear deck - with
contemporary execution.

Several key design features define the all-new
Mustang, including:

* A lower, wider stance with a reduction in roof
height, and wider rear fenders and track

* The return of Mustang fastback with a sleeker
profile enabled by more steeply sloped windshield
and rear glass

* Three-dimensional, tri-bar taillamps with
sequential turn signals

* Contemporary execution of the signature shark-
bite front fascia and trapezoidal grille

The information and controls an active driver
needs are all readily accessible in the aviation-
inspired cockpit, which is executed with the highest
degree of craftsmanship ever found in a Mustang.
Large, clear instrumentation puts vehicle informa-
tion right in front of the driver in the roomier cabin,
while improved ergonomics and tactile switches
and knobs provide better control. The added width
and a new rear suspension contribute to improved
shoulder and hip room for rear-seat passengers, and

a more usefully shaped trunk can accommodate two
golf bags.

Slipping through the air
Design and performance are two of the essential

attributes that have made Mustang appeal to mil-
lions of fans for five decades. Performance can be
improved by increasing the output of the power-
plant or reducing the amount of work it has to do.
The sleeker shape helps itslip through the air with
less effort.

Each of Mustang’s three available engines gets a
unique grille that allows in only as much air as that
specific powerplant needs. Active grille shutters will
help make the Mustang powered by the new 2.3-
liter EcoBoost engine even more fuel efficient by fur-
ther reducing drag at higher speeds when extra
cooling capacity is not needed. The shutters can
completely close off the grille, sending air over and
around the car instead of through the engine com-
partment.

Carving up the curves
When life throws drivers a curve, the all-new

Mustang sets new handling benchmarks for the
brand, delivering world-class dynamics and ride
quality.

Mustang features all-new front and rear suspen-
sion systems. At the front, a new perimeter sub-
frame helps to stiffen the structure while reducing
mass, providing a better foundation for more pre-
dictable wheel control that benefits handling, steer-
ing and ride.

The new double-ball-joint front MacPherson
strut system also enables the use of larger, more
powerful brakes. The 2015 Mustang has the most
capable brake lineup ever offered on a Mustang.

At the rear is an all-new integral-link independ-
ent rear suspension. The geometry, springs,
dampers and bushings all have been specifically
modified and tuned for this high-performance appli-
cation. New aluminum rear knuckles help reduce
unsprung mass for improved ride and handling.

Smarter than your average pony
The all-new Mustang features a significant

amount of innovative technologies providing driv-
ers with enhanced information, control and connec-
tivity when they want it. From Intelligent Access
with push-button start to SYNC and MyKey in every
Mustang built, plus standard Track Apps, MyColor
gauges and a new Shaker Pro Audio System, drivers
will be able to customize their time behind the
wheel.

The feeling of freedom and confidence Mustang
instills in its drivers is amplified when they can take
control of how the car behaves. On a twisty back
road or a weekend track day, the driver can tap the
toggle switches on the console to quickly adjust
steering effort, engine response, and transmission
and electronic stability control settings using the
available Selectable Drive Modes to create the per-
fect Mustang at any time.

The advanced new Ford-developed stability con-
trol system is tuned to maximize Mustang’s dynamic
capabilities. When the time comes to turn up the
wick at the track, Mustang GT includes standard
launch control on manual-transmission models that
enables drivers to achieve smooth, consistent starts
every time.

When it’s time to back off and relax for the drive
home, available advanced driver-assist features
including Blind Spot Information System (BLIS) with
cross-traffic alert and adaptive cruise control can
help ease the load, while SYNC with MyFord Touch
lets drivers control their smartphone apps to listen
to their favorite form of entertainment.

More airbags, more high-strength steel
An all-new inflatable airbag restraint design pro-

vides the front seat passenger with knee airbag pro-
tection while significantly reducing system size and
weight, enabling a roomier interior for more com-
fort. This new airbag is part of a standard compre-
hensive safety system that includes a more robust
package of sensors, safety belt anchor pretension-
ers, improved exterior lighting and double the total
number of airbags on the fastback Mustang.

All-new 2015 Ford Mustang powers into Mideast
Car offering high performance with sleek new design and innovative tech

KUWAIT: Joyalukkas - world’s favorite
jeweller has launched Turkish Jewellery
Fest across its showrooms to showcase
their refreshed brand, Zenina. Under
Zenina Collections, Joyalukkas offers
spell binding designs created by master
craftsmen in Turkey. The Zenina range
will showcase never before designs and
collections crafted in 22 K gold.

“Turkey is renowned for its Jewellery
and their exquisite designs are a rage
across the world. Under Zenina, we now
offer the best of Turkish Jewellery to our
discerning customers who are constant-
ly looking for new and trendy designs,”
said Joy Alukkas,  Chairman & MD,
Joyalukkas Group.

Zenina - Turkish Jewellery Collection
was launched by Erdem Ozan,
Consulate General of Turkey in the pres-
ence of John Paul Joy Alukkas, Executive
Director, Joyalukkas Group, Sonia John
Paul, Director, Joyalukkas Group and
other dignitaries at Big Joyalukkas, Al-

Fahidi Street branch. 
Zenina collection offers a choice of

mid range and premium Jewellery to
make it accessible to all types of cus-
tomers. The Zenina range of Jewellery is
a spectacle of rare designs and beautiful
works of ar t  that appeals to ever y
Jewellery lover.

“We are proud to relaunch Zenina,
Jeweller y inspired by Turkey.   Our
designs have a contemporary look with
intricate ethnic art embedded to create
a fusion that is  breathtaking. Our
Turkish Fest is a grand celebration of
incredible Turkey and their amazing
craftsmanship.” said Mr. John Paul Joy
Alukkas, Executive Director, Joyalukkas
Group.

During the Turkish Jewellery Fest,
customers are also being offered an
opportunity to purchase 8 gms gold
coin with Zero Making Charges. This is a
first time event which every Jewellery
lover should surely not miss.

Turkish Jewellery
Fest at Joyalukkas

KUWAIT: Highlighting the impor-
tance of a well-conditioned battery
for maximum safety and perform-
ance this summer, A R Albisher and Z
Alkazemi Co - the authorized general
distributor for Mercedes-Benz in
Kuwait - is offering customers a com-
plimentary battery health check from
now until 7 June 2015.

Mercedes-Benz customers can
take advantage of the special offer at
one of the three Mercedes-Benz
authorized service centres of Albisher
& Alkazemi Co conveniently located
in Shuwaikh, Al-Rai and Ahmadi. The
authorized service centres are
equipped with latest tools and diag-
nostic equipment and a team of qual-
ified technicians to ensure that vehi-
cles are serviced for optimum per-
formance, safety and comfort.  A 30
percent discount on replacement
batteries and all related parts further
highlights the special service and
savings Mercedes-Benz customers
enjoy, long after they leave the show-
room.

“A car battery is essential to the
life of any vehicle. Whether you’re lis-
tening to the radio, using the satellite
navigation system or charging your
phone, it’s the battery that charges all
electrical equipment in a car,” said
Michael Ruehle, CEO, Abdul Rahman
Albisher& Zaid Alkazemi Co. “At
Mercedes-Benz we do all we can to
ensure our customers experience the
smoothest drive, maximum enjoy-
ment, convenience and peace of
mind at all times.  We hope this small,
but essential service check is enjoyed
by our many customers in Kuwait
over the next month.”

Complimentary battery check and
discounted parts are available for the
full range of Mercedes-Benz SUVs,
sedans, coupes, cabriolets and road-
sters. All services are carried out
using only Genuine Mercedes-Benz
Parts in line with manufacturer
guidelines ensuring that only parts
scheduled for replacement are
changed, with written confirmation
of work done provided to customers

for peace of mind.
Mercedes-Benz owners can book

their complimentary vehicle check by
visiting the website: www.kuwait.
mercedesbenzme.comor by calling
Shuwaikh 1833111, Ext-200/254, for
Al-Rai 1833111, Ext-832 and for
Ahmadi 23982111 to make an
appointment. Pre-booked appoint-

ments enjoy priority service. All serv-
ice centres are open from Sat-Wed
07:30 am to 06:00 pm & on Thursdays
from 07:30 am to 12:00 pm.
Customers can browse through the
latest collection of lifestyle items and
car accessories and enjoy compli-
mentary Wi-Fi while waiting to get
cars checked. 

Mercedes-Benz keeps customers fully 
charged with complimentary battery check 

YAHOO! FINANCE recently
awarded its Innovation For The
Future Award to Guangzhou

Automobile Group Motor Co, Ltd.
(“GAC Motor”).  In the citation,
YAHOO! FINANCE said that the grand
award was presented to GAC MOTOR
as it has set a new benchmark for
Chinese cars. The introduction of the
GS4 reflects the company’s determi-
nation to compete in the internation-
al market with it models now on par
with its global rivals”. 

GAC MOTOR wins the
Innovation for The Future Award.

At the 2015 North American
International Auto Show, GAC
MOTOR showcased 3 models of inter-
national competitiveness, attracting
coverage from 20 leading media from
around the world, including The
Detroit Free Press, The Boston Post,
Examiner and The Huffington Post.
All these media see GAC MOTOR as
the most promising Chinese

automaker to become a world-class
brand and an important symbol that
Chinese auto brands have reached
the high end of the auto industry. 

Meanwhile, Forbes recently pub-
lished an article entitled 4 Things US
Business Owners Can Learn From
Their Counterparts Around The
World, reminding US businesses to
pay attention to their Chinese coun-
terparts which are now striving to go
global and lavishly praising Chinese
enterprises’ extraordinary adaptabili-
ty. The article especially used GAC
MOTOR’s global launch of GS4 SUV at
the 2015 Detroit Auto Show as an
example to show how Chinese busi-
nesses are not satisfied with opera-
tions on their home ground and
often plan from inception to be more
ambitious in their global strategies.
As for the topic of adaptability,
Forbes once asked GAC MOTOR’s
General Manager Song Wu to learn
more about strategies for the global
market. Mr. Wu shared with Forbes

how GAC MOTOR has adopted a con-
stant adaptive strategy to be success-
ful in the international space. Year
over year GAC MOTOR’s sales growth
has been exponential, and its success
is founded on what is called “positive
development”. By constantly learning
from consumers, integrating the
newest technologies while sticking to

its existing system and platform, GAC
MOTOR has gained a sustainable
competitive advantage. In other
words, GAC MOTOR adapts based on
the marketplace, not because there is
a trendy new technology. It only
applies the innovations that con-
sumer research suggests will matter
most. 

GAC Motor, represented by Mutawa Alkazi 
in Kuwait receives another global award 
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DUBAI: The first quarter of 2015 saw the
revelation of the most sophisticated
advanced persistent cyber espionage
threat to date: Equation. The Death Star
of the Malware Galaxy and linked to the
infernal Stuxnet and Flame super-
threats, its first known sample dates
back to 2002 and it is still active. The
same period also saw Kaspersky Lab
publish a detailed report on Carbanak,
the most profitable cybercriminal opera-
tion to date, with up to 1bln USD stolen
directly from banks; the discovery of the
first known Arabic cyber espionage
group, Desert Falcons and attacks by
Animal Farm, a French speaking cyber
espionage campaign.

In Q1, Kaspersky Lab’s experts con-
firmed they had discovered a threat
actor that surpassed anything known to
date in terms of complexity and sophisti-
cation of tools - The Equation Group.
Among its special features are the ability
to infect hard drive firmware, the use of
an “interdiction” technique to infect vic-

tims and an ability to mimic criminal
malware.

“In the last few years, Kaspersky Lab
has observed many advanced cyber
threat actors, appearing to be fluent in
many languages, such asRussian,
Chinese, English, Koreanor Spanish. In
2015 we reported on cyber threats
“speaking” Arabic and French, and the
question is “who will be next?” During
many years of analyzing malware code
we also have seen different levels of
malicious skills - from the standard
“pack” of backdoors and the exploitation
of known vulnerabilities to complex
cyber espionage platforms, or even tools
as powerful as those used by the
Equation Group. 

What’s special in our job is the discov-
ery of a new threat, one that surpasses
anything you knew before. You think:
this is it, the lord of malicious creation.
But within months you discover some-
thing new that surpasses the previous
discovery. This is how the cyber world

works: we are hunting the hunters, who
constantly upgrade the tools they use to
trick us, but we learn, too,” - commented
AlexGostev, Chief Security Expert in the
Global Research and Analysis Team
(GReAT). 

Money flow
Ten months ago Kaspersky Lab

reported on the Luck cyber fraud cam-
paign targeting the clients of a large
European bank. In the space of just one
week, cybercriminals stole more than
half a million Euros from accounts in the
bank. Then, in October 2014, Kaspersky
Lab’s Global Research and Analysis Team
revealed the Tyupkin malware cyber-
criminal attacks targeting multiple ATMs
around the world. A piece of malware
infecting ATMs allowed attackers to
empty the cash machines via direct
manipulation, stealing millions of dollars
without a credit card. In December,
2014, Costin Raiu, Director of GReAT,
published his advanced persistent

threats forecast for 2015, saying that the
days when cybercriminal gangs focused
exclusively on stealing money from end
users are over. “Criminals now attack the
banks directly because that’s where the
money is. And they use APT techniques
for these complex attacks,” - said Raiu.
Two months later, in Q1 2015, the
Carbanak advanced persistent threat
(APT) that had stolen up to 1$bln was
revealed, opening up an era of APT-style
attacks in the cybercriminal world. 

Q1 in figures: Twice as many 
malicious attacks  

Alongside an overview of major mal-
ware outbreaks, Kaspersky Lab has
counted the overall level of cyber threats
globally.

• According to Kaspersky Security
Network data, Kaspersky Lab products
blocked a total of 2.2 billion malicious
attacks on computers and mobile
devices in the first quarter of 2015,
which is double the number blocked in

Q1 2014. 
• Kaspersky Lab solutions repelled

469 million attacks launched from online
resources located all over the world, a
third (32.8%) more than in Q1, 2014.

• More than 93 million unique URLs
were recognized as malicious by web
antivirus, 14.3% more than in Q1, 2014. 

• 40% of web attacks neutralized by
Kaspersky Lab products were carried out
using malicious web resources located in
Russia. Last year Russia shared the first
place with the USA, with the two coun-
tries accounting for 39% of web attacks
between them.  

• Mobile threats in Q1 were on the
decline but their dangers still persist.
103, 072 new malicious programs for
mobile devices (6.6% lower than in Q1
2014) and 1,527 new mobile banking
Trojans, only 29 percentage points more
than in Q1 2014. The rate of increase is
slowing down: in all of 2014 Kaspersky
Lab counted 12,100 mobile banking
Trojans, nine times as many as in 2013.

Hunting the hunters: Kaspersky Lab reflects on Q1 cyber threats

BUCHAREST: A student gestures as his sumo fighting robot, right, is pushed outside the ring while competing in the finals of the Infomatrix
2015 international computer science and robotics competition. Students from 20 countries compete in the finals of the robotics, hardware con-
trol, programming and computer art sections. — AP 

SAN FRANCISCO: Biz Stone knows
abandoning a struggling project
to try something else can be a
smart move. After all, he was part
of a team that dumped the sel-
dom-heard podcasting service
Odeo nearly a decade ago to work
on a new idea called Twitter that
transformed how people commu-
nicate and made him a multimil-
lionaire.

Stone is hoping his latest
change in direction pays off as he
heads down a new path at Jelly
Industries, a San Francisco startup
he launched shortly after leaving
Twitter three years ago. Jelly made
headlines 16 months ago with the
release of mobile app that taps
into social networks to find experts
who can answer questions that
stump Internet search engines.
Within a few months, Stone and
Jelly co-founder Ben Finkel realized
the question-and-answer format
wasn’t catching on so they came
up with a different app called
Super for sharing opinions.

Super ’s name reflects how
Stone feels about the app about
five months after it was released.
“We know in our guts that this has
legs, just as we knew in our guts
that it was time to stop working on

Jelly,” Stone says. Super is trying to
broaden its appeal with an app
update available Wednesday. The
new features will enable users to
select and post the faces of other
people who have set up profiles
on the service. After “facetagging”
people, their images mingle with
the selection of emojis and large,
colorful text that Super provides
for its users to create emphatic
messages declaring their passions
and peeves. The goal is to infuse
Super with a fun-loving vibe that
was notably missing from the
more scholarly Jelly app.

Doing homework 
“Super is more about express-

ing yourself with an emotional
bent,” Stone says. “Unfortunately,
Jel ly was too much l ike doing
homework. People literally did
their homework on it. It just wasn’t
the business we wanted to be in.”
Stone, 41, knows many people
think Super is stupid. The derision
only reinforces his conviction that
he is on the right track because he
remembers people mocking
Twitter in its early days too.

“Something has to be fun to
use before it can become impor-
tant,” he says. “Look at Snapchat,

Twitter and Facebook. They all
started out to be fun at first, now
they are important. If you want to
build a platform capable of top-
pling despotic regimes, it also has
to support fart jokes.” Although
he no longer works at Twitter,
Stone remains an adviser  and
major  shareholder.  He meets
weekly two other co-founders,
Twitter Chairman Jack Dorsey and

former CEO Evan Williams, and
recently had drinks with Twitter’s
current CEO Dick Costolo. He says
he is  holding on to al l  of  his
Twitter stock, which has fallen by
27 percent  s ince the Apri l  27
release of the company ’s first-
quarter results that renewed con-
cerns about user and revenue
growth. “I love, love what they are
doing,” Stone says. —AP 

Twitter founder feeling ‘Super’ 
as he heads in new direction

WASHINGTON: Jet.com has yet to launch
its online retail site to the public, but has
already drawn attention as a would-be
game-changer that could take on Internet
giant Amazon. Jet has raised $220 million
so far for an ecommerce service with
some 1,600 retail partners, and plans to
sell some 10 million products when it
launches in the coming weeks. The start-
up will charge $49 a year for membership
to allow consumers to get “the lowest
price on anything they buy online,”
according to a Jet spokesman.

With Jet.com in its beta testing phase,
a number of media reports showed that
its prices on goods ranging from electron-
ics to household products are lower than
those of Amazon. Jet says it sees opportu-
nities, while downplaying the rivalry with
Amazon. “With only eight percent of retail
sales currently happening online, we
believe the ecommerce market still has
plenty of room for new companies, inno-
vation and growth,” a spokesman told AFP
by email. “Jet isn’t attempting to compete
with other large e-commerce players or
be crushed by them, the e-commerce
market is large enough for many different
companies to exist and be successful
simultaneously.”

Figuring out the box 
Jet will use dynamic pricing which can

change with the number of items placed
in a basket. This is done by a team of engi-
neers who are “constantly recalculating
which seller can send that entire order to
you most efficiently and cheaply,” the
spokesman said. Jet is led by Marc Lore, a
founder of online retailer Quidsi-including
diapers.com and soap.com-sold to
Amazon in 2011 for $545 million. Lore
said in a recent blog posting that “we
believe that there is big opportunity to
deliver meaningful value to mass con-
sumers by optimizing the underlying eco-
nomics of online shopping and
unbundling the embedded retail costs
that drive up price.”

It remains unclear if Jet.com can have
an impact, but Forrester Research analyst
Sucharita Mulpuru says the company has
a fighting chance. “My impression is there
is an opportunity for another Web player
to do something disruptive and give local
merchants a chance,” she told AFP.
Mulpuru said Lore’s previous company
had a good user interface and was effi-

cient in other areas such as “figuring out
exactly what you can fit into a box.”

“If anyone can pull it off, it’s this guy
and these investors,” she said. “They’re a
smart group and they know something
about ecommerce. If they can just hold
their own and not have a bloody financial
loss day after day, they will have won.”
Some analysts say it may difficult to get a
toehold in a sector led by Amazon, which
sells not only physical goods but connects
with customers though ebooks, music,
video and other services which won’t be
available on Jet.com.

Alternate strategy
The merchandise part of Amazon’s

business “has had little if any profitability,”
says Bob O’Donnell of the consultancy
Technalysis Research. “They’ve had to
spend tens of millions on infrastructure.
They’ve had to become a logistics compa-
ny and the challenge for anyone entering
this space is trying to figure that out.”
O’Donnell said Amazon has built a loyal
following with its vast array of goods-esti-
mated at 200 million or more for US cus-
tomers-as well as well-stocked inventory
to enable rapid delivery.

With Amazon in the background, “it
will be difficult to compete on price, and
difficult to compete on service,” O’Donnell
said. In another development which could
impact Jet, US retail  giant Wal-Mart
recently announced a $50 annual sub-
scription service which includes three-day
delivery of many goods. Jet is also facing
Amazon’s $99 Prime program which
includes free delivery and a number of
other services such as music and video.

Larry Chiagouris, a Pace University pro-
fessor of marketing, said Jet is using the
membership model used successful by
club stores such as Costco, which could
attract customers. Chiagouris said
Amazon “is not universally loved” and that
some retail partners are less than satisfied
with Amazon’s revenue sharing. “If I were
Jet, I  would see which companies are not
happy, and try to assure them, and bring
them in,” he said. Still, Chiagouris said the
ultimate goal for Jet may not be to beat
Amazon but to join them. “It is unlikely
that it will take much share from Amazon,”
he said. “Rather, its strategy seems to be
to build up enough business to be able to
sell itself to Amazon.” — AFP 

Toyota City: Symbol 
of Japan’s auto rise

TOYOTA CITY: Toyota City stands as a tes-
tament to the meteoric rise of its name-
sake, now the world’s biggest carmaker
with record profits and sales of more than
10 million cars globally last year. But this
sprawling city of 422,000 people, just east
of the industrial centre Nagoya, was once a
struggling textiles town called Koromo
whose inhabitants depended on silk pro-
duction to make a living.

Times got tough for the little communi-
ty as the sector began to decline from the
end of World War I, and it was further shak-
en by the 1923 Great Kanto Earthquake,
which took 140,000 lives across the coun-
try, as well as the Great Depression six years
later. By 1933, as Japan focused on bolster-
ing its domestic industries and imperial
ambitions, Kiichiro Toyoda decided to build
automobiles with the same pioneering
spirit as his father Sakichi, who invented
the automatic loom.

But where could he build a factory big
enough to roll out cars? A string of commu-
nities were interested. In a stroke of fate,
Koromo got the nod for its cheap land and
nearby transit links-and the enthusiasm of
the town’s then mayor who faced off with
skeptical local landowners.

“At that time, people didn’t really
believe in the auto industry but he (the
mayor) had the right intuition,” a municipal
official told AFP, adding that the sector was
“crucial for the city’s prosperity”. And on
August 28, 1937, “Toyota Jidosha Kogyo”
(Toyota Automotive Industry) was born
with a 495,000-square-metre factory big
enough for 5,000 workers opened the fol-
lowing year.

More than just cars 
While the Corolla and Prius hybrid mak-

er now has plants in every corner of the

globe, Toyota City still has a total of 10 fac-
tories building cars and parts in the city
proper and surrounding area. There are
about 70,000 local people working for
Toyota in the area, many whose parents or
grandparents also relied on the giant com-
pany for a pay cheque, with about 40 per-
cent of local employees working in the
auto sector.

So it seemed appropriate that, in 1959,
the town changed its name to Toyota-Shi,
or Toyota City in English, although that was
a controversial move at the time-and the
current mayor says his community is about
more than just one industry. “It is true that
this is the city of the car —- the name
speaks for itself but that isn’t everything,”
says Toshihiko Ota. “We are the leading pro-
ducer of rice in Aichi prefecture and we
also grow grapes and pears. Toyota City has
many faces, which is sometimes masked by
cars.”

But the reality is, despite efforts to diver-
sify the local economy, it is still heavily
dependent on Toyota and local suppliers,
with the company’s subsidiaries also
involved in real estate, tourism, and insur-
ance. “When Toyota coughs, the whole city
catches a cold” is a common phrase, a point
underlined during the 2008 financial crisis
that saw Toyota lay off thousands of tem-
porary employees, while tax revenue from
the company temporarily dipped. 

“ The atmosphere was morose, it
depressed the entire region,” the mayor
says. Still, the city avoided the fate of
another auto city, Detroit, whose declining
fortunes saw it declare bankruptcy two
years ago. And with the recovery came a
renewed optimism for Toyota City, beefed
up by municipal projects including new
schools and hospitals.. .  sponsored by
Toyota. — AFP 

Jet.com could become new
e-commerce game-changer

WASHINGTON: The deadly Amtrak derailment
near Philadelphia appears to be yet another
accident that didn’t have to happen. It could
have been avoided if a long-sought safety tech-
nology had been installed on its tracks and
trains, according to information gathered by
accident investigators.

Seven years ago, Congress gave Amtrak and
freight and commuter railroads until the end of
this year to install the technology, called posi-
tive train control, on their trains and tracks. But
few, if any, railroads are expected to meet the
deadline. Now lawmakers are proposing to give
railroads another five to seven years to get the
task done.

The technology uses GPS, wireless radio and
computers to monitor train position. It can
automatically brake to prevent derailments due
to excessive speed, collisions with other trains,
trains entering track where maintenance is
being done or going the wrong way because of
a switching mistake.

It’s all aimed at preventing human error,
which is responsible for about 40 percent of
train accidents. A preliminary review of the

Amtrak train’s event data recorder shows it was
traveling at 106 mph (170 kph) in an 80 mph
zone just before it entered a curve where the
speed limit is 50 mph, National Transportation
Safety Board member Robert Sumwalt said
Wednesday. The train’s engineer applied maxi-
mum braking power seconds before the crash,
but it was too late.

Positive train control 
“ We feel that had such a system been

installed in this section of track, this accident
would not have occurred,” Sumwalt told
reporters. At least seven people were killed and
about 200 injured in the derailment. Not count-
ing Tuesday’s derailment, the NTSB has investi-
gated 29 passenger and freight train accidents
that officials say could have been prevented by
positive train control since 2004. Sixty-eight
people died and more than 1,100 were injured
in those crashes.

The board has been urging installation of the
technology, or its precursors, for 45 years. In
2008, a month after a commuter train and a
freight train collided in California, killing 25 peo-

ple, Congress passed a law requiring that posi-
tive train control be installed by Dec. 31, 2015.
But railroads have long complained that compli-
cations will prevent them from meeting that
deadline. In March, the Senate Commerce,
Science and Transportation Committee
approved a bill that would give railroads until
2020 to install the technology, and another two
years after that if they need more time.

Three years ago,  Amtrak announced it
expected to finish installing positive train con-
trol throughout its busy Northeast Corridor by
the end of 2012. Amtrak officials didn’t reply
to questions from The Associated Press about
why the technology hadn’t been installed on
the Philadelphia tracks where the derailment
took place. One of the obstacles is the cost to
industry of implementing positive train con-
trol, estimated in the billions of dollars. A
Republican-controlled House panel approved
deep spending cuts to Amtrak’s budget on
Wednesday just hours after the Philadelphia
accident. An attempt by Democratic lawmak-
ers to boost Amtrak spending by $1 billion
was rejected. — AP 

Safety tech might have averted Amtrak crash

Biz Stone
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NEW YORK: Bright lights, big city? Not
so much, if a New York City council
member gets his way. He’s introduced a
bill requiring most office high-rises to
turn off the lights at night as a way to

cut energy costs and help migratory
birds.

And it might even give New Yorkers a
chance to see some stars other than the
celebrities walking down the street.

“We need to be doing everything
we can to conser ve energy,” said
Councilman Donovan Richards Jr.
“This is a commonsense measure. It’s
not going to cost anybody a lot of
money.” Seventy-one percent of New
Yorkers like the idea, according to a
Quinnipiac University poll released
Thursday of 969 registered city voters.
But the bill, one of the first in the city
focusing on what suppor ters cal l
“light pollution,” is causing concern
among some residents who worry
that dimming the lights could make
the city less safe and dampen its sig-
nature sparkle.

‘Lights and noise’ 
For Joyetta McCullen, who lives in

Brooklyn, the lights are part of what
makes her city special, even though she
has often wondered why buildings keep
all their lights on at night when there’s no
one working. “I’m 25, lived in New York all
my life, that’s all I saw,” she said, “lights
and noise.” Richards’ proposal is aimed at
commercial buildings at least 20 stories
high, and requires them to turn off the
lights after midnight if no one is inside.
On a recent dusk, whole floors could be
seen lit up in high-rise buildings in mid-
town Manhattan, even long after most
workers had left for the day.

It would exempt landmarks, such as

the Empire State Building and the
Chrysler Building, as well as the city’s
brightest nighttime tourist draw, Times
Square.Richards said he was inspired in
part by a trip to Paris last year. The City of
Light has had office and shop buildings
turning off their lights at night for the
past couple of years. And if Paris can do it,
he said, New York City can, too. “We
should be the world leader for conserva-
tion,” he said.

At a hearing on the measure last
month, critics raised issues of safety, and
whether the law would just add more
onerous regulations for building owners
and the potential for fines. The Daily
News newspaper was even stronger in an
editorial headlined: “We’ll not go gentle:
Keep New York City’s nighttime skyline
bright and beautiful.” It went on to say
Richards “means well, much as those who
would have us ration the paint and can-
vas wasted in the production of museum
masterpieces might mean well” but that
turning off the lights would “cast a per-
manent pall over one of America’s most
beautiful sights.”

Pollution advocates 
Hardly, said Scott Kardel, managing

director of the Tucson, Arizona-based
International Dark-Sky Association, which
advocates against light pollution. “No
one’s talking about plunging people into

darkness and chaos like you get when
there’s a major disaster,” Kardel said. “It’s
really just dialing it back when there’s an
opportunity to do that. It’s not going to
change significantly the ambiance at
street level.” Bird lovers say lowering the
light level would also help migrating
species, many of which fly through the
night and can become confused and dis-
oriented by bright city lights. “It would be
a wonderful message from New York City
to do this,” said Susan Elbin, director of
conservation and science for New York
City Audubon.

Gov Andrew Cuomo announced last
month that state buildings would turn off
non-essential lights from 11 pm to dawn
through the spring and fall, peak bird
migration times. Utility company
Consolidated Edison said it was review-
ing the proposal. Richards said he would
be talking to stakeholders like building
owners and the New York Police
Department. There is no timetable for
any legislation to come up for a vote.

If it does make it into law, it can’t come
soon enough for Joseph Rosen, a 74-
year-old retired music store owner who
lives at the corner of 56th Street and
Broadway and says light streaming in
from a sign on a building several blocks
away is a nightly annoyance. “It lights up
the inside of our house like daylight,” he
said. —AP

Proposal seeks to dim NYC buildings at night

HAWAII: In this Saturday, May 9, 2015 photo, molten rock lights up the night
as it spews into a lake of lava near the summit of Kilauea volcano on Hawaii’s
Big Island. —AP

SEATTLE: Hundreds of activists
decked out in neoprene wetsuits
and life jackets took to the waters
of Elliott Bay on Saturday in kayaks,
canoes, paddleboards and other
vessels to send the message that
Royal Dutch Shell should cancel its
plan to drill in the Arctic Ocean. The
“Paddle in Seattle” - a daylong, fam-
ily friendly festival in a West Seattle
park and an on-the-water protest
by “Shell No” kayaktivists - was held
only blocks from where Shell’s Polar
Pioneer drilling rig is docked at the
Port of Seattle’s Terminal 5. The
brightly colored boats lined the
grass as paddlers loaded gear while
lights on the towering rig twinkled
in the background.

Once out on the water, kayakers
gathered in formation and hoisted
signs and banners that read:
“Climate Justice,” “Oil-Free Future,”
“Shell No, Seattle Draws The Line,”
and “We can’t burn all the oil on the
planet and still live on it.” Many had
posters or red scarfs that had the
Shell logo with crossed kayak pad-
dles underneath-resembling the

skull-and-crossbones image. Later
in the afternoon, they paddled over
to the base of the towering Polar
Pioneer drilling rig and sang songs,
chanted and displayed banners.
Eric Day, with the Swinomish Indian
Tribe, was one of many Native
American paddlers who brought
their canoes to the event. Drilling in
the Arctic would hurt those who
live off the land, Day said.

Bad idea
“This is our livelihood. We need to

protect it for the crabbers, for the fish-
ermen,” Day said. “We need to protect
it for our children.” Annie Leonard,
executive director of the environmen-
tal group Greenpeace USA, said there
are a long list of reasons why drilling in
the Arctic is a bad idea. The focus
should be on renewable energy in this
time of climate change, not dirty fuels,
she said. “Why would we invest in an
energy source that scientists say is
leading us to catastrophe?” Leonard
said. Many also fear that an oil spill in
such a delicate and remote region
would be a disaster on many levels.

Greg Huyler, a 51-year-old scuba
diver from Yakima, Washington state,
stood on the sidewalk and shook his
head in opposition to the event. “It’s a
bunch of crap,” he said. “The problem
is, all of these kayaks are petroleum
products, and they’re going to gripe
about drilling for oil. And 90 percent
of them drove here in cars that use
petroleum products.”

Alli Harvey, Alaska representative for
the Sierra Club’s Our Wild America cam-
paign, said: “Science is as clear as day
when it comes to drilling in the Arctic:
the only safe place for these dirty fuels is
in the ground.” At the center of the pad-
dle protest was the “People’s Platform,” a
4,000-square-foot (372-square-meter)
barge powered by renewable energy,
said Jonathon Berman with the Sierra
Club. The platform was used as a stage
for speakers, a band and a tall screen
that showed images of people express-
ing their opposition to Shell’s plans.

Natural gas 
Just a quarter-mile away from the

Seacrest Marine Park sits the 400-foot
long, 300-foot tall Polar Pioneer, the

first of two oil drilling rigs that Royal
Dutch Shell plans to use this summer
as it explores for oil off Alaska’s north-
ern coast. The second rig, the Noble
Discoverer, arrived at the Port of Everett
last week and is slated join the Polar
Pioneer at the Port of Seattle’s Terminal
5 at a later date. Everett port spokes-
woman Lisa Lefeber said on Friday that
they expect the Noble Discoverer to be
there for two to three weeks.

The Arctic holds about 30 percent
of the world’s undiscovered natural
gas and 13 percent of its oil, according
to Shell’s website. “This amounts to
around 400 billion barrels of oil equiv-
alent, 10 times the total oil and gas
produced in the North Sea to date,”
Shell’s site says. “Developing Arctic
resources could be essential to secur-
ing energy supplies for the future, but
it will mean balancing economic, envi-
ronmental and social challenges.” The
activists see it differently, however.
The protesters say it’s critical that they
take a stand “against dirty fossil fuel
projects.”They want to put themselves
on the front lines in the battle for
Arctic oil. —AP

Arctic drilling activists 
hold ‘shell no’ protest

Hundreds gather for the ‘Paddle in Seattle’

SEATTLE: A US Coast Guard helicopter flies overhead and a small flotilla of protesters in kayaks paddles behind as the oil drilling
rig Polar Pioneer is towed toward a dock. —AP

HONOLULU: A series of earthquakes
and shifting ground on the slopes of
Kilauea have scientists wondering what
will happen next at one of the world’s
most active volcanos. A lake of lava
near the summit of Kilauea on Hawaii’s
Big Island had risen to a record-high
level after a recent explosion. But in the
past few days, the pool of molten rock
began sinking, and the surface of the
lava lake fell nearly 500 feet.

Meanwhile, a rash of earthquakes
rattled the volcano with as many as 20
to 25 quakes per hour, and scientists’
tilt meters detected that the ground
was deforming. “Clearly the lava, by
dropping out of  s ight,  i t  has to be
going somewhere,” said Steven
Brantley, deputy scientist in charge of
Hawaiian Volcano Observatory of the
US Geological Survey.

One possibility is that a new lava
eruption could break through the sur-
face of the mountain, Brantley said.
Right now, there are two active erup-
tions on Kilauea. One is the eruption
spewing into the lava lake in the

Halemaumau Crater, which is visible in
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. The
other is Puu Oo vent, in Kilauea’s east
rift zone, which sent fingers of lava
toward the town of Pahoa before stop-
ping outside a shopping center last
year. The flurry of earthquakes that
peaked in intensity Friday have been
rattling Kilauea’s southwest rift zone, so
it’s possible that a new eruption could
occur southwest of the Halemaumau
Crater,  or  even in the crater itself,
Brentley said. Or, the tilting, shifting
ground could lead to nothing.

“We don’t know what the outcome
of this activity might be,” Brantley said.
“That is the challenge, is trying to inter-
pret what this activity really means in
terms of the next step for Kilauea.” An
eruption on the southwest s ide
wouldn’t pose a threat to the popula-
tion,  because the area is  generally
closed to the public and there aren’t
any structures. The earthquake activity
had slowed Saturday morning, and sci-
entists were continuing to watch the
volcano closely, Brantley said. —AP

Quakes on Hawaii volcano 
could signal new eruption

NEW YORK:  When Elisabeth Bing became
interested in childbirth techniques in the
1950s, women were often heavily medicated
and dads were generally nowhere near the
delivery room. The German-born Bing, the
Lamaze International co-founder who popu-
larized what was known as natural childbirth
and helped change how women and doctors
approached the delivery room, died Friday at
100 in her New York apartment, the organiza-
tion said Saturday. The cause of her death was-
n’t immediately known.

Trained as a physical therapist, Bing taught
breathing and relaxation techniques to gener-
ations of expectant mothers, wrote several
books about birth and pregnancy and encour-
aged women, and men, to be more prepared,
active and inquisitive participants in the arrival
of their babies. “I was certainly considered a
radical,” she wrote in Lamaze’s magazine in
1990. By then, she noted, childbirth education
had become common: “This so-called fad has
been proven not to be a fad.”

Born July 8, 1914, in Berlin, Bing fled Nazi
Germany with her family for England, where
she got her physical therapy training. Working
with new mothers got her thinking about
delivery practices, an interest she brought
with her to the United States in 1949. She
learned about ideas advanced by some doc-
tors, including French obstetrician Dr Fernand
Lamaze, for using breathing and mental
preparation to manage labor pain without
medication. She and the late Marjorie Karmel
established what is now Lamaze International
in 1960 to spread the strategies.

Pop culture
Bing gave birth herself at 40, going into a

fast labor during which she was given spinal
anesthesia and nitric oxide. She told The New
York Times in 2004 that she’d gleaned that
childbirth training wasn’t about refusing
drugs, but rather about teaching a woman “to
help herself as far as she can go.” Lamaze
became a household word, woven into pop

culture. Its signature classes involved both
women and men, with the idea that fathers
could provide emotional and mental support
in the delivery room.

Over the years, the idea of refusing all
painkillers during labor fell out of favor with
many women, and some couples sought short-
er birth preparation classes than Bing’s six-
week program. Still, “I feel we have changed
the whole attitude toward obstetrics and preg-
nant women, not necessarily technical
changes, but the psychological and practical
approaches to pregnancy,” she told The New
York Sun in 2004. 

Lamaze International, which has about
2,000 childbirth educators around the world,
now more  broadly promotes healthy and nat-
ural birth practices and preparation. Bing’s
influence lingers there, as in delivery rooms
around the country, President Robin Elise Weiss
said Saturday. “Even if people haven’t heard her
name,” Weiss said, “she’s impacted how they
give birth.” —AP

Bing, pioneer of Lamaze 
childbirth method dies

NEW YORK: In this file photo, a mostly illuminated One World Trade
Center towers over the lower Manhattan skyline. —AP

LOS ANGELES: This week’s wet storm
isn’t expected to provide much, if any,
relief from California’s historic drought.
But there is hope for a serious drenching
next year in the form of El Nino, a tropi-
cal weather pattern over the Pacific
Ocean that typically brings rain to the
West Coast.  Climatologists say the sys-
tem forming near the equator looks like
a big one that has the potential to pro-
vide relief from the yearslong dry spell.
Here are some things to know about El
Nino:

What is it?
An ocean-warming phenomenon

that builds in the Pacific during spring-
time. Moderate-to-strong events typi-
cally bring winter rain and snow to
California and the rest of the southwest.

Wasn’t there one this year?
Yes, but it arrived too late to help the

drought. There’s a 90 percent chance the
current El Nino will last through the
summer and a greater than 80 percent
chance it will stick around through the
end of the year,  according to the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. While NOAA says it’s too
soon to determine the strength, other
scientists say it’s turning out to be quite
strong.

Is next year’s El Nino a sure thing?
Definitely not, says climatologist Bill

Patzer t of NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. But he says the increasingly
warm temperatures in the Pacific along
the equator recall conditions back in the
spring of 1997, the prelude to a record
El Nino year that brought heavy rains to
California. “It ’s definitely a couple of
notches above where we’ve been. Right
now it looks like there might be some
potential, but there are no guarantees,”
he said.

What’s the deal with La Nina?
El Nino’s flip side, La Nina, is a cooling

of the central Pacific. It ’s been much
more common for the past decade or so.
From 2005 to 2014, there have been
twice as many months with a La Nina
than with El  Nino, weather records
show. —AP

El Nino storm may rescue 
California from drought
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SALT LAKE CITY: A federal appeals court has halt-
ed a new Utah law banning price-fixing for con-
tact lenses that could have wide-ranging implica-
tions for the industry amid a fight between manu-
facturers and discount retailers. Lens maker Alcon
Laboratories cheered the order Thursday. Along
with Johnson & Johnson and Bausch & Lomb, the
company says the law is an unconstitutional over-
reach written to benefit Utah -based online dis-
count retailer 1-800 Contacts.

The measure halted by the appeals court
would allow 1-800 Contacts, one of the nation’s
biggest lens suppliers, to disregard minimum
prices set by the manufacturers and sell discount
lenses across state lines, according to Steve
DelBianco, executive director of the trade group
NetChoice. That would be good for customers
because they’d be paying less for their contacts,
he says. 

But the manufacturers argue setting minimum
prices protects eye doctors from being undercut.
At stake is control of a roughly $4 billion market
with some 38 million American customers. Many
contact lens sales come from eye doctors. But dis-

count retailers have been growing in recent years,
and 1-800 Contacts has captured about 10 per-
cent of the national market, according to court
papers.

Predatory pricing 
The order issued late Wednesday from the

10th US Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver puts
the Utah law on hold as a legal challenge plays
out. It reverses a lower court ruling from US
District Judge Dee Benson, who found the law is a
legal antitrust measure and allowed it to take
effect this week. Utah’s state attorneys declined to
comment. The law targets a pricing program that
the manufacturers started using about two years
ago. If retailers sell lenses cheaper than the mini-
mum prices, the manufacturers that dominate
the market pull their products.

Republican state Sen Deidre Henderson, who
sponsored the measure, has called the pricing
minimums predatory and anticompetitive.
Discount giant Costco says the rules forced it to
raise prices by more than 20 percent on some
brands. The popular Acuvue Oasys brand

increased from about $52 for a 12-pack to about
$68 last year, according to court papers. The mini-
mum price rules also have drawn ire elsewhere,
sparking 40 class-action lawsuits across the coun-
try and scrutiny from Congress since the manu-
facturers started setting them about two years
ago, according to Benson’s ruling. Nine states
have considered legislation similar to that passed
in Utah.

Henderson said the measure was written to
bolster competition rather than help 1-800
Contacts, but he has been vague on whether it
will allow Utah-based companies like 1-800
Contacts to sell at discounted rates to customers
outside the state. The manufacturers say that
would violate interstate commerce regulations. A
constitutional law expert said the law doesn’t
appear to violate those rules because it doesn’t
give perks to a local company or clash with laws
in other states. But University of Michigan law
professor Richard Primus says a provision that
allows Utah’s attorney general to sue manufactur-
ers who withhold their product from discount
sellers could be on shakier legal ground. —AP

Court halts contentious law 
on contact lens price-fixing

Wide-ranging implications for the industry

SALT LAKE CITY: A contact lens is shown in front of a 1-800-Contacts shipping box. —AP

YONG PENG, Malaysia: In barns filled with
classical music and lighting that changes to
match the hues outside, rows of chickens are
fed a diet rich in probiotics, a regimen
designed to remove the need for the drugs
and chemicals that have tainted the global
food chain. As food giants face growing pres-
sure to offer healthier produce, Southeast
Asian poultry firm Kee Song Group says its
use of “good” bacteria in feed and water
means it can meet one the industry’s biggest
challenges: how to mass produce drug and
hormone-free poultry at a reasonable price.

A series of scandals in the last few years
from melamine-tainted milk powder in
China, horse meat supplied as beef in Europe
and growth drugs causing lameness in US
cattle has triggered a consumer backlash
over food standards and safety. Recently,
Tyson Foods Inc pledged to eliminate the
use of human antibiotics in chicken by 2017,
one of the most aggressive timetables yet by
a US poultry firm. The top American poultry
producer, which supplies fast-food chains
such as McDonald’s Corp , is among a num-
ber of groups globally incorporating probi-
otics into feed.

“For meat producers, reputation risks are
becoming stronger driving companies to
focus on safe ingredients specially in Europe
and the United States,” said Pawan Kumar,
director for food and agricultural research at
Rabobank in Singapore. Kee Song says the
cost to produce drug-free chickens using
probiotics is now only 10-12 percent more
than using antibiotic-fed poultry. It sells
these birds at a 30 percent premium in
stores, far less than expensive free-range
organic chicken.

Superbugs
The firm annually produces around 4 mil-

lion drug-free birds at its Malaysian farms in
Yong Peng, 125 km north-west of Singapore,
and aims to expand sales to China and the
West. “Probiotics, either alone or in combina-
tion with essential oils and organic acids, are
at the forefront of international approaches
to replace antibiotics,” said Wayne Bryden,
Professor of Animal Science at the University
of Queensland.

Probiotics populate the gut with healthy
bacteria in a bid to curb bad bacteria, while
oils and organic acids are also often included
in feed to aid digestion. A team at the
Australian university, partly funded by feed
maker Ridley AgriProducts, have found in
preliminary trials that using a probiotic can
double the efficiency of use of protein from
feed to boost weigh gain in livestock.

An estimated 80 percent of antibiotics

used in the United States are administered to
livestock with the use expected to surge by
two thirds globally between 2010 and 2030.
Scientists are worried the practice could spur
antibiotic-resistant superbugs. McDonald’s
has also pledged to eliminate chickens fed
on human antibiotics at its US restaurants
and is looking at similar steps in Asia.

“In Asia Pacific, we will be working with
our supply partners and relevant experts to
implement this enhanced measure,” a com-
pany spokesperson said via email. While
demand for healthier products is increasing
fast in the West, some experts say that in
parts of Asia customers will not be prepared
to pay more for drug-free poultry, though
China could be a promising market after
high-profile food scares.

Mozart and blur lighting 
In Kee Song’s Malaysian poultry farm,

20,000 chickens rest on saw dust in the dimly
lit barns, with feed and water laced with pro-
biotics being automatically pumped into
feeding pans. As well as playing Mozart,
lighting is used in a bid to keep the birds
tranquil with neon blue lighting turned on
when the birds are taken for slaughter. “Look
at the environment, chickens stay healthy
and happy here,” the firm’s Chairman Ong
Kee Song told Reuters. “Even the droppings
don’t smell,” added Ong, who has been a
vegetarian for 17 years after a stay at a
Buddhist temple.

Traditional chicken farms are notorious
for producing noxious fumes as well as loud
noise from squawking birds. Growth hor-
mones mixed with feed can also produce
oversized breasts and wings that underde-
veloped legs struggle to support for more
than a few steps. Chia Tet Fatt, a molecular
geneticist who previously was a professor at
Singapore’s Nanyang Technological
University teamed up with Kee Song to pro-
duce the probiotic used, lactobacillus, and
confirmed chickens were not fed any drugs
or antibiotics.

Tan Chee Kiang, vice president of
Charoen Pokphand, the world’s biggest ani-
mal feed miller, also said the feed it supplied
to Kee Song was free of antibiotics. By not
using drugs, the poultry farms need to main-
tain stringent cleanliness measures to avoid
the risk of infection and it takes three days
more than conventionally produced chick-
ens to attain a commercially viable weight of
1.8 to 2.0 kg. As well as supplying supermar-
kets, Kee Song also sells to some restaurants
in Singapore, including French restaurant
Cocotte, where the chicken is used for a sig-
nature dish. —Reuters

Mozart-loving chickens may 
make for a healthier nugget

PORTLAND: Maine’s state animal - the moose
- fared better with potentially deadly ticks this
past winter than in previous years, but the
herd remains imperiled by the parasites in
northern New England and beyond, wildlife
biologists said. Moose calf mortality in the
state, which has the largest moose population
in the continental United States with an esti-
mated 60,000 to 70,000 animals, dropped
from 73 percent to 60 percent this year, state
biologist Lee Kantar said. Adult moose did
even better, with mortality falling from 33
percent to 8 percent in that time, he said.

The finding comes as Maine and New
Hampshire are in the midst of a five-year
study to better understand why their moose
populations are in decline. Both states, and
others including Vermont and Minnesota,
have cited winter ticks as a key driver of
moose deaths. “While we are encouraged by
the difference between year one and two, we
should expect variability over time,” Kantar
said. Thousands of ticks are sometimes found

on one moose, and the parasites can bleed
the animals and cause anemia and death.
States have cut back on moose hunting per-
mits as a result. Maine is issuing its fewest
number of moose permits in 12 years this
year.

Warm winters 
Recent warm winters have allowed the

ticks to thrive, scientists have said. Warm fall
temperatures and early spring snowmelt cre-
ate ideal conditions for more ticks to survive
the winter and lay eggs. Kristine Rines, a
wildlife biologist for New Hampshire, said
state officials hoped the winter wasn’t as bad
for ticks as previous years, but new data sug-
gest it was. Officials in the state said 20 of 27
moose calves tagged by state biologists had
died by late April, compared to 13 of 22 last
year.

“Things were looking a little promising but
in the end the ticks got them anyway,” Rines
said. Vermont biologists said they aren’t sure

yet how their state’s moose population fared.
All three northern New England states have
seen heavy moose population loss in recent
years. Maine’s fell to its current level from
76,000 in 2012 while New Hampshire’s has
dropped from 7,600 in 1996 to 4,000.
Vermont’s herd has been halved from 5,000 in
2006.

Maine plans to reduce hunting permits
nearly 10 percent, to 2,815, this year. New
Hampshire this week dropped the number of
moose hunt permits from last year’s 124 to 105
for this hunting season. Those numbers com-
pare to a high of 675 permits issued in 2006
and 2007. Elsewhere in the country, Minnesota
regulators say their state’s moose population is
down about 60 percent from a 2006 estimate
of 8,840, and the moose hunt is currently sus-
pended. Kantar said biologists will need to
look at multiple years of data to determine if
this year’s lower death rate in Maine is a trend
or an outlier. He said the state’s moose herd
estimate for 2015 is not yet complete. —AP

Maine’s native moose imperil to deadly ticks
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KUWAIT: The International Women’s Group (IWG) took a
tour of the Tareq Rajab Museum yesterday morning. About
25 of the IWG members attended this exciting tour, which
was held on the one month death anniversary of Jenan
Rajab, the co-founder of the Museum and the New English
School.  Dr Ziyad Rajab, welcomed the visiting IWG mem-
bers. “I’m glad that you have made this visit to the Museum

to commemorate my late mother. My mother was interest-
ed in jewelry and other items and she helped bring these
items together in this museum. Basically we have two
museums; the Tareq Rajab Museum and the Tareq Rajab
Museum of Islamic Calligraphy. We have precious ancient
objects that go back to the first Hijri century up to the 19th
century,” he pointed out.

Jenan Rajab also wrote several books that are all avail-
able at the museum for sale. She has travelled extensively

through the Middle East, India and Europe. She was born in
Brazil but completed her education in Britain and Gibraltar.
She was a specialist in costumes and folk jewelry from the
Arab world. The Museum is opened daily from 9:00am -
12:00pm, and from 4:00pm - 7:00pm.  

The members of IWG meet regularly and hold different
functions and events. “These activities include celebrations
and taking a visit of Kuwait’s traditional places. Additionally,
it includes other cultural activities such as those presented

by the diplomat women from their country,” Narjis Al-Shatti,
Member of IWG and the PR and Media told the Kuwait
Times.  

The IWG Kuwait chapter is a branch of the International
Women’s Association residing in Denmark and has branches
all over the world, where they organize similar programs
and activities. Here in Kuwait the new wives of ambassadors
will meet with the other members to exchange information
about their country, tradition, food, culture and others. 

IWG tours Tareq Rajab museum

Malabar Gold & Diamonds, the leading
jewelry retailer celebrated its 2nd
anniversary of their showroom at

Souq Al Watya, Maliya, Kuwait with their cus-
tomers. Celebrating this occasion, the man-
agement team members spent the entire
evening with their customers and together
they cut a huge cake to celebrate this success.
The Chief Guests of the ceremony conducted
at their showroom in Souk Al Watya was

Major General Ali Hamdan Zaid Al Daihani. Mr
Afsal Khan, Zonal Head - Malabar Gold &
Diamonds and other officials were present at
the event. To add more delight to this celebra-
tion, Malabar Gold & Diamonds conducted
raffle draws for diamond rings and also
offered the customers a fun filled evening.  

Since its inception in 1993, Malabar Gold&
Diamonds has been a jeweler known for its
quality, value for money and best practices

vis-‡-vis customers. Today it is one of the fast
growing jewelry chains in the world with 134
retail jewelry outlets, wholesale units and
manufacturing divisions spread across 9
countries and employing about 7500 staff.
The group operates four showrooms in
Kuwait at Al Rai, Souk Al Watya, Dajeej and
Fahaheel.

The group offers a warm and friendly
ambience for a memorable shopping experi-

ence with knowledgeable customer sales pro-
fessionals and assured quality of ornaments.
Their entire business is based largely on cus-
tomer loyalty and relationship building. Due
to the exponential growth of customers in the
region, the company is planning to come up
with more showrooms in GCC and Far East
very soon. The jewelry group also plans to roll
out into retail markets like Hong Kong and to
spread their operations into the USA and UK

for immediate expansion.
The group is on the forefront when it

comes to CSR activities as well. The group sets
a fixed percentage of its net profit to the ben-
efit of needy and the charity projects of
Malabar Gold & Diamonds have touched the
lives of thousands of people across the world.
They focus primarily in five priority areas such
as health, education, environment, housing
and women empowerment.

Malabar Gold & Diamonds celebrates anniversary

NAFO Kuwait (National Forum Kuwait) celebrated its 12th
Anniversary in a colorful and splendid manner on
Saturday at the American International School, Maidan-

Hawally.  Chief guest senior Indian administrative officer and for-
mer chief secretary to Kerala Dr K Jayakumar inaugurated the
function by lighting the traditional lamp, along with A K
Srivastava, second secretary, Indian Embassy, Kuwait, NAFO
Patron Vijay Karayil, NAFO Advisory Board Member Dr Prasad
Nair, Treasurer TKV Pradeep Kumar, Chief coordinator NAFO
Ladies wing Smitha Sashikumar.  NAFO President Dr Srikumar
chaired the meeting and in his presidential address, he briefed
about the chief guests and the program as a whole. General
Secretary M S Nair welcomed the audience, while Vice-President
Gopakumar introduced the chief guest Dr Jayakumar by reading
his profile. 

In his inaugural address Dr K. Jayakumar congratulated NAFO
for their commitment towards extending welfare assistance to
the downtrodden. He further praised the NAFO team for their
continued efforts in carrying out such noble services.
“Compared to other nations, the best quality of Indians is
“Simplicity”, he emphasized while speaking generally about the
culture.

The Indian Embassy official Srivastava, in his speech, appreci-
ated the NAFO family for its relentless services to the humanity.
He wished all success to its future socio-welfare activities. NAFO
Patron Vijay Karayil felicitated the occasion. A galaxy of eminent
personalities also graced the occasion. On behalf of NAFO, Dr
Jayakumar was honored with a ponnada by Srivastava and a
memento by NAFO patron.  The Indian embassy official
released ‘Antaram souvenir by collecting a copy from souvenir

convener Pramod and  giving the same  to the chief guest Dr
Jayakumar.  Immediately after the vote of thanks by Program
convener O N Suresh Kumar, the floor was left for the much-
awaited “Antaram”, a portrayal exposing the influence of femi-
nine power. 

“Antaram” conceived by Gopika Varma and presented by
Namaargam Dance Company, was an ensemble of classical
dance, music, theatre and technology. The dance production
had Bharatanatyam dancer Krithika Subramanian, Kuchipudi
dancer Yamini Reddy and Mohiniyattam dancer Gopika Varma
bring their areas of forte to the audience through the vibrant
depiction of the mythological characters Kannagi, Vasavi, Andal
and Aatukal Bhagvathy.

Krithika enacted as the role of Andal, Yamini as Vasavi, and
Gopika as kannagi who later became Aatukal Bhagvathy in

Kerala.  The highlight of the production was Suhasini
Maniratnam, who also danced to some tunes in the perform-
ance.  Suhasini’s presence in the performance interwove real life
characters such as Air hostess Amrita Ahluwalia, who rescued a
11-year-old Ameena from being married off to an aged man
and other characters, in addition to the portrayal of Rhamba, a
Sri Lankan girl from Karnataka, who fell in love with Mughal
King Adil Shah and sacrifice her life to prove her love for him.
Antaram was a tribute to feminine power, the magnanimity and
the immense potential it holds.  It was an evening of scintillat-
ing performances by the South Indian talents and a rare experi-
ence to all who attended.  At the end of the show, all the artistes
and crew were honored with gifts. Meera Ravi Kumar and
Sreekala brilliantly compeered the inaugural meeting and the
cultural program respectively.

NAFO Kuwait’s ‘Antaram,’ a grand success

Kala (Art) Kuwait, a leading progressive
art and socio cultural organization
among the Indian community in Kuwait

conducted its variety entertainment program
titled as “Keraleeyam 2015” on Friday, 8th May
2015 at Indian Central School, Abbasiya. The
function was officially inaugurated by Sunil
Jain, The Ambassador of India to Kuwait who
appreciated the efforts behind conducting
such an event of unity in the occasion.

The program was scheduled with an event
presenting “Kala Kuwait-Sambasivan Award”
to the well known South Indian classic dancer
and actress, Tara Kalyan. The prestigious
award was presented to her by the
Ambassador in the presence of a cheerful

audience. The “Sambasivan Award” was insti-
tuted in memory of eminent ‘Katha
Prasangam’ artist, the late V Sambasivan. Tara
Kalyan had been selected unanimously for her
outstanding contribution to the classic dance
realm.

The main attraction of the event was the
live classical dance performance by Tara fol-
lowed by Ghazal hits by Bushara Bava from
Kozhikkode. The Music concert (Ganamela)
with the Orchestra conducted by leading
singers from Kuwait and Mubarak Al-Rashed, a
Kuwaiti national who sings classic Hindi
songs. In addition to this, there was a classical
dance (Bharathanattyam) competition for sen-
ior students.

Sunil Jain inaugurates Kala Kuwait cultural program
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MMF Kuwait
holds family

picnic

Malayali Media Forum, Kuwait, a
group of Keralite media profes-
sionals working in various news

media, organized a family picnic in a farm
house in Kabd. The day was lined up with
fun, frolic and various games. It was
attended by a number of  media persons
and their families who are otherwise
busy all weekends covering various activ-
ities happening around.  

MMF General Convenor Abdul Fatha
Thayyil presided the full-day event in
which convenor Muneer Ahmad wel-
comed the audience and Anwar Sadath
Thalasserry proposed vote of thanks.
Competitions were organized for chil-
dren and adults. Various games were
coordinated by Reshmi Krishnakumar,
Gafoor Moodadi and Salim Kottayil. 

As part of the company’s 2020 strategy
titled “Life... as you love it,” ALARGAN
International Real Estate Company organ-

ized a lecture on eco-friendly standards for twen-
ty three architects’ students and seven professors
from Kuwait University at the company’s head-
quarters in the Free Trade Zone in Shuwaikh.

Organizing this lecture comes as part of
ALARGAN International Real Estate Company’s
pioneering role in the construction and develop-
ment of green or sustainable buildings. The com-
pany made sure to introduce to the visiting stu-
dents the sustainability standards that the com-
pany adopts at its new headquarters’ building
‘Argan Business Park,’ through which it obtained
the LED platinum, thus taking the lead in the
green buildings’ field since the Argan Business
Park project is the first to receive such recogni-
tion in Kuwait.

During their visit, the students listened to a
detailed demonstration about the sustainability
standards that ALARGAN International Real
Estate Company adopts in its 2020 strategy, and
viewed projects that the company finished dur-
ing the past few years.

Commenting on the students’ visit to the
company’s building, Engineer Khalid Khudhair
Al-Mesh’an, Vice Chairman and CEO of ALARGAN
International Real Estate Company said:
“ALARGAN International Real Estate Company is
keen on organizing such educational activities as
part of its social responsibility strategy, which
primarily focuses on practicing an educational
role and spreading awareness among young
men and women with regards to public and
environmental safety through real estate con-
struction and development.” “ALARGAN
International Real Estate Company believes that
education comes at the top of the social respon-
sibility ladder, therefore we made sure to adopt it
in our 2020 strategy as part of the company’s
efforts towards building sustainable partner-
ships between the public and educational sec-
tor,” he added.

This educational day is part of a selection
of initiatives and programs that deepens
ALARGAN International Real Estate
Company’s contributions as a Kuwaiti com-
pany in elevating social responsibility stan-
dards inside the society, by providing sup-

port and care for all activities that achieve
benefit in various fields, in addition to acti-
vating the participation of society members,
and elevating their awareness and openness
levels in various issues, most notably the
environment and sustainability.

And as part of its pioneering role, ALARGAN
International Real Estate Company gives period-
ic training opportunities for students inside the
company. It has previously organized several
training programs and educational lectures for
students. Furthermore, the company looks for-
ward to building a series of partnerships with all
universities inside Kuwait in order to provide
college students a unique opportunity to obtain
a valuable practical experience within a distin-
guished institutional environment.

Since it joined the prestigious US Green
Building Council (USGBC) in 2007, ALARGAN
International Real Estate Company has strived to
apply the highest standards in eco-friendly
designing for buildings, houses, as well as
designed, built and operated complexes, there-
fore becoming a pioneering company in this
field in the region. ALARGAN International Real

Estate Company is considered a founding mem-
ber of the Kuwaiti Green Buildings Council
(KGBC) for the development of green building
practices in Kuwait, and giving the opportunity

for more active utilization of sources, while at
the same time building houses and commercial
buildings characterized by low energy con-
sumption.

ALARGAN educates KU students on eco-friendly building, development standards

Arab Open University’s (AOU) Rector, Prof Moudhi Al-
Humoud announced that the AOU has signed an
agreement with Ministry of Higher Education of

Palestine to open a new AOU branch in Palestine, which
would be the ninth branch of the AOU since its inception
in 2002 in a number of Arab countries.

In a press statement, she said that the AOU represented
by HRH Prince Turki Bin Talal, Advisor of the AOU board of
trustees, signed the agreement on Tuesday with Khawla
Al-Shakhsheer, Palestinian Minister of Education, in pres-
ence of the political Counsel of Mahmoud Abbas and a
number of the AOU board trustees in addition to AOU
branch directors. 

She said this agreement came to realize the strategic
mission of the university and achieves Prince Talal Bin
Abdul-Aziz’s vision of a sustainable education project by
extending its services, and opening opportunities, in as
many Arab countries as possible, adding the AOU strives
to offer opportunities of high quality education to a large
and diverse population of students and equip them with
capabilities as well as hone their skills to meet market
needs.

She added that the AOU would make every effort to

expedite the completion of all necessary arrangements
and procedures that enable the Palestine people to join
the AOU Palestine Branch that would offer accredited
undergraduate programs, in its first phase.    

Humoud emphasized that the AOU takes pride in this
academic achievement and in previous ones, adding the
AOU is looking forward to achieve all its goals set in its
third strategic plan 2012-2016, the most important goal is

to open new branches in Morocco and Yemen and offer
new academic programs in engineering in addition to
complete the other branches’ new buildings in Saudi
Arabia, Lebanon, Oman and Sudan. She pointed out that
the AOU has become a unique institution in the world of
higher and developed education, adding that spreading
its branches to nine Arab countries, after this agreement,
accrediting its programs and graduate certificates locally

and internationally, as partnered with the Open University
in UK, in addition to the approval of mutual recognition of
the AOU programs and graduate certificates by higher
education ministries in a number of Arab countries, prove
the AOU commitment towards assuring the quality of its
academic programs that would achieve the sustainable
development to the community and meet the needs of
market with highly qualified graduates.

AOU signs agreement to open new branch in Palestine

‘The Man in the Iron Mask’, the play was performed on
Wednesday 13th May, at Kuwait Bilingual School
under the direction of Tamer Aly Mustafa with over

50 students taking part. The costumes and special effects
were superb and the students’ acting kept the audience
spellbound for the entirety of the drama, which was 100 min-
utes in length. Tamer Aly was the producer and the director
of the show.  The prison scene with the prisoners and the Les
Miserable song was a very strong beginning to the play,
although it was not in the movie. The students were trained
well and spoke confidently. Several invited guests, including
Alison Shan Price, Director of the British School of Performing
Arts in Kuwait, had high praise for the students’ performanc-
es. Tamer was ably assisted several members of staff. Tamer
(producing, directing, training actors, and using sound
effects); Waleed (lighting); Bamba and Agnes (scenery);
Venna and  Mary (choreography); Sandeep (sound and mics)
and Areej (posters and program).

KBS rocks the stage with Man in the Iron Mask

The My Small World nursery con-
cluded its annual graduation cel-
ebration of its young students,

with the participation of the parents of
children in Abdulaziz Hussein Cultural
Center in Mishref. The event was
attended by Mohamed Al Sayegh, CEO
of Ekhlas Company and Anwar
Behbehani, General Director of the My
Small World Group.

Alaa Marefi, Director of My Small
World nursery, said that the nursery
plays a major role on the education
and the training of the child. The nurs-

ery is the first step for the child, and it
has to be the right step in all its
aspects.

“The My Small World nursery cele-
brated the graduation of more than 120
children in the presence of their parents
and with more than 250 people,” Eman
Dashti, Deputy Managing Director of
the nursery, said. She added that the
nursery has prepared a final program
for the children highlighting and show-
ing the most important things that the
children have been taught during their
time in the nursery school.

My Small World nursery celebrates graduation
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22:50 Emmerdale
23:15 The Chase: Celebrity
Specials

22:00 Mystery Diners
22:30 Mystery Diners
23:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
23:30 Chopped

00:00 Nazi Underworld
01:00 Hitler The Junkie
02:00 Situation Critical
03:00 Air Crash Investigation
04:00 Wild Colombia
05:00 Britain’s Greatest Machines
06:00 Caught In The Act
07:00 Lords Of War
07:30 Lords Of War
08:00 Nazi Underworld
09:00 Hitler The Junkie
10:00 Situation Critical
11:00 Wild Colombia
12:00 Untamed Americas
13:00 Banged Up Abroad
14:00 Mystery Files
14:30 Mystery Files
15:00 Nazi Underworld
16:00 Family Guns
17:00 Bugging Hitler’s Army
18:00 Helicopter Wars
19:00 Nazi Underworld
20:00 Family Guns
21:00 Bugging Hitler’s Army
22:00 Helicopter Wars
23:00 Wild Colombia

00:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
00:30 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
01:00 Rev Run’s Sunday Suppers
01:30 Siba’s Table: Fast Feasts
02:00 Farm Kings
03:00 Siba’s Table
03:30 Siba’s Table
04:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
04:30 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
05:00 Chopped
06:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
06:30 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
07:00 Man Fire Food
07:30 Man Fire Food
08:00 Chopped
09:00 Barefoot Contessa
09:30 Amazing Wedding Cakes
10:30 The Pioneer Woman
11:00 The Pioneer Woman
11:30 Man Fire Food
12:00 Chopped
13:00 Guy’s Big Bite
13:30 Guy’s Big Bite
14:00 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
14:30 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
15:00 Man Fire Food
15:30 Man Fire Food
16:00 Chopped
17:00 The Pioneer Woman
17:30 The Pioneer Woman
18:00 Barefoot Contessa
18:30 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
19:00 Chopped
20:00 Guy’s Grocery Games
21:00 Ching’s Restaurant
Redemption
21:30 Ching’s Restaurant
Redemption

00:00 Parenthood
01:00 Tyrant
02:00 House Of Cards
03:00 The Strain
04:00 Scandal
05:00 Castle
06:00 Parenthood
07:00 The Assets
08:00 Graceland
09:00 Castle
10:00 Scandal
11:00 The Assets
12:00 Emmerdale
12:30 Coronation Street
13:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
14:00 Graceland
15:00 Parenthood
16:00 Emmerdale
16:30 Coronation Street
17:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
18:00 Graceland
19:00 Red Band Society
21:00 Helix
22:00 Game Of Thrones
23:00 The Strain

02:00 Good Morning America
03:00 Legends
04:00 Defiance
06:00 Good Morning America
07:00 Emmerdale
07:30 Coronation Street
09:00 Switched At Birth
10:00 Emmerdale
10:30 Coronation Street
12:00 How To Get Away With
Murder
13:00 Crisis
14:00 Live Good Morning America
16:00 Switched At Birth
17:00 How To Get Away With
Murder
18:00 Crisis
19:00 Switched At Birth
20:00 How To Get Away With
Murder
21:00 Crisis
22:00 Legends
23:00 Defiance

09:05 Art Attack
09:30 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
10:00 Sofia The First
10:25 Henry Hugglemonster
10:55 Calimero
11:10 Jake And The Neverland
Pirates
11:35 Limon And Oli
11:45 Loopdidoo
12:00 Handy Manny
12:15 Sofia The First
12:45 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
13:10 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
13:35 Zou
13:50 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
14:15 Doc McStuffins
14:45 Henry Hugglemonster
15:10 Sofia The First: The Curse
Of Princess
16:00 Cars Toons
16:05 Lilo & Stitch
16:30 Adventures Of The
Gummi Bears
17:00 Chip n Dale Rescue
Rangers
17:25 Ducktales
18:00 Art Attack
18:30 Sofia The First
18:55 Cars Toons
19:00 The Adventures Of Disney
Fairies
19:30 Jake And The Neverland
Pirates
19:45 Doc McStuffins
20:00 Adventures Of The
Gummi Bears
20:30 Sofia The First
20:55 Cars Toons
21:00 Chip n Dale Rescue
Rangers
21:30 Ducktales
22:00 Lilo & Stitch
22:25 Art Attack
22:55 Limon And Oli
23:05 Zou
23:20 Mouk
23:35 Jungle Junction
23:50 Art Attack
00:15 Julius Jr.
00:30 Calimero
00:45 Henry Hugglemonster
01:00 Zou
01:15 Jungle Junction

01:00 Blackie And Kanuto
02:45 The Happets
04:30 Garfield’s Pet Force
06:00 Hammer Boy
07:45 Jelly T
09:45 Pacific Pirates
11:15 Minuscule: Valley Of The
Lost Ants
12:45 The Happets
14:15 Justin And The Knights Of
The Valour
16:00 The Missing Lynx
18:00 True Story Of Puss’n Boots
20:00 Unstable Fables: Tortoise vs.
Hare
21:45 Justin And The Knights Of
The Valour
23:30 The Missing Lynx

01:30 Peace, Love &
Misunderstanding-PG15
03:30 High Moon-PG15
05:00 Mr. Peabody & Sherman-
FAM
06:45 The Book Thief-PG15
09:00 Turbo-PG
10:45 The Great Gatsby-PG15
13:15 Good Deeds-PG15
15:15 The Book Thief-PG15
17:30 The Hobbit: The Desolation
Of Smaug-PG
20:30 Transit-PG15
22:00 Oculus-PG15
23:45 Lockout-PG15

06:00 Kid vs Kat
06:10 Zeke & Luther
06:35 Kickin’ It
07:00 Phineas And Ferb
07:25 Lab Rats
07:50 Supa Strikas
08:15 The 7D
08:40 Kirby Buckets
09:05 Ultimate Spider-Man: Web
Warriors
09:30 Kickin’ It
09:55 Phineas And Ferb
10:20 Boyster
10:45 Zeke & Luther
11:10 Lab Rats
11:35 Phineas And Ferb
12:00 Pair Of Kings
12:30 Supa Strikas
12:55 Kickin’ It
13:20 Phineas And Ferb
13:40 Mighty Med
14:05 Zeke & Luther
14:30 Kickin’ It
14:55 Ultimate Spider-Man: Web
Warriors
15:20 Supa Strikas
15:45 Phineas And Ferb
16:10 Pair Of Kings
16:35 Supa Strikas
17:00 Kirby Buckets
17:30 Mighty Med
18:00 Phineas And Ferb
18:50 Supa Strikas
19:15 Phineas And Ferb
19:40 Phineas And Ferb
20:05 The 7D
20:30 Ultimate Spider-Man

03:00 True Crime With
Aphrodite Jones
03:45 Dr G: Medical Examiner
04:30 Disappeared
05:20 Forensic Detectives
06:10 Forensic Detectives
07:00 Nightmare Next Door
07:50 Fatal Encounters
08:40 I Almost Got Away With It
09:30 I Was Murdered
09:55 Stalked: Someone’s
Watching
10:20 Forensic Detectives
11:10 On The Case With Paula
Zahn
12:00 Blood Relatives
12:50 True Crime With
Aphrodite Jones
13:40 Who On Earth Did I
Marry?
14:05 Who On Earth Did I
Marry?
14:30 On The Case With Paula
Zahn
15:20 I Was Murdered
15:45 Stalked: Someone’s
Watching
16:10 Fatal Encounters
17:00 Blood Relatives
17:50 I Almost Got Away With It
18:40 Forensic Detectives
19:30 True Crime With
Aphrodite Jones
20:20 The Will
21:10 Who On Earth Did I
Marry?
21:35 Who On Earth Did I
Marry?
22:00 True Crime With
Aphrodite Jones
22:50 Dr G: Medical Examiner
23:40 Couples Who Kill
00:30 Swamp Murders
01:20 Nightmare Next Door
02:10 True Crime With
Aphrodite Jones

00:20 Caught In The Act
01:10 Predator Fails
02:00 Night Stalkers
02:50 Mystery Of The Wolf
03:45 Caught In The Act
04:40 Ultimate Predator
05:35 Night Stalkers
06:30 Mystery Of The Wolf
07:25 Caught In The Act
08:20 Fish Tank Kings
09:15 Planet Carnivore
10:10 Anaconda: Silent Killer
11:05 Animals Gone Wild
12:00 Fish Warrior
12:55 Night Stalkers
13:50 War Elephants
14:45 Dangerous Encounters
15:40 Fish Tank Kings
16:35 Kingdom Of The Oceans
17:30 Fatal Attraction
18:25 Animals Gone Wild
19:20 Dangerous Encounters
20:10 Fish Tank Kings
21:00 Kingdom Of The Oceans
21:50 Fatal Attraction
22:40 Animals Gone Wild
23:30 Fish Warrior

00:30 The Daily Show With Jon
Stewart
01:00 The Nightly Show With Larry
Wilmore
01:30 It’s Always Sunny In
Philadelphia
02:00 It’s Always Sunny In
Philadelphia
02:30 Curb Your Enthusiasm
03:00 Cristela
03:30 Parks And Recreation
04:30 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
06:00 Men At Work
07:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
09:00 Cristela
09:30 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
11:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
12:00 Men At Work
14:00 Parks And Recreation
14:30 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
15:30 The Daily Show With Jon
Stewart
16:00 The Nightly Show With Larry
Wilmore
16:30 Men At Work
17:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
18:00 Cristela
18:30 Parks And Recreation
19:00 About A Boy
20:00 Mulaney
21:00 The Daily Show With Jon
Stewart
21:30 Last Week Tonight With John
Oliver
22:05 Veep
22:30 Silicon Valley
23:00 Togetherness
23:30 Mulaney

19:45 Pacific Rim
22:00 Empire State

00:00 22 Bullets-18
02:00 40 Days And Nights-PG15
04:00 A Common Man-PG15
06:00 Shaolin-PG15
08:15 Shanghai Noon-PG15
10:15 Babylon A.D-PG15
12:00 Marvel’s Hulk vs. Thor &
Wolverine-PG
13:30 Shaolin-PG15
15:45 Shanghai Noon-PG15
17:45 Pacific Rim-PG15
20:00 Empire State-PG15
22:00 Snake Eyes-PG15

01:00 See Girl Run-PG15
03:00 I, Anna-PG15
05:00 Upside Down-PG15
07:00 A Secret Promise-PG15
09:00 Phantom-PG15
11:00 Upside Down-PG15
13:00 Chasing Mavericks-PG15
15:00 Nebraska-PG15
17:00 Phantom-PG15
19:00 To The Wonder-PG15
21:00 What Maisie Knew-PG15
23:00 Cloud Atlas-18

01:00 Everything Must Go
03:00 Unstrung Heroes
04:45 Metallica: Through The
Never
06:30 I Am Sam
09:00 Dream House
11:00 Everything Must Go
13:00 Corpse Bride
14:30 Metallica: Through The
Never
16:30 Dream House
18:30 The Patriot
21:30 Passion Fish

01:00 Out Of The Furnace-PG15
03:00 Mud-PG15
05:15 The Gabby Douglas Story
07:00 Quartet-PG15
09:00 The Amazing Spider-Man 2
11:30 Christmas In Conway-PG15
13:15 Grace Unplugged-PG
15:00 Escape From Planet Earth
16:30 The Amazing Spider-Man 2
19:00 Hummingbird-PG15
21:00 Lizzie Borden Took An Ax
23:00 Lost In The Cloud-18

00:00 MSNBC Caught On Camera
01:00 Live ABC World News
01:30 Live NBC Nightly News
02:00 ABC World News
02:30 NBC Nightly News
03:00 NBC Sunday Today Show
04:00 ABC This Week With G
Stephanopoulos
05:00 NBC Meet The Press
06:00 ABC World News
06:30 NBC Nightly News
07:00 ABC World News
07:30 NBC Nightly News
08:00 ABC This Week With G
Stephanopoulos
09:00 ABC World News
09:30 NBC Nightly News
10:00 Live ABC World News Now
10:30 Live ABC World News Now
11:00 Live NBC Early Today
11:30 Live ABC America This
Morning
12:00 Live ABC America This
Morning
12:30 Live ABC America This
Morning
13:00 Live ABC America This
Morning
13:30 MSNBC First Look
14:00 Live NBC Today Show
18:00 Live MSNBC NewsNation
19:00 Live MSNBC Andrea Mitchell
Reports
20:00 Live MSNBC Live With
Thomas Roberts
22:00 Live MSNBC The Cycle
23:00 Live MSNBC Now With Alex
Wagner

00:00 Lost
01:00 Masterchef: The
Professionals
02:00 Revenge
03:00 Revenge
04:00 Low Winter Sun
05:00 The Simpsons
05:30 The Simpsons
06:00 Around The World In 80
Plates
07:00 How I Met Your Mother
07:30 How I Met Your Mother
08:00 Lost
09:00 Masterchef: The
Professionals
10:00 The Simpsons
10:30 The Simpsons
11:00 Revenge
12:00 Revenge
13:00 Low Winter Sun
14:00 How I Met Your Mother
14:30 How I Met Your Mother
15:00 Around The World In 80

00:00 Stephen Merchant: Hello
Ladies Live
01:45 Never Been Kissed
04:00 Until She Came Along
06:00 The Hot Flashes
08:00 10 Years
10:00 Home Alone 3
12:00 Walk Of Shame
14:00 Bringing Down The House
16:00 10 Years
18:00 Mafia!
20:00 AmeriQua
22:00 21 & Over

01:30 HSBC Sevens World Series
07:00 Golfing World
08:00 HSBC Sevens World Series
11:00 Top 14 Highlights
12:00 Live NRL Premiership
14:00 Web.com Tour
16:00 Champions Tour
19:00 PGA Tour Highlights
20:00 PGA European Tour
Highlights
21:00 Volvo Ocean Race
22:30 AFL Premiership Highlights 

01:00 PGA European Tour 
07:00 Super Rugby Highlights 
12:00 Golfing World
13:00 Top 14 Highlights
13:30 Volvo Ocean Race Highlights
14:00 Volvo Ocean Race 
17:00 Indy Car Series
19:00 WWE Experience
20:00 WWE Afterburn
21:00 WWE This Week
21:30 PGA Tour Highlights
22:30 PGA European Tour
Highlights
23:30 NRL Premiership 

00:00 Indian Premier League H/L :
SH v MI
16:30 Indian Premier League H/L :
DD v RR
17:30 ICC Cricket 360
18:00 Indian Premier League H/L :
MI v KXIP
19:00 Indian Premier League H/L :
RCB v SH
20:00 Indian Premier League H/L :
RR v MI

01:15 The Good Mother
02:30 Then She Found Me
05:00 Chernobyl Diaries
06:30 Crank
08:00 The Good Mother
09:30 Greenberg
11:30 The Odd Life Of Timothy
Green
13:15 Cars 2
15:00 Ironclad
17:00 Chernobyl Diaries
18:30 Crank
20:00 A Heartbeat Away
21:45 Love And Honor
23:30 Out Of Reach

00:45 Shopping Is My Life
01:35 Long Island Medium
02:00 Last Chance Salon
02:50 Say Yes To The Dress
03:15 Something Borrowed,
Something New
03:40 What Not To Wear
04:30 Cake Boss
05:00 Little People, Big World
05:30 Extreme Couponing
06:00 17 Kids And Counting
06:25 The Next Great Baker
07:15 Say Yes To The Dress
07:40 Something Borrowed,
Something New
08:05 Say Yes To The Dress:
Randy Knows Best
08:30 Say Yes To The Dress:
Randy Knows Best
08:55 Say Yes To The Dress
09:45 Cake Boss
10:10 Little People, Big World
10:35 Extreme Couponing
11:00 Toddlers & Tiaras
11:50 Say Yes To The Dress:
Randy Knows Best
12:15 Say Yes To The Dress:
Randy Knows Best
12:40 The Next Great Baker
13:30 19 Kids And Counting
13:55 19 Kids And Counting
14:20 Little People, Big World:
Amy’s 50th
15:10 Cake Boss
15:35 Little People, Big World
16:00 Toddlers & Tiaras
16:50 Say Yes To The Dress

03:00 Art Attack
03:25 Julius Jr.
03:35 Calimero
03:50 Henry Hugglemonster
04:00 Zou
04:15 Mouk
04:25 Jungle Junction
04:35 Art Attack
05:00 Julius Jr.
05:10 Calimero
05:25 Henry Hugglemonster
05:35 Zou
05:50 Mouk
06:00 Jungle Junction
06:10 Art Attack
06:35 Julius Jr.
06:45 Calimero
07:00 Jungle Junction
07:15 Zou
07:30 Calimero
07:45 Loopdidoo
08:00 Limon And Oli
08:10 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
08:35 Doc McStuffins

00:00 Urban Justice
02:00 22 Bullets
04:00 40 Days And Nights
06:00 A Common Man
08:00 Shaolin
10:15 Shanghai Noon
12:15 Babylon A.D
14:00 Marvel’s Hulk vs. Thor &
Wolverine
15:30 Shaolin
17:45 Shanghai Noon

Plates
16:00 Lost
17:00 Masterchef: The
Professionals
18:00 Army Wives
19:00 Army Wives
20:00 Grey’s Anatomy
21:00 Cougar Town
21:30 Cougar Town
22:00 The Bridge
23:00 The Simpsons
23:30 The Simpsons

00:00 The Curse Of Oak Island
01:00 Ax Men
02:00 Swamp People
03:00 American Pickers
04:00 The Curse Of Oak Island
05:00 American Pickers
06:00 American Pickers
07:00 Counting Cars
07:30 Counting Cars
08:00 Mountain Men
09:00 Ax Men
10:00 American Pickers
11:00 Pawn Stars
11:30 Pawn Stars
12:00 Storage Wars
12:30 Storage Wars
13:00 Counting Cars
13:30 Counting Cars
14:00 Shipping Wars
14:30 Shipping Wars
15:00 American Pickers
16:00 American Restoration
16:30 American Restoration
17:00 Storage Wars
17:30 Storage Wars
18:00 Pawn Stars
18:30 Pawn Stars
19:00 Ax Men
20:00 Storage Wars
20:30 Storage Wars
21:00 Storage Wars
21:30 Storage Wars
22:00 Pawn Stars
22:30 Pawn Stars
23:00 Pawn Stars South Africa
23:30 Pawn Stars South Africa

17:15 Something Borrowed,
Something New
17:40 17 Kids And Counting
18:05 Extreme Couponing
18:30 What Not To Wear
19:20 Extreme Couponing: Black
Friday Blitz
20:10 The Next Great Baker
21:00 Return To Amish
21:50 My Big Fat Fabulous Life
22:15 My Big Fat Fabulous Life
22:40 Long Island Medium
23:05 Last Chance Salon
23:55 Return To Amish
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Arrival Flights on Monday 18/5/2015
Airlines Flt Route Time
QTR 1084 Doha 00:05
THY 772 Istanbul 00:15
JZR 239 Amman 00:20
JZR 267 Beirut 00:30
DLH 637 Dammam 00:35
FDB 068 Dubai 00:55
JAI 574 Mumbai 01:30
JZR 539 Cairo 01:30
ETH 3403 Addis Ababa/Riyadh 01:35
PGT 858 Istanbul 01:40
RJA 642 Amman 01:45
GFA 211 Bahrain 02:15
UAE 853 Dubai 02:25
MSC 403 Sohag 02:30
OMA 643 Muscat 02:35
QTR 1076 Doha 03:05
ETD 305 Abu Dhabi 03:05
CEB 7694 Manila 03:10
FDB 067 Dubai 03:15
MSR 612 Cairo 03:15
SYR 341 Latakia 03:20
KAC 1544 Cairo 03:35
MSC 401 Alexandria 04:00
JZR 555 Alexandria 04:15
THY 770 Istanbul 04:40
DHX 170 Bahrain 05:10
ADB 158F KRT 06:00
KAC 412 Manila/Bangkok 06:15
BAW 157 London 06:35
KAC 382 Delhi 07:30
KAC 206 Islamabad 07:30
FDB 053 Dubai 07:50
QTR 1086 Doha 07:55
KAC 302 Mumbai 07:55
KAC 352 Kochi 08:15
KAC 344 Chennai 08:15
UAE 855 Dubai 08:25
KAC 362 Colombo 08:30
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:05
IRA 667 Esfahan 09:05
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 09:10
KAC 284 Dhaka 09:25
FDB 055 Dubai 09:40
KAC 350 Kochi 09:40
QTR 1070 Doha 10:00
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
UAE 873 Dubai 10:40
MEA 404 Beirut 10:55
AXB 889 Mangalore/Bahrain 11:15
MSC 405 Sohag 11:20
JZR 561 Sohag 11:25
AGY 680 Alexandria 11:40
JZR 165 Dubai 11:50
FDB 075 Dubai 12:25
UAE 871 Dubai 12:45
MSR 610 Cairo 13:00
THY 766 Istanbul 13:10
KAC 620 Doha 13:10
KAC 672 Dubai 13:55
JAD 301 Amman 14:00

QTR 1078 Doha 14:05
KNE 460 Riyadh 14:10
FDB 057 Dubai 14:20
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:20
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:30
KNE 472 Jeddah 14:55
KAC 538 Sohag 14:55
KAC 788 Jeddah 15:00
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:35
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
NIA 251 Alexandria 15:50
RJA 640 Amman 15:55
FDB 051 Dubai 16:10
QTR 1072 Doha 16:20
KAC 118 New York 16:30
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 16:50
KAC 792 Madinah 16:50
KAC 562 Amman 17:00
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 177 Dubai 17:45
JZR 777 Jeddah 17:50
FDB 065 Dubai 18:05
OMA 645 Muscat 18:05
KAC 786 Jeddah 18:35
KAC 502 Beirut 18:35
SYR 343 Damascus 18:45
KAC 542 Cairo 18:55
KAC 618 Doha 18:55
QTR 1080 Doha 18:55
KAC 104 London 19:00
UAE 875 Dubai 19:05
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:05
KAC 614 Bahrain 19:10
FDB 063 Dubai 19:10
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:20
JAI 572 Mumbai 19:35
KAC 774 Riyadh 19:40
AGY 684 Sohag 19:50
FDB 061 Dubai 19:50
KAC 674 Dubai 20:00
OMA 647 Muscat 20:00
KNE 480 Taif 20:10
MEA 402 Beirut 20:15
DLH 634 Frankfurt 20:20
MSR 618 Alexandria 20:30
ALK 229 Colombo 21:10
UAE 859 Dubai 21:15
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:15
FDB 073 Dubai 21:30
QTR 1074 Doha 21:30
AIC 975 Chennai/Mumbai 21:35
GFA 219 Bahrain 21:45
THY 764 Istanbul 22:10
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:10
JZR 125 Bahrain 22:15
FDB 059 Dubai 22:50
JZR 185 Dubai 22:55
JAI 526 Chennai/Abu Dhabi 23:00
FDB 071 Dubai 23:35
KLM 411 Amsterdam/Dammam 23:40

Departure Flights on Monday 18/5/2015
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 982 Ahmedabad/Chennai 00:05
BBC 044 Dhaka 00:10
UAL 981 IAD 00:25
JAI 573 Mumbai 00:25
FDB 072 Dubai 00:30
PIA 206 Lahore 00:40
DLH 637 Frankfurt 01:35
THY 773 Istanbul 02:05
JAI 525 Abu Dhabi/Chennai 02:55
PGT 859 Istanbul 02:55
ETH 3403 Addis Ababa 03:05
MSC 404 Sohag 03:30
OMA 644 Muscat 03:35
UAE 854 Dubai 03:45
FDB 068 Dubai 04:00
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:05
QTR 1077 Doha 04:05
MSR 613 Cairo 04:15
SYR 342 Latakia 04:20
CEB 7695 Manila 04:40
THY 765 Istanbul 04:55
JZR 560 Sohag 05:00
MSC 406 Sohag 05:00
QTR 1085 Doha 05:20
RJA 643 Amman 06:35
GFA 212 Bahrain 06:50
THY 771 Istanbul 06:50
FDB 070 Dubai 07:05
JZR 164 Dubai 07:15
BAW 156 London 08:30
FDB 054 Dubai 08:30
QTR 1087 Doha 08:55
ADB 1258 KRT 09:00
KAC 671 Dubai 09:25
KAC 619 Doha 09:30
KAC 787 Jeddah 09:30
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:45
UAE 856 Dubai 09:50
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:00
IRA 666 Esfahan 10:05
FDB 056 Dubai 10:40
KAC 501 Beirut 11:00
QTR 1071 Doha 11:00
KAC 561 Amman 11:25
KAC 165 Rome/Paris 11:25
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:35
MEA 405 Beirut 11:55
KAC 791 Madinah 12:00
KAC 541 Cairo 12:05
KAC 103 London 12:10
UAE 874 Dubai 12:10
JZR 776 Jeddah 12:15
AXB 890 Mangalore 12:15
MSC 402 Alexandria 12:20
AGY 685 Sohag 12:40
KAC 785 Jeddah 13:00
JZR 176 Dubai 13:10
FDB 076 Dubai 13:10
MSR 611 Cairo 14:00
THY 767 Istanbul 14:10

UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
QTR 1079 Doha 15:05
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:05
FDB 058 Dubai 15:05
KNE 481 Taif 15:10
KAC 617 Doha 15:15
KAC 673 Dubai 15:20
JAD 302 Amman 15:30
SVA 501 Jeddah 15:45
KAC 773 Riyadh 15:55
KAC 613 Bahrain 16:00
KNE 473 Jeddah 16:00
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:15
NIA 252 Alexandria 16:50
RJA 641 Amman 16:55
JZR 266 Beirut 17:05
FDB 052 Dubai 17:10
QTR 1073 Doha 17:25
UAE 858 Dubai 17:40
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 17:40
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
JZR 184 Dubai 18:20
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 538 Cairo 18:40
JZR 238 Amman 18:45
FDB 066 Dubai 18:55
OMA 646 Muscat 19:05
JZR 124 Bahrain 19:20
SYR 344 Damascus 19:45
GFA 218 Bahrain 19:50
FDB 064 Dubai 19:50
QTR 1081 Doha 19:55
ABY 124 Sharjah 20:00
KAC 361 Colombo 20:00
UAE 876 Dubai 20:35
JAI 571 Mumbai 20:35
FDB 062 Dubai 20:35
AGY 681 Alexandria 20:50
KAC 1543 Cairo 20:55
KAC 333 Trivandrum 20:55
OMA 648 Muscat 21:00
KAC 351 Kochi 21:05
KAC 283 Dhaka 21:05
KNE 461 Riyadh 21:10
MEA 403 Beirut 21:15
MSR 619 Alexandria 21:30
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:05
FDB 074 Dubai 22:10
ALK 230 Colombo 22:20
KAC 381 Delhi 22:20
UAE 860 Dubai 22:25
KAC 301 Mumbai 22:30
KAC 349 Kochi 22:30
QTR 1075 Doha 22:40
GFA 220 Bahrain 22:45
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:00
KAC 205 Islamabad 23:05
KAC 411 Bangkok/Manila 23:25
FDB 060 Dubai 23:50

SHARQIA-1
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 12:00 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 2:15 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 5:00 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 7:45 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 10:00 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 12:15 AM

SHARQIA-2
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 11:45 AM
A MOUSE TALE 11:45 AM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 2:30 PM
A MOUSE TALE 2:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 4:45 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 7:15 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 9:45 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 12:15 AM

SHARQIA-3
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 12:30 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 12:30 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 2:45 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 4:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 6:15 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 8:45 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 10:30 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 1:00 AM

MUHALAB-1
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 1:00 PM
GOOD KILL 1:00 PM
GOOD KILL 3:15 PM
GOOD KILL 5:15 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 7:15 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 9:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 11:45 PM

MUHALAB-2
THE BLOOD LANDS 12:00 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 2:00 PM
BOMBAY VELVET - Hindi 4:00 PM
LION - Telugu 4:00 PM
LION - Telugu 7:00 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 7:00 PM
LION - Telugu 10:00 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 10:00 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 1:00 AM

MUHALAB-3
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 12:15 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 11:45 AM
LION - Telugu 1:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 2:45 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 2:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 5:15 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 7:45 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 10:15 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 12:45 AM

FANAR-1
BACKCOUNTRY 11:30 AM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 1:30 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 3:45 PM
BACKCOUNTRY 6:00 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 8:15 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 10:30 PM
BACKCOUNTRY 12:45 AM

FANAR-2
THE BLOOD LANDS 12:45 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 2:45 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 4:30 PM
SWORD OF VENGEANCE 6:15 PM

AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 8:15 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 11:00 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 1:00 AM

FANAR-3
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 12:30 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 3:30 PM
LION - Telugu 3:30 PM
LION - Telugu 6:30 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 6:30 PM
LION - Telugu 9:30 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 9:30 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 12:30 AM

FANAR-4
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 12:15 PM
SWORD OF VENGEANCE 12:15 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 2:30 PM
SWORD OF VENGEANCE 2:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 4:45 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 7:15 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 9:45 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 12:15 AM

FANAR-5
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 11:30 AM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 11:30 AM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 2:00 PM
BOMBAY VELVET - Hindi 4:15 PM
PIKU - HINDI 7:15 PM
BOMBAY VELVET - Hindi 9:45 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 12:45 AM

MARINA-1
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 11:45 AM
GOOD KILL 2:00 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 4:00 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 6:15 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 8:30 PM
GOOD KILL 10:45 PM
GOOD KILL 12:45 AM

MARINA-2
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 12:00 PM
SWORD OF VENGEANCE 12:00 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 2:30 PM
SWORD OF VENGEANCE 2:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 5:00 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 7:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 10:00 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 12:30 AM

MARINA-3
GOOD KILL 11:30 AM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 1:30 PM
NO THU
GOOD KILL 1:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 3:45 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 6:15 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON -3D 9:00 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 11:45 PM

AVENUES-1
PAUL BLART: MALL COP 2 12:45 PM
A MOUSE TALE 3:00 PM
PIKU - HINDI 5:00 PM
PAUL BLART: MALL COP 2 7:45 PM
BOMBAY VELVET - Hindi 9:45 PM
BACKCOUNTRY 12:45 AM

AVENUES-2
GOOD KILL 11:30 AM
THE BLOOD LANDS 1:45 PM

GOOD KILL 3:45 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 6:00 PM
GOOD KILL 8:00 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 10:15 PM
GOOD KILL 12:30 AM

AVENUES-3
HOT PURSUIT 12:00 PM
HOT PURSUIT 2:00 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 7 4:00 PM
NO FRI
LION - Telugu
LION - Telugu 7:00 PM
THU+FRI+SAT+MON
LION - Telugu 10:00 PM
THU+FRI+SAT+MON
FAST & FURIOUS 7 7:00 PM
SUN+TUE+WED
FAST & FURIOUS 7 10:00 PM
SUN+TUE+WED
THE BLOOD LANDS 1:00 AM

360º- 1
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 12:30 PM
HOT PURSUIT 12:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 3:00 PM
HOT PURSUIT 3:00 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 5:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 8:00 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 10:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 1:00 AM

36º- 2
ACCIDENTAL LOVE 11:30 AM
GOOD KILL 1:45 PM
ACCIDENTAL LOVE 4:00 PM
GOOD KILL 6:15 PM
ACCIDENTAL LOVE 8:30 PM
GOOD KILL 10:45 PM
GOOD KILL 1:15 AM

360º- 3
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 12:45 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 3:00 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 5:15 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 7:30 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 9:45 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 12:05 AM

AL-KOUT.1
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 11:30 AM
SWORD OF VENGEANCE 11:30 AM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 2:00 PM
NO THU
SWORD OF VENGEANCE 2:00 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 4:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 7:00 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 9:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 12:05 AM

AL-KOUT.2
GOOD KILL 12:45 PM
GOOD KILL 2:45 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 4:45 PM
GOOD KILL 7:30 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 9:30 PM
GOOD KILL 12:15 AM

AL-KOUT.3
THE BLOOD LANDS 11:45 AM
THE BLOOD LANDS 1:30 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 3:15 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 5:00 PM

SWORD OF VENGEANCE 6:45 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 8:45 PM
SWORD OF VENGEANCE 10:30 PM
THE BLOOD LANDS 12:30 AM

AL-KOUT.4
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 1:00 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 1:00 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 3:30 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 5:45 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 8:00 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 10:15 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 12:45 AM

BAIRAQ-1
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 12:00 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON -3D 11:45 AM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 2:30 PM
NO THU
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON -3D 2:15 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 5:00 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 7:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 10:00 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD - 3D 12:30 AM

BAIRAQ-2
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 1:00 PM
PAUL BLART: MALL COP 2 3:15 PM
A MOUSE TALE 5:15 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 7:15 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 9:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 11:45 PM

BAIRAQ-3
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 12:15 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 3:00 PM
BOMBAY VELVET - Hindi 6:00 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 9:00 PM
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 12:05 AM

PLAZA
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 3:45 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 6:30 PM
NO FRI+SAT
PURAMPOKKU - Tamil 6:00 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 9:00 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 11:00 PM

LAILA
AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON 3:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 6:15 PM
ZANKET AL SITAT-Arabic 8:30 PM
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD 10:45 PM

AJIAL.1
LION - Telugu 3:30 PM
LION - Telugu 6:30 PM
LION - Telugu 9:30 PM

AJIAL.2
LION - Telugu 4:00 PM
LION - Telugu 7:00 PM
LION - Telugu 10:00 PM
BOMBAY VELVET - Hindi 4:00 PM
PIKU - HINDI 7:00 PM
BOMBAY VELVET - Hindi 10:00 PM

AJIAL.3
CHIRAKODINJA KINAVUKAL (Malayalam) 4:15 PM
CHIRAKODINJA KINAVUKAL (Malayalam) 6:45 PM
ORU VADAKKAN SELFIE -Malayalam 6:45 PM
ORU VADAKKAN SELFIE -Malayalam 9:30 PM
CHIRAKODINJA KINAVUKAL (Malayalam) 9:30 PM

KNCC PROGRAMME FROM THURSDAY TO WEDNESDAY
(14/05/2015 TO 20/05/2015)

Prayer timings

THE PUBLIC AUTHORITY
FOR CIVIL INFORMATION

Automated enquiry about
the Civil ID card is

1889988

Fajr: 03:24
Shorook 04:54
Duhr: 11:44
Asr: 15:20
Maghrib: 18:34
Isha: 20:01

112

SITUATION WANTED

LOST

Professionally qualified
and well experienced sen-
ior finance executive, seek-
ing job for senior position
in finance and accounts
department of reputed
companies having middle
to senior level vacancy may
please contact mobile:
50519450 or email:
smart_finance@yahoo.com
(C 4984)
17-5-2015

Civil Engineering Diploma
holder having 19 years
experience in construction/
maintenance works need
job in supervisor post. 5
years experience in Kuwait.
Transferable visa no. 18.
Phone: 65033757. (C 4985)
16-5-2015

Senior Management level
IT Engineer (B.Tech.-VCAP5-
VCP5 cloud / DCV, CCNA-
CCNP-MCP-PMP-BS7799-

Idris Abdul Karim Dalal
recently lost his civil ID
card # 270120501299.
Finders please contact
99517914, 65027050.
16-5-2015

Security-Lead Auditor), 14
Years experience, technical
expert in entire IT functions
including infrastructure
storage, network, systems,
virtualization & cloud pio-
neer with transferable Visa
is looking for urgent Job.
Contact 99154727 or 
tijojose@yahoo.com 
(C 4982) 
10-5-2015



Today's New Moon in your financial sector comes with a sense of
urgency, with your annual financial review now in its final days. Not only has a lot
of water flowed under the bridge over the past few months this has left you with
everything out in the open, a smart head for money and your financial desires,
passions and fighting spirit banked. You're a lot more qualified than you usually
are to draw a line in the sand, ready to take your power back.

Just 3 days before the Sun is not only due to leave your relationship
sector but end all the cosmic focus on your relationships for the year, today's
New Moon brings a chance to commit to your relationships, the future and the
journey ahead. Enough water has passed under the bridge over the last few
months to leave you with a clear and authentic sense of what you want from
your relationships and what they need from you.

Today's New Moon in your work sector comes with a degree of
urgency, for with the Moon leaving just a few hours later and the Sun

in 3 days time, you really have reached a point where it's time to draw a new line in
the sand. You're in the final days of a push to get work matters up to speed, with a
need to be ready to put everything on the line. With some major developments on
the career front from midyear the professional gods want work matters on a
course that is fairly easy to maintain.

Just 3 days before the Sun is not only due to leave your home and
family sector but bring all the planetary focus on home and family matters to an
end for the year, today's New Moon is a chance to draw a new line in the sand.
After months of focus on home and family matters, a clear sense of what is
required from you and where your priorities lie, this is a chance to commit to tak-
ing a stand and making things happen.

With so much support over the past few months to get the commu-
nication lines open you should be more than ready for today's New Moon and the
opportunity this creates to put everything on the line. With the Sun leaving your
communication sector in 3 days' time, the support needed to ensure the commu-
nication lines are open is here now, with today's New Moon giving things the push
they needed. This is a day for new beginnings and a fresh start, but is also the
point where words and conversations get the push they need to get started.

It is the fact that professional forces are already building and
demanding your attention that makes today's New Moon in an adventurous part
of your chart even more urgent, sensing that this really is your last hurrah. With
the Moon leaving just hours after today's New Moon, the Sun in 3 days time and
then no more planetary activity here until April 2016 a sense of wanderlust,
curiosity and adventure needs to be embraced now, while there is still a chance.

Two weeks on from a fairly challenging Full Moon, that amongst
other things brought financial tensions to a head, the money gods get their
comeback with today's New Moon in your income sector. As well as a timely trig-
ger for income opportunities, just days before the Sun is due to leave, this is likely
to bring a boost of confidence and entitlement across the board. This comes on
a day that is tailor made for staying in the moment, with a lack of urgency across
the board.

Just days before your birthday month is due to run its course today's
New Moon brings a chance to draw a new line in the sand, making a commit-
ment to your new solar year, the future and the journey ahead. With so much
water having already passed under the bridge and so many planets having
moved through your sign over recent months, you're at a point where you
should know what you want from the coming year and what you're making a
commitment to.

Just 3 days before the start of your birthday month and new solar
year a New Moon gives the wind down of your old solar year a hurry up. With
your new solar year having already begun in all but name, this is less a call to com-
mit to the future and more a call to hurry up the process of closing old doors. In
the final days of your old solar year this is a chance to take one last look around to
learn as much from the past as possible before moving on, as the universe
announces the final boarding call for a new chapter.

Today's New Moon in a social and serendipitous part of your chart
comes with a sense of urgency, with fate working overtime to create the right
moment. It's those random and unexpected moments where you find yourself in
the right place at the right time or you unexpectedly feel a sense of connection or
belonging, that the true value of friendship and camaraderie is revealed. This is
something that must happen naturally, with any urgency more about seizing the
moment.

MONDAY, MAY 18, 2015

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 906

ACROSS
1. Used especially of what is legally or ethically
right or proper or fitting.
5. A medieval steel helmet.
12. An angular shape characterized by sharp
turns in alternating directions.
15. Leaf or strip from a leaf of the talipot palm
used in India for writing paper.
16. Reprehensible acquisitiveness.
17. A flat wing-shaped process or winglike part
of an organism.
18. Administer an oil or ointment to.
20. A rule or especially body of rules or princi-
ples generally established as valid and funda-
mental in a field or art or philosophy.
21. The basic unit of electric current adopted
under the System International d'Unites.
22. An industrial city in central Japan on south-
ern Honshu.
23. Give support or one's blessing to.
25. The blood group whose red cells carry both
the A and B antigens.
28. A French river that flows through the heart
of Paris and then northward into the English
Channel.
31. The executive agency that advises the
President on the federal budget.
32. A port city and resort in Andalusia in south-
ern Spain on the Mediterranean.
36. A member of a nomadic people who invad-
ed Europe in the 4th century.
37. 16 ounces.
38. Characterized by friendship and good will.
40. Undo the ties of.
44. An international organization of European
countries formed after World War II to reduce
trade barriers and increase cooperation among
its members.
45. The habitation of wild animals.
46. United States naturalist (born in England)
who advocated the creation of national parks
(1838-1914).
50. The highest level or degree attainable.
51. Dwell (archaic).
52. The administration of a strong electric cur-
rent that passes through the brain to induce
convulsions and coma.
53. (Japanese) An ancient ritual for preparing
and serving and drinking tea.
55. An expensive vessel propelled by sail or
power and used for cruising or racing.
58. A very light colorless element that is one of
the six inert gasses.
59. The United Nations agency concerned with
international maritime activities.
60. A bitter quarrel between two parties.
62. A region in central Italy.
66. A radioactive element of the actinide series.
68. Small terrestrial lizard of warm regions of
the Old World.
71. Fermented alcoholic beverage similar to but
heavier than beer.
72. A mountain peak in the Andes in Bolivia
(21,391 feet high).
74. Become less tense.
75. Large brownish-green New Zealand parrot.
76. A heavy toxic silvery-white radioactive
metallic element.
78. (archaic or Scottish) Faithful and true.
79. A river in north central Switzerland that runs
northeast into the Rhine.
80. Dark sweet or semisweet dessert wine from
Sicily.
81. A river in north central Switzerland that runs
northeast into the Rhine.

DOWN
1. The shape or manner in which things come
together and a connection is made.
2. The inner and longer of the two bones of the
human forearm.
3. A projectile that is fired from a gun.
4. A family of North American Indian language
spoken in southwestern United States.
5. A Chadic language spoken south of Lake
Chad.
6. The eleventh month of the civil year.
7. A political leader (especially of Tammany
Hall).
8. A self-funded retirement plan that allows you
to contribute a limited yearly sum toward your
retirement.
9. (Sumerian and Babylonian) A solar deity.
10. Of or relating to an economy, the system of
production and management of material
wealth.
11. Small often spiny insectivorous mammal of
Madagascar.
12. A Chadic language spoken in northern
Nigeria.
13. Voluntary contributions to aid the poor.
14. An expression of open-mouthed astonish-
ment.
19. Great nature goddess of ancient Phrygia in
Asia Minor.
24. A member of the Siouan people formerly
inhabiting the Black Hills of western South
Dakota.
26. Conforming to truth.
27. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.
29. A man who has been castrated and is inca-
pable of reproduction.
30. The innermost membrane of an organ
(especially the inner lining of an artery or vein
or lymphatic vessel).
33. Lower in esteem.
34. A fault or defect in a system or machine.
35. Expose to fresh air, as of old clothing.
39. (Greek mythology) A princess of Colchis
who aided Jason in taking the Golden Fleece
from her father.
41. Conducive to peace.
42. Used as a Hindi courtesy title.
43. American prizefighter who won the world
heavyweight championship three times (born
in 1942).
47. A farewell remark.
48. Lack of strength or vigor esp from illness.
49. Hear or try a court case anew.
54. The third compartment of the stomach of a
ruminant.
56. A radioactive transuranic element.
57. A major waterfall in southern Africa.
61. Indigo bush.
63. Evergreen trees and shrubs having oily one-
seeded fruits.
64. (used especially of vegetation) Having lost
all moisture.
65. Slightly open.
67. part of the peritoneum attached to the
stomach and to the colon and covering the
intestines.
69. A flat-bottomed volcanic crater that was
formed by an explosion.
70. A shaft on which a wheel rotates.
73. The part of the nervous system of verte-
brates that controls involuntary actions of the
smooth muscles and heart and glands.
77. Informal terms for a mother.

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s Solution

WORD SEARCH PUZZLE

34s t a r s

Daily SuDoku

Today's New Moon in your career sector comes with a sense of
urgency, for with the Moon leaving just hours later and the Sun in just 3 days
time, there is no time to waste when it comes to drawing a new line in the sand.
Over the last few months a parade of planets have left you with your professional
desires, passions and fighting spirit cemented, your head in the game and
options on the table, with today's New Moon bringing a chance to bring all of this
together.

The fight to find a balance between work and play heats up today,
while also becoming a lot more urgent. It began slowly when, over Easter income,
work and career forces one by one came into play, at first not in a way that had the
power to over ride playful forces in play. Yet with just the Sun and Moon left
behind in a fun, playful, romantic and creatively charged part of your chart, the
Moon leaving today and the Sun in 3 days time, today's New Moon brings an 11th
Hour chance to make matters of the heart a priority.
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists
Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444
Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222
Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171
Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999
Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700
Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223
Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)
Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510
Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660
Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478
Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996
Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988
Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166
Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners
Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123
Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312
Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920
Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465
Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528
Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781
Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists
Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534
Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955
Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660
Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120
Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

Dermatology

Dr. Mohammed Salam 
Bern University                                      23845955

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital 25339667

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC
     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Noor Clinic
23845955

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS

Afghanistan 0093

Albania 00355

Algeria 00213

Andorra 00376

Angola 00244

Anguilla 001264

Antiga 001268

Argentina 0054

Armenia 00374

Australia 0061

Austria 0043

Bahamas 001242

Bahrain 00973

Bangladesh 00880

Barbados 001246

Belarus 00375

Belgium 0032

Belize 00501

Benin 00229

Bermuda 001441

Bhutan 00975

Bolivia 00591

Bosnia 00387

Botswana 00267

Brazil 0055

Brunei 00673

Bulgaria 00359

Burkina 00226

Burundi 00257

Cambodia 00855

Cameroon 00237

Canada 001

Cape Verde 00238

Cayman Islands 001345

Central African 00236

Chad 00235

Chile 0056

China 0086

Colombia 0057

Comoros 00269

Congo 00242

Cook Islands 00682

Costa Rica 00506

Croatia 00385

Cuba 0053

Cyprus 00357

Cyprus (Northern) 0090392

Czech Republic 00420

Denmark 0045

Diego Garcia 00246

Djibouti 00253

Dominica 001767

Dominican Republic 001809

Ecuador 00593

Egypt 0020

El Salvador 00503

England (UK) 0044

Equatorial Guinea 00240

Eritrea 00291

Estonia 00372

Ethiopia 00251

Falkland Islands 00500

Faroe Islands 00298

Fiji 00679

Finland 00358

France 0033

French Guiana 00594

French Polynesia 00689

Gabon 00241

Gambia 00220

Georgia 00995

Germany 0049

Ghana 00233

Gibraltar 00350

Greece 0030

Greenland 00299

Grenada 001473

Guadeloupe 00590

Guam 001671

Guatemala 00502

Guinea 00224

Guyana 00592

Haiti 00509

Holland (Netherlands) 0031

Honduras 00504

Hong Kong 00852

Hungary 0036

Ibiza (Spain) 0034

Iceland 00354

India 0091

Indian Ocean 00873

Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098

Iraq 00964

Ireland 00353

Italy 0039

Ivory Coast 00225

Jamaica 001876

Japan 0081

Jordan 00962

Kazakhstan 007

Kenya 00254

Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965

Kyrgyzstan 00996

Laos 00856

Latvia 00371

Lebanon 00961

Liberia 00231

Libya 00218

Lithuania 00370

Luxembourg 00352

Macau 00853

Macedonia 00389

Madagascar 00261

Majorca 0034

Malawi 00265

Malaysia 0060

Maldives 00960

Mali 00223

Malta 00356

Marshall Islands 00692

Martinique 00596

Mauritania 00222

Mauritius 00230

Mayotte 00269

Mexico 0052

Micronesia 00691

Moldova 00373

Monaco 00377

Mongolia 00976

Montserrat 001664

Morocco 00212

Mozambique 00258

Myanmar (Burma) 0095

Namibia 00264

Nepal 00977

Netherlands 0031

Netherlands Antilles 00599

New Caledonia 00687

New Zealand 0064

Nicaragua 00505

Nigar 00227

Nigeria 00234

Niue 00683

Norfolk Island 00672

N. Ireland (UK) 0044

North Korea 00850

Norway 0047

Oman 00968

Pakistan 0092

Palau 00680

Panama 00507

Papua New Guinea 00675

Paraguay 00595

Peru 0051

Philippines 0063

Poland 0048

Portugal 00351

Puerto Rico 001787

Qatar 00974

Romania 0040

Russian Federation 007

Rwanda 00250

Saint Helena 00290

Saint Kitts 001869

Saint Lucia 001758

Saint Pierre 00508

Saint Vincent 001784

Samoa US 00684

Samoa West 00685

San Marino 00378

Sao Tone 00239

Saudi Arabia 00966

Scotland (UK) 0044

Senegal 00221

Seychelles 00284

Sierra Leone 00232

Singapore 0065

Slovakia 00421

Slovenia 00386

Solomon Islands 00677

Somalia 00252

South Africa 0027

South Korea 0082

Spain 0034

Sri Lanka 0094

Sudan 00249

Suriname 00597

Swaziland 00268

Sweden 0046

Switzerland 0041

Syria 00963

Serbia 00381

Taiwan 00886

Tanzania 00255

Thailand 0066

Toga 00228

Tonga 00676

Tokelau 00690

Trinidad 001868

Tunisia 00216

Turkey 0090

Tuvalu 00688

Uganda 00256

Ukraine 00380

United Arab Emirates 00976

United Kingdom 0044

Uruguay 00598

USA 001

Uzbekistan 00998

Vanuatu 00678

Venezuela 00582

Vietnam 0084

Virgin Islands UK 001284

Virgin Islands US 001340

Wales (UK) 0044

Yemen 00967

Yugoslavia 00381

Zambia 00260

Zimbabwe 00263
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Meghan Trainor cured herself of constant sickness by eating broccoli. The 21-
year-old singer has revealed she repeatedly fell ill before she adopted the
nutritious vegetable into her diet. She said: “I used to get sick a lot. I wasn’t

eating the best and not sleeping - so I started eating chicken and broccoli to clear my
lungs, and I don’t get sick anymore.” The ‘Lips Are Movin’ hitmaker added she needs
all the energy she can get as her hectic schedule rarely allows her to take time off.
She told Top of the Pops magazine: “No one knows how hard we work. There’s not a

day off! I remember talking to Jessie J and she said she’d only had one day off in the
last four months. I was like, ‘What?’ She was like, ‘Yeah, but that’s how we get to No. 1’.”
Meghan also admitted that shooting to fame quickly has made it difficult for her to
adapt to life on tour. She explained: “Overnight I was a pop star, so instead of spend-
ing ten years learning how to tour, I had to jump right into it.”

Trainor cured by broccoli

Coyle’s
new album 
is ‘coming
together’ 

Nadine Coyle’s new album is “coming together”.
The former Girls Aloud singer is hoping to
release her second solo LP later this year and

is very excited for her fans to hear the record.She
said: “It’ll be out hopefully by the end of summer. It’s
really soon and it’s all coming together well. “When
you start doing it, you don’t know how long it’s
going to take. I’m so excited. “I’m looking forward to
seeing what everybody thinks.” When she isn’t
spending time in the recording studio, Nadine - who
has 15-month-old daughter Anaiya with fiance Jason
Bell - is “addicted” to watching reality TV but doesn’t
think she could take part in a show herself, despite
having received many offers. She told OK! magazine:
“I love all those shows. I’m addicted - even when I’m
in LA. “I’ll be thinking, ‘How do I get ‘Celebrity Big
Brother’?’ They asked me to go on ‘Bear Grylls:
Mission Survive’. Are you crazy? No way! “I love
watching them but I’m too afraid to do it myself.
“What actually put me off was that it was in Costa
Rica and I’d been before - the mosquitos were crazy
and I was in a five-star resort. If I couldn’t deal with
them then, how am I going to deal with them living
in the jungle?”

Janet Jackson has announced a comeback
album and world tour. The superstar - who
turned 49 today - surprised fans by posting a

video on her Twitter last night, announcing her 11th
album, which will  be a follow-up to 2008’s
‘Discipline’. Janet said: “I promised you’d hear it from
my lips and now you will. This year: new music; new
world tour; a new movement. I’ve been listening.
Let’s keep the conversation going.” The video was
captioned, “My Conversation”, and included the
hashtag, “Conversations In A Cafe”, which may be a
reference to the name of the ‘That’s The Way Love
Goes’ singer’s new album. It was rumored earlier this

year that the sister of Michael Jackson - who recent-
ly moved record labels to Atlantic Records - would
be releasing new music on 10 July, after the forum
Janet.Club.com posted a photo of an album box
with “reserve your copy today” written on it, in what
looks like a record store. The Twitter post accompa-
nying the photo read: “ @harmonicait ...Call the FYE
in BKLYN and ask if Janet is in their release sched.
They say yes. From the store... (sic)”

Jackson announces comeback

album and world tour 

Sir Paul McCartney
banned from performing

in empty room 

Sir Paul McCartney was banned from performing in an
empty room in case he “upset” people. The Beatles
legend was dining with his singer pal Adam Faith -

who died in 2003 aged 62 - at the Royal Automobile Club
when his friend spotted a grand piano and suggested he
play ‘Let It Be’, but the impromptu rendition was quickly
stopped by a member of staff. They said: “Sorry, you’re
going to have to stop that. You’ll upset the members.”
According to a new biography of Faith, written by David
and Caroline Stafford, the singer then protested most peo-
ple would pay up to £10,000 to hear his friend perform in
such an intimate setting. The unimpressed staff member
replied: “I can’t help that sir.” To ensure the performance
didn’t continue, he then slammed down the piano lid and
almost crushed McCartney’s fingers. In 2003, it was
claimed the ‘Hey Jude’ hitmaker was paid $1 million for
what was reported to be his first ever private concert, per-
forming to 150 people in Sante Fe in honor of Wendy
Walker Whitworth. The 90-minute performance was a 50th
birthday gift to Wendy from her husband, financier Ralph
Whitworth, and all proceeds went to charity.

Wilson plays
the roles other

actresses
‘don’t want’

Rebel Wilson plays the roles other actress-
es “don’t want”. The 29-year-old star
insists the parts she goes for are always

the “best” and she can’t understand why other
female actors aren’t interested in them. She
said: “I pick up the roles other actresses don’t
want. “When there are movies with two sisters
and one’s the uglier one, no actress wants to
go for it. I’m like, ‘Why not?’ They’re the best
roles.” Rebel recently reprised her role as Fat
Amy in ‘Pitch Perfect 2’ and she adores being
with her castmates in the musical comedy. She
said: “We’re like a big gang. We’ve stayed in
touch since the first film and it was incredibly
fun to get back together for some serious par-
tying. Elizabeth Banks is our party leader.” The
Australian star shot to global fame in
‘Bridesmaids’ and her role was specially written
for her after she gave an impressive audition
for a different part. She told LOOK magazine: “It
was my first job in America. For my audition, I
went to meet [producer] Judd Apatow and
Kristen Wiig and he said, ‘Tell us about your
love life. Go’. I kept talking for an hour while
they filmed. “I originally went for Melissa
McCarthy’s role but they said I was a bit too
young for that, so they made up a new charac-
ter because they liked my audition.”And then
the movie came out and it was like, ‘Bang’.
‘Bridesmaids’ showed that women can be hilar-
ious.”

Kate Mara will never get used to being rejected in
Hollywood. The ‘Transcendence’ star has admitted
she has to work hard not to compare herself to other

actresses and despite often being told she isn’t suitable for
parts, she tries to turn the experience into something posi-
tive. The 32-year-old beauty said: “As an actor 90 percent of
the time, you’re getting told, ‘No, sorry, you’re not right.’ I
don’t know that you ever really get used to that. I’m defi-
nitely better than I was; now if I don’t get a part, I believe
it’s because that ‘no’ will open up my time for a role or
experience I was meant to have.” The blonde beauty also
opened up about her relationship with her sister, fellow
actress Rooney Mara, and insists the siblings aren’t com-
petitive. She said: “The other thing I’ve learned to deal

with? People always want to know: ‘Is there competition
between you and your sister?’ Luckily there isn’t. but rivalry
is an industrywide obsession - and it’s toxic. I have to
remind myself that just because a person got a job I want-
ed, it doesn’t make me any ‘less than.’ When I’m at my
strongest mentally, I don’t ever compare myself to others.”
The ‘Invisible Woman’ star added she thinks success “is a
state of mind” and feels “blessed” to have had the opportu-
nities she’s had. She told Glamour magazine: “I’ve always
felt blessed to be doing what I love, and that’s why I con-
sider myself successful.”

Mara not used to rejection 

Scarlett Johansson thinks ‘Avengers: Age of Ultron’
is “Shakespearean”. The 30-year-old actress - who
reprises her role as Black Widow in the latest

installment of the Marvel franchise - believes the film
is different from any other superhero tale because of
its complex plot. She said: “There’s a Shakespearean
aspect to the story that Joss Whedon has crafted - par-
ticularly with the villain Ultron.”His artificial intelli-
gence is created by Tony Stark to protect humanity,
but because Ultron’s born of Tony’s ego, he’s tragically
flawed.” And Scarlett found the movie particularly
exciting for her character. She told NME: “Black Widow
has experienced a lot of trauma and never been able
to make active choices for herself, but now she’s ready.
“I’m looking at it as an actor, looking for material that’s
substantial. “So when you’re shooting a page of the
script over two weeks it gives you something real to
hold on to.” The blonde beauty added she would love
to star in a stand-alone Black Widow movie. She
admitted: “A Black Widow movie would be cool. I’m
always happy to put the catsuit back on. “From your
lips to Marvel’s big-pocketed ears...”

Scarlett Johansson:

Avengers is Shakespearean 
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Like the supremely elegant bird it is
named after, the Tissot Flamingo is a tri-
umph of design. The flamingo is grace-

ful on two thin legs, while the Tissot Flamingo
has a wonderful fluidity as a result of its sleek
and surprisingly slim attachments. As well as
resembling the bird in design, it is also a thing
of beauty, with displaced horns and an ele-
gant aesthetic giving a jewellery effect that
means it will  add a hint of glamour to
evening wear or a sophisticated touch to off-
duty daytime attire.

Polished particulars 
The Tissot Flamingo features a stand-out

dial with a luxuriously rich finish which
remains pure thanks to the well thought-out
simplicity of the design. It is complemented
by a crown crafted from a smooth domed
gem, polished but unfaceted to add a gleam-
ing sheen. This piece is incredibly versatile
and can be dressed up or down, with some

versions accompanied by a dazzling mother-
of-pearl dial. Set to be a classic, the Tissot
Flamingo will attract admiration and acco-
lades everywhere you go.

Features
• Swiss-made
• Quartz movement
• Scratch-resistant sapphire crystal
• 316L stainless steel case
• Water resistant up to a pressure of 3 bar

(30 m / 100 feet)
• Some versions with a mother-of-pearl

dial
• Leather varnished strap with butterfly

clasp or stainless steel bracelet with but-
terfly clasp

It’s the Swissness at the very heart of Tissot
that makes the brand such a distinguished
one. The + in the Tissot logo is the same as
the Swiss flag, symbolizing the quality and
the reliability that watchmakers have proudly
demonstrated since 1853. The innovative
brand remains in its home in Le Locle in the
Swiss Jura Mountains, keeping its Swiss iden-
tity at its core. Tissot watches are authentic
and accessible, using special materials,
advanced functionality and meticulous
design detail to create pieces that are both
precise and stylish. The high calibre of the
brand has been repeatedly recognised, as in
its illustrious history Tissot has been named
Official Timekeeper and Partner of
MotoGPTM, FIM World Superbike, FIBA, AFL,
RBS 6 Nations Rugby and the World
Championships of cycling, fencing and ice
hockey. Tissot, which sells its timepieces in
more than 160 countries round the world, is a
member of the Swatch Group, the world’s
largest watch producer and distributor of
Swiss watches. As it continues to create pio-
neering creations, Tissot stands by its signa-
ture, “Innovators by Tradition.” 

Opening May
Touch wing for

brides in Radisson
blu Hotel

May Touch held a live makeup, hairstyle and fashion
show on Saturday at Radisson Blu Hotel Dasman
Hall. A joint collaboration between the world’s

leading women’s beauty and elegance companies on the
occasion of the opening of a special wing for brides to
Salon May Touch located at Radisson Blu Hotel, the fashion
show done by the Medusa tree fashion designer Wadha Al-
Qwai. 

Eventos company organized the event by getting the
Dj, stage and photographers.  It was sponsored by Al
Jothen Gallery. The event was attended by a number of
society ladies, celebrities of Instagram and the media.

Tissot Flamingo
Flights of fancy

The City of Light is not just one of Europe’s most beautiful
capitals. Because of its small size, just 8 kilometers (5 miles
from north to south), Paris is also perfect for exploring on

foot. So walk round the winding cobbled streets of panoramic
Montmartre or stroll through the historic Marais with its devas-
tatingly chic fashion boutiques.

And for budget-conscious foodies - forgo the world-class
restaurants in favor of the local artisan shops where you can
stock up on delightful cheeses and wines for a picnic in Paris’
oldest monumental square, the Place des Vosges, or in the gar-
dens of the majestic Louvre museum.

What’s new
To encourage Parisians to walk around and fight rising air

pollution by ditching their vehicles, car-free pedestrian zones
are cropping up all over the city - especially near the river Seine.
Enjoy walks on the arty left bank, which was transformed in
2013 when a stretch was pedestrianized from the Musee
d’Orsay museum all the way to the popular Quai Branly muse-
um near the Eiffel Tower. And from 2016, you’ll be able to walk
down a 3-kilometer (2-mile) car-free stretch of the Seine’s right
bank - past Notre Dame cathedral, the beautiful island Ile Saint-
Louis and end up at the beautiful blooms of Tuileries gardens. If
you want a break from Paris’ classical beauty, head to the once-
gritty suburb of Pantin, which has been dubbed the “Brooklyn
of Paris.” Its derelict, graffiti-covered warehouses by a canal have
been taken over by galleries and artists, turning it into the
hippest place in the City of Light.

Classic attractions
The incredible Versailles Palace has been given a new fea-

ture - to celebrate 300 years since the death of the palace’s
founder, Sun King Louis XIV. This week, it inaugurated the newly
renovated Water Theater grove - fittingly, to great fanfare. It’s an
incredible contemporary fountain with gilded sculptures com-
posed of 2,000 pearls and 20,000 pieces of gold leaf. It’s fit for a
king, even though the king is dead.

And what would a trip to Paris be like without a visit to the
new-look Eiffel Tower? The 324-meter (1,063-foot) monument

was given a vertigo-inducing face-lift last fall as organizers cele-
brated its 125th anniversary - and now has see-through glass
floor panels on its first level. The four small viewing sections,
which cost 30 million euro (US $38 million), allow visitors to see
57 meters (187 feet) below their feet.

Tips
Airbnb, the house rentals website, is hugely popular among

Parisians. Visitors can save hundreds by opting to stay in a pri-
vate accommodation instead of a hotel, and an organized
tourist can find something for every area, taste and price range
- from a small room to an apartment in a historic town house.

If you’re on a shoe-string budget, check out the new 1,000-
bed Generator hostel in the city’s funky 10th district, with a
shared room for 25 euros per person per night. For getting
around, nothing is more fun than the free-bicycle rental initia-
tive called the “Velibe.” Bike stations are located around the city -
and all you need is a pair of legs and a credit card (that won’t be
billed - it’s just to insure the bike return).

Hanging out
The famed pedestrian street Rue Montorgueil, near metro

Etienne Marcel, is a perfect place to sit and people-watch. It’s as
popular with fashion-conscious hipsters as it is with queens -
Britain’s Queen Elizabeth’s favorite bakery Patisserie Stohrer is
here!

Paris is famed for its beautiful gardens and parks. So sit, talk
philosophy, nibble Camembert and sip fine Bordeaux wine in
the Parc Monceau in the 17th district. Or picnic in Paris’ “Central
Park,” the awe-inspiring Buttes Chaumont in the 19th district. A
verdant beer garden called Rosa Bonheur, found within the
Buttes Chaumont, is a particular hit with Parisians. For those not
afraid of getting their feet wet, go boating in the large lake at
the Bois de Vincennes, in the east. — AP

Photo taken with extreme wide angle lens shows a general view of the Eiffel Tower in Paris, France. A man passing by the glass-pyramid of the Louvre museum.

Essentials for visiting Paris: What’s new, classics and more 

The white-domed Basilica of the Sacre Cúur in Montmartre district in Paris. Notre Dame cathedral in Paris, France. Visitors take photos of ‘Les Belles Danses’ (The beautiful dances) by French
artist Jean-Michel Othoniel, one of the three fountain sculptures installed at
the Water Theatre Grove in Versailles outside Paris, France. — AP photos

A girl riding a scooter along the canal de l’Ourcq in Pantin, East of Paris.

— Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat



Restored ‘The Third

Man’ emerges again

from the shadows

Break out your zithers: “The Third Man” is back. Sixty-six
years after Carol Reed’s noir masterpiece first debuted,
“The Third Man” premiered again at the Cannes Film

Festival, this time in a freshly restored print as part of the
Cannes Classics program. It was a kind of homecoming: “The
Third Man” won the Palme d’Or at the third Cannes in 1949,
back when Europe was still rebuilding from World War II.
“Bombed about a bit” is how the opening narration of “The
Third Man” describes its Vienna setting.

If Cannes is movie nirvana, a restored “Third Man” is some-
thing like seventh heaven. Ever since audiences first laid eyes
on it, “The Third Man” has ranked as one of the most beloved
films of all time, endlessly adored for its rich postwar atmos-
phere, its darkly sly humor and its deep, expressionist shad-
ows. It contains one of the finest movie scores (Anton Karas’
indelible zither), one of the truly great scenes (Orson Welles’
“cuckoo clock”) and almost certainly the most spectacular
foot chase ever.

“The Third Man” somehow encapsulates so many of the
medium’s best qualities: wit and tragedy, lush imagery and
charismatic stars, unforgettable lines and an evocative on-
location setting. Roger Ebert said “The Third Man” “completely
embodies the romance of going to the movies.” Welles said it
was the only film of his he was always happy to watch. Fans
will be pleased to hear that the extensive restoration by
Rialto Pictures, the first major restoration of “The Third Man,”
has only enhanced and clarified the film’s gorgeous black-
and-white photography. The restored “Third Man” will be
released in New York on June 26, in Los Angeles July 3 and
tour elsewhere after that.

Rationalizing gangster
The re-release coincides with the centennial of Welles. His

100th has been feted in Cannes with a number of screenings,
including two new documentaries about him. A handful of
producers and Welles’ daughter, Beatrice Welles, are also cur-
rently trying to raise $2 million in crowdfunding to pay for the
post-production on Welles’ final, unfinished film, “The Other
Side of the Wind.” Though Welles has sometimes been credit-
ed with helping Reed direct “The Third Man,” that’s been
proved a misconception by film historians. Here he is merely
an actor, and one that doesn’t enter the film until its second
half. Joseph Cotton stars as Holly Martins, a writer of cheap
Westerns - “a scribbler with too much drink in him” - who has
come to Vienna to visit his old friend Harry Lime (Welles). But
Martins arrives to find Lime, a racketeer, has died mysterious-
ly. Falling in love with Lime’s mourning girlfriend (Alida Valli)
and feuding with a British major (Trevor Howard), Martins
attempts to investigate his friend’s apparent death. “The Third
Man,” penned by Graham Greene, will likely always seem rele-
vant for its depiction of postwar crime and the allure of
Welles’ charming, rationalizing gangster.

“You know what the fellow said: In Italy, for thirty years
under the Borgias, they had warfare, terror, murder and
bloodshed, but they produced Michelangelo, Leonardo da
Vinci and the Renaissance,” he says, disembarking a clandes-
tine meeting atop a Ferris Wheel. “In Switzerland, they had
brotherly love, they had five hundred years of democracy
and peace - and what did that produce? The cuckoo clock.”
“The Third Man” persists, though, less because of any con-
temporary significance but because of its gem-like perfec-
tion, its sweet melancholy, its shadowy symphony. — AP
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Cannes film review

Were the title not already taken,
“Nahid” writer-director Ida
Panahandeh could easily have

called her debut feature “A Separation,” for
its similarly fraught portrait of the byzan-
tine legal complications and social stigmas
concerning divorce and remarriage in Iran.
That thematic connection is hardly lost on
Panahandeh, who has cast “A Separation”
co-star Sareh Bayat in the title role here, as
a small-town divorcee who finds herself
navigating a peculiar minefield known as
“temporary marriage.” The result is a rea-
sonably absorbing, well-acted melodrama
that lacks the taut dramatic construction
and universal resonances of Asghar Farhadi
2011 Oscar winner, but adds another valu-
able voice to the cinematic chorus concern-
ing the generally deplorable position of
women in Islamic society. Further festival
play and minor arthouse exposure should
follow the film’s Cannes premiere.

Nahid (Bayat) is a single mother living in
a northern Iranian coastal town where low
grey clouds seem to hang perpetually in
the skies, casting a literal and figurative
gloom upon all they envelop. (The painter-
ly HD visuals bear the influence of the
Turkish master Nuri Bilge Ceylan.) There,
she ekes out a meager existence as a typist,
forever borrowing from friends and falling
behind on the rent, as she struggles to sup-
port herself and her moody teenage son,
Amir Reza (Milad Hasan Pour). As part of
her divorce settlement with her ex-hus-
band, Ahmad (Navid Mohammad Zadeh),
Nahid has been allowed to retain custody
of the boy, provided she never remarries-a
condition that turns problematic when
Nahid wants to do settle down with her
new boyfriend, the widower hotel owner
Mas’ood (Pejman Bazeghi). 

Paradoxical loophole
If word gets out, Nahid knows she’ll face

a messy custody battle from Ahmad, a
degenerate gambler who still professes his
love for her and yearns for their reconcilia-
tion. That ’s where the movie (which
Panahandeh co-wrote with Arsalan Amiri)
introduces the concept of temporary mar-
riage, or “sighe,” a centuries-old Islamic law
that allows for a man and a woman to
legally couple without changing their offi-
cial marital status on their government-
issued identity papers. The paradoxical
loophole (not unlike Islamic law’s condem-
nation of homosexuality but acceptance of

transgenderism) can be used to justify
everything from a one-night-stand to
polygamy. What initially seems like it could
be Nahid’s salvation, however, quickly
proves to be anything but.

The idea of a marriage contract on the
installment plan (in this case, monthly) is an
idea so ripe for farce it’s hard to believe
Ernst Lubitsch or Preston Sturges didn’t
come up with it. But this being present day
Iran, Panahandeh’s film feels closer to a
1940s or ‘50s Hollywood woman’s picture
about a social outcast with few rights and
even fewer options. It’s a dilemma that
plays out vividly on the face of Bayat, a gift-
ed actress (she was the devoutly religious
home health worked in “A Separation”) who
makes Nahid into a sympathetic but hardly
saintly figure who can, sometimes, be her
own worst enemy-as when she spends yet
more money she doesn’t have on a bright
red sofa that ends up becoming a garish
symbol of her lust for a better life. 

A breathless thriller
She’s the most vivid character in a piece

where both male protagonists are scripted
a bit more predictably-the one (Mas’ood)
patient and virtuous, the other (Ahmad) a
self-destructive addict spiraling ever fur-
ther into the void. Whatever the latter’s
appeal to Nahid may once have been, it’s
scarcely in evidence here. Panahandeh,
whose background is in documentaries
and films for television, unfolds things with
a generally sure, sensitive hand and a feel
for the messiness of everyday life, especial-
ly the way Nahid’s marital woes must con-
stantly take a back seat to other crises
including a bedridden elderly mother and
the ever more disobedient Amir Reza, who
Nahid fears may be following a bit too
closely in his father’s footsteps. 

Whereas Farhadi was able to transform a
similar arrangement of elements into a
breathless thriller, “Nahid” is content to
remain on the level of a closely observed
domestic drama, and while Panahandeh
sometimes paces things a bit too leisurely,
there’s nothing terribly wrong with that. In
a country where female filmmakers are an
even rarer breed than in Hollywood (and
were, in fact, banned until the 1980s),
“Nahid” announces her as a welcome pres-
ence upon the scene. — Reuters

Acustom-designed tour bus bought by Rock ‘n’
Roll King Elvis Presley for his back-up band in
1976 sold at auction in New York Saturday for

$268,000, organizers said. Elvis’s “Takin’ Care of
Business” and lightning bolt motto is emblazoned
on the bodywork, although its soft furnishings have
since been refitted in dusty peach since its days on
road in the 1970s.  Fully road worthy, it seats 12, has
nine sleeping berths and comes equipped with air
conditioning, a fridge, a microwave, televisions and
speakers. There are even chandelier-style lights
hanging from the lounge area. It was bought by a
mobile homes specialist in Texas, the CEO of the
California-based auction house Julien’s Auctions,
Darren Julien, said. The bus sold with a framed copy
of the $25,000 check that Elvis made out to friend
and mentor J.D. Sumner, who led The Stamps, for
the down payment.

Elvis once gave it a joy ride, calming Sumner’s
nerves by promising to buy him another if it

crashed, said Martin Nolan, executive director of
Julien’s Auctions. “He took the bus out from
Graceland and he drove right out into the country
and then he was worried, ‘how am I going to turn
this bus around,’ so he drove into a cornfield, drove
back out again and back home,” Nolan told AFP. 

King of the auction 
In total, nearly 200 Elvis items went to the auc-

tion block, including a military uniform that fetched
$48,000 and a “Love Me Tender” record dedicated to
his beloved mother Gladys, which sold for $125,000.
Auctioneers say Elvis is king when it comes to gen-
erating bucks on the block and Julien said there
had been “huge interest from the Middle East,
Russia and Asia” in his memorabilia. But the most
expensive lot of the two-day music auction at New
York’s Hard Rock Cafe was a guitar played by
George Harrison in the early days of Beatlemania
that sold for $500,000 to a private buyer on Friday.

Harrison borrowed the Maton electric guitar
from a music shop while his own instrument was
being repaired.  He was photographed holding it at
the Cavern Club, the Liverpool spot where the
Beatles shot to prominence, and played it at a series
of concerts in Britain in the summer of 1963, Julien’s
said. Other headline items belonged to Michael
Jackson. The black, military-style jacket with gold
braiding and buttons that he wore when The
Jackson 5 were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame in 1997 sold for $83,750, way over the pre-
sale estimates of $10,000 to 20,000. His black crystal
glove, worn to film his “History” teaser trailer in
1994, when he was on honeymoon with Lisa Marie
Presley, fetched $46,875. — AFP

Elvis tour bus sells for
nearly $270,000 in New York

An Elvis impersonator waits to perform at a wedding ceremony in a chapel at the Rock in Rio USA music festival at the MGM Resorts Festival Grounds in
Las Vegas, Nevada. — AFP photos

(From left) Iranian actress Sareh Bayat, Iranian actor Pejman Bazeghi and Iranian director
Ida Panahandeh pose during a photocall for the film ‘Nahid’ at the 68th Cannes Film
Festival in Cannes.—AFP

‘Nahid’

Oscar-winning actress Natalie
Portman, unveiling her directing
debut in Cannes, said yesterday

films made by women were often still dis-
missed as “vanity projects” in a “completely
imbalanced” industry. Portman is one of
the busiest women on the Cannes red car-
pet this year with the premiere of her
movie “A Tale of Love and Darkness”, and
the announcement of a starring role in an
upcoming biopic about the late Jackie
Kennedy.

The 33-year-old US-Israeli actress told a
small group of reporters that her first effort
as a director, a family drama set against the
birth of the state of Israel, had been a
decade-long labour of love even as her
Hollywood career skyrocketed.  She said
she was blissfully unaware how hard it
would be until she got started but eventu-
ally enjoyed being in the driver’s seat. “To
take on a great challenge you have to have
a great deal of ignorance and naivete,”
Portman said.

She called it “astonishing and miracu-
lous” as a filmmaker to assemble a team
willing to help her realize her “vision”-a
privilege not accorded to actors.  Based on
an international bestseller by Amos Oz, a
writer and advocate of a two-state solution
to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, Portman’s
film depicts a joyous patriotism among the
early settlers that gives way, for some, to
crushing disillusionment. Portman, using
her fluent Hebrew, plays Oz’s mother Fania,
a gifted storyteller who is haunted by the
violence and loss she witnessed in her
home country Ukraine, and stifled by the
tedium of her new domestic life.

‘Prince Charming dream’ 
She said the movie industry was often

dismissive of female filmmakers. “I remem-
ber as a kid when Barbra Streisand would
make movies that she was in and people
would say, ‘oh it’s vanity, it’s a vanity thing’,”
Portman said.  “I think there was a shyness
about being a woman and putting myself
in it (the film) that it would come off that
way.”  Portman said she took inspiration
from visual artists such as Cindy Sherman
who appear in their own work, and particu-
larly from TV’s “Girls” creator Lena Dunham,
29.

Dunham’s first feature “‘Tiny Furniture’
was a revelation to me because-just the
credits-I was crying because it said written
by Lena Dunham, starring Lena Dunham,
directed by Lena Dunham,” she said.  “I was
overwhelmed because I was like, look at
this young woman... who has no fear about
people thinking she’s vain. But it’s totally
about women-no one has ever said about a
man who puts himself in his films that it’s
vanity.” She said she was hopeful about the
“completely imbalanced” movie industry
would eventually getting past the preju-
dice that kept women making only a frac-
tion of the year’s pictures.  

“Women have a problem with the word
bossy,” she said. “We’re still supposed to be
caring about everyone else around us and
putting other people first. I think it’s really
changing for the younger generation.”
Portman, who picked up an Academy
Award for “Black Swan” in 2011, said she has
no plans to turn her back on acting, having
already signed on to play former US first
lady Kennedy in a film by Chile’s Pablo
Larrain covering the four days after JFK’s
assassination.

She said she relished the prospect of
digging her teeth into the iconic role. “I
think that her poise under some of the
most harrowing circumstances you could
imagine really was part of the reason the
country kept together after such a possibly
catastrophic event,” she said. Portman said
the political message of her own film,
which received mixed reviews in Cannes,
involved confronting the defining “mythol-
ogy” behind the Israeli state with the reality
of its Palestinian neighbors. “If you believe
in your mythology too much and don’t let
your mythology change, it’s suicide, essen-
tially. You need to adapt your mythology to
reality and to see where it’s like a Prince
Charming dream... that can be deadly,” she
said. “I think it’s time to adapt our dreams
to reality. Let’s deal with the situation on
the ground now to make it possible for
people to live.” — AFP

Women’s movies aren’t 
‘vanity’ projects: Portman

(From left) Director and actor Natalie Portman, actor Amir Tessler and actor Gihad Kahana
pose for photographers during a photo call for the film A Tale of Love and Darkness, at the
68th international film festival, Cannes, southern France yesterday. — AFP

Actor and film director Orson Welles poses for pho-
tographers during a press conference in France.—AP

Musician Luke Steele of Empire of the Sun performs onstage.

Singer Joss Stone performs
onstage.

Recording artist John Legend per forms
onstage during Rock in Rio USA at the MGM
Resorts Festival Grounds in Las Vegas,
Nevada. — AFP photos 

Rock in Rio USA 
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Hollywood heartthrob George Clooney straps on a jet
pack again for Disney’s new movie “Tomorrowland,”
a retro-futuristic spectacle mixing environmental

themes with sci-fi wizardry-and some good old-fashioned
fun. Clooney, who fired up his thrusters only two years ago
in Oscar-winning space drama “Gravity,” stars as a burned-
out engineering genius in the film to be released next
week, just in time for the summer blockbuster season. The
actor said the movie, which is difficult to categorize, was a
courageous gamble by the studio giant, going up against
sure-fire box office hits like the latest “Avengers” sequel,
“Age of Ultron.” “It’s a really bold thing for Disney to be will-
ing to do a film that isn’t a sequel and isn’t a comic book
and truly invest in a summer film of this sort of ilk,” he said,
presenting the film ahead of its US release on May 22.

The movie’s plot has been shrouded in secrecy and,
without giving away spoilers, it certainly provides a roller-
coaster cinematic ride worthy of Disney’s Tomorrowland
theme parks whose name it shares. It tells the story of
teenage rebel Casey, played by Britt Robertson, who finds
herself sucked into a mission to unearth the secrets of
“Tomorrowland,” a future realm ruled by a despot played
by British “House” star Hugh Laurie. Clooney plays inventor

Frank Walker, who found his way into Tomorrowland as a
young boy but became cynical and was thrown out by
Laurie’s character, David Nix.

Eiffel Tower spectacle 
The climax comes after some spectacular scenes,

including one featuring the Eiffel Tower, showcasing com-
puter-generated imagery by director Brad Bird, who won
an Oscar for animated film “The Incredibles” in 2005. It is
unclear what Tomorrowland represents-some kind of col-
lective consciousness of the future might be a best bet-but
the basic theme of the movie is that optimism should over-
come cynicism.”What I loved about the film was that it
reminds you that young people (are) not... born and start
out their lives cynical or angry or bigoted, you have to be
taught all of those things,” said Clooney. “I watch the world
now and think I see really good signs from young people
out there, and I feel as if the world will get better,” added
the actor, whose previous sci-fi outings have included
2002’s “Solaris.”

Robertson said climate change was also a key theme.
“It’s us that’s creating that issue, it’s not anything other
than the people and the environment and what we’re

doing to the environment,” the 25-year-old actress said. “I
do think it’s all of these issues that provoke the post-apoca-
lyptic movies you see where the world is ending, whether
it be environmental or technological,” she added. The
Disney film is also a tribute to the studio giant’s founder,
Walt Disney.”Walt was a futurist. He was very interested in
space travel and what cities were going to look like and
how transportation was going to work,” said Damon
Lindelof, who co-wrote the movie with Bird. “Walt’s think-
ing was that the future is not something that happens to
us. It’s something we make happen. And we really wanted
to take that baton and run with it,” he told industry publica-
tion Variety. — AFP

Clooney goes back to future in ‘Tomorrowland’

George Clooney and Amal
Clooney attend the ‘China:

Through The Looking Glass’
Costume Institute Benefit Gala at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

— AFP

Sometimes the hardest thing in life is to recognize that
a relationship has run its course-or more difficult still,
that the match may not have been healthy in the first

place. In her fourth film as director, French actress-turned-
helmer Maiwenn is concerned first and foremost with her
characters, who rank among the most vividly realized of any
to have graced the screen in recent memory, but behind
that is the pain and heartache of fighting for a love that’s
ultimately damaging to both parties. 

Despite a well-deserved track record in Cannes (where
her previous feature, “Polisse,” won the Jury Prize), Maiwenn
remains under-appreciated by the critical community, but
that will change after the world experiences “Mon roi,” a
movie that may sound anti-romantic, but is just the oppo-
site: boldly ultra-romantic, of the sort that has turned
French pics (like “Jules and Jim” or “A Man and a Woman”)
into worldwide hits before. “Pain serves no purpose,” a phys-
ical therapist tells Tony (Emmanuelle Bercot) during recov-
ery from the skiing accident that opens the film-only, it was-
n’t an accident, but some sort of suicide attempt, or at the
very least, a cry for help.

Physical therapy
For more than 10 years, Tony has suffered in her love for

Georgio (Vincent Cassel), trying to change him, to tame a
man who’s very wildness attracted her in the first place, or
else, to suppress her own emotional needs and deal with
the reality of his personality. And now, reflecting back on
moments from that decade-long relationship while con-
fined to a physical therapy center that critically doubles at
providing psychological therapy as well, where she can con-
nect and laugh with other damaged beings, she learns to
accept that pain needn’t be a part of true love.

No doubt, that description sounds rather reductive,
maybe even nauseating to some, as if the many emotional
insights Maiwenn, co-writer Etienne Comar (“Of Gods and
Men”) and her entire cast of collaborators bring to this
remarkable portrait of a self-destructive couple could be so
glibly contained in a mere aphorism. What makes “Mon roi”
so special is not its salutary lesson, but the way all involved
bring it to life, creating an exceptionally robust, detail-dri-
ven relationship through which we can vicariously experi-
ence the ups and downs, the joys and suffering, the sexual
ecstasy and crushing emotional betrayals of the radiant
woman whom it very nearly destroys.

Unmannered realism
More impressive still is the way that Maiwenn has syn-

thesized the advances of so many other cutting edge film-
makers into a style that feels truly her own. As in “Polisse,”
she works from a detailed outline, but relies upon her actors
to improvise their parts. Whereas that approach can result
in either banality (the fumbling ineloquence of mum-
blecore movies) or over-compensation (the competitive
scene-stealing found in Judd Apatow comedies), here, it
brings a sense of unmannered realism to the performances.
The scenes between Bercot and Cassel feel intimate: The
characters are allowed to be spontaneous, unguarded and
naked-often literally so, as if no cameras were watching.

Bercot is heartbreaking, and Cassel has never been bet-
ter, while the supporting cast-especially Louis Garrel as
Tony’s brother Solal-raises the game of the two lead actors,
for it is Solal who most clearly detects the negative effect
Georgio has on her. Reflected in the sincerity of his concern
for her happiness, we understand that the couple is not a
good fit long before the evidence reveals itself to Tony.
Given the rehab-center framing device, we know where
things are heading from the beginning, and yet, so many of
the early flashbacks mask the trouble that lies ahead.

Addictive personality
How many thousand times have audiences witnessed a

couple falling in love on screen? It’s a wonder that directors
manage to make the process feel fresh (granted, many of
them don’t, falling back on old tropes to indicate as much),
and yet, Bercot and Cassel convince. From the moment

Tony sees Georgio on the dance floor, she’s simultaneously
drawn to and turned off by him: He’s charming, over-gener-
ous and spontaneous, a recovered womanizer (or not) and a
potentially addictive personality. By contrast, she’s rational,
guarded, insecure (no thanks to her ex-husband), a lawyer
who fights for lost causes. No match-making algorithm
would pair them, and Solal is right to be skeptical from the
moment they meet, and yet, the connection is clear, para-
doxical and not necessarily doomed from the start. 

It’s an ineffable paradox, one that audiences either rec-
ognize or reject, later described by the principle, “You leave
people for the same reason that attracted you in the first
place.” Though her method encourages improvisation,
Maiwenn has adopted a strategy very much in vogue with
mainstream French cinema, wherein conflicts and character
are revealed through seemingly ordinary circumstances,
rather than head-on in capital-D dramatic scenes. Consider
the moment when Georgio reveals that he wants to be a
father, furiously ironing in the middle of the night, or the
surprising 

new facets of character that emerge when Tony’s water
breaks a bit later in film. Maiwenn skips the delivery scene
entirely. No need for Bercot to overact there, skipping
straight to the joy they feel at seeing their child’s face-the
child who will ultimately find himself caught at the center
of the maelstrom.

Casual apotheosis
Naturally, it’s most thrilling to share the moments early

in the couple’s relationship, when their love for each other is
so intense it may leave you desperate to find such an
intense passion for yourself. When things turn difficult, the
film becomes harder to watch and by extension, less enjoy-
able-but then, that’s obviously the point. “Mon roi” runs well
over two hours, and though it may seem to linger unneces-
sarily on certain scenes, rest assured, it has all been carefully
calibrated to achieve the vicarious effect Maiwenn seeks.
Likewise, although the film privileges Tony’s perspective,
that’s not to say Georgio’s behavior alone is responsible for
the fraying of their bond (though his decision to rent a sec-
ond apartment would be a deal breaker for most).

Here, in “Mon roi’s” style, we sense the casual apotheosis
of what John Cassavetes innovated half a century ago: a
collaborative, generous approach that welcomes the artistic
contributions of all, including the crew. Shooting in virtually
the widest aspect ratio possible, d.p. Claire Mathon
(“Stranger by the Lake”) conveys the color, energy and
dynamism of every frame, rendering the melodrama cine-
matic and the emotions immersive. 

Cinematic technique
Critics can be especially harsh toward directors who get

their start as actors (actresses have it still worse), dismissing
them as dilettantes or dabblers, deriding the way they often
indulge their casts while bumbling cinematic technique,
and frequently turning personal when said stars dare to
appear in their own films (a knock Maiwenn avoids here by
remaining exclusively behind the camera). 

What the haters ignore is not only the naturally empa-
thetic place from which actors hail-after all, they identify
with characters in a way no one else does-but the fact that
they are exposed to so many directorial styles en route to
taking up the job themselves. Whereas other helmers work
in more of a creative vacuum, actors synthesize and apply
what they’ve seen work for others. The reaction to “Mon roi”
at Cannes has been mixed, and it will continue to divide
down the road, but between this and “Polisse,” it’s clear that
Maiwenn has something to say-and a clear, strong style
with which to express it. — Reuters

Blanchett scotches
gay speculation

Hollywood star Cate Blanchett-in Cannes for the pre-
miere of her latest movie about a lesbian romance-yes-
terday scotched media speculation that she had a real-

life gay past. “Have I had sexual relations with women? The
answer is no,” Blanchett told reporters ahead of the red-carpet
premiere of the movie “Carol”. The 46-year-old Australian
actress said speculation about possible gay episodes had
sprung from an interview she had given to the US cinema
industry magazine Variety.

The publication had reported that it asked Blanchett
whether she’d had “past relationships with women” and got
the response: “Yes. Many times.” That triggered cascading
speculation in other media that Blanchett had revealed past
gay encounters. But at a Cannes film festival media conference
yesterday, Blanchett clarified the situation by saying the part
where she had stated she had had no “sexual relations with
women” was edited out of the Variety piece. The actress added
firmly that “in 2015, the answer (to that sort of question)
shouldn’t matter”. — AFP

“Self-destructive” is the label commonly attached by arm-
chair pop psychologists to tragic figures like Amy
Winehouse, the nervy, unruly and viciously talented

British jazz soul singer who died in 2011, aged just 27, from the
cumulative effects of substance abuse. That term only tells half the
story, however, in Asif Kapadia’s factually exhaustive, emotionally
exhausting documentary “Amy,” which calmly identifies multiple
collaborators-some with intentions better than others-in
Winehouse’s demise. Hardly innovative in form, but boasting the
same depth of feeling and breadth of archival material that made
Kapadia’s “Senna” so rewarding, this lengthy but immersive por-
trait will hit hard with viewers who regard Winehouse among the
great lost voices not just of a generation, but of an entire musical
genre. Enduring local fascination ensures soaring returns when
“Amy” arrives in Blighty this summer; across the pond, A24 should
find success in a lower key.

The positioning of “Amy” in the Midnight Screenings strand at
Cannes is arguably misleading, implying a lurid, cult-seeking
streak to Kapadia’s film that isn’t there-even if its methodical chart-
ing of its subject’s personal decline is akin to a horror narrative
without any possible escape route. Absent are any sensational
gimmicks or theories here: Instead, with its absence of guiding
perspective and strictly linear rise-and-fall structure, the pic could
be likened to an extended, abnormally intelligent episode of
“Behind the Music.” What elevates it from such territory is the
access Kapadia has gained to private materials, including voice-
mails and disarming homevideo, astutely selected and seamlessly
integrated by editor Chris King.

Coincidental distinction
Even at her most disarranged, Winehouse presented a highly

mannered image to the public; in deepening and humanizing
that indelible pop-culture brand, the intimacy of Kapadia’s
approach places the film alongside Brett Morgen’s recent anato-
my of an icon, “Kurt Cobain: Montage of Heck.” Like Cobain, of
course, Winehouse is a member of the so-called “27 Club,” the
group of prodigious popular musicians who died at the same ten-
der age. It’s typical, however, of Kapadia’s avoidance of pat myth-
making that this coincidental distinction isn’t once mentioned in
the film. From its first appearance on the soundtrack-a teenage
rendition of “Happy Birthday” for longtime friend Lauren Gilbert-
that richly cracked, merlot-hued voice will be identified even by
those passingly acquainted with Winehouse’s music. 

There’s a jolting disconnect in such early footage, however,
between the voice and the physical presence behind it. So perva-
sive is the memory of the beehived, broken-hearted, gin-soaked
chanteuse that Winehouse constructed for her 2006 “Back to
Black” album that the vocal seems positively alien emerging from
the cheerily gawky, fresh-faced girl from North London’s clean-liv-
ing Jewish quarter. The evolution will be less startling to British
fans who caught wise to Winehouse with the 2003 release of her
precociously jazz-toned debut album “Frank”; it’s with the devel-
opment process behind it that Kapadia effectively begins his
study, as friend and talent scout Nick Shymansky persuaded the
unconfident music enthusiast that her notebooks of poetry could
be converted to songs.

Winehouse’s lyrical craft is a consistent point of interest for
Kapadia. Most of her performances in the film are accompanied
by onscreen lyrics-a potentially hackneyed device that nonethe-
less highlights the arresting turns of phrase and lethally acute

observations sometimes disguised by her cool, offhand delivery.
In an early interview extract, she says that she “wouldn’t write any-
thing unless it was directly personal (to her)”; it’s the kind of claim
made by many a more banal pop artist, but the film’s biographical
findings often serve to flesh out this statement, revealing real-life
parallels for narratives already familiar from her songs. (In one of
many archive nuggets illustrating her mouthy, PR-averse wit, she
delivers a withering putdown of wholesome hitmaker Dido after
an interviewer suggests they come from the same school of
heart-on-sleeve songwriting.)

Unashamed opportunist
One example of that ruthlessly reflective songwriting is “What

Is It About Men,” a scathing meditation on infidelity  (“I can’t help
but demonstrate my Freudian fate / My alibi for taking your guy”)
inspired heavily by her own father’s domestic negligence. An
unashamed opportunist who parlayed his daughter’s fame and
subsequent downfall into tabloid-celebrity status-complete with
an unauthorized reality show, “Amy: The Untold Story”-Mitch
Winehouse is presented here as one of two key male influences
who inadvertently assisted her decline, with a cavalier attitude to
her long-term bulimia and initial denial of her need for addiction
treatment. The other is her ex-husband, Blake Fielder-Civil, whose
toxic on-off relationship with Winehouse was the driving force
behind her double-platinum 2006 sophomore set, “Back to Black,”
a crushingly candid breakup album that kicked her global career
into touch just as her personal life began to unravel most severe-
ly. It was Fielder-Civil who introduced Winehouse-a habitual user
of modest narcotics from adolescence-to crack cocaine and hero-
in, setting in motion a perilously swift downward spiral, every
stage of her descent chronicled in cruel close-up by Britain’s
unrelenting tabloid media. Though the film features no editorial
voice of its own, it collates the observations of variously
involved parties-friends, lovers, bodyguards, record executives,
producers Salaam Remi and Mark Ronson-to create the impres-
sion of a woman with numerous investors but no assertive sup-
port network, and an abundance of hangers-on keen to com-
modify her frailty. —Reuters

Amy Winehouse documentary ‘Amy’
Cannes film review

(From left) US screenwriter Phyllis Nagy, US actress Rooney Mara,US director Todd Haynes, Australian actress Cate Blanchett,
British producers Elizabeth Karlsen, Stephen Woolley and Christine Vachon pose during a photocall for the film ‘Carol’ at the
68th Cannes Film Festival in Cannes, southeastern France, yesterday. — AFP photos

Australian actress Cate Blanchett talks during a press confer-
ence for the film ‘Carol’.

Video editor Chris King and director Asif Kapadia pose for
photographers during a photo call for the film Amy, at the
68th international film festival, Cannes, southern France,
Saturday. — AP‘Mon roi’

(From left) French actress Emmanuelle Bercot, French actor Vincent Cassel, French actress and director Maiwenn, French
actor Louis Garrel, French screenwriter Etienne Comar and French producer Alain Attal attend a press conference for the
film ‘Mon Roi’ (My King) at the 68th Cannes Film Festival in Cannes, southeastern France yesterday. — AFP
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Giles Peppiatt, from Bonhams in London, had good rea-
son to make the trip to Nigeria’s financial capital, Lagos,
for the auction house’s next sale of African art-a glut of

potential buyers. On a recent visit, he described Africa as “one
of our hottest properties on the art block”. “In some ways,
Africa is the new China when it comes to art,” he added. “We
are investing time, money and people to maintain our pres-
ence in this market.”

Bonhams has blazed a trail in the sector, having organized
its first “Africa Now” sale of modern and contemporary African
art in 2007, which has since become an annual event. Among
its most expensive sales was “Arab Priest” (1945) by South
African painter Irma Stern, which was bought by the Qatar
Museums Authority for just over three million pounds (4.2 mil-
lion euros, $4.7 million) in 2011. “New World Map” (2009) —
one of Ghanaian artist El Anatsui’s tapestries embroidered
from crushed aluminum bottle tops and copper wire-went for
nearly 550,000 pounds the following year. A series of seven
wooden sculptures by Nigeria’s Ben Enwonwu fetched
361.250 pounds-triple the estimate price.

Increasing interest 
Leading African artists were virtually absent from art sales

just a decade ago but now contemporary works feature
strongly in sales at several international auction houses.
Another El- Anatsui tapestry sold for $1.4 million at Sotheby’s.
“When institutions such as the Tate (in London) and the
Smithsonian (in Washington DC) start to acquire contempo-
rary African art, one then knows something wonderful has
occurred,” said Peppiatt.

On the back of successful sales in recent years, Bonhams is
specializing even more this year, with a selection of modern
art going under the hammer this month and contemporary
art in October. In Africa, the Zinsou foundation’s museum of
contemporary African art in Ouidah, Benin, and and the forth-
coming opening of the huge Zeitz Museum of Contemporary
Art in Cape Town, South Africa, are  clear signs of the increas-
ing interest of collectors. Most of the buyers at Bonhams’
“Africa Now” sales are African, explained Peppiatt. “A lot of col-
lectors are very wealthy Nigerian businessmen,” he added.

Culture and heritage 
“Nigerian art collectors want a piece of their own culture

and heritage and are prepared to invest in that,” added
Bonhams’ representative in Lagos, Neil Coventry. “What’s fasci-
nating is that these pieces are being found all over the world.
In some cases they are coming back to Nigeria where they are
valued and appreciated the most.” Coventry, whose living
room walls at his house overlooking the Lagos lagoon are cov-
ered with major Nigerian works of art, cites the example of
Enwonwu.

The painter and sculptor, who died in 1994, was once as
famous a name in Nigeria as Britain, where he was notably the
first black African artist commissioned to make a sculpture of
Queen Elizabeth II in 1957. But his name was forgotten and
only rediscovered in recent years. “He was an international
artist and Africa’s premier modern artist,” said Coventry.
“Collectors who bought pieces by Enwonwu early in his career
are now getting older and those who have inherited works
may have no idea of the value of what they have. “This redis-
covery of Ben Enwonwu’s works is amazing.”

Positive image 
Ten years ago, Enwonwu’s works sold for several hundred

dollars but are now fetching hundreds of thousands at auc-
tion. Nevertheless, said Coventry, his work “is still massively
under-valued, which is quite unique for an artist who was so
accomplished during his own lifetime”. Femi Lijadu is one of
several art collectors who will make the trip from Lagos to
London for the auction on May 20 and has already pinpointed
Nigerian works “at affordable prices”.

He will be in the British capital because he is proud of the
image the major artists portray of his country. Lijadu, a corpo-
rate lawyer, has some 500 pieces in his collection and remem-
bers the time he began earning a living in the 1980s and buy-
ing pictures by the “Grand Masters” of Nigeria. “At the time we
dreamt of the day where the world would finally start to take
notice of Nigerian and African art in general,” he remembered
with a smile. Judging by the scale of the auction, that day has
arrived.-AFP

Africa: ‘The next China’ for contemporary art

A piece by late Nigerian sculptor Ben Enwonwu is dis-
played.

A man looks at a poster featuring part of a piece by late
South African painter Irma Stern during an exhibition of
African art by Bonhams. — AFP photos

Dancers wearing traditional kimonos perform on the street during the Ohara festival at Tokyo’s Shibuya fashion district yesterday. Some 2,600 people from 65 teams took part in the dancing contest, which originates from Japan’s southern city
of Kagoshima. — AFP photos
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